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PREFACE

This report is-kroduced by the Secondary Sclence-and.Ma-thema-
tics ImproveMeatASSAMI) Program at the Far West.LaboratO4y for
.Educational .Research and Development. The goal ot the SSAMI4 .

Program is tor,s-tudy and improve instruction in science and mathe-
matics-at the secondary 'level. This report describes,a.research.
study of science, instruction in intermediate schools. At the
same tieies.the SSAMVPrograt has produced reportd of two, other
studies,,Olie.eximinIng'science instruction In high schools and
the othet' examining mathedatics instruction in intermediate
schools. -Next year, in.addllion to secoRdarianalyses
ti.om these ftudei, SSAMI will dev,14, imOleirent, and evaluate
teacher-inservice-progralis tha.t build upon "the results ot the 1

studies:

In this report, our goal is to describe and understand .the
combination of student, teacher and curricular'factors that
-characterize*eftective.science-tnstruction. We'begiii by addres,-
sing the .extent to which teachers employed the differentcompo-
neditsi of scientttic Itteraty in their instruction. The quality
of scientttic literacy use -also. .examtned...An analysfs.of the
nature of academic tasks Alt students were assigned follows.
Next, student pretest alid posttest-perforiance on a. range ot
science outcomes is described, and patterns ot outcome growtn
among classes are examined. Thts.is followed by a description
of the quality of teaching observed 4n sample classes. The tintl
sections ot the report examine students' gerceptions of their
Class and worketrom several difterent perspectives.

We wish to thank Dr. Virginia KOehler, Mr.,Michael Cohen,
and Dr. John, Taylor, Teaching and "Learning Division, National
Institute of Education, for their support in thii and other icork.
Their interest in exploring:innovative ways of approaching the
problems that confront educators and their encouragement ot
educational excellence are apprectited.

W4' a1 so wish to thank the teachers and principals who
collaborated us in the conduct ot- this study. Their
willingness to welcome %A into iheir.Classrooms.and Schools and
to Describe their prognms have helped us to undrstand better
the current state of /intermediate science education.r ,

. p.

We' gratefully acknowledge the contributiois of "Waiter Doyle,
Tom Good, Mary Budd Rowe, Lee Shulman, and Pinchas Tamir. All
were members of the Advisory Panel-4r consutahts tor.the'study,
an their ideas helped Shape the research :design and measures.
TwO Stanfordgraduate,studetits, Rose Giaconia and Lynn! Baldwin
also made substantial contributions to the research instrumenta-
tion. Susan Osaki helped eflormousAy%by,summarizing'severar sets
Of data.: Finally, ve.are ever -thankful tor the dedicated work
and contributions of the.iclassroom observers: Dale Baker,David
Haller, Vicki Liambertp Ken Petersone.Mike Piburno.and George St.
Clair.
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`Several individuals gave. very' valuable helvin the prek.ara-
.

ti on of the data and, this report. Kiftie Ruthrott and McKie
Zenger did a superb job of .tranicribtns 'the class narratives 'and .

interviews. 1O -Rounds:provided editing expertise. Madeline
Finch prepared the copy.. To all, .thank you.

Or

Alexis L. Altman y
4

Project. Director,- Intermediate Lite Science Study.,,-

John R. Mergendoller:
frincipil 'InVestigator,,SecondarY Science.apd Aatheiatics

Improvement Prograp
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EXECUTIVE.SIIMMARY

The major goal of thts study' was to describe what
cimbinationsfof.teacher, studentr and curricular variables' were
associated with" more effective lifesscience'instruction at the
intermediate' level. The conception of effectiveness *as :guided
both 'by the nOr.mative framework of scientific literacy and by
student growth on.scimIce outcomes. Our definition.of scientific
literacy consisted df five. components: (1); explaining sciencecontent; (2) relating to science as a sociel.historical process;'
(3) relatth to science ,as -a-reasoning process; (4) relating
science an ioCiety/technologyb.and (5) positive attitudes toward.-science.'

. Students and teachers from eleven life, science classes' par-ticipated in the, study. The classes were located in. both Cali-
fornia.aid Utah. Students Completed pre-. and post-batteries of
science measures. Observers visited each class'during,,the entire
presentation of two.topict and made detailed narratives; in
addition, they'recorded teachers' time use, *rated each teacher on .

generic ski l is, and collected curriculum materials. :Teachers
were.interviewed at the beginning of the year-ant during each .topic interval. all students completed one perception
measure during each topic and six target studentsper class .were
interviewed about each topic interval. .'

Reiults'of this study indicate that the participating life
science teachers lenerelly-used a typical pattern of academic
instruction, relying heivtly On recitation, seatwork, and labora-

e tory exercises. When teachers presented acadeeic information, .

largely through recitation, they rarely; if ever, made explicit
reference to the historical', reasoning, social, or attitudinal
implications of the suUject*matter. Furthermore, when these
references were made, they often were confusing. Students in the
classes also' perceived that teachers.maderelative4 little use,"of the scientific literaCy components other than explaining fac-tual content.

. Examination of the laboratory activities, worksheeti, and
exams assigned to students indicated that. worksheets were the
most commonly Assigned activities. Laboratory activities were

. used less frequently, usually when topics were amehable to micro-scope work. All teachers used exams is end-of-topic assessments.
What, all .three of these task types shared was at overwhelming
liince on problems requiring Tow-level cognitive prpcessing
.e. rote or algorithmic) and verbally-reetricted response. modes!.e. matching; multiple-choice, Jill-tin-the-blank, and shortanswer). These tasks also reflected very little use of the

components of scientific, literacy other than science content.
While teachers held students accountable for most assignments,there was a 'tendency for them to grade exams-for accuracy and to
judge worksheets and laboratories simply omit completed/non-com--
pleted basis.

iii 6
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Result's from the student pre-'. and post - butteries showed,thatt.
student attitudes toward science generally declined over 'the -

course of the year, while their science knowledge, understanding,
.

..
and'reisoning skillsAncreased. While there were significant
ifferences among classes in student attitudes and performance at

4 the Oeginning.of the year, differences among classes in student
' growth over the course of the year were limited to attitudinal

measures. Teachers' use of the non-content compOnenti of scien-.
tifit literacy werein9t significantly related to student growth,

m, probaely.because the 'occurrence of these components was too low
,:to be meaningful. .

t
P

Al

Severe! sources of student perception data were anaryzed.
Findings fro a survey that foeused on-students' summative Rpr-

..ceptons"Of their gasses at the 'end Of the year indicated that
they perceived, they. thought most carefully' about science during
tests and quizzes, wilth laboratory activities placing second.
Students al so rated' jests and -quizzes as the activities during
which they paid the lost attention and the most learning oc-
curred. Students'rated laboratory activitiesas the most inter-
estilig and also indicated that. they would-like more 'laboratory
assignments and a greater variety of activities ingeneral.
Taken together, these results suggest that studenti came to
define the. mail, goal' off' science classes in terms of their perfOr--
mance on exams. Thus, it _is unfortunate that the exams focused
on the rote production of 'right answers" rather than analyzing
and interpreting natural phenomenon.

) , Analysis of a s tudent perception measureabout the activi-
ties of a partipilar day and target student interviews indicated
that students found a variety of academic activities interesting,
difficult, and.requiring attention and thought. Students were .1
mist interested 4nd engaged ow days when the academic task's
required their attive.involvement.or when their teachers-demanded
high levels" studentparticipation during. recitation. It
not clear t hat extentthese perceptions were affected by
daily fluctuations in activities and tasks or vhether.they
dicted students' longer'-term motivation and learning, in science.
Although4there Was variation 'across classes, .students tended to. .

rate laboratory activities and teacher recitations, highly, while
seatworkx was generally rated lower.

Ob.

- The,report concludes With our recommendations for how
practitioners might .best be. guided by our findings. We suggest,
that improvement efforts in intermediate life' science focus on
increasing_teachere use .of the scientific literacy framework and
upgradtig the cognitive level of tasks assigned to students. 4

ka.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY

. Pre-college education in science is a subject of fresh
concern in the forums if national self-assessment nod public
policy. Termed by some a `crisis" (AMerican Association for the
Advancement of Science, 1982), the concern .centers around data
indicating.that very few of the nation's students experience
.lengthy science.curricula,. that 'students' seience achievement has
declined during the 1979's .(National Assessment of EducationIl
Progress, 19781), that,large portions of teachers who teach
science are not qualified to Ao so,'and that many of the

,

ble,curricula do not represent.'the multiple goals of science
education or recent advances in technology'(Good A Hiqkel, -1.983).
Many of the general problems that plague eduebtiom today are
exemplified in today's. science clisirooms (Nattonal Commission onExcellencein Education, +1983).--4eficits inrthris area arerespe-
cially worrisome given the increasingly fmpoftnnt r9le.of science_

%licin shaping our society and determining,our competitiveesi in the
World marketplaCe.

'

She 4tudi prisinted here is one .piece Of A-national-researA
.,effOt intended to ,guide and facilitite$theAmprovement of act-
iffte education In .intermediate Iti:conceptuolization is
both norsative-atid,process-product in nature, steeming.from three
areas of research:- .1).the'cumulative experience.and.reseirch
spurred by, the launcaingof theSoviet,ratellite 'Sputnik in 1957.
which' resulted in A redefinitionof.the goalie concerns, and

..evaluation techniques of.secondary:levei science 'education; -2)
the recently accrued knowledge of the' correlations of :effective.
teaching at the-elestentery. and intermediate ictonl levels which

to reinfOrcethe,needforfurtherStudy:of general claps-
roOm-procesi voriables, as .well as 'those specificallvrelated tp
effectivesclence teaching; and 3) the-growing research: focus on
the nature of academic tasks which. has raised questiona'regarding

, the feasibility and effectiveness Of certain,in-clasa activities
for-aciiieving scientific literacy. The importance-of each of'
these research areas will be discussed below, followed by,a
description of the purpose and framework Of.the cuereet study.

4'

Research In Science EdocatIon 'during the 11160's And 1970's
;

-

Irr reaction to the launching of Sputliks the federal
government, acting through the National.A0ence Foundation (NSF)

-armed itself by strongly suppqrt:44'AttellOYelopment of Ivey' sci-
ence curricular materials and 'the traiqrng of science teachers.
Many new curricula were developed, anU thousands of teithers
attended special .workshops aiaed.at introducing them to the new
curricula. AevieWers have concluded tfflt such programs achieved

1.1
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small t moderate ,success overall (Welt(,. 1979; Uiymansky, Kyle,
Al port, 1982), a retolution that some interpret as

given the wealth of resources directAd at the problem.

,s However, such conclusions may not- accurately reflect the.
actual impact of the NSF funded effortss.as evalUations of pro-'
*grails generally qtilized. poor designs, methodologies, and statis-
tical analyser(seeldiscussion in Shulslan i Tamir, 1973). For
example, An contrasting a "nee curriculum with one of its *tra7
.ditional" predecessors, these evaluations often failed to _measure
appropriate student outcomes (i.e. those that directly reflect
the goals of the nevi cdrtiCulum) and/or relevant classroom"pro-.

cesses (i.e. those that capture teachers' translations of curric-
ulum into the actual workfngs of instruction)., Further, curricu-

, turn cannot be examined in isolation, -as 'undoubted4y it is .only .

A one factor.among many, including teacher effectiveness, student. ,

ability and that interacts with, and influences 4

successful *science learning
A r

.
* : While Ite.evalUations of NSF-funded programs were not
strongly affirmative, there is little question that theie pro- i ...

grams indirectly had a pervasive and pOsitive impict on the field.
'of science-educatioh.- Of,particulat interest ,to this study are
two indirect effects: . ,

. .
. .: .

. ' , ';. . .. , _

J)' The NSF era catalyzed.sejenCe scholars' energies.and.A
created a forum for debate Abouttho-gOals of science,.

0
educition,for the general public. -The fruits of
this 'debate a e.still applicable today.. In broad
terms, this d bate generated the consensus that
student reten io r.of toptc-spectfic knowledge may be. an

# appropri.ate...sh. rt-term goal, there are. several 'other
, student outcomes,that ate necessary for the attainment

of
M scientific literacy.* These 'outcomes pclude: .

. 4 ,

(a) an understanding that scientific knowledge IS
accumulated through a MistoMcal proCeSs of-human .

inquiry rather than thtotigh. the di'scovery of facts.
(Schwab, 1984);*

ib) an understanding of- the tools atd methods of.
the scientific procesS, inclUding the ability to

. solve. scientific problems given ,appropriate data;

(c).an understanding of the interactiqn between
-sciences technology, and society; aWd1

r(d) positive attttudes toward sclencie:lis a disci-.
pline and toward future usefulness 6f and involve-
ment with science.

.-1414<4;" In short, there was a recognition that the desired out-.
comes of a cle e education are multidimensional, in-
cluding.the m tery of science facts* as well as thel

2,
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appreciation of the contexts- of science knowledge and
general features of it as .a discipline.

2) 'Corresponding to the newly articulated multiple
goals-for science edutation, the NSF era spawned re-
search efforts to develop new instrumentation to 'Meas-;
ure attainment of these goals. (Shulman and Tamjr
(1973) discuss some of this earlieriinStrumentation.)
In the,last-decade there has been.further expansion of
meas"uremelvt, possibilities, including the development of
'practical," Ilands-oe,tests for Scientific problem-.
solving (Tamir, Nussinovitz,,& Frledlerr 1982), and
large paper-pencil assessments that address' many. of the
specific goals 1.isted above (National 'Assessment of
Educational Progress; 1978b; Second lEA Science Study,,
1983). Also, aewith other' areas in educatJonal re-
search, interview and case study approaches have been

. employed as qualitative assessments of science educa-
tion, providing hew insights as well as clarifying the
findings of the more quantitative-experimental. studies '
(e.g., Stake 8 Easley, 1978).

P t

.
.- . ,

. , Aincetthe peak -of the NSF era, research on science educat on.. . 4-

his progreAsed to include a .wider range of curricular, student,
and teachermeatOrei (seeoiolume 20,' No. S of the Journal of
Research. in'Screnct Teaching-L. indicating.a greaterappreditfini.j .

for the numerous potential sources -of variation in Science out-
,

tomes. .Thi*-research tends to-be.piecemeal, however, with Stu-
dies focusing on the relatiohship, say,- between one particular
kind of teacher charactleistic and' one particular-kind of studen4t .

.1 outcome, 'or between one particular kind of curriculum and one .'

p5plicutair kind of teacher behavior.'

'In light of' the in-methodology and theory, ii
became possible. to contemplate .a more integertive and colOrehen-
'si%e approach to the 'study, of science -education Past research .

generally -failed to identify one Simple factor operating in-depen4-
Oently to take the sole responsibility fbr the-success Or failure
of science education pp6grams. further, previous, studies have
employed a limited range of asseisment techntques:that were .

predominantly quantitative or qualitative. The'haiis for-the ..

Ares,ent study lies im-thcassumption that a more profitable
-.

approach,is multivariate, examining a range of teacher,7student, -
.

curricular.,, and instructional, factors simultaneously, using a
Nariety of methodological techniques. ..

. .)

r

4 % . .

L

Research on the Correlates 7lf Effective .Teaching
A

Resear'cli inche .last' ten years;has yielded a number of,so-
called "teacher effectiveness" studies which provide evidence
that particular teacher behaviors facilitate studelit learning as
&leisured by standardized achievement-testsJ This work begin with
,large-scale correlational'process-product studies,at the

4

g
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elementary school level (e.g., Brophy ,& Evertson, 1974;' McD9onald
& Elias, 1976; Soar,- 19731. Stallings & Kaskowitz,. 1974). and has
expanded. vo.incLutier correlational and cas . studies at the 'inter-

Evertson, '198 ; EVertson, Anderson,Imediate school level (e.g.,-
Anderson., (4 Brophy., 1980; Evertson i Earae , 1982; Sanford &
Evertson, 1983), as well as experiments where teachers are .

trained to implement the behaviors indicated as desirable by the
correlational studies (*.g., Crawford, Gage, Corno, Stayrook,
Mitman,' Saunk, & Stallings, 19-78; Good, Grouwa, 1. Ebmeier,' '"..

1983). Current .work tn*.this .tradition is also attempting to
descliibe the cognitive process's's usecrby students An classrollas,
and understand the lays in which student thinking, mediates be- ..:

tween,the instructional behaviors-of the teacher ,and stUden't ',.
outcomes (e,g., Peterson, Swing.,..araverman, & Bliss, 1981; Rohr-
kemper, McCauley, A Slavin, 1983; Winne & Marx,. LW). ..-

1
-;. The teacher effsectiveWess behaviors' that have 'been teliili-

- cated in several studies- (see summaries by Berliner, 1980 and
Rosenshine, 1.979). are collectively referred to -a$ "direst 'in- .

structionn or "traditional teaching". '. For Good (1979), these*

q!ehariors represent "active teaching," where the "teacher sets
and ariiculates the learning .goais actively assesses student
progress, and frequently' makes cfass presentations illustrating

. now to do.assigned work" in a way. that is sensitive to* the .

particular teaching .context (p.. 9-5). Effective teaching behav-
iors also subsume--teacherss classroom management% skills, which
are viewed as a necessary but not sufficient condition for im-.
proved student achieiement (Good, 1979) In Brephy's- (19.83) re-
cent summary of .the research on classroom management, -he .notes
the importanee of clearly introducing rules and:Nrocedures itthe

0 beginning of the year, .communicating expectations- for acceptable'
and unacceptable -behavior, holdiegstudents accountable for .-

. finishing work on fine, and assigning seatwork with enough vari-
ety land challenge to keep students engaged. Together, this work
indicates that both instructional and maynagement behaviors of 1

individual teachers are importent in deterisining the level of

academic growth that students experience. .

. ...

WoWe'ver, ienerafizability of these teacher effectiveness
filidings is net yet clear: There is some evidence that all of
the identified .teacher behaviors. May not be applicable if the
learning goal are higher-order thinking skills or attitudes '

(e.g., StallfAs & Kaskowitz, 1974; Peterson, .1979; iedges, Gia-
conia, & Gage. L982). Further,..some of the effectiveness.behav-
iors that correlate with gains in one _subject area (e.g:, mathe-
matics)-have not been found necessarily' to correlate with gains
in another subject area (e.g., English) (Evertson Anderson,
Anderson, .& Brophy, 19804 Fi nally,. teacher ;effects veness
Search questions have ye t'. to be systematically applied in the
crucial realms of teacher behaviors at the secondary level and/or
teacher effectiveness research specglt to the subject area of
science. While some studies have b to took, at the relation-

. ship between .different kinds of teacher behaviors (e.g., wait-
time, levels of questioning, testing practices) an various SttV" 4

dent outcomes (see Tobin & Caplet 1982; Wise & Okey,. 1983), there

1.4
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appear to be, few:if any, attempts to,identily overall patterns
. of ,teaching practices particular Vo'effective science instruction
le at the secondary level.

The cumulative. research on teacher effectiveness has tnflu-.
enC'ed the conceptualization of this study.in at-least three majorways. First, Orior research in this realm presents convincing
documwitation that teacher behavior is a relatively pOwerful
expladatory variable for some student outcomes'. The current 'study
on,- classroom instruction then strove to broaden its focUs and
include a range of teacher Variables in'an area that historically
has been preoccupied with cureiculum materials issues. Second,

'the prior teacher effectiVeness'research provi-des a-useful guide'
for framing questions'and,guiding measurement. It:was antici-.

pated,-for instance, that some teaching and cliSsroom managemenf
behaviors are specifically geared to effective science Instruc-
tion, while otheis are applicable across iahy grade levels and
subject areas, including intermediate science lestruction. By
examining what teacliery actUally do in their-classrooms, the
presept study of science education-can begin to sort out relevent
science - specific vs. generic_ teaching behaviors. Finally, the
-current interest in the cognitive processes ,employed by 'mythical
students' (Bayley 1982), .previously jgnored by teacher eff%Olve-.
ness research, directs part of our itteptip to the cognitive -LI+as well as behavioral -- engagement of "stu ts in science.classes, in hopes of tightening and clarifying the conceptual and
empirical links between classroom processes and student outcomes.

. Research on Academic Tasks

The day-to-slay assignments that studqnts carry out -in class
are the most easily observed, proximal indicators of the student
learning prodess. Yet, until very recently, these assignments
have not-recefveethe full attention of researchers. Although
academic work, assignments take shape from the interactions among
the curriculum materials, teacher behavior, and student behavior,
they deserve analysis in their own right.

Academ tasks have been examined both in terms of theirtasks
cognitive imp cations and their functioning in the broader
classroom env pnment. Doyle (1983) suggests fgur general cateN
g.or.ies for classifying the cognitive brientatiodNaLtasks: mem-
ory tasks, procedural or routine tasks, comprehdnsion or under-
standing tasks, and: opinion- tasks. According to Doyle's frame-
Work, direct instruction ts..more appropriate than indirect in-
struction for teaching specificAlower-levelY skills (e.g.,
memory decoding), yet it will have little long-term effect unless
combined with instruction- in higher order processes which inte-
grate specific skills. He further suggests that indirect in-
struction may be one method of teaching .higher order processes, .

especially since we do not fully, understand the cognitive operations
that underlie/ these processes. Also, we might add that there" may

. be idstances when teachers wish to avoid predicting just what

1.5
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cognitive operations, students should follow when carrying out

higher-order tasks.

. %. In his analysis of tasks in relation to the classroom envi-

.. ronment, Doyle regards several featurei as relevant, including

groupings, curriculum materials, and evaluation structures. , In

particular; Doyle arglies that the evaluation. system in most

classrooms leads students ,to 4trive for "getting the right ans-

wer" add."getting the' work done,. at the sacrifice of content and

quality performance. In addition, Doyle points out that higher-

'order tasks are" difficult to assign and carry out because- they .

. present. ofistOles. for boths teachers and students. leathers will

often avoiditheise tasks becamse'Otinherent management problems,

and students Kill do sq because they involve.hilphlevel st. of.

.
ambiguity and risk.

- , .

.

.
,

because most of the( Oals of scientific literacy.go beyond

ithe acquisition of coat 6W 1<to fnvolveimparting higher-level

understanding .ant applice ion, these observations on academic
frame

seem especially relevant. They not only provide a fraM

work for guiding observation (e4, paying attention" to the

reqmirpdcognitive processing and accountability system.for each

tirfk) but also suggest the kinds of activities 44,Anticipate..

For example, given Doyle's inalykis,.one would expect that dbst

. : teachers avoid presenting higher-order tasks that link-ttintent to

.scientific literacy. Further, if a teacher attempted to intro-

duce such a task on an infrequent basiso-one could anticipatl, the

ways in'which the intent of the task could be undermined ii.g.

by students negotiating the'risk'and ambiguity. "out of". the task

so that it'is'no longer higher-order). On:the otherihand, teach:-

ers who successfully present higher-ordersctentific literacy

tasks probably do so An a regular basis, altering the established

expectationi of their students. Clearly, then; it is critical to-

examine both the intent of an a'cadeic task and the-way it is:

actuallycariled.WriTthe'classroom.
.

Detcriptiom.of the Study

Problem

The overarchi6g question guiding this study can be stated as

follows:

What combinations of, student, teacher, curricular, and

task fictors characterize effective life science ih-

struction, where etfectiveness is defined as the acqui -

i
sition of sci ntific literacy? Scientific literally is':

defined to i clude tfie acquisition of the basic know-

ledge of li science, an understanding of the scien-

tific process of inquiry which allows,students,to make

judgments and solve problems, and a appreciation of

science as a valuable cultural enafteavor.
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This question had at its starting point an aiticufated.
.normative vision of what effective science teaching4consists of.-- namely, teaching the ran'ge of goals, common to most definitioisof scientific literacy (e.g., ;irons, 1983; Miller, 1983; Rowe,1983). ,

The use of ra.normative framework is def&sible for diagnos.-iic as well as pragmatic purpoies. First, the, degree to whichscientific literacy is lacking in today's schoolt must be asses-sed in terms of the standards set by science experts who havegiVen serious thought to how the stricture of the,Aiseiplineshould be communicated. On a more practical level, the various,...components of the current defi .of sctentific,-literacy* serve'to offer useful guidelines fo ntAg' Ind conducting future'inservice teacher training pro . With the current effort toexpand knoileoise 'about effeetive teacher and classroom =processesin oonjunttion with such a professional consensus, the bases forthe 'improvement ef.tctence education' can be established and
disseminated to de classroom. Of course, in so doing,. it ishoped that ...the goal of increased meaningfiil ;learning( for allstudents-would be reached, espdcially for ,the majority who arenot bound for science careers,. but who, nonetheless, dive in a

.technology-based society.

It was assumed 'that- in order for the goals of scientific
literacy to bet addressed 'and met in science classroomf,- they mustbe explicitly taught by the teacher. ThiS assumpt4on,glifded datacollection and enabled an elAborate process- product view of sci-ence'. lie sought to document the presence (or absence)* of scien-tific literacy within the curriculum materials, the academictasks, and the ebehavior and_perception4 of teachers and students.The creation. of a multivariate portrait of the fosterind orhindering of scientific literacy was the primary goal of thestudy.

.

. . .

.0. Given this general, goals sevehi sets of specific-questionsfollow that guide the analyses. These questions include:

1) How do teachers transform the curriculum from a setof raw materials into the experience of instruction?If the curriculum materials do not provide the founda-tions for sZientific literacy, how, if at all, do
teachers carry the burden of doing it themselves?

2) What kinds of academic tasks are typically assigned
in intermediate science class'es? If lower-level tasks 141:predominate, what-are the accompanying curricular and

. environmental features?' When higher order tasks are
introluced, what determines whether or not they will be

.eicecdted*as -intended?

3) bo students* who differ.on the 'basis of, gender, 4
intellectual ahtility entering science achievement,science process understanding, .or attitudes toward
science also differ in their interest and involvement .

1.7'
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in the learning of science? GIs this mediated by the
instruction they receive from 'different teachers?
4) Now do students perceive the tasks they complete
within 1 ife, science claises? Can they identify. the
Viresence or absence _of the. knowledge and attitudes
which.define,scientific' literacy in their science
classes?

-Given the multivariate, outcome - guided approach Weil here, .

I toi 1 iiiportant to. clfrify what the study has not examined as.
pnimary issues. The study is not primarily concerned with des - .
ciibing the-distributions of a regional sample on-a set.of desig-
nated variables. Several other large surveys 'already hive been
conducted that provide more<extensive data on' science
curricula, end student 'achievement (e.g., Goodled, Sirotnin .1
Ogerman, 1979; Second- lEA Scrente Study, 1983; National Assess=
.ment of tducational -Pfrogress, 1982). The study' also is not .
concerned 'with comparisons of. curricula-or 1.vailable resources.

.

E he r,F this. study examined the. dynamics.of effective scl-""

ence 'instruction. i'n life science (biology)" classro`ows at the 7th
fra level... Observations in one Science.;area- allow foi,.,..better.;4'
com ri sons .betweenNlaisks in terms of .how tSimillkr or
topit are presented and learned.: .The. 7th grade level was seleC-
ted b cause, in the FWL's, region, this grade level where 'all
students typiCally fulfill 11111r minimum, science requirement,.
usually with a life science co se. By looking at this .grede
level, then, science classes are observed in which the entire
range of the schools' population is Most likely to be rePresetnici.
(as 'opposed to higher gade .levels, where self-selection in .

science occurs).

The study was begun during' -the first-weeks of the 1983-1984 .

school year. At that thee, all students in participating classes 1.

completed: a number of .pretest measures. After this. basic cur-
riculum materials were. cobjected analyzed; and teachets were

.interviewed bout their use of materials and clisi organization.
There were two intervals of observation per .class,--eackr.centered
around the presentation of a, particular topic. ToOics were
preselexted and an observer was present in Class during` the days
a selected topic. was covered. Observations focused on the way
the teacher explained and related science material and on the
assigned ta;ks. Students also completed one perception measure
during each .topic. Target students were interviewed ,about-their
percepftionl of class during 'the observation periods. The follow-

/ log sections of this chapter present the design of the study. in.
more detail..

Framework

The' framework of the study can be thought of in terqs of
.three groups (If variables: baskgreund variables, clas.srdom:pro-
cess variables, and outcome variables. This division is parallel .

ar
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a
tithe' conceptualization of Welch (i'Oher-who. describes. the ..dilmainof science .education in terms of the .4hree .cdmponenti of "cop-text," "transactions:* and `soutcome.s.',14110wi.ng Welch, thebackgrdund or context' variables represellit- the conditions thategi St prior_ to the process of leirningiAt.e.., the initial student.anti' teacher characteristics arid the formal curricular, materials).,1asiroom process or ,transactton varIa4les refer to the actualclassroom interactions that. ocdtir Miring the process of learningii.e. the instructional behavior ant perCeptions of teachers andstudents as well as -ciii-ctiaracte,004:cs of the academic tasksthat are variables are intended tomeasure the results col.,e learnfng rocess (i.e.. the cognitiveand attitu'ilinal :gains 'of the stelifents:' The specific variablesthat were measured ..of th..04-three framework categories are

. preSented ,F.4.gure'

Bapkground`Pleaseres.! inou!strates three subgroup'sof tadtground akkd -curri4ular mater-ial s. :teacher ihe variabYes 4 inelude tt* teacher's-' 'preparation In tcierite-iand-non-st.te ?areas, variables on whichteachers may differt:40.iiclerably..z gfven ,the current shortage of_..qualified. sci-ence-.teacheri. - There it some e'vlidence that the. amount' of, science. an.h itort-science prep 'ation ,has a small, but
. si gni fill'n-t, rot tO PlaYjh ex 1

. va 8 Tinder .. raarework, .teacher preparation it 't:'". ilr... r -'. 7..i e'rkto include:;.tilitir:preservtre. and inservice preparatiion
that may Jnfluence..1clente-stec-1414:-:and general teaching .skills.......1.......I, The' student subfroio= nclude:a those student characteristicsthat are most likelly.,..taivaplaik.spalent Outcomes in ideate,.prior...''to the influence of the partOular learning environmentThese. characteristics -include..stOent,s'. pretest .(be,ginaing .0 the -:.. year).. performance- on-the-outcoilif'jleasurev tsee. outtomes be .w),
ginera-l-abl My, and *gender. -Ife,re-, students pretest per rmance ....
is..,-Ohe.measute of the-.4-egt4f t'ii which students have bee shaped_.14-:041or forlialeXP'cileifi *to .science, 'serving to establ h.impor_r -.tan.t- baseline -level S. "There:As always the. posiibill t , howevert 'that studentt' general' 4bl lity is an equally strong or eventgreater, :.' predictor of.'11tme 'student outcomes th c?e.nce-spec' ficknowlidge; -Gender-.4..::Included because of the e nIte.t-hat-

4.-

w..-fncreases;.:.-,..---,, - .7.'`..'. ,,. -

girl se-atience. perfOrMat.131:04 declines relative to. boys' as age .',.

. . A .

e ,
_,..14

The ,,curricular material* subgroup refers to the orientation
. and:',.cOgnitiVe level of all Oats materials (i.e.,. textual preen-tatIonb,-.1a.boratory guides, homework,. and assessment tools). Or-'.ierftation'repre,sentS,. the eXtent to which the curriculum materialsreflect. the lattifaceted goals of sCientiffiC literacy,.. whereas,.cOgnitive-,leve. de,scribes the demandingness of the Material. Of
'-,!...cou.rse, for' both these curricular features, the teacher usuallyhas complete discretio'n to either reinforce or alter them. For, eiamplse', .i. the material had 'a narrow content focus and low
..deman.ds..(e:g.,..memori.zationr, it: would be desirable for a teacher,to alter .,and supplementthem to. wehieve a more deisanding cogni-

.,;if'.:. 'tive level.. Examination of how the teacher actually transforms

s'
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the curricislue:materiAls. falls under the next category.

41,4(strobm Process 'Variables. Thi second categOry.in Figure
1.1, cia"ssroom process variables, is composed. of three subgroups:
teacher, academic 'tasks, and student. The teacher subgroup,in-

.

eludes variables of teacher behavior and pereeptions. The teaih-
..er behavior variables include explaining science content, relat-
ing-siencecontent, and quality of instruction. p Explaining

. science content-refers to the teacher's presentation .of facts and
concepts that are,Jundamental to the understanding of i-science
topic. Relating sdience cOntent-js.a-medsure of ,teacher comMuni-

. .cations that link specific science concepts to one or gore of :the
four non-content .facets 'of scientific literacy, --e.g., a.teach-
*er describing to his/her students the'historical context for the
discoveri of viruses. Table 1a butlinet i,n detail.the explain-
'in§ and relating componentS,'providing'examples of possible av
pliCations...Data for these. areas were the focus of obterver
..naratives.

Quality of instruction refers 6 a number of,high-inference
categories of teacher skills Which were rated by observers..
Categories fn'Clude clarity of instruction, managerial *effeCtive-
nesskverbal explicatjon and development of a concept, `rapport

-.with students, etc. When combined, the descriptions and measures
.of the teacher behivibr Variables portray the manner, in which *We.
steacher transforms the curriculumitaterials into the ictiyity
stream of the cl-assroom, thus creating the curriculum that tu-*
dents aCtually experience..

' One perceptual :measure is litted under tile- teacher.portion
of classroom 'process variables. While acknowledging that in-.
structional behavior has numerous antecedents addition to
"conscious deliberation: ant choice" (Brophy, 1980), we believe'.
that an understanding of the 'way in which teachers perceive the
."problem space" (Brophy, 1940r; -Newell & Simon, 1912), defined-by
iptended-goilsand activities, as well as teachers' perceptiOns
of students' responseS to the topic lessovi can illuminate
.specific instructional behaviors' and hilp us to understand better

. the 'relation:04p between teacher intent .and lessonimplemen'ta-
tion: Accordingly, the teachers.' topic selfrreport contained
questions- 'rega'rding teachers' .perceptionS of the observed topic's
purpose,. organization, requirements, and. success. This-informa-
tion,was.gathered,ilith focused interviews.

The academic tasks subgroupings Under,clastroom process
refer to, the actual work that students carry out. Mere, four
task variablesare of interest (see Doyle, Sanford, A Emmer,
1982): directions given, resources available, accountability, ,

and cognitive operations. Directions given refers .to what the
'teacher communicates about the nature and requirehents for the
task. These may be:written or presented orally, and they may
also change over time. Resources available refers to whatever
materials, examples,, hints, etc. thestudents have available as

zs
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:Table.1.1

Scientific Literacy Framework Used In the Study

EXPLAINING CONTENT -There are several ways in which s, teacher can attempt ''

to communicate content- -e.g., by Short statements, by

writing things on the board, and even by a demonstration.

What is important is that regardless of the instructional

method used, the cher it to c I facts

and concepts ,

ihe tolac.

2. RELATING TO SCIENCE
AS: A SOCIAL
HISTORICAL PROCESS

This takes place when a-teacher attempts to communicate

the historical context of dome scientific knowledge or

-process, This context can he portrayed in specific "or

general terms. In specific terns, the teacher would

refer to particular individuals IA hist*ry and their

coetributionse:g. Hendel's work in genetic*, Salk's

development of the polio vaccine; Flemined discoiery of

'
penicillin, Watson and Crick's determination of the struc-

ture of DNA, etc. In general terms, the teacher would .

_refer to scientists or other people,.without mentioning

specific individuals.

3. RELATING TO SCIENCE A teacher is relating science content to the specific

AS A REASONING reasoning' process when he/she attempts to commbnicate how

*.,;PROCESS scientific knowledge is acquired. This would include

'talking about *serving natural events, formulating and

testing hypotheses and theories, deductive and inductive

reasoning, concepts of randomness and probabilityt and .

the tools and thuds ofleeasuremeelft 'This component also

includes refoohnoos to the holerel-Point that scientific

know/edge is dot accumulated in en accidental or arbitrary

lr fashion, but. instead is accumulated through a set of

agreed upon standards that have a logical !condition.

4. RELATING SCIENCE AND This refers to a teacher coMmunicating how specific areas-

,SOCIETY/TECHNOLOGY of scientific' knowledge have implications for society or
for technology. Often, there Is a dire t link between a

technological product (e.g., a new:fertilizer) and its

societal consequences (e.g., more productive farming).

The teacher who does this area ,well goes beyond a

cursory mention, of some con*ection and really encourages
sludeets to consider how specific scientific knowledge

'affects people. Furthermore, it often will be most ideal

for a teacher to presentee! least teen points ,of views.

(e.g., the advantages and disadvantages of pesticides),

thusmodeling parts of enecision-making process that

students can apply in their own lives as they consider

their use of science-based technologies. .

POSITIVE ATTITUDES Here, a teacher refers' to the individual compllective of-

. TOWARD SCIENCE fatlye reactions people have towards scitnEe as a disci -

pline and specific science knowledge, concepts, and apply

cations. The teacher who does a good job of relating in

this area will try to foster well-founded positive attitudes

end curiosity toward science. The teacher mdy also model his

or her own positive attitude toward science as a discipline.



,the'y carry out the ;,task. All. students may.not.necessarily have
14ccess to the same resources. Accountability refers to the .-

grading policy for the task that the teacher communicates. This
policy should indicate the o4erail importance the teacherattaches, to the task, but again the policy may be altered over
time. Finally, Ognitive,operations,refers to the level' of .

processing.required to complete the task. Uoy3e's (1.983).
categorjeS of cognitive operations are applicable. here (memory,
procedural, comprehension, ana opinion tasks).

,_

The student subgrOuPing Ander classroom process variables is
divided into behavioral' aid perceptual measures. An sessment
of task accomplishment was, based on the examination and 'coding-of
written- homework and classwork- completed by a subgroup of target
students. Students' involvement and interest during the-ob-serva-

.tiOns was'llsiesSed at the conclusion:of-the topic through the.
completion of a structured self-report form. This -term contained
rating scales, multiple choice and free-response items focusing
on studentss-perceptions 'of the actual, task demendsmf the lesson
as .well as 'cognitive involvement. Our. Intent was to .move. the .

7medfating. proCeSs"-research paradigm (e.g., Peterson, et. al.,
19&1;;.Winne-11 Marx, 1.982). out of the laboratory and, into the

.classeoom, in order to embed it within a more "ecological" ap-
proack(Dbyle,.1977; Dawson, Tikunoff-I Ward, 1976)., Because we
were cojlecttng-perceOtmoal data in a number of ongoing classrooms

. where teachefl-t-instructional. foci and behaviors' varied, the
' self-report was, by necessity, brief and broad in its.Osessment
of ',individual cognitive processes-(compare, for'examprt, the

Student
Self-Speech Questionnaire employed by Robrkesper,'.

Mctauley & Slalin, 11910). Aeverthelesse-we believe it useful to,
attempt to 'capture students. general interest in, the topif being
-observed,..theix expectations regarding the evaluation,of their
work., the clarity and,difftcult/of what they'are doing, the

class..
ti.percentage of class.. time spenworking," and whether theyrecol-

nize relationstips.between.the e'cuyrent work and, previous sci-
ence learning. Irf'a,ddition to this general informitiOr regarding
the perceptions of all.itudents in the itudyfclassroomsi more
'precise data regarding the, Meaning of science experience an0 the
representativeness of the observed lessons was collected by in-
terviewing target students.

Outcome Pleasures. Figure 1.1 presenti A, list,of student
measures mnderioutcomes. These outcomes are divided.into-those
with a predominantly cognitive focus and those with a predomi-
nantly affective focus, and repre4ent a range of scientific
literacy goal.s., Measures listed under cognitive include life
science achieviment, nature of science Understanding, and, science
processes understanding.

A measure of life science achievement Is included as a more
in-depth test of, life 'science knowledge than is *currently..availa-
ble in a Standardized science achievement test. Mature of sci-
ence understanding refers to students' understanding that science
is a historical,' fluid process of inquiry. Scie.nce professes.
understanding refers to the ability to apply the logic Mid

1.13



ts,

meaisure-ment. tools of science.

Four measures are'listedunger the affective component of
student outcome measurti: attitudes toward science in'school,
interest in science, vocational and educatiOnal intentions in
science,. and attitudes toward science.' These af.fectlwd outcomes
are considePed an important result of science instruction, be-
cause' they provide indicators .of futire participation in science
classes and general interest in-science &s -a citizen.

.
Overview of Report

-

Thii repot,* contains ten Chapter)s. Chapter Two.describes._
the methods' and procedures of the study: Chapter Three addresses -
one portion of .the classroom_process variables: the teacher
beht.viors of explaining science content and relating science.
content. 'Thechapterr frames these variables. by first describing'
the time teachers Spent'in.4ifferesit Instructional modes,
theno'how much. time they spent explaining and telatingl.respeC-.
tively.,.The'chapter endsleith an analysis of .the 'quality of.

teachers' relating. Chapter For locuSes on the nature of
academit tasks that students were assigneeand.held'accountable.
for. These tasks` ate describedAk terms of their.gineral type P

(i.e. laboratoracti*ities, wotAtsheets,,otieXams), -their lever
of cognitive demanC-and'their representation of the .componen0
of scientific literacy, Chapter Five describes student *efts'?
iaance,on All the outcoMes,listed.in Figure 1.1, including growth'
pn these outcOmes.from '.the .beginning to end of the school year.
This is follOwed.by-the results of :analyses that tested forth,
relationship of class Membership, student gender, and.teacherst.
use of scientific ltteracY to student growth. Chapter Six pre-.,
sents data about the'general'quality of teachers' instruction:..
The .relationship of quality measures to other indicators'of
teacher and student.performancOalso is addressed. Chapter Seven.'
presents the .results of a detailed measure .Of student perceptions
that was administered at the end 'of the schoolyeer., Chapter
Eight also addresses 'students' perceptions; to this case, the. -

results are from a more proximal: measure of topic inyoldvement and

interest that was adminittered during each topic interval.
Taking patticular classes as examples, these, pbrceptions are
r viewed in terms of the class activities and tasks on the day -..

e survey was administeted. Chapter Nine presents.the results
Interviews.. that were held with,target students n each sample.

ass. .Finally, Chapter Ten presents-our.conclusions about the
most. significant findings of the study as well as our Judgkent.: ,

about the implications of our findings 'for current practice and.
future research.

4.
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4

. ;

ol -This cluipter sunmarjzes. the bethods employed in the Interme-
diate Life S-cience,Study. Tide chapter first decribes the len-.
eralcharacteristics.of the Simmple teachers and -students. A more
iketailed Oescription of the liaciground characteristics of the
sample appears, in Chapter Three. Next, ;this chapter describei
the instruments used, in the study. The reliability of these
instruments also is reported here. Third, this chapter describes
the procedures for the study: These procedures-are presented in
chronological order,.beginning with recruitment of the sample and

t.

endingwith feedback to teachers following Completion Of data .

collection.

Sample.

Eleven teachers who taught a-full school-year course :of. 7th.
grade.lifescience participateiLin'the study. For each 'teacher,.
one of their:life science clatses was Selected for data collet-
ti on (e.g., 4th period_life' science).. 'There were:no stringent
criteria for selection of the 'class for each teacher; teachers !
simply.Were asked tO'nomina.te a class that was.typicalbf.the 7t7h ,

4, grade life science tlassei at:their school. AT1,teachery viol un-
teered to paylicipate-in the study..

#
Four of the pa44ticiOating teachees were employed. in three

schools in the greater San Francisco Bay Area. The other seven,'
teachers were employed-in four-schools in the greater Salt Lake-
City area. All three California schools 'were suburlian and 4

labeled .as 'Intermediate school 14 two' of these.schdols setwed
grades 7-8,.w1 th the third serving gradel _Three Utah
schools were suburbAn and labeled as "junior high schooli; these.
served grades 7-9.' The fourth Utah school was rural and labeled
as a "middle* school; it served grades 4-8. The soclo-economic,
conditions of the'sChools' comeeetinities wemgenerally similar,
ranginglrom:Middle.to upper-middle class.. The enrollment sizes
of the schools varied greatly, ranging from-492 tb 1532 students;
Utah had the largest average school size--958 students--,as tom-

,

pared.with 703 for California..

Table 2.1 summarizes the background cWaracteristici-of par-"
ticipating teachers. The table indicates thatfour of .the eleven
teachers are female. Three of the 'teachers have a masters
degree,and all but two teachers have soit:specialization (major
or minor) in the field-of, science. The genera] teaching experi-

0
ence of the s mole ranges widely from 1 to 24years, with an
average of 1 years. Initial class sizes range 'from 24 to 32

..students, wf an average of 28.6 students. (The size of the

i"" 3.
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_Table 2.1

Characteristics of Participating Teachers: and Clasps

TCHR SCHOOL TCHR HIGHEST
.

DEGREE TOTAL INITIAL.
ID. ID* GENDER DEGREE SPECIALIZATiON,. YRS CLASS.fin .

[

1

2

_
.

6

.

.

.

7

.

10

11

;

1

,

3

3

.

4

- 5

6

6

7'

.

F.

.

M

F

M

1

lit

'M

F

01

.

Bachelors

Bachelors,

Masters.

Bachelors
, .

bachelors

Bachelors

.

' Bachelors
,

Masters .

Masted
/ -

Bachelors

Bachelors

Biology

Biology-

. Zoology' 1......

Physical Ed.
(Botany Minh)

Biology

-Mathematics &
Elem. Ed.

dente

P.E. (Life"
Science Minot)

Physical Ed,
(Sci. Minor)

Biology

Soc. Science

14

24

.

15

Z

15

11-

23

10

PI"-

' lie.

.

,

32

29

32

30

24

.....

?e

24,

29

.

,

r.

*Note. School characteristics are as followi: 'Schoot 1 has grades 7-9
with 1164 students; School 2 has grades 7-9 with 602 students; School 3
has grades 7-9 with .1532 students ;' School 4 has grades6-8 with 535 stu-
dents; School 5 has giades 7-8 with 492 students; School 6 has grades 6-8
with 700 students; and SchoOl 7 has grades 778 with 917 studenti.
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student sample used foi data analyses is described in detail in
-Chapter 3.)

In each of the eleven classes, six target students were
desigdateu for the purpose of a student interview at the end ofthe two topic 'observation periods. Selection of these target
students was based. onpretest life science achieveient (LifeScience Questionnaire) scores collected for the study. The sixstudents were selected to represent the following permutations:highest female,. highest male; median female, median male, lowestfemale, add lowest male. If ties occurred between the hightst,lowest, or median scorers, then a student was selected at randomfrom the potential candidates -Substitutions, selecting the next fbestavailable student, were made in.cases'where parent permis-sion was notNieceived or if studentt transferred' out of thecass.

T Instruments

A number of a..collection tools were employed in.the
study. Briefly, he instruments can be viewed as falling into-
one of two group he first .group consists of a student pretest-
and posttest bat y, easures that served as basel.ine and'out-.come Variables, espect4vely. This group also includes three

.perception questionnaires that all students completed during theTopic I and 2 Observations and at posttest. The second group
consists of all measures that captured aspects of tb classrooms,including the curriculum analysis packet, the observation instru-ments, and the teacher and.stubent interviews. Copies of and
directions for the 'second group of instruments, in the form.otw
the ILS Observation Manual, alipear in Appendix A,

Student. Pretest and Posttest Pleasures

'.Studelits completed four science-related measures both at
'pretest and posttest: a Life Science Questionnaire, Nature of
Science Suriey Science .Process Survey, find Feelings toward Sci-ence Survey. These measures tapped mist of the comp6nents of r

scieTtific.literacy identified in-the framewbrk for the study(see Chap,ter 1). The Life Science Questionnaire tapped students'
knowledge of. science Content, i.e. what is commonly referred toas life science achievement. The Nature of Science Survey and

. Science Process Survey tapped students' understanding of scienceas a reasoning process. Finally, the Feelings toward Scie.nce
Survey addressed the component of students' attitudes towardscience.

In additibn to the four measures listed above, students
completed two aptitude measures at pretest: a Word Meaning Surveyand Patterns Completion Survey. These instruments were used to

410t. obtain measures of crystallized and fluid -general ability,
respectively.. For the post/lest, the Word .Meaning Survey and
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Patterns. Completion Survey were omitted and students instead
'completed an Ideas About ScienCeSurvey. This addition was
designed to obtain detailed student- perceptions about teacher
behavior, task structure, and the curriculuM.

Another student perception meas'ure, the Student Class Sur-
vey, was administered to all students twice during the year.
This instrument was designed-as a short and immediate assessment
of students: cognitive and.affective.reactions to class events on
the day of the survey administration.

Each of the eight student ieasur s is described in mo/*e
detail below.

Life Sciente Questionnaire. This questionnaire consisted of
24 multiple- choice items. 'tetras were selected from four existing
science: test sources: the 'National A sessment.of Educational.
Progress (NAEP), the Stamford Achieve ent Test.(Form Ad- la

vented), the Metropolitan Achieyement Test (Form JS), thdP
Sec9.44 1E4 Science Study. Only life ciente items were selected,
and this selection was done with. Oh e fort telfixts balancinj the
different life science topics. The r sult was, questionnaire
where three items were devoted to eac of eight life science
categories; cell theory, germ theory systems* evolution, growth
and develoOment,' energy traniformatio heredity, and ecology.
An example of an item is:

"The unit of heredity tha is responsible for
the `development of specj ic4characteristic1
is-the

A. chloroplast.
K., gamete.
C. gene.
Li.

Miure of Science Survey. 7his urvey consisted of 20 state-
.

ments to which students responded "Agree" vr."Disagree." The
statements were.aboutscientists, the nature of science,, theo-
ries, or the scientific method. An example of one item is "Dif-
ferent scientists may give different explanations about the same =

thing.".Items were.drawn from two eiisiting sources: the National
Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) and Nature 'of_ Scien----
tific Knewl dgi Scale (Rubba 8 Anderson, 1978).,,

1
. .

.

.

Scienc4e/Process Survey. This survey consisted of 16 multi-
.

pie- choice items. Items tapped six categories: assumpti6ns,'
experimenting, measurements, communications, interpretation of
-data, and observing. Items were drawn from three different
sources: the National Assessment of educational Progress (NAEP,
the Metropolitan Achtevement-Test, and the Test of Integrated \

Sciende Processes (TISP, bepartment of Science Education, Univek- .

sity of Georgia,'1979). Thejollowing is a sample item:
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"krbich one of ,the following is essential in anexperjment?

A. Waking sure measdements-can be made quickly8. Controlling all ipportant variables -C. Using new equipment
D. Having at least two persons doing the experiment.

Feelings toward Science Surve- . This Sun/ Ty had 48 items,dividd. into Ts731cireiria 12 ems each. The first subscaleasked 'for students' feelings tow rd' science classes. Mere, stu-dents responded to 2 statement by markinguStrongly Agree" ,""Agree;" "lb o Opinion, isagraee" or "Strongly Disagree. Anexample of an item is""T e are too .many facts to Veirn'inscience." The second subscal sked studenti about their voca-tional and educa''tional intentions. Here, students responded. to12 6statements by marking "Definitely Yes," "PrObably Yes," "NotSure," "Probably ,-No.t," and "Definitely Not." A sample Item'reads: '"Doyati, think working in science would be fun?" Thethird subscale addressed students' feelings .towards science ingeneral. Here, students again responded .using the "Strongly Agree"to "Strongly Disagree" scale. A sample item reads, "Money spent.on science is well .Worth -spending." The fourth and Moil sub-scale tapped students' intereit in...science activities. Here,students responded to a 1 ittfrof,.12 activies (e.g.? "visited-'ascience museum,' "taken somethibg apart to see how it works").by,marking 'either "tiften," "Sometimes," "Seldom," or "Never." Itemsfor this survey were-based ont two sources: the National Assess-ment of 'Educational Progress and the Second IEA Science Study.
Word Meaning Survey. This survey was a shortened, 4Q-itemversion of the Verbal Meaning Test from the Prim'ary Mental Abili-ties- battery (Thurstone, 1962). It wat, created by delettnii everythird item from the original 60-item test'. Each item consisted ofa target word in capital letters 'followed by four lower-casewords. Students were asked to, circle the appropriate synonym for-the target word.

Patterns Completion-SurveyA This survey consisted of 22items selected from sets.: A-E of the Standard PrOgressiVe Matrices(Raven, 1958). The first item was from set A- and was used as apractice' item. in the directions (i.e., It was not scored). Frownsets 8-E there were 4, 5, 8, and 4 items chosen, respectively.These items were presented in. order, by set. Each item consis-ted of a large pattern from which, one piece wa ssing. Stu-dents were asked to select the appropriate pie a to omplete thepattern from one of six or eight alternat
. Ideas About Science Survey. This in'strument s _developed bystaff raemberPThergendoller & Mitman, 1984) for the purpose ofc9.11ecting student perceptions about many specific aspects of thescience class environment. Many items Uere written specificallyto tap aspects that.' also were judged oy observers, thus permit-:Ling a test of the match .between student perceptions and observeraccounts.
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The Ideas About Science Survey consisted of 150 items orga-
nized under three parts. In Part I, students responded .to 15.
items about the, extent to which their respective teachers talked
about the various components,of scientific literacy, Three items

( were devoted-"to each of the five components (i.e., explaining
Content, science as a soOal historical process, science as a
reasoning process, science and society/technology, and positive
attitudes toward science)..,,For example, one. item for science as
a social 'historical process'reads: "In science class this year,
haw often_did the teacher talk about the lives of important

uscientists?" Students-responded to all items in this .part by
marking e_ ither "Very Often,".'"Often" "Sometimes,' "Seldo4," or
."Never." It was anticipated that a useful comparison could be .

made between students' responses to this.settion and the obser-
vers' ratings of teachers' use of scientific literacy (see'Sc17
ence Class Description Instrument below).

Part 11 contained 22 items designed.to. measure students
gerceptions of the extent to which their teachers engaged in
generilly effective teaching practices. Nere,'the ktems.
addressed tbur different realms of teacher behavior:'(0' clarity
of directions and explanations; (b) ,system of class and task
management; (c) faciiitating.motivation to learn; and (di faiili-
tating a fair. social. !structure. As an example, one item-in the
last realm reads: "The same kids always talk." Students
responded to all items .by marking either "Strongly Agree,"
"Agree," "No OpinJoii," "Disagree," or "Strongly Disagree." While
items in this part were not matched precisely to ratings of
effective, teaching' completed by observers (see Science Class
Description), tt nonetheless was felt that a.contrast between the-
two sets.of items would be ,useful.

.,

Part III of the Ideas About Science Survey contained' 113
items measuring students' perceptions about numerous aspects of
academic tasks and the formal and experienced curriculum. The
length of this part .defies ea* summarization; thus, the reader.
is referred to a copy of the ,survey in Appeid-ix B. Response's to
all items were in a four or five-point Likert scale format.

Science Class Survey.. Unlike 'the above measures, the Science
Class Survey was administered to students, on two occasions, once
during each period of topicrobservation. This instrument" was
'designed to be completed at the end of a lesson, in, that most
items asked the students'to provide their specific reactions to
that day'S lesson. A combination of fixed add open-ended re-
sponse items was used. Some items asked students to reflect on
their thought processes during the lesson (e.g,, whether or not .

they were confused), 'while other items asked them to reflect on
their work and the behavior of others (e:g., the difficulty of
the work, whether the class was quiet enough for them to learn).
A Copy of this survey appears in Section Eight of Appendix A.



Classroom Measures k

This section encompasses all other easures used during the
course of the study. InCludect are three teacher question-
naire/interviews, referred to as "the Science Teacher Interview,
Teacher Topic Questionnaire, and Teacher Post-Topic' Interview
'Next are two classroom observation techniques, the Narrative N.1
Record and the Science Class Description, followed by a ur-
riculum Conteht Analysis. Only one student measure isIncluded
here, the Target Student Interview. Each measure is' briefly
described below.

Science Teacher Interview. The first formal interview with
teachets,Iivi57Tfthe beginning of the school year prior, toany
topic observations, served to gather information on teachers'

. backgrounds, curricula, and forms of classroom organization. i_Jk-t
this ,time, the topic observations were also arranged. The inter-
view schedule contained 25 items (some with.sub-questioos), Acopy appears in Section Three.of'.Appendix-A:

. ,

_ ,..

.r
Teacher Topic questiinnaire. The'pUrpose of this measure'

'was to assess teachers' perceptions of teaching the selected
content topic immediately prior to the beginning of instruction.
This questionnaire consisted of 12 open-ended 'questions some of

.e/ which' addressed the te.achers'. past experience with. the topic and
..- the teachers' intended use of activities and materials. Other

items asked the teacher to 'indicate which:tspects.o pic
were particularly iwportant, enjoyable, or difficult to t ach.
Teachers completed this questionnaire "prior to' each topic (Topic'
l'and Topic 2). A copy of this questionnaire appears in Section

--.. Seven of Appendix A. ,

/
Teacher Post-Topic Interview. This interview was given to,

each teacher after compfilTWiiWal of the two Observed topids:
..Ttie-purpose of these interviews was two -fold. First" they pro-

vided an opportunity for the observer to gather.anradditional
data needed to make his/her records of the 'observations more
complete. For example, ff it was.difficelt to gather information
on a teacher's intended grading system for an assigned task
during class, this interview provided the chtnce'to do so. ,A
second foal of these interviews was to assess each teacher's
general perceptions .of the outcomes of the topic instruction:
For example, teachers were'asked to describe any parts that "they
thought went espedially_.well or not as well as expected, as will
as to provide their.thoughts about the extent "to which studehts.
learned what, was intended. A copy of this interview schedule 4
appears in Section Ten of Appendix A.

Narrative Record. Following each day of topic observation,
observers dictateu a narrative Record of the main events bf that
that period. As preparation for the narrative, observers" made an
audio-tape of the period and took notes. The data from these .

narrative re'coras,,then, were the result of naturalistic observation.

p
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The composition 'of each Narrative Record was guided by two
sets of considerations. First, observers were asked to capture
clearly the activity segments and kinds of interactions that took
place during the period. Second,,obserVers were asked to capture
a teacher's use of the scientific literacy components, and the
general features of any assigned academic tasks. For the scien-
tific literacy and task foci, observers included as much verbatim
talk.frjom the teacher i ,,e4le studs as possible.

r

As a final step in the production of the Narrative Records,
observers completed Narrative 'Record Summary Sheets. In the Iirst
of three parts, observers listed all activity segments that
occurred. during the period and their associated characteristics.
(e.g., materials used, grouping arraligement). In Part 2, observ-
ers listed all academic ttsks that were worked on during the
periog! In Part 3, obseriers summarized, the features of any
academic tasks that were completed during the period.

,m
A detatled_description of all:the.conCelits employeCin

producing-the Narrative Record and ass iated Summary Sheets /

appears in Section Five of Appendix A.

Science Class Description. 'This instrument was completed I);
obserVWFriTter eacl-topit observation vfsit.* The instrument
served two purposes. One was to collect concise information on
.teachers' time usg during-clas-s. The second was to elicit obser-
vers' summary (i.e., higher-inference) judgments about several
aspects of the activities, teachers'.behavior,* and students'
behavior. The instrument was adapted from earlier versions by
Mi.traan (1981) and Mergendoller, Mutant and Ward (1982), which
we're' designed to capture the use of several teacher behaviors
deemed by the process-product study literature to be generally
effective.

The Science ,Class Qescription (SCO) farm was divided into
three .parts. In Part 1, observers estimated the amount .of class
time devoted to each of nine different instructional 'nodes (e.g.,
seatwork, recitation). They also rated the degree of teachers'
academic task orientation and the number of students generally
paying attention- in class. In Part: 2,' observers estidated the
amount of teachers' -presentation time (i.e., recitation or demon-
stration) devoted to each of the five components of scientifit, .

Aiteracy. Observer's also rated' several aspects of the quality
with which the scientific' literacy components were used. Fin- se

ally, in Part 3, 25 different ikert-scale items.were presented
that addressed characteristics of the overall effectiveness of
the period (e.g., teacher's preparation for instruction: teach-
er's clarity of directions, teacher's use of monitoring). A copy
of the SCD and 'directions for its use appear in Section Six of
Appinaix A. ;

Curriculum Content Analysis, This measure was comprised of
eight skparate aFiii of the cutriculUm materials. included
were: (1) General orientation of the text; (2) Sience orienta-
tions and linkages in the text; (3) Concept density. in the text;
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(4) GraphiAs in the text; (S) Chapter review qaptiaps tn. the .

' text; (6) Laboratory-activity level; (7). Orientations and.levelsof worksbeets; and (8) Orientations and.leyets of tests and
quizzes. 'Observers were instructed to. complete the first foursecttons for those portions of the textbooks used during theteaching of each topic. The remaining four sections were com-pleted in conjunction with particular assignments:. Several ofthe analyses (sections-5, 7, and 8) used a similar frtseworkwhich entailed coding, a) the mode of required response ce.s4.,multiple choice,, short answer)., .b) the problem level. (i.e.,
textually explicit, teMually'implicit, or scriptally:implicit,
as defined by Pearson & Johnson, 1978), and c) the degPee ofscience orientation (i.e.,-the'represented 'components of scien-tific literacy). A copy of the Curriculum Content Analysi
appears in Section Four of.kppendix A. k

%b.,Target Student Interview'.. This was a semi-structured inter-view administered to the six target students im.ea,ct cJassreoin
ne*rIfteentofearnWITTCWieryitionisperiod. The idiertiew hadthreeigoaTs: (a) to gather .information on students'- :.perceptionsof and reactions to the science class activities they had encoun-tered during the past five days, (b) to gather information on ;

students' uhderstanding'of the teadher's, lessons during the pestfive-days, and (0-to identify other lessqns or-acttvites .duringthe.semester that were memorable to students aa captured their-attention and 'curiosity. ,Slightly different 4ersians of the
interview, were used for Topic 1 and Topic 2. .J8oth appear inSection Nine of Appendix A.

Procedures

Recruitment of Sample

Recruitment of the sample proceeded somewhat differently inthe two. itates.. In California, recruitment tegaft -witil phone
calls to nearby districts to determine whether the. district had
intermediate schools* offering a full year of life science at tbe.7th 'grade. Of the 19 distriets contacted, 'only 6 (or 322.) had at

. least one intermediate school offering a full,year of 7th grade
,lfe science. Inpthe remaining 12districts, the science offer-
ings vdried, indidAting no one predominantpattern in the resigp,_

tor-lerrwpfe- offErE4-014-Mal-ilience at ,the 7thgrade "level Whilegether'districts offered'ohly one'semeiter or
trimesters of life science at 7th.

Given the six potential sample distriCts in California, thenext, step entai$d sending a description of the study to the.oistrictacid.then obtaining permission' to contact principals andteachers directly or through the di.strict. Permission was ob-.tained.in all case3. Of the six districts, principals and teach-
ers .in three ,of these districts expressed interest in participi--ting. +of these istrict had one intermediate school add thethird d g,toc had two intermediate schools that expressed inter-
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est. Meetings were then' held with the prinCipal and interested
teicher(s) in each of the _four schools, where the 1LS project
directors further explained the. studysand answered questions.
'Three of these schools eventually agreed to participate in the
study. khan .a district or school'4eclined participatiowin the
study, the reasons given involved'the teachersnamely, that

6 '

teachers were already ovcrcomiitted to special programs or that
they. were inexperienced with. the subject' matter..-

In Utah, recruitment of the sample.. began with contacting a
scienve specialist at the state4Office of Education.. 'This"spe-
cialist recommended two school districts within one hour's drivz.
ing time of downtown .Salt Lake City where 'there was a reputation
for.an active spientka,peducation program. One of these districts
was suburban and the other rural.

in the suburbakdistrict, the next-step involv4d,dantact
w ith a district Curriculum specialist. This individual suggeited
four intermediate sc'heol$ where administrators probably wo4;161.11bW
areeable and where a full year of 7th grade life sciehceil!ras
offered (7th.grade physicaliCience is more typical in Utah).'
_Beyond this point, rtcrifftmtnt proceeded a$ in California, where
project coordinators metleith principals and teachers and.pro-
vided.a written description of the study. Eight teachers were .

contacted' in this 'manner and all agreed to part4ipate. One of
,,these 'teachers declined further participition'after the' first two
months of the study for unexplained reasons.

In the` rural Utah district, contact with district personnel
',.revealed that 'there was only`one teacher in the-district with .

7th grade life Okence.course. this teacher agreed to partici-.
pate 'in the studY)after meeting with the project coordinators and
receiving the standard information.

414ninistratiOn of Student Pretest and aittest Batteries

The student pretest battery was administered to the '11
participating classes during the third- or fousth week Of the
sthool year. Because of the length .of the battery, administra-
tion took place over two consecutive days. For the *Day lit
componentRstudents filled out the Feelings Toward Science Sur-
vey, Word Meaning Survey, and Patterns ComPletion Survey. For
the "lay_ 2" Jawmaftelltar.LStudents, filled_amt the_life_SIclutiuL
Ouestiennaire, Nature ,of Science Survey. and Science Process

, Survey..

The surveys were administered by experienced research staff
(some of whom later .served as observers). Administrators foil',
lowed a detailed set of instructions to facilitate standardized
testing conditionS. These instructions included specifications

. for the. order apd timing of instruments and also for a set of
.verbal scripted directions for the class. Teachers were free to
carry out their own activities during the survey, sessions, al-
though,administrators requested thtt teachers remain in the

IN1 2.10
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eTassroom for management purposes.' After administration of eachday's surveys, adiinistrators were required to fill out a Survey.AdministrationRecord, a form for summarizing student absencesand any encountered difficulties or irregularities.

Administration of.the posttest battery took 'place in the same
during the last three weeks of the school year. Theordering of the measures was identical, except that the. Word

Meaning Survey and. patterns Completion Survey on the "Day. 1"
component were replaced by the 'Ideas About Science Survey.. -

Observer Traj'nlag

Eight observers worked on the study to collect afl of the'classroom measures. Four observers worked--a-t-the Utah Sites andfour' at the California sites. Three Utah ofiseriers were .profess=sors of Education with a background in science education:. Tire,f °lir th U tatobis-rver--w-a-t-a-n*-ttpire-fteyet-gr.strong skills in teacher supervision and classroom observation.
T-wo of. the California observers were full-tUme staff at the FarWest Lab with strong skill' in classroom obreriation. The othertwo California observers Were graduate students in psychology
education"with strong science backgrounds. In shorte the-obter-
vers all had educationvrelated-backgrounda and experience in
schools; furthermore,- over half of them had done some specializa-
tion in the'area of. aience.

In California, each of the 'four, observers was assigned toone teacher. In Utah; three observers 'were assigned two teachersehch, and the fourth observer was assigned one teacher. Assign-ments'were based, largely on scheduling and geqsraphical .convenience.'

Two training sessions were held following administration ofthe Student pretest battery aria prior to major data collection,during mid- October 'and mid - Nove'mb'er of 1983. These sessions' were
conducted in Utah :with all eight observers present. Each sessionlasted four' days.

11

The First Session. :The:format for the first session was, asfo)lows.. On the first .day, observers were given a- copy' of the
!SS Observation 'Manual (see Appendix A), and an overview of themanual contents was presentee. -Tpe observers then read through
the_ Introsluc_tian.. seictiouLaut--the--se-e-triitns oir rirttve-- kis-corn-and the Science Clals-..trescription. .Thecontent'in these sections'was reviewed and discussed. The last part of the first day was
spent viewing a videotape. of an actual life science lesson-. Thetape `showed a high school teacher's recitation on mitosis and
meiosis, ,Observers then discussed the recitation in terms of the
components of scientific literacy-and the way the recitationshould be captyred in a narrative.

On the second day, all observers visited one morning periodof a 7th grade lifescience class in a nearby school. Followingthe_visit; observers indtvidually completed an audio-taped narra-
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tine and Science .Class .Description ,SCD).. ,All of the obtirvers
-then met together-to practice applying-part of the Curriculum
Content Analysis Packet to a number of 7th grade life science
textbooks. After these scorings were discussed, the remaining

. part of the day was .devoted. to discussing observerY ratings.on
each item of the..SCD they had com-pleted in. the mo-rning. -Aboul

4 half of the items-were.discussed, and'the videotape from the
previous day was used as clarification of some of the rating.
concepts. . ,

On the third day, obserVervvisited'the.same class they had.
seen the previous day. After the visit, they completed a second
taped narrative. The remainder"of thg.day was spent finishing.
.the discussion of the previous day's SCD and sharing and cri-
'tiquing the transcripts of each observer's Narrative Record from
the previous day.

On the fourth day; the training began with f rther distus-
sion of guidelines- for the completion of a goad N. rrative
As an example, one Far West Lab observer provided 'Fopies of his
narrative from the previous day. Copies of other Second narriv-
tives were collected by Far West staff with'the understanding
that they would be returned with comments. Discussion then
turned to-the 'Science Teacher Interview. After the general
purpose and strategy for the interview were ptesinted observers
formed pairs "and role-played the interview, taking turns at being
bolh the interviewer and the Interviewee. 'These practice inter-

, views were taped allowing for further discussioafterwaras.

The Second Session. The secona'session proceeded in a,
fashion si101a to the first, combining group discussion and
actual practice with the fnstruments. On the first afternoon, a.
general .pverview of the classroom instrumentation was presented.
Minor modifications of the instruments, based on experience dur-
ing the last session, were reviewed. In addition, discussion was
devoted to selection' of topics for observation and data management.

'The second day began with a-vitits to one morning period of a
9th grade. life science class. Following the visit;individual
observers compJeted a taped narrative, the Narrative Record Suml
mary, and the Science. Class Descelption; When observers, resumed
their meeting, the entire Curriculum Content Analysis Packet was
reviewed, with sptfial attention to parts not covered during the'
first training session. The remainder of the day was devoted to
iidCUssing 65-Serverir7ratings.on the first portion of the Sa--

they had .completed during the morning.

The third'day of 'WS session has devoted largely to working
with instruments that had not yet been discussed. First, the
Teacher Topic Questibnnaire was reviewed. Second, the Student
Topic InteresiX Form and Target Student Interview were discussed.
In the mid7afternoon, every obsef.ver pilot-tested these last two
instruments with one Or two 7th grade students at a nearby
school. Only parts of the Target Student Interview could be
tested because the observers were not familiar ,with the students'
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class syllabus. FoTlowing the pilot-testing, observers resumed
meeting and discussed the results of the pilot-testing. Minor
modifications in thg instruments resulted from this input.

The fourth dax was _spent, disc.ussing the practice data collec-
tion from the second day. By this time, transcripts of the
Narrative Records were available; these were shared and dis-
cul,erd.' The narrative of one Utah observer was given to the
of observers as a model. Next, the observers' Narrative
)Record Summary Sheets were compared and discussed. Finally,
discussion resumed On the SCLI, ind the laSt portion of these ..

ratings were compared and discussed. t

Administration of the Science Teacher Interview.

Ubservers arranged interview times with their assigned
teachers based on mutual convenience. These interviews took

. place during November...Typicarly, the interview was conducted
during teachers' preparatorY peridat or after school. In'some
cases, it was necessary to come baaa'aecond day to coiplete the.
interview. All interviews were audio-taped except for two, dur-

. ing which the teachert requested that they notbe recorded. In:
the instances .of no recording, observers taped their own summary
of what transpired. All obserigrs took written notes during the
interviews 'and all interview tapes were transcribed.

Selection of the Topics for ObServation,

As indicated in the introduction .to the study, one major
rationale for building observations, around specifiC topics was to'
enable descriptions, of how different teacher4 handled similar
subject matter. In addition, it was desirable to allow some
'variability within teacher, especially given that some topics
might lend themselves-to certain treatment, more easily than
others; thus, it was decided that each teacher should be observed
teaching two different topics.

Given these, observation guidelines, an ideal design would
sentail observing all teachers teaching the same two 'topics.' It

was clear from .the beginning, however, that this would not be
passible; different teachers had different life science curricu-
la, sometopivi; -ai-ready wer-w-c-crveTed at the vtrry ti-errtifirn g of the°
year, and observers had their own scheduling limitations. Ini-
tially, then, observers, were' asked to start with a list of five
topics and to determine whether teachems addressed these, and if
so, ,when and for how long. The five topics were:

1. Land Ecosystems
2. Seed Plantsj. Genetics and Heredity
4.. Protists
5. Human bone, Muscle, and Nervous .Systems.
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These, five topics were selected 'to represent ones. found it
most life science textbooks as well as represent variety on at
least three dimensions., For 'on, the topics differed in their
level .of organization; Topics 3 and 4 were viewed as relatively
;micro" and Topics 1, 2, and .5 More "macro." The topics also .

differed in the exult to which-they had obvious connections to
the different "relating" components of scientific literacy.
Topics 3 and 4, for 'example, lent themselves quite easily .to
science as a historical process. Topics l and 4 lent themselves
well 1o'science and society /technology... Thus, while it was
possible for.any.-teacher to treat any topic 'using all the compo-
nents of scientific literacy, it seemed wise-to have topics where -

the obvious connections were varied. Finally it was conceivable
that different topics'might hold different motivational values
for students; students might be most responsive to those topics
most directly related Ito human experience, Topics 1 and "5.

When the.results'of polling teachers about the five topics
were shared among observers, t necessity of a less copstrained
and more complex observation s due betame apparent. In part,
this was due to sevejal other t is selection criteria: 1) for
each teacher, two tQpics'should be selected that represent the
micro-macro contrast; 2) the two topic observations should be
separated by at least:a mohth's interval of time; and .3) each
topic should be well-delineated and receive anywhere from 5 to 10
days of class Lime. Given these additional criteria, it
became necessary to broaden the topic definitions and allow
for other specific topics within the same general realm. For

,example, one teacher taught genetics Within the context of cell
division; thus,. the tovic 'encompassed both cell division'And
genetics.- Another teacher spent .almost all.of his time on the
human digestive system when .covering human systems. Thus, obser-
vations focused on the digestive system, rather than ahy others.

Table 2.2 shows the final ,topic observation schedule. A
general pattern of Micro-micro topic contrasts can be,seen.4
Eight of the eleven teachers taught more "micro" or lower-order
animal topics (e.g., cell structure, genetics, protisIs, sponges)
for the first round of observations, turning to more "macro"
level topics for the second round of observations (e.g., mammals,
human systems, and ecology), Two of the remaining teachers (7
and 11)-showed the opposite trend, goving ,from a "macro" to
"micro" topic. The last teacher (5) taught a "micro' level topic
for both obso-r-wation rounds.

A considerable overlap .on %hetnumber of observation rounds
which focused on the same topics can also be seevin'Table 2.2.
Of 22 poslible topics (11 teachers ,C-2 topics), 5 focused on
genetics ind/or ce I 1 .struc ture ; 5 on one or more human systems, 4
on -protists, 3 on ecology, 2 on bacteria and viruses, and 1. each
on sponges and coelenterates, birds an4 mammals, and digestive sys-
tems of different animals.

Table 2.2 also indioates the nu ber of days each teacher
spent covering each topic. 'Topic length for.tte first topic
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M. Table 2.2

Topic Subject Matter. and Duratiokin Eleven Clagses

3

.

TEACHER
SUBJECT MATTER OF

.FIRST TOPIC
e

DAYS SPENT
TEACHING.
1ST-TOPIC

SUBJECT MATTER OF
SECOND TOPIC*

DAYS SPENT
TEACHING
2ND TOPIC

.

.

,

1.

2

3

4

5

6

7

.

8

9

11

.

1

-'-.--

1

-

Reproduction and
Genetics

'Protists
,

i -Sponges and
Coelenterates

.Protists .

. Protists .

Bacteria and
Viruses

Ecology
..

[' Prottsts ..

Cell Structure
and Function

-tel-t-Dtrtswiolir---

and Genetics

Ecology

.

I

10

.

8

7

.9

7

..

7

10

10

5
.

.

IN,

-I

',Ecology.

Digestive
-Systems .

.Human C.
.Systmms

Human Organs'
and Syttemt

. ,

Genetics

Birds and
Mammals-

,Genetics

Human Digestive
SysteM

. .

Human Circulatory
. System

Hume- CittUlatOry
A Skeletal Systems.

Bacteria and
Viruses

9

,

10

10

7

Al.

.

7

,9 -.'--

.-

7

.

.
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ranged from 5 to 12 (average=8.2). For the second topic, the
number of daps range,d from 4 to -10 (averagess7.7). (It was anti-
cipated that Teacher 6, the one with 4 days, would continue'on to
a bth day; however, he spent the entire bth day preparing an
inventory °of his books.) The average number of days per topic
across both observation rounds was.%8.0.' If anything, this aver-

sage is a low estimte, `becauie .obtervers were often unable to
obvrve class on the last dircwhen a final topic%est was...given
(and, thus*, this daprws not' included in the observed count).

Admialitration of the Teacher Topic Questionnaire and
Post-Topic interview

The Teacher Topic QuOsti.onniire and Teacher Post-Topic In-
_ ierview were administered to each teacher by the observer
assigned to his/her class (see below). For Topic 1, observers
gave the Teacher Topic Questionnaire to teachers at least ong
week prior to the beginning of the topic, requesting that teach-
ers have it codpleted and ready for collection on the first day
of observation. The Teather Post-Topic Interview was adminis-
tered within one week following the completion of the topic. At
the teacher's convenience, the interview was typically held dur- .

ing lunc,11 hour, prep period, or after school. Observers audiol.
taped the interviews and took notes on the interview schedule.

The identical procedures were followed for TOpic 2 with one
exception. For this round, observers were given the option of
administering the Teacber Topic Questionnaire in the form of an
interview. This option was especially encouraged if teachers had
been brief in their written responses for Topic 1.

Classroom .Observations: The Narrative Records and Science CJast
UescripLions 4

Considerable preparation took lace prtir. to observers ac-
tually entering the classroom durin the topic intervals. First,
each observer was assigned to a teacher(s). This procedure,
rather than employing -a schedule of ropting observers, invoixed
import &nt benefits as well as clear tradeoffs. by giving one
observer total responsibility for a class, this observer would be
able to identify individual students more easily and be able to
maintain more thorough recorts._VAJto.W.A.c.t.i..v.itterili into
overall course of a topic. This opportunity to be more "expert"
ih data collection was"considered to outweigh the benefits of
more certap reliability that would result from using a rotating
system. Assignment of particular observvri to particular teach-
ers was based on geographic. and scheduling considerations. For
example, since most observers had other obligations (e.g.,
classes to attend or to teach) efforts were made to assign them to
teachers whose classes met it convienent times. In California,
each of four observers was assigned to one teacher. In Utah,

of the tour' observers were assigned two teachers each; the
fourth observer was assigned to one teacher.
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The preparations for the obser.iatiOns also included becoming
familiar with the classes prior to formal data-collection. Thus,.
each observer made a leastione 'familiarization visit" to, his/her
class(es) and observers obtained up-to-date seating charts, be-
came able 0 identify individual students by appearance, and
acquired. a gineral familiarity with teaehert' class routines.
Utiservers were also asked to prepare a complete description of
the physical layout of the classroom, including, visible class
matertals.

After the familiarization viiit(s); observers maintained.'
contact with Iheit teachers to determine when teachers would
-begin, the topic of interest; Formal observations began on the
first day and continued mall following days when the topic was
covered. Ln total, observers missed. only a few days -of.s.observa-
tion over the course of the year due to other.obligations. In
Cases when they could not attend class, observers asked teachers,
to deicribe the Activities' of the missed day and collected any
materials that were handed out.

tin each day of formal observation, the observer arrived
before, the beginning class bell. He oe.she took a seat in the
back, of the room and prepared to record class events in two ways.
First, the observer started an audio-tape recorder and let -it run
for the course of the period. Second, the `observer took detailed':
hand-written notes,, paying'particular attention to note the be-'
ginning and ending times of activities, the identities of stu-
dents -speiiking, and the general nonverbal behavior of students
(e.g., the degree to which they appeared engaged in work). Any
relevant material written on the chalkboards wav'also recorded.
Ubservers remained in the back.of the room 'most of the time, in

.

order to be .as :unobtrusive as possible. Howeverpduring lab
activities when students often worked in groups, obseivers often
walked around the room in order to get a sense of students'
progress -and conversations.

After observe -s left the classroom, several iirocedures were
necessary to complete data collection for the day. First, obSer-
vers had to create their own audio -taped narrative record of the
day's events, .Using a second tape. recorder to:record..their own
narrative, obiervers worked from bath the tape they recorded in
crass,and their notes. observers also completed the Narrative
Summary Sheets. and the Science Class Description ,for 'the day.
The entire process of recording data for one day of observation
was lengthy, usually requiring four to fivd hours of time. While
observers. mere strongly encouraged to complete all data recording
on the day the class was observed,,this was not' always possible.
becdaSe the existence of -a class tape preserved much of the
detail needed, it wa.s considered accepUble itApbservers took
several days to complete all their, data recorin.

After.an observer .completed each narrative tape, he or she
turned the tape over to the site coordinator in :either California
or Aaah. From here, the tape, was put in queue to be 'transcribed.
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Transcriptioni'illere generally 'returned to the obser r within a
week of the tape.'s delivery. The observer then responsible
for reaaing the transcript' and correcting any e ors. After
this, all transcripts,and other forms were sent to the site
coordiRator for permanent filing at the Far West Laboratory.

4,

Administration of the Student Class Survey .

Each observer administered the Student Class Survey to all

students in his/her c)ass(es) once during each topic interval.
Observers gave teachers ;notice that they wanted to administer th
survey; and a specific day was-agreed upon (usually at or near /
the end of the topic' interval). Ourittg the last ten minutes of(
the class`, period, observers read' directions on the. survey to /

students and allowed them to have the remainder of the period to
fill it out. The teacher typically was present during the survey
administration.

Completing the Curriculum Content Analysis

In order to complete the Currciculum Content Analysis, ob-
servers required access to the major textbook(s),. if any, used _.

during the topic, as well as cope's of all materi $ given'to

students, Textbooks were typically borrowed fro the teacher or -

purchirse
di

. Copies of materials were collected ring class. The
apprap to Curriculum Content Analysis sheets ere completed at
the end of each topic interval, and copies of m terials were
attached ta the analysis sheets for filing purpo es,

Table 2.3 shows the primary textbooks that' teachers reported.

using. The table indfiates that Exploring Living Things (Smith,
Frazier & Nagnoli, 1977) mas the predom(nant text among the
teachers in Utah (Teachers 1-7). Teacher 5. was the only excep-
tion, citing 'Living ,Things (Teter, Edwards, Fitzpatrick & Bain,
1981) .as his major text. Among California teachers (Teachers 8-
11), two texts were equally popular: Life Science (Richardson;
Harris & Sparks, 1982)'and Life ScienciT1Probtem Solvin ,

Approach (Carter, Goodman, WEier & cherifi,T474 all

teachers reported the use of supplementary texts inn addition to

their primary text. Thus, this table does not indicate the full
range of-textbook resources. Table 2.3 also indicates whether
a text (primary or supplementary) was used during the two topic
intervals. As can 4e-seen, there_ were sobe teachers who did not
use a text for one or both of the observed topics. ln these
cases., observers did not complete Curriculum Content Analysis
sheets on the textbook sections. Instead, their analysis was
limited to the other materials used during the topics.

Administering the,Targe1 Student Interview

As indicated above, six designated target students were

chosen from each class. Each of .these students was interviewed
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Table 2.3

Primary Life Science Textbooks Used in Eleven Classes

Tchr Priyery Text
,

Autkirs .. Publisher

/

Year
.Text
Used for
Topic 1

'Text
Used for

"TTopic '.
1.

2

.3

4

6

7

8

9

1O

11,

.

t (Worth!' Living Thins

:.A

Smith, Frailer,
.

A Magnolf
.

Smithljrazier,
A Magnbli

Smith, Frazier
A Magnoli

Smith, Frazier,,
A Magnoll

Teter, Edwards,
.

Fitzpatrick, A Bain

Smith; Frazier,
A %moll

Smith, Frazier.
A Magnoli

Richardson, Harris,
A Sparks

Carter, Goodman,
Hunter; A Schelske

Carter, Goodman,
Hunter, A Schel ske

Richardson, Harris
& Sparks

Laidlaw Bros.

Laidlaw Bros.

Laidlaw Bros.

,

Laidlaw Bros.

.Holt, Rinehart,
A Winston

Laidlaw Bros.

Laidlaw Bros.

Silver-Burdett_

Ginn A Co;
:

Ginn A Co.,

Silver-Burdett

_ _, . _

1977

1977

1977

197/

1981'

1977

1977

1982

1974

1974

'1982

No ,

Yes.

_yes

Y

k
Yes

Yes
. u .,

Yes

Yes

.

tes

Yes

No
.

No .

s

Yet

Yes

YeS

.

Yes

Yes

No

No ,

Yes

EAplertniLtytng Things

KAPlortngjivingiThinis-

Explprift_Rliving Th1n

r

aving Things. ,

'ExplorIngiLlYteg Things

ExploringlivintIhings

Life Science
-

Life Science: A Prob-
-"tem Salving Approach4. ,

Life Science: A Prob-Science:,
Timlolving

Life Science

-,..
._ . .
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during each topic, typically at or near the end of the interval
so that it was posstble to refer bick to several previous days of
-topic activities. Having six interviews to conduct; observers
usually scheduled three on each Of two conseEgtive days. Inter-
views typically were conducted after schooloplthough in some
cases teachers thought it better to schertule -them during.a stu-
dent'kP.E. or free period. In 'all cases, letters were sent to .

the students' parents to notify them of the scheduled interview f.

time several days' in advance. While each obseryer typically
conducted all the interviews for s-tudentt frog his/her class(es);
in.some-instances one other observer helped out.

Alf interviews were, audio-taped and later transcribed. Ob-
servers also took notes.on the interview schedule and completed
the rating items. Each ihterview lasted approximately thirty
minutes.

pata'Analyses

As indicated in Chapter One, combiped quantitative and qua-
litative methods were planned for analyses. Only particular
instruments were amenable to direct, quantitative translation.
These were: (1) the Student Pretest and Posttest Batteries; (2)
the. Student Class Survey;'and (3) the Science Class Descrfptfon.
Other data' sets were4primarily descriptive in nature (e.g., the
Narrative kecords) or.of_a small enough quantity to make hand
,stmmation possible (e.g., the :Curriculum Content Analysis).

The..Student Pretest and Poitest Batteries and the Student
Class Surveys were keypunched and imitfally combined to form one
student-level data set. The Science Class Deicription forms also
were keypunched and structured as one data set. While this. data
set Initially existed with records for each teacher for each 'day
of observation; an additional aggregated data set was created
with one average per variable per teacher.:All data analyses
were conducted with the Statistical .Package for the Social Scien-.
ces (Ni e, Jenkins,-SXeinbrenner; b Bent,' 1975).

Specific data analysis strategies are presented as.appro-'
priate in each results chapter.

a

V
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CHAPTER THREE
IN/

TEACHERS' TIME USE OF DIFFERENT INSTRUCTIONAL MODES
AND SCIENTIFIC LITERACY'. COMPONENTS

vs

This chapter addresses three aspects of classroom processes
measured in the Intermediate Lite Science Study., First, we.shall
report on the amount.of time devoted to nine different instruc-
tional modes An the sample classrooms. Second, we'exAmine the
proportion of time teachers spent dealing with each scientific
literacy component,during their presentations. Third, we address
the qualitative adequacy with which the teachers used the relat-

. ing areas of. scientific literacy.

Data Soiree
I

The Science Class. Description (SCD) measure was-the source of
data on teachers'. time devoted- to the .different instructional
modes and scientitic literacy components. Two'Atems.of-this form
are.af particular interest: they are .reproduced in Figure 3.1.
The first item, Item 1, asks observers to estimate the amoUntof:
time, both allocated and actual, deioted.to each of nine difIerent
possible, modes of generic instruction.. The first "six of 'theipse
modes (seatwork recitation, group discussion, demonstration,
.laboratory exercises, and surrogate instruction) refer to mays of
communicating appropriate academic subject matter:. The remaining
three modes (non-academic liaiTaTion, procedures, and owe)
encompass the kids of activities andbehaviors that are. sometimes
necessary but nonetheless'take.away from academic time. In, Item
1, a distinction is made between allocated minutes an actual
minutes. "Allocated" minutes refers to the formal amount of
allocated to the mode, while *actual", minutes refers to the an unt
of time that was truly spent in, the mode, after any "slippage°
(e.g., procedures' ant interruptions) is taken into account.

The second item of interest, Item 4, aski observers to
estimate tile amount of the teScher's acadeiic presentation time.
that is deveted to each' of the five major components of scieontf-
tic literacy: 1) explaining content; 2) 'relating to 'science as a
;social historical process; 3) relating to science as a reasoning
process; 4) relating to science and society/technology; and
positive httitudes towards science. Here, academic presentation
time 'refers to the sum of the actual recitation and demonstration
time given in the first item. Item 4 focusses on tne sum of the
scientific literacy components in this very specific context
because our study is primarily concerned with how the teacher
makes use of scientific litertcy when he or she is commuti ng
viith.the entire class (as defined here, recitation tpd demonstra-
tion neceiraMrMnve the entire class). It should be noted
that observers were instructed to code only very explicit instan-
ces of teacher use. of scientific literacy, Here the logic was

,
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'Figure 3.1. Two items on Time Use

1. Estimate the zega of itEMI (sot *limited) tins devoted to the following:

Allocated Actual Actual
lngse Ninotts $ of !Joe

Academic

Incitation

Group Discussion

Demonstration

laboratory Exercises

Surrogate Instroclion

Nenocademic Instruction

Procedures

* Other: Transitions,
IntOrreotfins,
Waste Time

401110001100

amo100010

4010101100 immon.

T0T41. (time between hells) 1001

.,w r

4. Estimate the rcent of teeekte asederic presentation time (recitation an
, .

demonstration, ev ed to the 4010w19 science Mlles.':

linkage No
'Mutes.Icience_Eiphasis g owf Time p Content Liftrage

Explaining Content
.

Relating to Science as
a Social Historical
Protess

Relating to Science as
a. Reasoning Process

Relating Science
and Society,
Technology

positi Attitudes
Towers Science

TOTAL. RECITATION AND
DEKINSTRATION TINE

3.2
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that in:-order for the references, to scienti tic literary lo be
saliedt to students, they. at least would have to be.,salient to
,observert. While it is possible that individuarteachers devel-
poped idiosyncratic ways'of. signalling that they, were relating
rather thad explaining scientific content, aqd that our observers.
failed to notice these-, we find this rather unlikely:

Tire ftwoted to Different Insinuctional Modes

,,
.;

;

Tables 3.1 and- 3.2 present the average percentage of class.
time devoted to each of the nine instructional models, for Topics,
1 and '2, respectively.. The tablei show the averages for each
'teacher separately and for the sample as a whole. These data.
were originally, computed on:each day of obervation; here the
average over all days of observation during the topic is reported

each teacher.' For a more detailed account of the spetific
nature Of the instructional..activitlei during each' topic, the
reader Is referred to Appendix C..

.

Timid 1
.

TiOning first to Table 3.1, the top, figure in ..each :cell of
this tabe..rwesents the average percentage of class time use,

. the nunber or numbers in parentheses show the hilhest and
lowest percentages in-the range for each teacher; The overall

:" averages across teachers are presented in the column furtheit to
sr. '1- the right:!' Looking at the overall .averages, it is clear that

recitation. is-the predominant mode, taking up '31 percent. of the
class time: Recitation outdistances the next most frequent
:040.v.--se aT)4007by,'oier 10 percent. thus,, the life 'science

''7teatherassinQ,UrikMple spent on average over one quarter of
- 44/aila.44.01ars time during Topic 1 reciting academic information

to the whole class.

'.1There As. some individual variation among teachers in this
howeier. Recitation is the predominant mode for eight

the .eteveateachers, but one teacher (Teacher 2) made virtu-
.. Al1P110'use whatsoever Of this. morde of presentation: instead
,seatatork, laboratory 'exercises and surrogate instruction made up
54, 19, a.nd 10 percent, _respectively, of this" teacher's class
lime...the two remaining teachers (Teachers 3 and 5) also allo-
cated most .of their class -time to seatwork C35-and 22 per6ent,.
re specti yely

el
'

The.-7tecond mosi'rdominant mode, As iddicped by the over-
iveeage of tine allolation, is seatwork. Students spent an

ti *average.ot percent of their class time doing assigned seat-
.' .-7.work:---Variation across the classes of different teachers is

great, powever.. Teacher 9 gave no seatworkp.while.two others
(Teacners 7 and 10) made minimal tail of this mode (3 and 5

.percent, resplectively). The remaining teachers generally used
seatwork to,a moderate extent.

I *9
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labia 3.1. Average Percent of Class Time Use During Observationsiof Topic 1

TEACHER :. .8 I : 2 , 4 5. 6 7 8 9 :10 11 TOTAL
*10* Nu8 Nu7 Nu9 All-7 Nu7 Nu10, Nu5 . ' -NulOr N -11 N-4 AVERAGE

,

Seatwort .....it:.

24.3
(4-68)
..,

53.6
(44 -58)

3447 .

(24-70)
'La

(12 -62)

22.1
115.5.

. 471

16.5
(11
44.4)

2.5
(7.9)

. .

20.2
(1642).

.

. 5.0
(4 -16).

29.5..
(17-63)

.

20.4.

.

Recttation .

27.3
(3.17)

. , ,.1.

2.3.

(18)

.4 . .

17.2.
(2-66)

29.4
(4-85)

12.1
(7-31)

37.9
(9-78)

38.4:
(9-82)

40.0
(13-68)

k

, .0

44.5
(7-88)

49.3
A16-781(8-69)

40:5

t

.

30.8

Group. Discussion
t
"

r

. . .

.

.

0.0

Demonstqktion
. .

,
.

1.0 0.3

(16) (5-89) '61

. .

1.4
,.

Laboratory
Exercises 1,..

11.9

(11-52)

18.8
(18i-24)

23.1
(24-66)

15.0
(47-58)

4.41:
(33.3)

18.8
(16-56)

417,8-

(9.51)

21.0
(18-58)

-

.,

15:8
(51-67) - 13.4

-,

Surrogate
Instruction

. .

5.5
(8.27)

1.9
(8 -12)

_ . .

_
...

7.1
(20-24)

.

4.4
(31)

.

6.0
(20 -22)

7:3
(10-:32):

3.3,

(33)

2.0

(22)

11.0
(44,) , 5.1

Noracidemic
Instruction ._

1.5

(4-11).

2.5

(20)

4.0
(12-16)

Z.2
(20)

3.1

(22)

3.1

(22)

-1,

1.1

(11)
1

1,

5.2 .

(2-22)

2.5

(25)

LL

2.4

(4-22)

r

4.3
(17) 2.9

Procedures..

17.4

(1-
'3.8

(2 -10) (4 -20) (5 -30) (1-Y41. 841242(2 -22) (2 -13) (4). (14) 8'7(gi1)'

.

(4-15) 10.3

Other:
Transitions. f 12.0 9.3
,Interruptions, (2-28) (4-20)

Waste Time, ., .... . . . . . _1 . K

.32.5

(12-62)

'6.7-

(2-10)

31.9

(1-69)

20.9

(6-40)

,

13.6 5.4-----16:17

(7-22) 1,(4-7)

---laa
(9.23)

7.-5 -I

(4-10) 15.4
li

(19-20)

days' . 1For dt,ti are 1°6'01 iee1"40

a
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Laboratory exercises are the .third most common mote. Here,
theeoverall average is 13.4 percent. ,Translated Into Abily
terms, this means that students 'spent approximately 1 out of
every 7 days doing a lab. Again, there is some noteworthy varia-
tion among teachers. Teachers 3 ancr11 had no lap during the
first topic, and Teacher 6 had only one short lab.

The remaining academic modes -- group dlicussion, demOnstra-
tion, and surrogate instructionoccurred relatively infrequently
Or not at all (0.0, 1.4, and 6.4 percent, respectively). Of, .

these, surrogate instruction was used with some regularity by
most teachers.' Examination of-the .narratives Indicates that the
form of surrogate ins.tructiOn employed was usually films, video--
tapes, or filmstript..The demonstration mode was used by Only a
small group of teachers, and-only for brief periods. ,It is
interest-lug that the two teachers who did not use-laboratories
also dicinot,use demonstrations. Finally, there were no,instan-
ces where teachers-used group discussion. While teachers did use
question-and-answer sessions .frequently (this Val coded under
recitatfon), they did not take this idea further, to the extent
of letting their students have considerable input into the dis-
cussion ideas and selection of participants (the distinguishing
feature of our detinitiOn of disCussion):

Nof

Turning to-the last three modes, nonacademic instruction is
the least frequently employed, takint up only 2.9 percent of the
time, on average. The-presence'of this mode at-all is largely .

attributable to the ,fact that time spent admihistering this
study's-Student Class Survey was coded in this category. On the
other hand, the procedures and "other" modes have substantial
overall percentages (10.3 and 15#4,. respectively). In. tact, the
"other" mode is the third most predominant of all the-nine modes.
While some unproductive "other" time can be expected in any
cl.issroold, there is reason to believe that percentages for this
?lode of from 20 percent .to over 30 percent (as Teachers 3, 5 and
6 had) are indicktive of teachers having serious difficulties in
classroom management or allowing a lot of "feee time" to occur.
Because the procedure mode encompasses. teachers' directions to
students about assignments and the Use of mate als, all teasners'

e activities categorizable and r this mode.spent some time` in activii
riRelativeto the other modes, the variation across teachirs is not

great, ranging from 3.8 percent for Teacher 2 to 17.4 percent for
Teacher 1.

Topic 2

Table 3.2 presents the average percentages of class time use
across the nine instructional modes for each teacher during Topic
2. Looking at the Overall averages in the right column, we see
that recitation is again the predominant mode, accounting for
33.6 percent of the time. SeatwOrk is once more the runner up,
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Table 3.2. Average Percent of Class Tide Use 4ing Observations Of Topic 2

TEACCiER: 1 2 3
N=9* M=10 N-10 N=7

-

4 _5 6 . 8 9
.

10. 11 TOTAL
N=7 N4 Nul N=6 N=9 ti=7 AVERAGE

..

Seatwork

- 24.4

'(10 -61)

36.5
(10-90)

,

414'
(20-76)

10.4

.(,2-62)

.

.._

28.9
(0-44)

51.3

(35-67)
10.3.

.(2-22)

- .

17.4

(4-72Y

,

13.4
(6-51)

,

22.9
(21-66) 23.3

Recitation'

16,

(4-33)
27.2-

(10-68)
32.6

(20-84)
.55.0

4
(7-85)

26.4
(16-49)

14.5
(18-40)

51,0
(24-73)

:40.0 :.

(28-81)A44-81)
53.2 31.7

(9-74)

,

22.1
(8 -48)

-
33.6 *,

prOup Discussion .

,

,. 1

.
.

.

Demonstration .

81.0

(14-22)

.

1.9

(13)

.

'. 2.0
(7-9)

5.3
(4-0)

'' 1.0

(9) 1.3

Laboratory
Exercises

9.1
,(20-36)

15.5
(25'44).

1.0
(10)

9.4
(66)

. ,

, 3.4
(12-15)

10.1
(31-41)

9.2
(23-32)

4.9. .

(44) .

7.4
(52)

.

6.4

Surrogate
. '

Inptruction
.

10.4

(4-42)
.

4.1

(33)
10.7

(40-56)
4.4
(6-25) 2.7

Nonacademic
Instruction

1.1

(10)
1.1 -

. (8)

1,1

(8)

5.0
(20)

2.3
(7 -11)

4.1
(7-22)

3.2-

(19)

8.4
(20 -56)

5.3
(6-31) 2.9

13.3
(6-37)

Procedures

8.0
(4-26)

8.4
(4-24)

9.9.

(2 -20)

13.1
(4-31)

2.5
(2-4)

8.1
(2-181

11.4
(5-19)

14.8

(2-42)
18.2.

(7-35)
17.6

(8-29) 11.4"

other:
Transitions,

. 21.0
Interruptions, (14-28)
Waste Time 1 1

12,8

(4-28)

4

16.8
(8-48)

I

12.3
(2-32)

30.4
(20-42)

26.8
(22-33)

18.8
(9-24)

11.6
(548)

19.5
(9-30)

11.4
A4-20)

20.3
(13125) ,i8.3...

*Note: The given N's are the number of-days for 6hich data were collected.



at 23.3 percent. During Topic 12 Teachers 1, 3, and 5 allocated
more, time to seatwork than to recitation. For the second topic,
considerably more of the teaches used seatwork as their most
pOedominant mode._ Here are included not only Teachers 1, 3, and5, but .also Teachers 2, 6, and 11. It is interesting to specu-late what might be behind this increase in the use of ieatwork.
It might be the case, for example, that as the school year
passed, teachers grew more weary of preparing for lectures andopted, instead, to fill the time with worksheets (i.e/. seat-work). This clearly does notAesh with these data, though, sincethe overall average for teacher recitation during Topic 2 is
hitner than that for. Topic 1. In fact it is interesting to-,noteOtt Teacher 9, who _avoided using any class time forseatwork
during Topic 1, also avoided it during Topic 2. ,

A more likely 'origin for the upward trend in seatwork ap-
'_..pears by looking at the percentages for laboratory exercises and

surrogate .,instruction in Table 3.2. It will be noted-that,
.compared with Topic 1, there is a drop in the prOportion of tile

alloc4ted to.these nodes. Thus, it is possible that teachers werein part'substituting seatwork where they had used labOtatories
and audio-visual supplements $n.Topic 1. The reasons for tlifscould be several. Setting up labs--or scheduling films--cet-tainly requires extra planning And preparation; and, again,
teachets may nave tired of this AS the year progressed. Also, itis possible that most of the specific topics taught during the.'second round were less amenable to lab Or audio-visual activi-ties. Many teachers covered one or more human systems during
Topic 2, for exampleetand it.may be that lab activities (orfilms) in this area are less available or prohibitively expensive:

Of the remaining modes, group discussion, demonstration and .i
nonacademic* instruction are virtually unchanged from their Topic
1 values;- they took up 0.0, 1.3 and: 2.9 percent of, the ti ate,
respectively. Time occupied by procedures shows ,a, slight in-'
crease, from 10.3 to 11.4 percent. The 'other' category showednearly a 3 percentage-point increase over its already high Topic'1' percentage. Transitions, interruptions and waste time took upa .high 18.3 percent of class tin on average. Examination of
individual teacher's data for orr mode shows that Teachers rand6 still had'problems in this areao.with 30.4 and 26.8 percent
respectively. _TeaCher 3, who had the highest figure for this

.mode in Toptc 1, had improved to .a relatively moderate 16.8percent. Finally,,Teachers 1; and 11, who both had relatively low
percentages of "other° for Topic 1, increawsed. in this category tothe extent of exceeding 20 percent.

Summary

In sum, it appears that for this sample of life science
classes, teachers carried out academic, instruction largely
through means of recitation, seatwork, and laboratory exercises-.in that order-- followed ,by a fairly consistent use of audiovisual
materials (surrogate .instruction). The4V data can'be compared to

Cl
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tnose trom the Goodlad, et.111. (1979)"Study of Schooling". As
reported in Siroinik (1983), science at the junior high level
involved 23.6 percent recitatibn, 20.1 percent seatwork, 15.6

.percent lab, and 8 percent audiovisual. Theserfigures are
remarkably close to those for Topic.l.presented here, falling
within thre0 percentage points, except in the case of recitation,
which received about seven percent more time in'this study. Our
percentages for Topic 2 are more discrepant, with even 'more, time

.for recitation and less time for lab and surrogate instruction.
cooking at Sirotnie.s time use dfta across all subject Areas at
the junior high level, It is the presence. of 'laboratory (or what
is referred to as "psychomotor/physical practice or performance")
that distinguishes science trom the other basic subjects of'
English, mathematics, and social studies.

Teachers' Use of the Compqpents orciestific Literacy

.

, We now turn attention to the normative fralework of the
study, one SpeCific to science claises. Itwill be recalled th t
this scientific literacy-framework has one'explaining 'component
and tour relating components,. Here, we examine the extent to
which teachers incorportted each of these components into their
oral. present& ions to the whole class (recitationor demon-'
stration) Jit. h le according to the normative' framework, a greater11(f

use of the relating components ot scientific literacy would
indicate more effective' science teaching, there are two reasons
why. such an_interpretation might be misleading. First, doing
something in greattr quantity does not assure its quality. ::In
this, Cases a teacher who.used i,relating compdnent well but only
occasionally .might be preferred to a teacher who used the tame

$ relating component poorly but freowntli. We examine the quality
of relating component use in the last portion of this chapter. A
second factor that deserves consideration is whether use of the
scientific literacy relating conpoaints is associated with growth

_on. student outcomes.: This form of 'empirical confirmation is-
highly desirable if a strong'case is So be made for the value of
incorporating scientific (titeracy intif teaching. Examination of
the association between scientifit literacy use and student ut-
comes is discussed in Chapter Four.

(.

Topic 1

Table 3:3 presents the percent of academic presentation time
that teachers devbted to the five components of scientific liter-
acy during Topic 1. The top number in each box is the percent,
while the bottom numby in parentheses indicates the actual
number of Minutes used. (The actual minutes vary widely across .

teachers not only because teachers devoted different proportions
of _time to academic presentation, 'but dlio because the number of
days per topic ranged frop5 to 12.) What iiimmediately salient'
here is the low incidence of percent time in components of scien-
`tific literacy other than explaining content. There are three
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TEACHER:

Table 3.3. Average Percent of Teacher Academii'Presentation.Time Devoted to

Five Components of Scientific Literacy During Topical.

1 2

Nic10* Nis8

ti V

3 4 5 6 8 9 10 11 TOTAL
N=7 Ne9 Her Na7 Weld N-5 P10 Nallf 0-4 AVERAGE

Explaining
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. .
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.

A

I
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1
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1

(.5)
. 1

I

.

1.1,
1,4

Reittfng to
Science as a
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Process

5

-(7).

.

....

4

(5)

,

.

.

.

1

(1)
.

..

(1

(.5)

4

(3) 1.4
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Technol
.

.

.

...

1 1
.
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(2.5)

e

_. 5

(8)

.
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.

0.6

*Mote: Thy given N's are,the number of days for which data were collected.
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teachers (2, 5, and, 8) who are shown as hiving devoted 100 per-
cent .of their-academic presentation' time to exple4ning content .

only. Three other teachers (3, 6, and 7) devoted no more .than 1
percent of their academic presentation time to any ofthe relat-
,ing components. Four other teachers 14, 9, 10, and-11) have
relatively all percentages for relating components ranging from

9\41
3 to 6. .Only ne teacher, Teacher 1, has a relatively substan-
tial percentage time devoted to the relating components - -a
total of- 14 percent

At this point, it is worth pausing to consider just whet
`Teacher .I was doing so differently ;from other teachers.. The
narrative records for this teacher- indicate that she began her

0.40-day unit on the topic of "Genetics" by talking about people's
ideas about, spontaneous generation prior to' the 18.00's and Louis

.Pasteur's expe4iments that discredited.these'ideas. In the
course .of this Xistorical overview, the teacher also made expli-
cit reference to scientific experiments and their properties, Pi

including hypothesis formation. In short, most of the. time
divoted to relating omponents was accumulated during this one

1
presentation on the irst topic day and coded under relating to
science as a social istorical process. and relating to ,science as
a reasoning process. There were five other days during the'topic
wjiere this teacher made brief use of some relating components.
The most notable of these was-Day 5, when the teacher spent three .

minutes asking students to,hYpothesize how planarla regenerate,
and this. was coded under relating. to science as a reasoning
process. There were four dayi during the tonic When the teacher
did nothing in areas/other than'explaining content. Also, it
should be noted that this .teacher never did any relating of
"science to society and technology.

-.

What is important atbout this example' is that the kind of.
,

relating-this teacher ,did sounds so unremarkable- -and yet this
teacher was quite atypical in this sample. It also should be'
noted that just because this teacher spent a relatively large
amount of time going beyond contenti'this is'no guarantee that
she did an especially -good job in relatihg to other areas 961
scientific literacy, .Teacher 1, in fact, was generally rated by
observers as doing a "moderately, effecttve"!--that is, average- -
job of using the scientific literacy components. A more complete
picture of the quality of scientific literaty relating appears
later in this chapter.

to

Topic 2

Table s.4 shows the percent of academic presentation time
teachers spent on each of the tine components\ of scientific
l.iteracy during Topic 2. Again, the vast majority of time was
devoted to.explaining content. Four teachers (2, 3, 6 and 10)
devoted 100 percent of their academic presentation time to ex-
plaining content only. For three teachers (7, 8 and 9), the
relating components took no more than 1 percent of their class
time. The remaining tour teachers (1, 4, 6, and 11) had
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TEACHER:

Table 3.4. Average Percent of Teacher Academic Presentation Time Devoted to

Five Components of Scientific Literacy During Topic
se*

1 2 3 , 4
N=9* N=10 Nz10 N=7
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N=7 N=4 N08 Niel. N=6 Nm9
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percentages ranging trom 2 to.6 for relating components. it is
noteworthy that Teacher 1, outstanding 'Ili Topic 1 for her devot-
ing of 14 percent of her academic presentation' time to relating
compobents, iS"110 longer an outlier. Her figure is still the
highest, but at 7 percent it is not unusually so.

Summary'.

In summary, our observations of teacherS' use of the compo-
nents of .scientific literacy Present A bleak picture. If out
sample is at all representative--or even if it represents teach-
ers-that tend toward-being better than average (which is likely
with a sample of volunteers)--it appears that seventh grade
science teachers rarely qr never go beyond explaining content by,
trying to relate the' content to meaningful concepts.. Explana-
tions for this .state. of affairs cab only be speculative now. One
possibility is that. teachers actually.do devote. more time to the
relating components :of scientific literacy. over the courseof the-
school year, but that they do it in discretesagments.!Oftheir
curriCulum. For example. some textbooks used by teachers' in the
study devoted one or more initial chapters to defining and illus-
trating the scientific method. To the extent that teachers
followed their textbooks, it thus is likely that some teacherS
actually, covered,a"tapic on the scientific method -- or whit we.
would call science as afeafroning process: While this may'haviz.,
been the case, what our data illustrate is that teachers rarely,
it ever, took opportunities to refer back to concepts that ,prob-
ably were introduced. in such'a topic. In short, what was clearly
intended.as 'thing a foundation for.understandingscience"was not .

used by teachers as a -continuing theme throughout the year.
Instead, it was covered like any othertopic and .then left behind
as the teacher face'd the logistical-difficulties of covering ill
the remaining. topics. While this suagtsted line of events is -
understandable (especially if it is re nforeed by'the'organiza-
tion Of textbooks), it is lamentable groat.` the standpoint of
pedategy: This kind of segmentation make's it unlikely that
students will actually remember the biiic r,elattng concepts of
scientific literacy, much less Understand their significance as a,.
means to conceptualizing and-drawing-isplteAtions from science...,
faets.

. , , t

Another factor that may 144 contributed to-theresOts is
that teaehers.may..be aware of the relating Coiponents tt,Sciapti-.
tic literacy-but feel tneyAre unable'to..find the timeto,
them, ;there is'somereyidence.tor this:inthe case- stMdieS repor-
ted by Olson and Russell (1983), :where teachers cited tile pres-
sure as a major factor preventinutbemfrom iddressin7g the rela-
tionship between science: and society. Of course; 'one retort to
this is to say that te'ariount oTti me.spint addressing the,
relating components. of sci*nfific.liteTaey need not be very,
great--increments of..one minute,mould appear to beAraportant
given these data. Also, At seems that the amount of nonacad, is
time (procedural or .mothee) being, g-spent by most teachers (see
Tables 3.1 and 3.2) coirlCbe trilmed 'to. parfait more .time for

. 3.12
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addressing scientific ii,teracy.
related poss, ble explanation for the bleak results is thatmany teachers4may simply not have a' framework' of scientifi

literacy in thedir, mihds that 'approximates that held by the scien-title cOmilunity at large. indirect evidence on this 'possibility
*,..comes frbmiratervteus wjth 40 Science teachers at the high school(-Guthri*, MeriendlYller, Leventhal & lauchak, 1084).' These.

<0.ta,,,Indtcate that only-a small percentage of teachers were
.

T.?' unitte to Articul,a.tel.a definition Of 'scientific literacy given.
pro, ptiitg,.. The remaining.. teachers could articulate some reason-

: abte definition either with, without prompting. This majorityof-teachers also ctted time pressure to cover specified contentthe 'reasonsthey did not actually use the notions of scientific.s An their 41ass:rooms. This saggests, 'then, that there-.f s.2', an implelentatiOn chasm: most teachers seem aware of seientifit ,-
e ltitracy, but toe some reason are tnable.to insert it into theirdaily presentations.- At most, they may address some of the

e relating components as isolated segments in their curriculum.'Clefrly, more research is needed 'to understand the nature of thistur.e, *tor "time pressure" 'Alone does not seem to be a suffi-
.',

cient excuse.
a

.

. Qualitative Annlysis of Episodes When Teachers Used the
*elating Components of Scientific Literacy

. Section presents a closer examination of.the episodesof teacher-presentation when teachers related the stientific .,acontent they Were teaching to one or more of, the following
themes:. science as a' social historical process, science as ,a
reasoning process, and science' and, scicietyitechnology.

;line question we have tried to answer in0thi-s chapter so farwas how frequently teachers employed the relating comkonents ofscientific 1.1teracy. We have already reported the 'low averagepercentages of academic time teachers devoted: to the relating
components. Another way of examining these data is in Aerms ofthe ualit of the .episodes when relating to the components ofs ien c aieracy took place. The issoe ,of quality is at least.a s important -- it not lore so -- thin that of quantity. Prop-er y rOla-ti ng content to scientific literacy ,entails sophisti--c tea. planning and communication on the, part of the teacher. If

. his is not done well, students are litely to .ignore or be con-tused by the information. This, in turn, may 'aiscourage the..
teacher from further attempts at relating. Thus,, we might specu-

' / late that a few high .quality episodes of relating are preferable- to many low quality episodes. In this section, we analyze thequality of the relating /episodes froi the standpoint of accuracy
- 'arid Logic. Aiimittedly}the analysis isOartly subjective. To

aid, the reader -who wishes to (raw his or her'own conclusions
about quality, we provide verbatim accounts of the key portions

a
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of episodes.

Throughout the Topic 1 observations, there were A total of
nine cases of relating to science as a. social historical proGess,
twelve of relating to science as a reasoning process, and three
of relating science to society and technolagy. During topic 2,
there were a total of'six cases of relating to science as a
social historical process, none of relating to science as a.
reasoning process, and eight of relating science to society and
technology. Decisions where the teacher displayed positive ttti-
tudes towards science proved- hard to identify in a reliable way,
and will not be reported upon here.

In Order to carry out:a detailed analysis of the effective-
ness with -which teachers uxed relatingcomponents, tt was neces-
sary to select a subset of episodes. Accordingly, we shall
present a total of fourteen episodes, taken from-observers'
transcripts. These episodes -represent approximately nalf.of,the
total number of relating episodes. In Topic 1, the twenty-fdur
cases of relating dtcurred in seventeen episodea of which we '
shall Aisciiss nine. (Some episodes were coded as intolving to
or more kinds of relating.) In Topic 2, tap fourteen cases of
relating occurred in twelve episOdes, five -1f which we, shall

discuss. Episodes were selected On the basis of their interest
and typicality; Brief analytic comments are made atter each
episode, with the exception ofpfTeacher 1, whose, epliodes are
consVered in greater detail due to their unusual length.

(

Teacher 1 0

Teacher 1 began the year with a unit on how setoktists learn
and what is meant by scientific iflquiry. She then moved on to
physical influences, and the plant and animal kingdoms. By mid-
year, students learned about plant and animal structure and
function. -The last portion of-the year focussed on ecology and
interactions between mankind and the environment.

Science fairs and student projects. played an important role
in several of Teacher i's units, each of whith was 2-3 weeks in
'length. Units were organized around worksheets requiring, hands-
on activities and giving brief defintions of key vocabulary
terms, taken from the textbook. Units generally began with an
inquiry activity or a movie.

Teacher '1 spent 10 days on a reproduction ani genetics unit
for Topic .1. AS indicated earlier, Teacher 1 Wade the greatest
use of relating'coMponents during both topics, relative to other
teachers: 16.5 minutes to Topic 1 and 6' minutes in Topic' 2. Here
we present two major. segments of this relati g, which occurred on
Days 1 and 2 of Topit respectively. Each segment is followed
by an analysis.
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Topic 1, Day 1.

TEACHER: You know,' students, before the 1800s, which was notvery long .ago, very little was kndwn about reproduction. Let'slook at some of the ideas people had about how living thingsreproduced. [She turns on the overhead ptojector, and shows aslide which describes six specific ideas about spontaneous gener-ation.] It-Might be surprising to see what people used to thinkabouS how lite could reproduce. OneIdea was spontaneous gener:-.ation, which means that certain non-living materials could pro-duce living things. You mfght. think these people were crazy.
.How do you suppose they got an idea 11_0 that? ,Bradley?

BRADLEY: Well, they see woiiis on meat:

TEACHER: ..That's right. They thought that the meat had produiedthe worms. A doctor thought up one of these ideas and scientiststhought up others. Here's one idea: tilat sour. wine produces vine-gar yields. And, I have here a- jar of tibegar with a good fungusin it. [She holds up a jar of vinegar with ailiold or fuyus
growiftg in it.) 'Another idea that people had was that aurdirty
shitt in wheat could, produce mice. Some ,people thought that trees,certain kinds of trees, produce ,geese. These..wete ideas aboutspontaneous generatiOn, that non-living materials could produceliving .things. People thought this up until.the 1800t.

About this time, there waste man ca4led Pasteur.who began,to question the idea. Now hard 1% it whelyou qiiestion what; everyone else believes? How hard is it to raise. your hand and 4disagree with everyone else? That's what Pasteur-did, WhitPasteur worked with were microorganisms associated with fermen-tation. Jake,fwhit are microorganisms?
.

JAKE; Microorganisms are very, small Hying things.'

TEACHER: That's righ Jake. .MicroorganismA are minute livingorganisms. How many.° you have seen wine-malcing at home?Denis4k have you seen w ne-making at hOme?
.

DENISE:\ Yes, you can see the cherries rising to the top.

TEACHER: . Yes, and ,sometilies4here's a strong smell. [She puts asecond transparency on the oveothead. Iti ives.a description ofPalteur's experiments. The description' as a 'Problem Statement:Do microorganisms associated with fermen Lion come from theair ?' and a 'Hypothesis: Microorganisms-are found; in fermentingjuices and do come from the alt. The transparency then shows aseries of diagrams of the swanliecke0 flasks which Pasteur used._The teacher states the problem that Pasteur dealt with. Then shemoves to the hypothesis.) A

Remember, a hypothesis is an educated guess. .She. describes\ the experiments.) Now, what was his final conclusion? Jake?

JAKE: That the little things... /'

3.15'
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TEACHER-: Hicroorgantsms: . .

JAKE: . :got in from.the air.
TEACHER: Yes. That's right. The microorganisms came in from
the air and caused fermentation. Now wasn't, that an interesting
way to prove Pasteur's ideal

Now, I think you guys have really good ideas. And,. I'm
going to give you an assignment. I want you to make a.hypothests
about spontaneous generation and then to think of a good way sot.proving it. I want you to write the assignment on your sheret of
paper. First of all, this is your problem right here. Does life
come from non-living materials? Non-living materials can be Just'
about anything.. Now, tor, your ,extra credit project, you are to
come up with your own hypothesis, and what is a hypothesis?' It's
an educated guess. And, if I pick your experiment, you'll get
extra credit. First, what I want,you to do is to state your
hypothesis and then design an experiment to prove your hypotne-

. .sis. 1 want you to; set up your experiment; explain Now you coVld
experiment to prove your hypothesis. I. want you to think at home
of some really good ways that you could do an expedient. Hosea-
berg 'whale- Wire talked about how to do inquiry thinking? - Use'
your good .m inds._not--yours._.textbook.

. Get your idea( tomorrow on- I-wax to disprove sponta-
neous generation.

Comments. During the nine and one-hall minute episode
-above, the teacher introduced Material from two of the te,lating
c4mponents. The observer recorded approximately seven aheone-
hilt minutes relating to science as a social historical process,
and 'two minutes of r=elating -to science as a reasoning process:
It is clear, though': that these-tire vials of relating.science were'N
intertwined througgeut.theippls.ode. On the °Me hand, theateacher

Atis presenting material from thirs"Atstrory of science -- specifically,
from the history of'the area which is the tocus of this first
topic: reproduction. At the same time, she ilk .1.ktroducing .a
basic vocabulary of scientific Aerial; concerned with the reasoning
process which is used for theory generation and testitig.

The teacher begins by introducing the term "spontaneaks
generation," as an "idea" which was held until the 19th century.

that`this was a time of ignorance, and that people
held uninformed views. The teacher ppp.ears to make a distinc-
tion in her talk between idhat.scientiOts -"know" in their current
work, and the "ideas" that people had,' 'what they thought" in the
past. These idea_ s are, she, suggests;;" surprising to the 'students,
immersed as they are in current scion ific views, and it may at -
first seem that the .'people who held uch ideas "were crazy." Yet
she .goes on to implythrugh she illoast not state it explicit:iy--
that such mistaken ideas were actual 1'y based upon observation,
which she seems to be introducing as one of the characteristics
Ot the scientific process. She 4calls- upon the students to sug-

,t
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V.

gest what the basis for tiTe idea. ot spontaneous geheration might
have .been, and encourages Bradley when he.. replies that observa-
tion ot worms coming out of Iseatw.ould give rise to the naive
theory that the meat was itself 'the source of the livi`ng matter.

When she describes Pasteur'.s experiments sne notes that
"what Pasteur lt-1Drked with were microorganisms" without adding
that Pasteur.wai postulating the existence of such organisms,
precliely in order to argue that there were non-observable agents
at work in fermentation and disease,.thereby.explaining why
observations with the naked eye'Avere inkdequate and misleading.
Pasteur's vitalist contemporaries found his theory 'ridiculous
precisely because it appealed to an invisible material-agency:
tney argued against grounds of parsi ony. It would be
misleading to maintain, that Pasteur disco ered microorganisms;
he hypothesized their existence, and con ucted his experiments ih
the attempt po: convince others that4some such entities. were
responsible for infection and decai. /frp .

When Teacher 1 says al temight be surpri sing to see what
people used XO think about how lite could reproduce," she giyes
-pie impression that earliertheoriOs were ungrounded ideas,
matters' of belief rather than scientific endeavor, and that ';';

Pasteur's contribution was one of courage as much as controlled
...

' experimentation. She' Could equally well have drawn ou the

11°,

similarities between the different views ot reproducti
14

piloting
that both are based on observation; that both. also invo an
appeal toLa non-observed entity: a, vital'agent or a microscopic
entt-ty. In short, her-presentatiot_is in danger of contusing her
students.

The teacher's concluding remark in her discussion of the
swan - necked flask experiments is "flow, sn't that an interesting
wax to prove Pasteur's idea." -She fails here to maintain a'

distinction between proving a hypothesis and talsifyiing compgting
hypotheses. It ii commonly accepted that there is no way, to
finally 'prove' a hypothesis in science; one can only disprove
or- falsity competin hypotheses. ,Pasteur's experiments -ruled out
the possibilty of v t list influence.in fermentation, and so Ivnt.,
support to the theor of the role of ,microorganisms. They codid
not 'prove' this theory, however.

6The teacher also loses the distinction she seemed to be
makiht earlier between 'ideas'. and 'knowledge.' She described '

people's mistaken 'ideas' about reproduction; now the `calls
Pasteur's hypothesis an "idea* too, which might see,' to imply'
that it also has a rower epistemological status than scientific
knowledge; yet this is a point in the episode where the teacher

inten on emphasizing that the nypothesis has become accepted

rat trutn.

One suspects that seventh grade students are new to scienti-
, tic vocabulary, and so will be unable to distinguish' those terms

with fairly precise definitions- ;'hypothesis," "theory," "prove,"
"disprove"--lrom those which do not, and are being used collo-

47,
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"think," "produce."
/

. ...,1Despite these problems in her presenlation, Teacher 1 does
succeed in conveying a sense of the revolutionary nature ..of
scientific progress, and the way that a single individual can be
responsible for changes in the way phenomena are understood. She
implies that progress has been rapid in biological science.

Topic 1, Day 2

the second episode occurred on the next day, and concerned
the nature of science as a reasoning pro esS._ This.episode took
place at the very start of the period, Just as the class bell
rang, and the students weren their seats, (Wetly talking to
each other. The teacher ,began in a way which related to the
discussion of the previous day, and the episode Just
di scussed.

TEACHER: Okay,' students, in getting started today, I want to
finish sole ideas of-yesterday by way Of.revier. I want to tell
you about4 man named Aristotle, who lived about 2,300 years ago.
Now, this it an example of how people 'reason And look at life.
He noticed that he watched pOndk dry up every year and the life

B-. in them dried 'up: "but, then next fall, when the rains CA111%, and
the ponds filled up, the lite would come back. He watched this

0 and he came to the conclusion that the'll fe came from the mud..
Now what do we call .this?

STUDENTS: [No response.)

TEACHER: What name do .:we give this* When non-living things
create living .things?

STUDENTS: [Still no. respons The teacher proceedt, giving them
little time to think.]
TEACHER: Well it starts with *spontaneous.. Do you remember
spontaneous. generktion?

STUDENTS: [Many say, 11.0h yeah."]

TEACHERi This is what we all it when-non-living things produce
living things. Now, I g e you an extra credit assignmentand
this you can turn in Pion a. The assi-gnment was to design an
experiment on spontaneout generation which can be dOne in class.
You're supposed to design a simple experiment or ,plan. State)
your problem. The problem is, can nod-liviig, materials produce
lite? State your -hypothesis, which is your careful guess. Then
write a simple experiment to prove of disprove your hypothesis.
Now, I thought it would be interesting, to see, what you've comeup
with. Does anybody have their's- ready for today?

DAVID: [Raises his hand.1

A
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TEACHER: I'm glad to see tWat you have i t. Turn it in some
during the period today.

. [The teacher now begins the next segment of the class, whichwill be an eleven minute recitation about an asexual reproduction
handout.] ' _)'

Coiments..-The teacher marks her entry-into her brief non-
.

explanatory'relating in several ways, onelstter,another. Firstshe announces that she "wants to finish sole ideas 'of yesterday
by way of review." The" she names what she'll; about to "tellyou." Third, she'statel. that it is an "example" and then summa-

.rizes what it eiempliftes:,,"how people reason and look at life."

AgainsoIbere is overlap in identifying this episode in termlof our, categories of relating. The teacher is at the same ,timeproviding an-example of the nature of. scientific. observation _nd.reasoniffgi And an example of the history of science.' The obs r-'ver recorded apOroxtmately,one minute Of time spent on each ofthise categories.' The episode occurs In the context of the
,
-
previous day's discussion of spontaneous generation..

.

The teacher'A intention is presumably to jog the students'
mestores, and to hive them recall the topic of the previous days'work. She sletches a brief. example .of the type of.reasoningwhich exemplifies the Iteory of spontaneous generatton. Eftstshe states the observed association of events: "[Aristotle],noticed that. . . ponds dry up every year and the life in themdried up. But, then next fall, when the rains came, and It,ponds tilled up,the life should. come back." She then drawls the
conclusion purportedly based on these observation: "the life.
came from* the-mud." However, the teacher confuses things by
shifting herterminologY. She uses several different terms from
one statement to the next:. "dried up,' !rain," "filled_up" and"mud." In order to follow her argument, the students, must, at the"same time construct for an additional implied Set of
'cOnnections.- These will be something of theofollowitg _fork:Ponds dry up because there is no rain. When rain falls tne pondstill up.with water; They are no longer dry'when they are full.When they.are no longer dry, mud will form.

The teacher also uses three distinct terms to describe the
key relationship in the concept of sponttneous-generation: thatof the form of reproduction involvedi Sbe fir'st%says that lite.`came from" the mud. Later in the epiiode, she uses the phrase
"non-living things create living things'," and then she defines.
spontaneous generation as "when nonAlving things produce livingthings." These three terms--"come tram," "create, and "pro-
duce"--have rather distinct connotations. To a young adolescent
it probably is a familiar observation that pond animals "come
from' mud. Yet this Is the way the teacher states Aristotle's
conlusion, which she wants to impress upon the students as beingaberrant.

l^--,Perhaps more seriously, at no time in this admittedly brief
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episode does the teacher explicitly efthet aftira or deny Aris-
totle's conclusion--or, morebroadly, spontaneous generation as a
view of reproduction. its eptstemOlogiical status remains vague,
and at one point her words --'"what name do we give to this; bkhen(
non-living things create living things?" -- seem to imply that
'spontaneous generation is an aCtuality.

In short, leacher .1 intends CO present to .her students an
"example" of- "how people'reason and look at life" which 111us-
trates the tenuous and deceptive quality such reasoning can take,
as di scussed the previoUs day. She wants theekto recallilthe term
used for this particular speciOus theory, of reiirOductiont that
living.beings are.spontaneously generated from inorganic matter.
However, her presentation is potentially misleading in two res-
pects.* First, the terms she uses for the obiervations and rea-
soning'in her exampleleaveunclearAust. what is wrong with the
'conclusions and also just howlythe Conclusion was derived from the
observatiOns. Is the logic faulty? Are the observations incor-
rect? Or are they inadequate? Second, when she aski the stu-
dents for the general term ter the.type of theory Aristotle's
reasoning is an example of, she is inconsistent in the central
teem of the theOry: is it "creation," "production," or "coming
from"? Perhapi not surprisingly, the students appear not to
recognizi- what she is talking about, even when she prompts them
with the first part of the phrase she is sooting;

Teacher 2

Teacher 2 began the year teaching about plants; animals, and
seed plants, and then moved to bacteria, protozoa, and viruses.
Tie land and ecosystems were the next focioand she ended the
year with units on bones, muscles, the nervous system, genes and
.heredity.. As she taught, Teacher. '2 frequently departed from the
text. Students sometimes worked in groups of tour or five,
following programmed, self - instructing. lessons. Teacher 2 moni-
tored these lessons continuously. Materials for these activities
came from diverse sobrce10---A' traditional paper and penci) test
concluded each tops c.,

I

Teacher 2 had no episodes of relating during ter teaching of
either Topiel or Topic 2.

Teacher 3

Each. topic taught by Teacher 3 during the school year
lasted for a week to ten,,days, and covered one chapter in the
textbook. Pie teacher followed the text directly, with tilt
exception of the month before the winter vacation, when science
fair projects took place: Each topic began with some kind ot
vocabulary work, follovied,by handouts which students traced,
labelled, and colored. These materials, completed as seatwork
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and homework, were turned in at the end of the topic as "journals.4Practical activities were re atively rare, and there were no truelaboratory assignments durin lither of the. two observed topics.For Topic 1, wtich-fervseci o sponges. and coelenterates, studentspassed aroudd jars of preserved specimens; for the second topic,on humao systqms, they recorded information on a laboratory
. street.' Each fibpic ended with a test, preceded by a.full classperiod of review.

There wasone occasion of relating for 'Teacher 3 duringTopic 1. One halt-minute. of relating to science as a socialhistorical process was recorded on Day 3. No relating episodesoccurred during Topic 2.

Topic 1, Day,3

TEACHER: Does anyone know what the word 'evolution' means? Yes?

BARRY: How something came ,to life?

TEACHER: 'Okay,'evOlution means change--changing frbm one form toanother. Now .scientists believe that all of these animals star -tea as a very simple form' and over many, many years they devel-oped all these torms we have here. [He points to the animalevolution chart.J Now in the, Rocky School District, we're al-40 lowed to teach that as' a' theori. That means that's one, of the,7 possible ways these things could have come forth. How many.understand what I'm saying?

STUDENTS: [No response:I

TEACHER,: Now all 1 care.'...,1 don't care whelner you believeanything like that. All I vtiflt tordo is show you here, 'you seeat the bottom'of this tree we have the simplest form, and they goup to the more what?' Cilimplex forms. Now, what is the simplestform on this particular tree? Roy?
1

ROY: Spohges.

TEACHER: `.Why 'do you say sponges?

ROY: Because they're the lowest.

TEACHSR: okay, they're the lowest. They come off'on one side andthen the coelenterates that we're Studying, on the other side andthey're iittle010t higher. Then comes the flatworm. .

ROY: Roundworm.

TEACHER: Roundworm, and then we get a 'whole bunch ot branchesand a lot of people are not sure which is the most complex. Somesay the most complex of all animals is the Arthropods, some say'it's the echinoderms and some man, on the vertibrates. But Idon't care- about that particular part either. This is just apossib)e way these particular organisms could have come torth,
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and it also shows it trom them simplest to the most complex. Now
toes everybody understand?

STUDENTS: [Six hands are raised.]

Comments. Teacher 3 seems to he. trying to bring up evolu-
tionary theory in a manner which is sensitive to the religious _

)tellett of the studedts; his school is in a region when crea-
tionism,is still a. widely held dqctrine. Hence, his comments that
"we're allowed to teach [evolution] as-a theory,' and II don't
care if you believe anything like that." One. consequencett that
he provides his students withi-a weak definjtion of what a theory*
is: "one of the possible .ways that thingsAcould have happened]."
He also gives the, lstuden- .no indication of hoW to testa theorytii
1#_00lier to' select among c peting theories4.and s'eliThisses an
opportunity to introduce a k y, element of scientitic literacy:
scientific reasoning.

Teacher 4

NO

./
Teacher 4 built .her.lessons around the text though not in

chapter, se4uencr. She generally began etch topic.with a reading
assignMent and vocabulary words.. Prese0ations and laboratory
exercisetva4ollowed. The studenti answered'chapter review ques-
tions for homework, and a review and test ended each topic. The
teacher began the school year with cell types, and then covered

"'t. protists, the animal kingdom, classification 'of species, and
,ended with the 'human body (including heredity and evolution).

This teacher had six brief episodes of relating during Topic
1, on protists, and one episode during Topic 2, on human organs
and systems.' On Days 4 and 6 oUTopic 1 theye waspone minute of

,.

relatingto science as social historical procesI. On' tour
occasiqns Jeacjier. **related to science as a reasoning'; process:
for one minute eath on Days 1, 4 and 6, and-for 2 minutes of Day
3.

Topic 1, Day 1

On Day 1, Teachetwal engaged the class in a Aisc sion of the .

"kingdoms of living creatures, specifically the qiestio f. whicA

kingdom fungi belong in. Theltype bf reasoning process -w ich is:
involved entered the discussAn:

TEACHER: Scientists questfon, at this, I should say right now,.
at .a period of time, questioned whether or not mushrooms and your
ditterent types of fungus should. be considered plants or it there
should be a.totally ditterentokingdom for them.

STUDENT: ['Asks an Inaudible question.]

TEACHER: Okay. It breaks down organisms that are in the soil to
make. your humus, true, but it does not have chlorophyl, so that
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it is not green, but it is considered a plant. Because it
doesn't eat, and because it doesn't move around. So: a fungus,
or a mushroom, is considered a plant. Yes.

STUDENT: But they're not green.

TEACHER: True, they're not green. So do they sate their own
food?

STUDENTS: No.

TEACHER: No they do not because they ddh't have chlorophyll. So
that's whgre the ques-
into.theOlant kingdom,
"Yes, we will put them
you will have,other
d they will say, "Well.,
ingdom or.they are in
kindom?

because they don't have chlorophyll then
ti on comes up. If they don't really fit
what,, are they? Scientists have decided,
in the plant ktngdOm for. now.".

. However,
scientists who will disagf.ee with you,.a
we can't say that they are in the-plant
,this other kingdom." What is this other

STUDENTS: Protists.

TEACHER: No, you're bringing up a whole new thing we haven't
talked about yet. Okay, at the beginning.we said, every living

.

thing nas to be either this, or,it has t be that. . .?

STUDENTS: Plants or animals.

TEACHER: It it is not a:rplant then we have to say tnat it is
animal. Scientists are saying, "Well, it doesn't really fit."
Some them think that, well, it's a plant. Well, upt6 this
point then, we have decided that there are. only two kingdoms:
plant or animal kingdois.

omments. Several interesting aspects of this episodWiare.
appar nt. irst, some relatiig to science as a socifit historicalprocess takes4.a1a; the teacher talks of "scientistsiluestiOn-
ing' decisions about the placement of the speciv. Her presenta-
tion implies, correctly, that such decisions can be temporary and
reversible. She then draws the students into a discussion where
she elicits characteristics of plants; It seeas' likely she
intends to direct the. students' attention to the'var4ous criteria
used for differentiating species and kingdoms. Obwever, she noes
notpake entirely clear that this is her intent, and she ends the
discussion without any conclusion.

Topic 1, Day 3

The second episode for this teacher is one of relating, to
sciehce_4s a reasoning process? It developed in response to a
question rros-.0ne of the students:

%,_
GEORGE: What do they-do_when somebOdy finds out more
about. . . um. . . a. . . youknow. .
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TEACHER: A new discovery?
e

GEORGE: Yeah. And you learning about it one way, like in
the books. Let's say that they discover that that's. wrong.

TEACHER: You mean, like the monerans that we've been looking at
today?, This new fourth kingdom?

GEORGE: Yeah. What do they-do?. Do they just makejlew books?

TEACHER: That is indeed what they do. When things on ideas are
outdates,- like these monerans we've been talking about today--
when something becomes, more accepted, then new textbooks are
simply printed.

I

Comments. In thit brief exchange, the teacher does
comma-Ili-Ilse notion that new snientifix discoveries call tor 'N%

modification of existing scientific matefials. However, as the

I

observer noted at the time, Teacher 4 passes up an opportun

f
to

elaborate on the dynamics of scientific progress here--in p
ticular, the type of reasoning which .takes plve as scienti c
views are formulated and reformulated. The teacher does not
indicate clearly-that reformulation is part of science in general.
or give any further examples of such a process. Also, to say
that "new textbooks are simply printed" is an overly simplistic 10
account of now new knowledge is absorbed\by the scientific com-
munity and promulgated by educators.

Topic 1.' Day 4

The next episode is one Of relating to science as a social
historical procesi:

TEACHER: What you might-be interested in finding. . . there was
.a fellow ,by the name 01 von Leeuwenhoek. He's the one who dis-
covered microorganissms and he's the one who discovered the
microscope and how. to use it. He did his study with peppercorns.
We have in One of the dishes up here peppercorns in some water
andtha..t's been, sitting here, since December. So, you might find
some intbresting little microorganisms in there.

A few minutes later a brief episode of.science as a' reason-
ing process occurred. The discussion was still about the obser.-
vation of microorganisms:

TEACHER: There's some pond water that's been sitting here for
quite,a while. You'll need a Ii9uld with that. .

STUDENT: But won't they die?

TEACHER: ,Yean, once you take. them out, you're going to lose
them, but don't think of it as killing them. We Are sacrificing
them to make a scientific .study to educate you people.
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Comments. In the tirst of these two brief segments, theteacher introduces an individual who is responsible, 'leather 4claims, for the first observation of microorganisms and for theinvention Of the microscope. The application of the term "disc..,overy" to both microorgatilsms and the microscope is an &fortu-
nate one; Teacher 4 tails to make an important distinction
between the manufacturing of a scientifit .instrument and .the
observation of a natural phehomenon.

i
'r;.'' .:,

4,

.-,:ler.'..;.. ,.)))..
.In the second of the segments, the .teacher alludes _briefly i:

,410-

to the difference between the wanton destruction of life-fOrmS... :'),!,'. and their 'utilization for the purposes of education'and researp.e.
mayThe brevity of her comment suggests that it mahave been 111%00 IP T'ed le communicate numor;',tne.issue is nonetheless an importatk:tone.

i',

Taactier 5

1 ,.;/,

./,
41,

1

. Teacher 5 devoted the .end of ;the fall Semester to)cell
types. -. Following Christmas,tour weeks were spent. on plants
including bacteria, followed by genetici Ind the *eredity,0
plants and animals. The year ended 1.1th-bones and lauscleatiOt
topic began with students retding the apprIprietethepWjr001.
their textbook, an.Canswering.the Tevie'requestions. TO4C4itt
presentations and. laboratory activitiesOccapied the rest. Of!lbe
hopics_followed.by a verbal, revtkw:antl/orAs reitiew'workshetW
test. No homework wasNssigne4.

There were no occasions of relating for the teatnei ig`Top7c4 During Topic 2, three epispoeseceorred wILicp le examine
here. Two of these took elate on'Da*',1: one,minbte of reletling
to science as a social historical process-followed by one'mthute
relating science. to. society and technology

k

Topic'2, Day 1

4
. T ACHER: There was a man by the name of George, no Gregory

endel. he was an Austrian monk. And he found al these traitsout by working withpeas, common ordinary peas, like yow plant inyour garden. See back there in th back, I've got my tomatoesand my cucumbers'and my peppers growing. When your father or
your mother or whoever plants, thetr garden, they're going to lookfor the best variety. And a rot' of them will go and buy hybrids
And that's a cross-breed between, 'and tnat's a cross-breedbetween plants. W01. be learning about, snap-dragons and
cows, rat:pits and dbgs and stuff-like that, ,

Twenty minutes later, Tdacher 5 takes----op-4104,:theme;(4tatn.,
thi's time talking, about the way hybridization i,s used to selee-
Lively breed varieties of vegetables with desirable, POPerties:

4111
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R. TEACHEk: 5d, we'll get into it a little bit, but I don't want to
get into it too: deeply because, see,' we're touching on genet-
ics, which Is covered in yoUr 9th grade biology class.: And see,
All 7th grade i so, is- Just to give, yOw a general overalti and
maybe it's an area you' veht to go, nto. .There are a lot of
.geneticists in the world that make a good amoont of money, by
working with different crosses, with itaimals,'Oetting hybrids of,
plants that grow better for an area , than sole plants do. If you
get a chance, next time you're at the store, you
tomatoes, peppers, cucumbers. Now, I'Irnot sure if 've". still ,

got my' packages over .here.. -Okay., here's an example: 6:There's 5-
cents it costs for this package. This is a tomato. which is a
hybrid tomatb, which; means"iVs been crossed with other tomatoes
and they come up with a part cul ar tomiro and they call it a
hybrid and it's called a- beefsteak tom .o. Now, for example,
`you'Ve got, liffterent kinds of tomatoes from. different .areas.
Yoteve govbioscOws, grugers,or bunkers they,.tall .

-They produce sooner or later:than your normalitomdtbei. Some
.people, like in our area Tight- how.. I'd rather plant a tomato
right now that I *now. is going tolllhom, ripen; bear' fruit in
maybe 40 or 50 days. -`The closest, tomato -I could get,was'1,01s.,,
pybrit and this one'produces;when you plata tt, efeoni.the day

you plant produces In 50 ilitkia month, _) .

I'll have tomatoes .popping bet ore door neighbOr.1114...;.;.
Because I bought an ,earlier, .hettilitet, more meaty tamitdhan:
anybody else on my?flock.444-)

Comments. .In 'the first segment, the teacher introduces a
famous name from thehistbey of,icience, in thes~context of hiS
introductide of the toAic on heredity; .-However other %pap
Indicating thitNNendel did some work on traits, he providei no
indication of'Nendel's imOortance or the nature Ot:his research.
His remarks might be taken to suggest that Mendel was-merely a
practitioner of plant husbandry! Teacher 5 then implicitly ties
scientific terms - "hybrid;" "cross - breed!," "traits" -to everYOY
terms which he links to the students' experience--"variet
-"plants,."

A

In the second segment, the *eacher touches on the fact that
there are geneticists employed to cross - bred bnimals and plants,

4 and that cross-breeding is often ,pone to take advantage of pax-
ticular characteristics that may be advantageout for differett.
environmental conditions 'Unfortunately, these ideas are pre-
sented in a confused and inarticulate manner...combined with
irrelevant. comments. Teacher 5 characterstically drifts from
one item to another when legturing his Students, in a 'stress of

consciousness' manter._: Thef:likely consequence- here is that stU-
derql-j*Rnik.00slerl!tip4u0 what the relationship .is_ between

:.4aS714potep641C Wlearch and A ftspratical
.- "
: '., y

44,
1,-tioty

The teabher leavet the classrodm while the students are..
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7 .loorking ion a series of questions on genetic's. He re-enters :theroom dressed In a brown mbniss robe; the hood over his head. I
TEACHER: 'ley, what do you guys thin'i? ,

'STUSENTS: [they moan -and groan.) Oh, Comi.on, [Teacher 51. ,;
:TEACHER: Well, that's what Gregory Isici looked like. I had to'.borrow my outtit,from last year that I h&d. 1 stored away andI touldn't find lia.so I had to go to my skeleton closet.-.Gregory Mendel was an Austrian monk. Remember, I told you that.
STUDENT: Mendel wore glasses?

TEACHER: tell 1% those days they wore monocles, and I couldn'tfind my monacle.It

STUDENT.: Why arthiyou dressed' up like that?
,,

a

EACHER: I found this outfit just for you guys and I'm going toear 4t period, and it's nati
Codments. The teacher, again seems to be attemptingintroduciegor Mendel as a signicant, figure in the 'science, of

to. be entertali nit dI sstracts th'e dents from the work he hAct-

: genetics. Hoy ev his Manner of pralthoughfion, although intended
assigned them. Their groans -and com ents suggest that they arefamiliar with,hisgistyle -- and unappreciatite of it. The teacher.would appe4r to ti.e creating a si tuakti 0 where he can Nbri nghi story to :MC by play-acting some of Mendel's activities andideas. In fact 'this nefer occurs, and Instead the period con--tinue_s_, with ribald..,jokin.g and .zany distractionS. At one ppint'Teaclier 5 refers,to Mendel as an Austrivlian monk, andtae con,-sisteintly uses. the name Gregory. Teacher 5 also cal,TV,iti-ateacher from a neighboring clas.s and talks with him did villainMerman. Finally, he introduces areviewr of a works/10i: the stud-ents had iosipleted. The obserter toted that until the rev, ew-began, m.o the pe'ri'od had been down-time, 'filled with.interrup-iton$4..

\i

:84.4114)
Teacker

Teacher 6ks tpstrulon was built:aaround the textbook He

60 . - .

had his stn.:lents 'reia a -cnapter from the text; outline it, ana
. th.en',,ansiter :t.41 questions at the end of -thew-chapter. lecturing.' ,oaS

on:.
only% to the piovision o-t supplementary -inform-at' on: Cab.% .use4 occasion'ally to illustrate a specific. .

4.
s , .,:... , . i .,\ . . ..,-

% i.- ; : t. .,.' _...-', Japic1,1, etnia pacterta ,aila viruses; topic 2 concerned .'z::$31rd.s*And matAiii s.s. .Dirrins botch topics the only recorded episode, . .
I ot relati.ng by ...this teacher wes 'tome minute,ti!atton, on.Day I.,,,,.0of/ Toii.t 4. ... . .. . s. .. ... .t . ..... ,

'
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te)cher 7

/
. Teacher 7 built.most of his lessoit% around` verbal presen-

tations 4nd' laborestory activities, using the textbook only as' a
minor resource. Students kept track of -..their activities in a Ifolder which they turned in for grades it the end of each topic.

. Quizzes an'd to is yeti, relatively, intrequent, with a unit test
given only evecry. 3-4 wekks for objeetive.grading. Homework wasnot used.

OP

.,.
In the first topic, on ecology," this teacher related to

science as a reasonfng pepcess tor one minute op Day.8. DuringTopic 2, on genetics, tnelre was a single episode of relating on
Day 4..

1.4

, Topic ti 9ay 4 -.p

.The teacher :Introduces a lab on mitosis. Although he spends.
the majority of time explaining content, 'he remarks oq the .

culty of science as a reasoning prbcess, alluding to, discovery
not by direct observation but by interpreting reactions:
TEACHER: Page '514 talii'about. some of the things they found are
on thete chromosomes ..that you 'saw.. Now. remember you saw them
magnified.400 times., They have 'been able to identify on those
chromosomes' what the genes are made of. Now %top and think 'about
the work that was involved. In fact, the Nobel Prete .wjs given
to Matsoir and Crick, the two men whordircovered what the gene was
made of. *And At took years of teXpertmenting. with these ttiings.
Most of it by seeing reactions and seeing what happens, and.
trying to plat it together, ,rather than actually seeing thb gene.
Because they knew Wat a gene was made of long bef.Ote they' ould,,
see what the gene looked' like. ThrOugh experinentation. Thegene is ..so small it's.vel,Y difficult to see. * If you took one otthose little strands thatyou ,saw,* each little strand may contain

%thousands ofNgenes just._a.Section bf 'that. roti've. just' seen'
that' they were -aoubled. They're just very, very small and hardto See* And. so you. had,a hard time, as you think about this, you
find out.tnat someone had to put a lot' of 'time and study into
figuring out what genes are made."of.

Comments?. Certain .chara.cteriStics ofthe. reasoning processes .

characteristic of scfentiflp investigation are touched on here --
most notably-the idea. that -inference based on the results of
experimentation enables researchers to gO beyond the limits of.. simple observation, particularly what is apparent to the naked
eye. It's not ceretaln. however, that. Teacher 7 gels this ItsrOSs
when she 'sakes a distinction between what a gene-is *made of" and
what *looks like,..particularly since a central offt ot,.this
epi sod, is that the gene can't be. seen.

4 3.28,
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"'packer 8

Over the course of theyear, Teacher 8 taught the followingtopics: an introduciOp to science, the cell, an overview of theplant kingdom;, plant physiology, an overview of the animal
kingdom,,human body systems, and tamily. 01'e-education. Eachtopic followed a similar routine, beginning with an introductorypresentation' and discussion of new vocabulary words. Lectures'andnote-taking followed, and then a-laboratory exercise, structuredthrough the use of lab worksheets which detailed the procedure,and on which students recorded their observations and conclusions.This cycle of events was sometimes repeated several times during.the course of h single topic, as*was the case with eachAt the

. , two to".Wobkerved. .
.

.

.

.

.

.,.....10.

.

.....-
4.yv.There were'mo occasions of'relating tor. this teacher In.. i ..-yy.!:,-vTopic 1,. which Coacernediprotists. In Topic 2, on the human

..1.!:..;4.-.\, !.digestive system, there wasa single episode of one minute tbr :',.. :-':Z,,relating 'science to society and techhiplogy.,.,

0

a

Topic 2, Day 3

TLACHEK: Okay4 I just want to mention one thing about the esope-agus before we'go on. Every year a lot of people die becausethey choke' on tood. There seems to be two sets of people in thepopulation that seem to be most vulnerable. One-is young child-ren, very little toddlers. They can choke: Oneereason is per- .haps they don't 'chew their food as. well as they should, andthey'rewalwaya very active. The .other are adults, Apd it happensespecially when they're talking and eating at the same time, andit also happens whenothey've been'drinking'too much alcohol.-because alcohol, is a depresSint and that causes that littlereflex'action to slow down. .
He goes on to talk about the Heimlich maneuver:'

TEACHER: We don't have a first aid class at this school. Weshould and we've t ed about it, but eyerybody,,everybody, in the
.world, should know. at to do in an'emergency for people who arechoking bicause.i fairly. simple. Now two years ago I took aclass at Genefal ospital on CPR which involves' a little sessionon cnokihg, and 'everybody should try to take something. Me that.

Comments. In thisve. pisode Teacher 8 relates an item of thecurriallii7Tra practical aspect of their world whith is likelyto be fam.iliarto students, by report if not direct experience:choking on food. The anatomy of the dilisti e and respiratorytract is then. related- to a first aia techniq which Teacber 8.encourages the students to learn. Somewhat rprisingly, hedoesn't make anelefort to teach the laneuVer., himself, eventhough he describes it as simple and .recommends that everyone
t' .3,'
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) Teacher

4
' Teacher 9 started the year with a topic on chemistry, since

he believes that this ir the .basis fot an undetstanding of life
science. He -thew taught a series of topics on the human body, in
Alternation with topics on plants and plant evolution. Zoology
and animal' evolution'efidei the.year with an inserted topic on
the circulatory system. Teacher 9 felt that insert%ng topics an
-the human systems helped to break monotony and maintain student
interest.

Each. topic began with a series of Lectures, and then pro
gressed to various lab activities whigh were selected to illus-
trate the topics discussed. Lab' write-iiips were seldom required,
though lab sheets were'cliticked and graded four rites a year. AA
test vended each topic. *

Teacher 9 Trelotted'Scietic And society for two minutes on the
iirst day of Topic 1, on cell structu e and funCtion, and related
to science es a social historical pro ess for one mipute on the
fourth day of Topic 2, on the human xi culptori system, Here, 'we
prksent the Tatter, episode.

f

Topic 2, Day 4
a

TEACHER: In early 19004 even in 192e, they didn't know. .Hey, .

we're talking about 60 years ago. Hey, we're really .kind of
young when it comes to knowledge. People-get transfusions -this
person could get into an putomobile accident, and this other
person would.oftit\to give .Mm blood and they would put hiM on

I-
. the operatinT.table They'd put them next to each other lrke

401.11° 4 that. And ttft one needed the blood dies, and they couldn't .

understand At. And-.they did it to someone else and they lived.
They couldn' understand why until they finally got down to '

finding out abo4A the protein that wars in the blood, And that's
where your ploOd typing came in. Then they found out, just like
I sard. AB can receive from anybody "but can only give to itself
because xou 'canrt give AO to 0.

Comments. Teacher 9 draws attention heie to the rapid pace
increased Understanding in the biological sciences. He notes

the comparative youth of the biological °Sciences. He also tacitly
notes-the way that research can be motivated by problems which
develop in. ,the course of practical endeavors; in this calter, the
need to give blood to accident vicXiis. However, his description=
of the logic behind the -discdvery of blood types, is short and
muddy.

I
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/ N.

E. ArA: Teapher 10

/4 -;k '
'04 Nuz....---.4

-kr \it,...,,.

,44, Teache ,,,..- i lecture presentations a-nd notetaki-ng intot t ot his s T'10',.
. e tbooks were used as a resource for someto 1 cs: but n t all. Labs or lemonstrations were usually em-ployed. to ill strate4he topic of discussion. Each topic typi-tally ended 'with a Vest. ,

f-
\ ,

° This' teacher haA' three episodes 'of relating, in. the first
topi cs,' 4 0,41 atice f division and geneitics, but none in thesecond, wftick the human tircula tory aneskeletal 'sys-:tems.

topic .1, Day 5

The teacher was aiscussing with the cliks their answers to aset Of questions they had worked on after reading an ,rticle onthe work of the biogeneticist Barbara McCliritOck:

TEACHER: Okay': fir*t of all, does somebody, want to volunIeer a*a swer for number one? Who is Barbara McClintock?

CK: She is an' 81- year -old scientist.

i.TEACHER: Okay, tan you make that a little more "comp,l'ete by
' telling me,what she studies?'

MACK: She studies. genes,
O

TEACHER: mood. And is sni doing that work right now? has she'been doing it awhile or. . .7

MACK: ,Two decades.

TEACHER: °- It's -:actually four decades. Yeah, the discoveriesshe's getting credit for she actually _made some time ago, but nowthey're spirting to underStand the importance of her discoveries.,
Okay. Number two. What #id she discover? .

SUSAN: She distovered that the genes in corn don't stay in oneplace.

TEACHER: Okay, right. She. discovered `that genes, particularlr-in corn; which she was studying, don't stay in one plate. We'vedesteibed genes wheo we've talked .about them in here as littleparticles thtt are lined.up:in etrtain order on.a chromosomesbut according to.her,. some genes can move, right, can move fromone PTA,: to ahoAer: on the chromosome. That's what She discb6vered.'
.,..

.

.

The di$cussion
i

turn, s to the importaece thiriwork ,may -have
for an pnderstanding. of cancer:

.

.

t0
".

.e or

O
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TEACHER: What .they think may be possible is .that maybe because
-genes are capare of moving, according to Barbara licGlintock,

. that this may be, one method that cancer gets .started in the
normal cells.'

DOREEN: ,Nhat starts the gene jumping?

TEACHER: I don't know: maybe some genes do, maybe some don't,
but scientists used to think that genes stayed all in. the, same
place, and what she's shown is that that may not be true.

,

Comments. The teacher communicates to the students the
notion.tha4 individuals can be responsible for sientific disco-
very. His emphasis on the length of time Barbara McClint9ck has
been working may suggest to the students bo.th.thkt scie tific
researchers make personal compittments of time and ever , and ,

that rewards and the recognition of the 'peers are not-i medittely

c/

. forthcoming. The nature of a "discovery" is not fully or' eXplit-
itly developed, however, in terms either of the nature of the
research program which leads to it, or how t relates to the todly

- of received opinion it presumably'conflicts with:

The teacher talks of the findi s ac rding''to [McGlin-
.

tock]," suggesting the pers,on nature scientific discovery,
blot his words are also ope o the interpretation that scientific
tteory is simply a matter of personal opimion, and the students

. -04may,have been misled here.- The link which Teacher 10 suggests
may hold between 'jumping genes' and ckncer is &1 St) notrelabo-
rated; tacit here is a complex story iiivoling gene expression,
mu tion, Cell mettbolics and celi division.

trl;
. . - ..

.

*IV Teacher 11

4e

'

;his teacher began the school year teaching, a topic on' human
body systems, and'then moved on to ecolbgy and the 'environment.

.
Sht began the next temesteelwith a discussion of plants and, 't
animals, tracingtheir evolutionary progression from simple 'to
complex forms. The 'year eniled with Several weeks of drug and lex."'
.education,.as mandated by .the State of'californi.a.

Teacher_ 11's two episodes of relatin§ to ,setence.as al rei:-

74
soning process A curred duri Topg 1, which concerned eoLogy.
Both,episodes f&cused on th cOnverlion of sciehtifft units. The

. first concerns coCversion from degrees Fahrenheit to ceicius; the'
second from centimeters to inches.. .

. .

ft 1

Topic 1,-Dky 2
.. .

e
4

TEACHER:. Eight hundred .centimeters sounds like 800 inches, but
'it's actually about 300 inches of rain. Uhe.goes on to explain
that.%fie easiest way to ,change centimeter inches is to. vide'

3.32
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by two and a half.J It's 2.5 centimeters per inch. .I was show-ing people in the last period. There was one area, I tank itwas the desert, that gets 25 centimeters. It gets. 25 centimetersof rain a year, so you take 25 centimeters and divide by 2.5'.You find that 25 centimeters of rain is really' 10 inches. Youcan do the same thitg-with 800 centimeters. [She carries. outthis calculation on the chalkboard, and demonsqates that theanswer is close ,ettr 300, inches.) Okay, that's thee- way..y.ou do it.That's as far as we're going to kgo today. 'We're going to spendthe rest of our time writing down facts.

0
gift Topic 1, Di ii

.

TEACHER: -fo if:you look at the two thermometers, you'll findthat. zero on the Celsius side is the same as 32 on the other.side. Your book says that if you lived up in the northern partof the eastern United States, whet Pennsylvaniaj New York, thaparea is, that the highest temperature, n the summer is 20 degreesCelsius, which-sounds kind of cold i you're talking about 20-degrees, buts 11 you find 20 degrees elsius on the thermometerand look across fteom it. it's pretty close to 70. So they'resaying the average' temperature is 70.. So by looking across,. you.- can get the releticunship between onelkind of Degree and the .other. " 4 l*
r. -The teacher passes the, thermometer around the, clays.

ke
SSTEVE:' I t to ask you somethirtg--. Okay, on

.
these .the numbers.:are her-and here, right? Life pointt to the two scales. How.%come theres, numbers on both sides an4 they're not the same?

."

.

TEACHER,:, *Becaus one side 'is Fahrenheit and, the other 1 tel
is.,

sids. Ihere's twO fereht,^ways you c'an read theritotiet rsi.A IL. . ., -
STEVE; .Whatil ttrei-cti ffer:ence4? . -

. , .
. . . '4 IV - .

..
.f

Tt'ACHER: Celslus has freeiing it -zero degrees. Les a. morescientlfie way. . . 4:, 1 .

.

.4.
*

STEVE: tinterrugati.ng)
t ,It's. 75 deee,right _now? 'N44,

... V 1

s1" ... A. ' . V.
TEACHER: If -you'Le_ hol'Al ng :-n to ft...,_itsg. probatly going' to get

, . ...

'warmer' too betauki of )i.Our body fiiat: Cel.si is the more sci en-
% tific way thaV'scientists ute:-.,F:alli-enheit the way yau've beenI used to. When everyone telKs degrees*: when e Weatheraiari talks .degrees, the oblriously Weans Fithreabeft.-, When you "start talkiggidience,VOu're going ,to. gdt ikt.o. Cesi-ds, s to make a ,00rrela-/..ti on, to try to make a ki t.tle spense to you, a ther*Mometer wi tl-show both. ... ..

. ... .... - . .
,........v.:..--- .. i c . . ..., . - ..,, ,

DREW: W.htcwh .rtitv,ied-first,..teriius. 'or Fahrentielf?
....-

TEAC4ifit:. Well ,- if, Aiu ...lool-it.-iii;:in the-enCyc l'ope`di a,' you'llfind there was # maWThamed fahrenheiti.Lend -they named it after
.... . . jw: 0

. .
. ,,,3! - ..

..,
.. S33i i 7 ^ ...

. -,
, 8 9 4. , .

, _

,
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him. Gelsius, I don't know:
- - # .

'Comments. In these two episodes,.. the teacher conveys the
impression that there are "real" or "obvious" systems of measure-
ment -- inches and 'degrees Fahrenheit ,with each of whichshe
contrasts m.,!scientific" system-7- centimeters and degrees Cel-
sius., Whilelt is true that' the NKS (Meter-Kilogram-Second)
system of scientific measurement employs centimeters and degrees
Celsius, this is hardly because these are. more "scientific" ways
of measuring. -Furthermorep many countriespincluding most of
Europe, employ the metric system, as their- everyday, "obvious"'
system.,.What is notably absent in this episode it. any implica-
Lion or statement by the-teacher, thkt the two measurement systems

/orequally valid; but perhaps differ in-their comOrehensibility
, or ea-se of use. Ai a consequence, the arbitrary or conveptional

character of systems of measurement, which itself is a- central
coalionent of scientific reasoning, is not presented to:the stu-
dents. n t

1,

fse- contrary, they .are being .led to think that some
systems re more real" than others-.

, 1
.

ConcluiSien

The initial results of this portion of the study indicate 4,

that the participating_life science teachers generally use
typical pattern of academic modes of instruction, relyIngheavily

t on recitation, heatwork, and laboratory exercises. When teachers
.prekent academji-infOrmation to the entire class, largely through
recitation, theyrar y, if ever, make explicitnreference to the
historical, reasons , social, or attitudinal implications of the
subject matter. Ziv n this-finding, several questions seem of
'particular interest for further analyses, First, it will be
intere'stingto determine. whether or not students' curriculum use
and actual work assignients also reflect a lack of emphasis on
the relating components of scientific literacy. Second, given a,
very low incidence of using relating componeqts, it will be
intar4psting.to see whether riven a minimal use of these components
accoumts for any differences in student outcomes among teachers.

In terms of our interpretive account oft.the qualNy of the
s'elating epislodes, ii is possible.to. draw a composite summary
picture of the way the teachers we studied uesented these
components. of science to their students.

:,.. ,
a

lt.
Science as a SoCial Historical Process

Several teachers emphasized that our .scientific understand-
ing of ,events hai changed-over the years. Since the topics

,concerned Biological science; teachers were able to remark appro-
I.Ari'aiely that change in underitanding and practice have been
rapid.

There was also a focus on the contributions that individuals

4
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make to scientific invention and discoVerY. Indeed, it may be
rthe case that the role f individual. scientitts, and of their

sudden insights-and dis overies1, was overemphasized, and the
contribution of patie organized teams of researchers given
insufficient attention. The reason for this emphasis appeared ,tobe two -fold. First, teachers used the rhetorical device of
personalizing and individUalizing research and discovery. The
most extreme example of this was Teacher 5's dressing up asGregor Mendel. Second, teachers seemed to subscribe to a 'greatperson' approach to the history of science; naming Aristotle,
Pasteur, Watson, Crick, McClintock as milest6nes of progress.

Perhaps because Of this focus on the role of individuals in
scientific historical change, the teachers generally did not
copvey any sense that there are scieNtific paradigms', and that
science advances through resynthesis and new discoveries, and
through the work of sclientific, collectives as well as individuals.

There was also a simple sense of unalloyed scientific-pro -gress, as though older conceptiont of the worldor., more specl-
fically,4of reproduction--were simply fn error, and that- nothing
had been lost by their abandonment. A key component of the
scientific enterprise is that its practitioners scrutinize their
fimdings and theories and arguretheir superiority over competing
or older positions. Yet the stperiority of contemporary scien-.
tific accounts was simply assumed by the teachers, and no ex-
plicit 'arguments were given, or criteria presenteC for conclud- -
ing that scientiiic inquiry inevitably leads to truth and practi_-cal benefits. The way these teachers' tacitly justified-what
they taught wass usually by appeal A.o.authority, rather than to
logical and rational evaluation.

Science as a Reasoning Process

There is'antroversy among ph4iosophers and histbrians of
science over the precise nature of scientific reasoning: is it a
hypothetico-deductive -process of attempted falsification (e.g.,
Popper,-1263); or is it, rathir, inductive and creative (e.g.,
Kuhn, 1967); or is there no one' method, but a variety of
approaches, all equallyivalid (e.g., Feyerabend, 1970; Lakatos
and Musgrave, 1970). general, there has been a shift from an
empiricist philosophy of science, which saw scientists simply
describing and recording a reality independent of their efforts,
to a constructive philosophy of science, which sees data as
structured by prior theorizing.

The teachers' episodes of relating science as a repsoning
process reflect this controversy. They seemed unsure'Oetter
experiments, were intended to prove theories, falsify them, or
merely 'provide support for them. Are major. scientific innova-
tions --s'uch as the "jumping gene"--inventions or disCoveries? #
What. are the differences among hypotheses, theories and.idla$7
And, what of differences among observations, descriptions and
concepts?

fr.
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Theseissues are complex ones, and are likely'beydnd the
grasp.of the typical seventh-grade science student. Nonetheless,
it seems unlikely that these students are acquiring even a funda-
mental grasp of the. scientific process which would enable them to
move to a greater sophistication of understandinsIn,paer grades.

ScienCe and Society/Technology

Most of the,teachers' episodes of relat4-ng this aspect of
science were brief, and concerned either with the appearance of
the topic under discussion 'in the students' own experience, or
with the positive benefits that science had made in the broader
society. There was little, if any, discussion- of contemporary
controversial matters, such as recombinant DNA research,, the
reduction in gene variation due to selection of single stocks for
cultivation, the impact of technology upon the environment, and
so. forth, Again, these. issues are complex, but they are not
beyond the understanding of seventh graders,'or without interest
to then, if presented correctly.

,3.36. 9
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CHAPTER FOUR

ACADEMIC TASKS ASSIGNED TO STUDENTS

a

This chapter discusses academic tasks used in this sample ofseventh grade life science _classes.. The discussion focuses onthe intrinsic character of tasks (e.g., cognitive demands, scien-tific orientation), and how they are applied in the classroom..As Doyle (1983) notes, the depAsnds inherant in tasks play asignificant role in directing students' attention to particularaspects of science oontent, as well as in speCifyfng the- level atwhich students should'process that information. In.addition,academic tasks are the cornerstone of teachers' accountabilitystdms and clearly shape the learnin environments studentsac ally experience.

This overview of academic tasks consists of five major
.sections: (a) [ask. Types and Their Usage; (b) Task Demands (prob-leap level and mode of response); ic)10rientation to ScientificLiteracy; (d) Task System Congruence; and (e) AccountabilitySystems.

/

The 'data were compiled primarilyffromAnstrUmenti includedin the Curriculum Content Analysis packet: Laboratory ActivityLevels, Orientations and Levels of Worksheets, and Orientationsand Levels of Tests and Quizzes. Observers completed these
questionnaires in conjunction with each lab, worksheet, and examthat was assigned during the observed topics so that basic des-criptive informition could. be obtained about each task. Adel-tional.information was drawn from the Nivrative Records, ScienceClass Descriptions, ,and the actual curriculum materials collectedfrom the teachers. (See Appepdtx -A for a complete description ofthe measures.)

Task Types and Their Usage.

The majority of the academic activities observed during thecourse of this study cap be subsumed under one of three generalcategories: Laboratory Acttvities.WorksheetS, and Exams.
(Tests/Quizzes). Excluding optional or extra-,credit assignments,128 labs, worksheets and exams were analyzed across all eleven .teachers and both observation periods. A brief definition ofeach-of'these task types tnecessary before beginning a dismis-sion of the data.

Laboratory assignments are typically in-class, group activi-ties which allow students to actively participate in the learningof science content (e.g.,r view slides through a microscope; testfor caloric content of food, etc.). -A rangivof theoretical andempirical aspects of science can be emphasized, including (a)scientific techniques or procedures (Methddofogical); (b) thediscovery of Felationships, or. events (Observational /Exploratory);
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or (c) the testing of specific questions or hypotheses (Fact
Gathering and Hypothesis Testing). Assignments, sucilpAs work-
sheets, drawings or lab manuals, are often, completed in conjunc-
tion with lab activities. A certain level of knowledge about
procedures and content is sometimes a prerequisite.

Written fasignments or worksheets not, used in conjunction
with labs are likelytto comprise the bulk of tasks assigned to
studentS. 'In comparison with laboratory activities, worksheets
are more conducive to completion outside the classroom (i.e.,
htimework), to coverage of review. As well as new material, and to

. non-interactive (solitary) seatwork. Like labs,' however, work-
sheets potentially focus on a range of aspects of science content
and theory and can require various modes.of response 4e.g.,
labeling, short answer, drawing, essay, etc).

.

Lastly, exams are important indicators of the learning de- .

mands placed on students. They are likely to be conducted in-
class and to require that each student tap only his/her own
nowledge of the topic (i.e. "closed- book ° or non-interactive).
aditionally, exams. are administered for final assessment pur-,

po es after all pertinent topic content has been coveted. How-
Axe , they can also provide feedback on a student's progrbss as
well As guide studying, during the topic.

Table 4.1 presents the percentage of each task type (labs,
worksheetiand exams) assigned by each

.
teacher.duringA the two

4!

,
i observation eriods.

For Top c 1, seven of the eleven teachers 1632) included .

tasks of all three types in their curriculum plan. As expected,
worksheets comprised the greatest proportion of 'assignments over-
all' (44.04 yqt two teachers did not assign .any worksheets.(7
and 9). Labs were used next most frequently on the average
(33-344,,wigned by 9 of the 11 teachers: The slight preference
for worksheet assignments is also seen in the fact'that 6 of the
11 teachers chose worksheets as their most frequent activity
typc,'whereas.three teachers (5,'7, and 9) used labs more often
than worksheets.

. Although exams were the least frequent of the task types ,

during Topic 1, all teachers administered at least one final or
wend of topic" exam to assess students' overall mastery of the
topic content. Only dne teacher (Teaehei. 4) gave asquiz during
the' topic (Day 4 of 8)'. (This task .consisted of ten short answer
questions and took 10-18 minutes of in-class time). Note that
the end of topic-exam used by Teacher 5 was identical to the
worksheet assigned as homework fout days earlier.

Turning to Topic 2, slightly fewer teachers (45.5 %) included
all "three task types in their class's work system. In fact, one
teacher (who had used 1 s, worksheets and exams with equal
frequency - 1 each - d g Topic 1) did not require any tasks
for Topic'2 (Teacher 6). Again, worksheets were used with the-
greatest average frequency (50.7%) and were the preferred tal$k

,)
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Table 4.1. Overview .of Task Types: Percentage of Labs,

Worksheets, and exams Assigned*

Tehr...

TOPIC 1
:

;. -".
TOPIC. 2

4

Labs Worksheets ' Exams .Labs
1

Worksheets Exams

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

11

23.6 ,

15.0

0.0

28.5

50.0

33.3

75.0

33:3

86.0

2060

0.0

'

.

57.1

7O :o

80.0

43.0

25.0

33.3

0.0,

33.3,

0.0
e

80.0

800

14.3

is,O

250: .

128.5

25.0***
_. ,,

33.3
1

25.0

.33.4

14,
i
.0

a0.0
.

.2080

15.0

123.

10.0

00

0.0

56.0
, ,

75.0

'0;0
4

o.o.:

20.0 \
.

,

.

70.0

68.7.,

60.0

66.7

50.0

-
5. '20.
0.0

.504

57\0.
.

60.0

15 0***

18.7**

. 3Q49-...

..., .
7 .I

,
,,.

1

.iit)
. .2isiCi

25.0
. I

WO,

43.0
.-

lac&

M 33.3 44.3. 22.4 18.3 50.7 31.0

*A1$ extra-credit or optional assignments have been excluded.
**Final test identical to pretest.

***Final test identical to'worksheet.
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ts"type for eight teachers.. Lab.oratory ',activities were assigned
much less often during Topic ,2.. and only two teachers..(7 and 8)
preferred them to. worksheet assignments....

The overall frequency of exams was slighttrhither,..-during.'!:
Topic 2 (31%) than Topic, 1. Except for Tejtchfr-:,6
make any assignment-si.that were coljeztedL, all teapii.fs.regoir#d
t at. ktustemts,towil.ns.exam..at the end of the topis, and *Teacher
1 24.:.an;c1-1`.iiiii' -04140' quiz2eis during the topic. `As noted. in Table-
44 ;however, on. two .occasions,. these assignments. were "pre-

rtes s" identical lit content and format to the end of the topic ;
exa Each was giVen on the first day of the topic andifere-
either "net .graded"' or evaluated on a t'acqmple`tedinota7.tompleted"
basis: (See AccoUntabititi...Ustems for .!oree;:,liffoi'batftin'oniTIeactl-,
ere

I

s tilieyx I

vri ,wtottor04,.rt,s'itininifits..
s.uppliMented:40,0446.044t4i.i. This,

..:Orefe.rejice -May" pragmatic'faatOrly-(64.-.;.. tabor-,

....a,t.nry.,41411-goatents require more set up time and materials than
Worksheet4) .:A1`1400tivtily::(;0*.perbiuls additionally), worksheets
are

.:.ars
w..me

re''

a:

g"

;Ae't"

all_.V.appffc.a lii ie:t-d

.Oate

n it hey.,
neett.:Okr.equi,re.tinCtas's time,; and they can ser.ti- introduce

'Pe4,144..titfi.e.''a5014014. 'Tables 4..2,.a,10.4-.3 explore..

.t:trese:.` 1 a:ttetlioss;41 bitttiet.- - -.. .1.

.Ta e . .2 pritents.in overview of task., types by major
-totd,C. nten areas:. P6tiasts or Bacteria and Viruses; Human or
.Anima Spz% p:,.4e-neticsiand/orCell Structure; Ecology;.- and a
Spotig s a o lenterates or Birds and Mammals. The average
percen aVe o li!bs worksheets and, miss assigne.d,is shown for
the number.:*0 teachers .covering each. content. area..

. ,
11,0,4,000.ortien of exams. remained fairly constant.. across

topic-D-174.1)0ns 'from 18,-28% (average= 225); however, the '
frequency- of lab-s an worksheets appeared to be sensitive .to
.shifts in 'topic.!conten . For eximple,, when the 'topic concerned
Cell Structure or Genetic laboratory assignments comprisedaliost half of the'tasks 2.3%). They were assi tied much less
frequently on the average. or the other topics (16.2%) and not at
all for topics concerning Sponges and Coelerptefrates or Birds and
Mammals. Even though workstfeets were used during every topic-
area, the average percentage varied from 38$ with Genetics apd
Cell Structure to 80% with Sponges A Coelenterates of Birds &
Mammal s.

Tablf 4.3 outlines the use And coverage of works eete for
Topics 1 and 2.-In' general,. wbrksheets were complete during
class time, -al though 54amtairts Ater,i sometimes eibcouraged to talc*.
home an assignment if they needed extra time to complete it..
Rarely, however, were worksheets intended specifically as home-
work, as only two teachers n Topi-c 1 and three in, Topic 2 did so
for even a portion of their exercises. In addition, only 22% of
the worksheet assignments allowed students to interact with
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Table 4.2. Overview of Task Types by Topic Content Area:

, 14Percentage of Labs, Worksheets, and Exams Assigned
...

,

Topic

,..Tcti?'

No.
,of Labs

r

.'

Work-
sheets.

Exams

Protistg,
BacterfA,
and'Virusei

6 29.0

4..

45.2 25.8

...

Human or
Animal
Systems

.#-

6 13.9 §p.1

4

28.0

Genetics
and/or
Cell.

Structure

5

f

-42.3' 38.5 1312

...

Ecology
-

- r

3 22.7 59.1 18,2

Sponges and
Coelenter-
ates; Birds
and Mammals

.

2 0.0 80.0

.

20.0

x

Total 22

*Refers to the nuhber of teachers sovering
that content area of the 22 possible topics
(11 teachers )( 2 topics).
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Table 4.3e Percentage of Worksheets by cassroom Use and Coverage

Tchr..

TOPIC 1 T IC 2
.. .

'Use Coverage
. -

Use

.iorne

Coierage

In-

Only

In- I

Class/

Home

game-

Lori:,
Review

In- '1
Class
Only

tn-
Glass/
Take
HOT

Work.
Only

. Review

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

II

RO

100

75

.

,100

100

67
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others while completing them. In contrast, labsnrequiredscopes or other classroom equipment and encouraged sudenks todiscuss the assignment with their classmates. Of the 31 labs'inthis' sample, 28 or 90.35 fit this pattern. Therefore,' both typesof` tasks were used primarily as in -class ,activities, even thoughworksheets are inherently more "mobile' than laboratory tasks.It appears that teacher§ distinguished between' these ttlio activi.-'ties by reservingworksheets for seatWork and labs for thosetimes when interactive activities were desired.
I

As seen in the Coverage' column of table 4.3, wOrksheetsserved primarily to introduce new material.to the students (e.g.,answer questions while reading text chapter). However, fiveteachers utilized some portion of their worksheets 'to reviewvocabulary or-ioPic content prior to, the exam, and Teacher 10 didso'exclusively for Topic 1. Four teachers (1, 2$'4, .and 11)devoted an average of 28% of their worksheets to review materialfor both Topic.I and Tbpic 2. -Labs, fncontrast: generallyrequired pretgquisite knowledge of content and were thus more'frequently intended as review or reinforcement of content already.introduced in. the text, classroom presentations, or worksheets.

Summary

Basedon this brief overview, it appears t t worksheets are"the preferred academic. assignments for these scie ce classes.Their proportion of the total task system varied w th subjectmatter to some extent, yet teachers consistently-re led upon ...worksheet assignments for # wide range of topic co nets. Theuse of laboratory activities was more sensitive to shifts intopic as teachers were more likely to assign lab uring tbOicsemphasizing microscope work, such "as Cell Strut re or Ptotists,
Bacteria, and Viruses.

An examination of. the function of laboratory assignments andworksheets revealed that both types of tasks were used primarilyas in-class activities. Teachers rarely took advantage of themobility of Korksheets, infrgquently.assigning them specificallyas homework. Labs1generally involved group ,interaction, whereasteachers encouraged students.to work individually when completingwOrtsheets. In addition, compared-to labs,...worksheets were morelikely to introduce material at the beginning of a topic or priorto participation tin. a group activity.

Lastly, all teachers (except Teacher 6 in Topic 2) assignedan end of tbpic exam to assess how well gtOdents mastered the-material covered throughout the topic. Few task systems involvedquizzes during the topic which might. have prAvided supplemental'infOrmatihn on perfortiance. On two occasions pretests wereassigned, yet the sludents- did hot receive explicit feedbaokabout their performance.



Task Depands

We now turn to a discussion of academic tasks and the de-
, Mands they place on students' information' processing and reason-

ing capacities. Two general task characteristics are of inter-
est: Problem Level and Mode -of Response. Together, these'deter-
mine the cognitive operations students must invoke to achieve the
required end-products, or goals specified by the labs, worksheets
and exams assigned in -these life science. classes.'

'Problem Level',

(-

p

The problem level of a task is defined by 'what a student
must do in order to be ready to complete it. Using Doyle's
(1983) metaphor, problem level can be viewed .as the "gap" between
aninttial state (e.g., beginning of task) and the desired ,end
state (e.g., task completion). The extent of this' gap, (problem
level).is determined by the interaction of two factors: .W the
cognitive operations intrinsic to the task itself (e.g., eiecu-
tive level decision-making vs. memor)zation), and (2) the availa-
bility and structure of resources students tap. to perform those
operations (e.g., teacherswtext materials, other students, etc).

Laborat9ry Activities. As mentioned above, labs can empha-'
size a range of theoretical and empirical aspects of a particular
topic which can be viewed to pose different cognitive require-
ments for the student. This range can be broken into three
general, categories: Methodological; Observational/Exploratory;
and Fact Gathering and Hypothesis Testing.. Among this sample,
however, there was little variation in the type of lab assign-
mbnts. Of the 31 labs observed, 30 or 96.7% were characterized
as observational or exploratory (e.g., ,.obseeving prepared slides
of protists and drawing pictures; using a key to identify soil
types) -These required students to apply an observational'
approach in discovering relationships or events and rarely
involved higher-order skills, such as the systemptic.manipulation
ofvariablet. The, remaining lab exercise (Teacher 7, Topic 2) .

was methddological and focused on the systematic procedure
applied when .tracing genetic relationships. Four lab activities,
used, by Teachers '1, 2, 4, and 8 in Topic' 1, provided studenti
with the opportunity to'preptre the materials for as well as
participate in observations (e.g., make own slide from cultures);
however, the procedural or methodological aspects of, these activ-
ities were not the primary emphases. None of the labs required
students to apply high-level skills,' such as gathering observa-
tional data under a mriety of conditions or deductively reason-
ing about bypotheses.

The demands ofla laboratory activity are.also de%ermined by
the availability of information from materials presented to,the
At.udents. As conceptualired by Herron (1971), the cognitive
comp4lexity of laboratory assignments varies as a function of

4.8 160
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whether the problem, the method for solving that problem, and thesolution to that problem EiWFederied directly from information
provided .for the student ( "given "), or"whethir the student mustrely on his/her own decision-making skills, ingenuity, cognitiveabilities, etc. ("open"). Four levels of problem difficulty
ranging fro'm total specification of al components (Level 0) to
complete discovery, (Level 3) are outlined bel6w.

t
4

Problem Method Solution

Problem
Level

0

1

2

3

Given Given Given

Given Given Open

Given Open Open

Open Open Open

. Table 4.4 presents the percentage of laboratory exercises
.

for each teacher at each of these problem levels for the two
observation periods. In general, ,labs required very little dis.-
covery on the part of the student, as virtually all of the as-
tsignments (30 of 31 or 96.7%) were categorized as either Level 0
or 1.

In Topic 1, 33.3% of the assignments were Level 0, and pro-
vi'ded a statement of thetroblemt the means to solve it, and the

. answers needed to complete the assignment. For example, as an
introduction to Topic 1 on protists, Teacher 2 required students
to locate protozoa on prepared slides, identify structures, and
label those structures on a works . The students were given
step-by-step instructions on what. look for and how to perform
those observations. In addition, ompleted worksheet with the
target structures labeled appropriately was provided by the
teacher. The solution to the problem (i.e. completion of the
worksheet) simply required that students copy the answers from
the model -- actual observations of the slides were not meces-
sary. Furthermore, this assignment was not graded according to
the accuracy of the answers, but simply whether or not it was
complet,A and turned in to the teacher.

The majority of labs assigned during Topic 1 (55.6%) allowed
students to develop their own answers; yet, explicit step-by-step
instructions were provided on ,how to do so (Level 1). For exam-
ple, students observed and recorded the number of times a fish
opened its gills in warm and cold water (Teacher 7) or drew and
colored pictures of protists after observing slides (Teacher 5).
In these type of lab assignments, the variability in performance
across student is rarely a function of the individual students'
abilities, but rather of the lab materials themselves (i.e. which
fish was chosen or which slides were used).

4.9
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. Table 4.4. Percentage of Laboratory Assignments

by Problem Level

*

Teacher

TOPIC 1
111b Problem Level

TOPIC 2
Problem Level

. __ .Z7 . _ -, ._

1 100 100

2 50 50 100

3 - 100

4 50 50
.

5 100

6 100
.

.

7 100 100 .

8 - 100 00

9 100
.

10
.

1po
.

11 , 100

-0

p.

4.10
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0
For' Topic 2, Level' U activities were much more frequent than

in 'Topic 1 (66.7%) and only 33.3% of the labs were Level I (Teachers3 and 11). Thui, while one knight have anticipated that teachers
would have assigned intreasiegly challenging laboratory work as
the year. progressed gi-ven that students are.presumabls more
familiar with laboratory procedures, the contrary apipea'rS
occurred.. I :b. di a ON

7 .S V.
As can be noted in'Table 4.4, no lab in either topic presen- "

ted a problem, leaving t6e.discovery of a solutiOn an'.0 themeans
to reach that solution4to the student's own productivfrprob4em
solving skills (Level 2). On one occasion, a teacher assigned a
Level 3 lab (complete discoverby). during a. Topic 1'unit on 00Q-.
tists (Teacher 8.). In this \case, the materials simply ,instructed
students to identify five species of protists.' The, students
prepared their own IiiicroscoPe slides from solutions and recorded
the shape.and,,mov-eMrit patterns of the protozoa they, observed.

-

By discovering.the helpfulness of various resources, :such as
text, teacher, pe'ers, and tiheir'own 'knowledge `of. protozoa gained
from. the worksheet completed on the previous -day,-the, students
were successful at identifying each specimen and aisweting
sheet "questions based on those observations.f1

Worksheets. For worksheets, as for labs, problem level is a
reflection of the diPect availability of information (from a
variety of resources) needed to.complete the task. As outlined
by Pearson & Johnson (1978), three categories, that reflect-vary-, ing cognitive requirements of worksheet itemi can be defined as
follows: (1) Textually Explicit (Level .1) -- the item simply
requires that students pull information directly (i.v. verbatim)
from available .resources, such as text, notes copied from board,
etc.; .(2) Textually Implicit-(Level 2) '- the item requires 4n
apswer that is iMplicit in the information given to the student
(e.g., text, lelassnotes, etc.) and thus can be derived by infer-
ence; and (33 Scriptually Implicit (Level.3) -- the item require
ttlat the student go- beyond the information given to tap prior
knowledge, general reasoning skills, or other resources.

Fable 4.5 presents the percentage of each teacher's pork-
sheet task items in these problem level categories for the two
observation periods. For Topic 1, an'average of 95.2% of the
worksheet task items used were textually explicit. For each of .

these, students could simply transfer the answers 'mdirectly fro
the resource materials to the vArksheet. Level 2 questions
comprised an average of 4.1% of worksheet items and a mere U.8%
of the task items required that students draw 'upon their own .

experiences or higher-level cognitive skills (Level 3).
0

For TOpic 2e the average percentage.of higher-level items
increased to 22.8% and 2.3% for Levels 2 and 3, respectively. Yet
low-level, textually explicit items requiring rote processing
(e.g., spelling, defining or labeling') were again clearly the

.

.apply an a gorithm

most typical (74.9%). (A large portion of the Level items were
Punnett squares which required _student( to
used for determining the genetic relationship between:themselves

ire)
'4.11 "
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Table 4:5. ,Percentage of Worksbee Task Items by Problem Level

1.

,

TOPIC 1

Problem Ceitftl_

i TOPIC 2

P. obleMKe 1. .

1 96:2 3.8 42.5 56.0 1.5

2 93.7 6.8 86.3 4.1 9.6.

3 100.0 80.4 9.8 9.8

4 94.7 3.5 .1.8 69.2 40.7

5 100.0. 17.4 82.6
,

6 100.0

7 , 100.0 .

8 100.0

9 100.0

18 78.2 20.0 1.8 96.3 3.7
.

11 93.6 2.6 3.8 41.7 8.3
A__

4112
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)
. and their family embers.)

Not only did high-level (Level 3) task items appear infre-quently when they were used, but only three teachers in Topic 1(4, 10 and 11) and Topic 2 (1, 2 and' 3) included any Level 3items at all. As an example of these exceptions, several ques-tions on a worksheet assigned by Teachei 3 (Topic 2) asked stu-dents to d'esocibe which muscles allowed the .body to performactivities, such as combing hair of disco dancing. To completethese tasks students needed to.mafter the text material,regard-eing the basic muscle functions, as well as reason how those
functions could be translated into'an everyday, yet complex,series of movements. Another example is the amazingly stgight-.

forward Level 3 question (used by Teaciler 1 on a workshee outecology) which asked students to suggest,ways they could person-ally conserve eliergy and other natural resources.4

Exams. Using the categories of Textually Explicit (Level1), Textually Implicit (Level 2), and Scriptually Implicit (Level3) described above, Table 4.6 outlines thel)ercentage of examitems in each problem level for the two observation periods.Note that the preponderance of Level 1 items, was even more over-whelming for exams than for worksheets. For Topic I, an averag,eof 0.9% of the quiz items were Textually Explicit (Level 1),with that average percentage dropping slightly to 91.71 for' Topic2. Only 5 of the 11 teachers included any questions other thanthose which required students simply to recall verbatim the factsthey haeimemoxized (Levels 2 and 3):

Recall that .the end of unit test for Teacher 5 (Topic I) -wasidentical to a worksheet assigned earlier in the unit and that -,Teachers 1 and 2 included pretests in their curriculum schedulesfor Topic 2. In these cases, not only was the fact that the testwould tap the memorization of the material made expliicit, but the,.Students knew exactly which particular items were going to betested, in which order, and using which phrasing.

Mode of Response

Mode of Response refers to the form of the product' generatedwhen Completing a task. As mentioned above, together with the
problem level of tasks, what students must actually do (e.g.,
define vocabulary words, construct a two paragraph-long essay,etc.) is crucial to a complete picture of What various tasksdemand of students' intellectual and' creative abilities. And,although.a task's mode of response does not determine its cogni-
tive complexity, certain ,modes lend themselves to particular
cognitive optrations.

Laboratory Activities. Labs potentially direct students'yattention to the prOcess of solving a problem rather than its'end-result or prodyct. Yet, in Sctuality, written work such ascompleting a wqrkelleet or reproducing 'what was observed,, is oftenassigned in conjunction with labs and tends to become the focus
1 r.
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Table 4.6. Percentage of Exam Items by Pro91 Level

.

Teacher

, TOPIC 1

Problem Level _

.
.

TOPIC 2

Problem Level

1 . .

0,

.1 2
-v

3

1

2

3

4 .

5

6

7
.

8

9

10

I 11 '100.0

100.0

160.0

100.0

95.3

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

81.4

,

-,

4.7

.

.

14.0

.I

e

'44.6

:

k

100.0

97.3

66.6

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

65.0

88.5

..

16.7

- .

35.0

11.5

.

2.7

16.7

.

1

4.14

0.

Q.

I.



of the activity. jT*.se serve as the teacher's tangible record ofa students participation in and completion, of the activity.!.

Of the 31 labs observed, 97 %,required that students generatesome sort of record of their work; 'one activity did not' (Teacher4, Topic 1). in 52% (16) of the labs,,-the required writtenassignments were composed of questions involving one sentence' answers or identj.fying aed labeling stryctures; 29%.(9) of the'assignments asked students to draW or color in addition to label-ing or completing short answer 'questions; and 16% (5) requiredonly drawing or coloring. Thus, there were no labs requiring anyextended writing that one might typically.associate with a labwritup %e.g., 'statement of the problem, description of pro-cedures, etc.).

W rksheets. The products students generated while complet-in wor sheet assignments fall into three major categories: Ver.-fba Restricted (matching, true/false, fill-in-blank/label, multi-/pie choice, and short answer); Verbal Extended (paragraph and '
. essay); and -Other (nYmerical calculations, figures, and miscella-neous). . 'The percentage of worksheet task items in-each of these

gl three .major categories and ten sub-categories of response modesfor each/ teacher is presentedin Tables A.7.(Topic 1) and.4.8(Topic 2). .

.
.

As can be seen, the majorialy of worksheet items were classi-fied as Verbal Restricted, comprjsjng'91.5% of the items forTopic 1 and 80.8% for Topic 2. Paragraphs, essays, and numerical.calculations were conspicuously absent and indeed, it appearsthat the worksheets assigned in these science classes were likelyto consist of items requiring a minimum of-verbal or expository,skills.

a 1161Within the Verbal Restricted category, the most popularworksheet items were "f411-tn.blank/label" questions. Of thenfne teachers, who used worksheets, this type of item' was includedbyeight teachers in Topic,1 and seven in Topic 2.. In fact, theworksheet exercises assigned by Teachers 6 and 8 during Topic 1were composed of fill-in/label questions exclusively. Further,fill-in items were used with the greatest tverage Irequency,50.9% and 42.7% for Topics 1 and 2 respectively. Examples in-clude labeling the various bones in the body or chambers in 4rheheart (Teacher 10) and listing the four major organism kingdoms(Teacher 4). Short answer questions which can, be answered in one- sentence (e.g., 7Describe the function of the .circulatory systemin the space provided") were also quite frequent, comprising an'average of 24:7% of-the worksheet questions for Topic 1 and 33.8%for Topic 2. True/false items were the least frequently used ofall of Ihe Verbal Restricted item _types composing an average of1.11 of worksheet questions for Topic 1 and 0.8% for Topic 2.

In general, worksheets did not include questions which re-,quired the student to generate a paragraph (at least two senten-ces) or an essay (at least two ',paragraphs). For jopic 1, fiveteachers (552) assigned some Verbal Extended ite4s. yA none of
440
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Table 4.7. Percentage of Worksheet

Task Items by Mode of Response (Topic 1)

4

TCNR.

Verbal Restricted 'Verbal Extended

Pitch-
log

r

True/
False

Fillin
Blank/
Label

Milt.
Choice

Short
Answer

Para-
Graph

Essay Ca lcir
lotion

.

Fifitires Misc.
.

1 . 47.2 41..5 7.5 4 3.8

2 69.0 17.9 13.2

3 70.4 8 29.6

-4 , 36.8 57.9 5.3 . ,

5 53'.3 '46.7

6 . 100.0
.

. I C

7

8 100.0. .

.

,

9 i
10 16.4 5.5 25.4 9.1 40.0 3.6
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these requi0ed more than twio sentences. In addition, these items
comprised only an average of 8.5% of the total number of work -,1

sheet' items students were assigned.

For Topic 2, three of the teachers who assigned Verbal
Extended items during TJOic. 1 also did lo for Topic 2 (1, 2 it'd
10), al though these items were still quite infrequent on the
average (3:3%). One teacher required essay responses for a
...homework worksheet on ,ecology (Teacher 1) in which students
described the natural, habitat of an animal. 'These descriptions
extended over a period of 'five 'days, and although the assignment

.

was required, only about' one-third of the students completed ft.

WorkSheet items- that were not Verbal Restricted or Verbal
Extended'were classified as "Other.* Within this category, fig-
ures graphing, drawIngs. coloring) were .included as work
sheet items kn average of 3.7% and 3.6% for Topics 1 and 2,
respectiVely. Miscellaneous Atems, such as completing Punnett
squares which involve both numerical end figural activities

w (Teacher 4) or.!..alphabetizing vocabulary items (Teacher 2) were
assigee# an average of 12.1% for Tppic 2. (No Miscel Faneous
items were -died in Topic 1.)

- Eines. Tables 4.9 and 4.10 outline the' modes of responese
for (xams assigned by each teacher in Topics 1 and 2, respective-

) ly. flifke worksheets, the overwhelming majority of exam items
were classified as Verbal Restricted for both. Topic. 1 (97.4%) and
Topic ,2 (93.8%. Within this category, fill -in /label questions
were'used quite often in Topic.1.(22.32) and Topic 2 (23.8%):
however, other Verbal restricted modes were also popular. Nhort-
answer exam items were popular during Topic 1 (26.3%), although
their use decreased substantially during ',Topic 2 (8.8%), M.atch-
ing items comprised an average of 24% of qUestions on exams
during Topic 1 and 24.42 in Topic 2. Multiple ChOiCe items were
included on exams anfiverage of 20.7% for Topic 1 and 26.1% for
topic 2. .

This increase in the proportion of matching and multiple
ch-oice questions compared to worksheets is worth noting in' terms
of the memory skills these items demand of students. On several
occasions, the teacher simply converted fill-in questions from
the worksheets to matching by adding a set of responses from
which the'students should pick their answer. While fill-in/label
items require the student to recall (albeit only one word or one
sentence) the target name or concept, matching and multiple
choice .items require the 4tudent to only recognize the correct
answer from among several -possibilities provided for them.

Not unexpectedly, few exam items (an average of 1.6% for
Topic 1 and 0.4% for Topic 2) entailed the generation of a pars-
grAph or essay. As with worksheets, then, Verbal Extended items
were clearly not emphasized on exams.

In the 'Other category, items required students to complete
tasks involving circling the correct spelling eacher 2) or

110
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Table 4.9. Percenta of Exam Items by

`Mode of Response ITopic 1)

d.

. VerbalAistricted

,

verbal Extended
..

Other%

Match- True/. Fill-in Mint. Short Para- Essay Calms-, Figures Misc.TM. ing False Blank/ Choice Avswer Graph lation1 Label

1.) 32.3 61.3 3.2 3.2
2 52.6 47.4

. 3 239 51.1 23.3 2.3
/

4 30.2 . 2.3 30.2 23.3 7.0 7.0
5 153.3 46.7 .

A

6 55.6 38.8 5.6
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8 50.0 50;0
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Table 4.10. Percentage of Exam items by

Mode eof Response (To* -2)
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calculating, genetic relationships ,using Punnett sqllares (Teachers
4 and.8)...:4,bese. re cluded an average of 0.9% for Topic 1 and

Sumlaey

and 'Mode of Response are two determinants of
the *cognitive operations students must perform when engaging in
xnd-completing_academiC-tasks. In general, them tasks assigned in
these life science cl.aises_involved the reprodirctioh of topic
content through rote maMeriiatiOn or the application of an al do-

. rithm. Further, students generally did so by drawing Tines
(matching),. circling letters.Ambltiple choice)0 labeling pictures
(fill-in) or writingtinglesentences (sort.ansvo"r). The inter-
action between mode.Of response and problem level for the labs,
Worksheets, and exams points to the dilconcerting.concluston that
these academic;tasks'rarely encouraged students to construct con-.
yeptual repreSentations of stiehtific content, integrate '`that
content into prior knowledge and Understanding, or express their

* mastery of the material using vertial or expplitory skills.

SpeciticallA, laboratory activities typically prescribed a
set 'of procedures Weeded to obtain descriptive data. Encouraging
the discovery of explanatory scientific principles through the .

systematic manipulation of more than one independent variable or
the evaluation of methods and testing procedures was rare. In
addition, these exercises did not foster creativity or ingenuity.
Successful completion of labs,rarely depended upon students
accessing information or resources not directly available in the
context of the activity. If teachers felt the need to compensate
for the procedural complexity of labs or students' unfamiliarity
with lab equipment, one Would expect an increase.in the problem
level and response requirements of labs with time. However, the
situation in these classes appeared to worsen, not improve, as
the year progressed. Further inestigation of classroom pro-
cesses knd the sources of lab activities would be necessary to
completely understand this trend.

Vorksheets and exams assigned in these classes also reflec-
ted an overwhelming preference for lower-level, textually expli-
cit items requiring a minimum of expressive skills. . These items
tend to focus students' attention to surface aspects of topic
content, rather than its underlying conceptual structure, and
encourage mnemonic rather than integrative processing strat-
egies. Although it might appear that teachers assigned more
demanding tasks as the year progressed, this trend was Most
likely a.function of the topic,content, in. particular the use of
Punnett square problems by the two teachers who taught genetics
durN Topic "2 (whereas the two teachers who taught genetics
during Topic 1 did not use Punnett squares). The textually'
explicit lower-level character of task items was even more strik-
ing on exams, magnified on several occasions by a teacher's
inclusion of pretests and worksheets that Were identical to the
end-of-topic exams.
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Orientation to Scientific Literacy

The normative framework of scientific literacy adopted in
this study includes both the mastery of science content (i.e.,
definitions, facts, and concepts) as well as the appreciation of
the contexts of science knowledge and broad features -otit as a.

However; as discussed in Chapter Three, teachers '
generally d-not go beyond science content to relate it to other
meaningful concepts or possible personal or'societal implica-
tions. The following attempts to supplement these findings by
determining the-degree to which academic tasks assigned in these
classes also reflect a "bleak" foundation for\the attainment of
scientific literacy.

,

Recall thatscienpfic literacy is defined in terms of the
presentation of ience content and four additional relating
components: ( Science as a Social Histbrical Process;
(2) ,Science . a Reasoning Process; (3) Science and Society/Tech-
nology; an (4) Positite Attitudes Toward Science. An examina-
tion of tasks in terms of these five components and effective
science teaching requires a discussion of (a.) the intrinsic
orientation to scientific literacy of these tasks; and (b) the
alignment of academic tasks with teachers' in-class presentations
of the components of scientific literacy.

Scientific Literacy on Worksheets and Exams

Table. 4.11 presents the percentage of each teacher's work-
sheet and exam items' devoted to the various components of.scien-
tific literacy for the two observation periods. (Laboratory
activities are not included in this discussion.) The Content
columns list the percentage of items that pertained to topic
content, while the Relating columns present the percentage of.
items that reflected any of the four ,lating components. The
specific components are identified bythe number(s) in 'paren-
theies beneath the percentage ,figures.

For Topic 1, a clear, majority of worksheet and exam items
were devoted exclusively to topic content. In fact, of the 9
teachers who assigned worksheets, only 2 (2 and 10) included any
items that linked topic content to any of the relating components,
of scientific literacy. There were only four such items compris-
ing an average of 0.7% of the total worksheet items assigned
during Topic 1. These focused on historical aspects of science
(e.g., "What did Louis Pasteur do?" and "Why was the microscope
important in the discoveryof the kingdom protists?") and science
and society (e.g., "How is bacteria useful to man?"). It is
interesting to note that all of these relating items required
students to generate a single sentence or

4
paragraph-long answer.
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Table 4.11. Percentage of Task Items pvoted to Science Content and

to Relating. Components of Scientific literaCy on Worksheets aid Exams*

I

Tcht.

.

Tom 1 TOPIC 2

Worksheets .E3ams Worksheets Timm
Ite7
Tilting

Content
Re-

latin5
Re-

Content lating Content
Re-
:Sating Content

.1

2

100.0

85.8
V

- ,

4.2
(1,3)

100.0

100.0

76.9

100.0

23.1'
. (3)

86.0

IWO

14..0

(4)

3 100.0 100.0 90.0 10.0 83.0 17.0
(4) (4)

4 ,100.0 93.0 7.0 59.0 41.0 87.5 12.5
(2,3) (2) (2)

5 160.0. 100.0 100.0 100.0

6 100.0 100.0

'7 100.0 100.0 100.0

8 100.0 100.0 100.0

9 75.0 25.0 82.5 17.5 78.0 22.0
(1,2) (2,4) (2)

10 98.0 2.0 98.0 2.0 100.0 100.0
(1) (1)

11 100.0 100.0 96.0 4.0 87.0 13.0
(3) (3)

I I
V

*Numbers in parentheses refer to the followingtconponerrts of Scientific
Literacy:

1) History of Science.
2) Science as a Reasoning Process
31 Science ;0 Society/Technology
4) Positiyillttitudei.ioward Science
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Relating items appeared slightly more frequently on the
exams assigned during' Topic 1 than on the worksheets. Three
teachers (4, 9, and 10) included iteas,relating'science to its
historical origins (e.g., "Who named the first cell?") and sci-
ence a's% a reasoning procesi (e.g., "Which ancibiotic would you
prescribe given the folloeing information... Vs), yet these items,
-still comprised an average of only 3.1% of the total number of
exalt' questions.

Turning to Topic 2, an increase in.the proportion and popu-
larity.of relating terms is noticeable. Five teachers (ii 3, 4,
9, and 11) included items that related science content to othet
components ,of scientific literacy, comprising an average of 10.6%
and 7.9% of the items- on worksheAs and exams, lnespectively.
These iteno were Jikely to focus on the relatiooship between
science and society/technology (e.g., "Describe four problem*
facing your community today that are related to population .

growth ") or the formation of attitudes about the significance of
science, to everyday life (e.g., "What ways can you personally
conserve natural resources?' or "List the niches in your communi-
ty and show how you are dependent upon thei."). As in topic 41,
these relating items were likely to.require_at least a short
answer response or paragraph, even for-those teachers whose tasks
were composed of items from a variety of response modes (egg.,
Teachers 1 and M. Furthermore, because these items' linked
science content to the students" personal lives, they required a
certain amount of ingehuity in going beyond the information
provided and could be categorized as textually o r b criptally
implicit.

Effective science teaching is most likely to be achieved if
the relating components of scientific literacy are addressed
consistently within a teacher's task system. For Topic 1, only
one teacher included relating items on a worksheet as well as the
end of topic exam (Teacher- 10). Here, the same short answer item
was used in both cases ("Who was Barbara McClintok and why was
she important?"). Looking across task types in Topic 2, all five
teachers who included relitting items on worksheets also did so on
their exams. In all but two cases (Teachers 4 and 9), however,
the identical items were used for both tasks. (See the Task
System Congruence section for more discussion on the alignment
across tasks.)

In general then, the tasks assigne0 by these teachers did
not reflect a substantial representatioh of those components of

scientific literacy other than topic content. This situation
4 p
appeared to improve soiewhat in Topic 2 as relating items com-
prised approximately one-tenth of the total worksheet and exam
questions for that topl,c.%. -Interestingly, and certainly not nec-

.iessarily, the relating items that were included were likely to
involve some writing or expository skills and higher-level cogni-
tivelprocesse such as integrating content with past personal
experience o knowledge.

. d
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.Taski in .Relation to Teachers.' Academic Presentation Time

We now turn to the interaction and alignment-of academic
tasks and teachers' time use iq terms of scientific literacy (asdiscussed in Chapter Three). Three scenarios representing thatrelationship are outlined here (alth-odgh'others surely exist aswell). First, one could expect complete overlap in the degree to
w hich teachers_ incorporate each component of scientific literaoy
into their ,recitations' or demonstrations and the orientation toscientific literacy of the*r. tasks. In other words, those teach-.ers who devote some portion of time duHng class, to the relating
components carry those emphases through to worksheets and exams;w hereas, those tepchers who focus only on topic'content do soexclusively on tasks as well. Secondly, a complementary rela-
tionship could exist between curriculum content and teachers'
academic presentatipns... In this case, those teachers Who devoteclass time to the relating components dO so (perharit) because
they feel the need to compensate for .the lack of such emphases inthe text and/or on worksheets and exams. Or, in the opposite
situation, teachers do not devote recitation' time to the relating
components because these are adequately addressed ,in the academictasks students are required to complete. ,Lastlygrho relationshipcould be found between teachers" presentation time and task
composition in terms of the five scientific literacy. components.Here, a teacher's devotion o'f class time or task items to the
relating components, is not.likely-a result of conscious effort
to ahchor topic content in a potentially meaningful context. -
Clearly, deciding among these possibilities is difficult andrequires extensive analyses of teachers' ixtivations and inten-/flans. It is hoped, however, that the fQ wing can offer some
direction and insight.

Table 4.12 outlines those teachers who made explicit refer-
ence to any of the relating components of scientific literacy
during-any portion of their in class presentations (see Chapter
Three) an,d/or.who inc,luded'any items on a worksheet or exam that
addressed those samtr relating components. (Numbers refer to
specific teachers.) For this preliminary look, we are concerned
only with whether the relating components of scientific literacy
Were addressed at all during these tw' activity modes (recita-
tion/demonstration and worksheets or exams), not with the quan--
tity or quality of presentation.

After a glaoce'at Table 4.12, it is clear that there is
little consistent application of the relating components to
science curriculum. A teacher's use of the relating components of
scientific literacy during class rarely predicted the degree of
scientific orientation on their academic tasks, and vice versk.
In fact, only 2 teachers in Topic 1 (4 and 10) and 2 in Topic 2(1 and 11) exhibited any similarity in orientation to the' relat-
ing components during these1two activity modes.

To illustrate these exceptions, recall how Teacher 4 briefly
discussed the "disco-very" of the microscope by Von Leeuwenhoek on

117
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Table 4.12. Comparison of Teachers Who Devoted
an

Any Academic Presentation Time and/or Task Items to the

Four Relating Components of -Scientific Literacy*
At,

.

[
.

Component
i

1 36IC I'

dark-
Sheets

Exams

TOPIG42

A
AcactemV
Prese(V;

tation.-

T
.

Work-
Sheets

a

i

Exams
Acadepic
Presen-

tation

Relating to
Science as
a Social

1, 3, 4,,
10, II**

2,10 10 4, S, 7,
9

None' None

Historical
Process , .

.

Relating to
Science as
a Reasoning

1, 4, 7
10v 11

None 4, 9 None 4, 9, 4, 9

Process

Relating to
Society/ 6, 9 1, 4, 5, 1, 11 1, 11

Technology 8, 11 .

Positive
Attitudes
toward

1, 9 None None 5, 11 3, 9 1, 3

Science

*See Chapter Three for discussion oftata on academic presentation.
**Numbers indicate teacher.



1 Uay 4 of the topic. A question direcily related to that discus-sion appeared on the end-of-topic exam asking students to explain.
this historical event in light of the discovery of microorgam-
isms. In another case, after discussing a famous scientist's
work in class, Teacher 10 included a related item-on both the
wOrksheet and end -of- topic exam for Topic 1 ("Who is Barbara
McClintock and why 4s she important?"). Here, the in-class pre- 'sentation of information concerning the relating components Ofscientific literacy was reinforced by its inclusionAm a.work--.sheet and/or exam: However,. these. were clearly exceptions rather
than examples of a typical pattern.

There is soar evidence, that a complementary relationshipexists between teachers orientation to -scientific literacy andacademic tasks. For example, for one compoment each during Topic
1 (Positive Attitudes) and Topic 2 (History), several teachersmade explicit references to aspects of science knowledge duringclass time, yet these were .not reflected in the tasks students
were required to complete. The oppesitt held for Teachei-s 4 and9 during Topic ?. Each of these included items on worksheets'ant
exams which made explicit refereWCe to science as a reasoning
process, yet neither teacher devoted class time to that component
of scientific literacy. It is not clear, however, what motivatedeach teacher's use or neglect of the relating components.

Unfortunately, the datt suggest that any alignment betweenteachers' academic presentatthn time and tasks in terms of the
relating components is random or'accidental. In these science
classes, 90.9% of the topics reflected no relationship between
class time and task items; and, compareTto the presentation of
factual content, the relating components were rarely addressed
botrin class and on academic work: Thus, it would be difficult
to assume that teachers made a conscious effort .to focus on any
aspects of science besides factual content. Howevee's furtheranalyses are necessary, before such a statement can be considered
conclusive.

Summary.

In ge oral, academic tasks retpected a 'yak foundation for
the attainment of scientific literiey. A mind-Pity of teachers
included a small percentage of task items which pertained to therelating components on worksheets and exams. Further, little

. overlap between teachers' time use and academic tasks indicated a
minimum of fueused effort to reinforce such concepts across therange of academic activities. On an optimistic note, the rela-ting items that were used often required drawing inferences from
topic content .and the application of expressive skills. Clearly,
stressing the importance of scientific literacy in academic work
has ramifications for students' cognitive growth, as well as moreeffettive science teaching.
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Task System Congruence

Nwie .

After making some comments about task demands and degree of
'orientation to scientific literacy, it is useful t6 briefly
consider task s stems in terms of their "Congruence' (Doyle,.
Sanford, Clements, rench, & Emmer, 1983). The congrdthce (or
similarity) across tasks within a topic'determines how students
tend to process and master topic content in two ways. rirst, if
students are' aware that end of topic exams require lower-level
mastery, of the material (e.g., rote recall of terms, definitions,
etc.), their learning or study strAtegiet will not facilitate the
creation of high level ,semantic lepresentations or the conceptual
reorganization of topic content. Sucta level of cognitivp
effort is not necessary nor reinforced. Second, similarity
across task types hat bearing on which learning steategies or-
aspects of topic content students master simply" by influencing
the amount of practice with a'particular type of problem (Doyle,
et al., 1984). For example, the more frequently students
enFounter the need to draw inferences from text or lecture mater7
is to generate extended written passages, or to view science
content in terms of the relating components, the more Idept those
skills' will become.

Task Demands 4IP

Returning 'first to Tablei 4.4, 4.. and 4.6 concerning prob-
lem level, we see that the majority of labs, worksheets, and
exams assigned were considered lowerlevel, requiring that stu-
dents simply follow explicit instructions, transfer information
froln one piece of paper to anotArit or memorize terminology.
Problem levels were generally lower on exalt's than worksheets
implying that those tasks ,that "count" did not reinforce. the few
higher level skills required of.some of the worksheets. If this
is an established pattern across teacher (only 2 of 5 teachers in
TOpic land 4 of 7 teachers in Topic. 2 'who included Level 2 or 3
items on worksheets also did "so on exams), students may learn to
anticipate an absence lor de-emphasis) of higher-level items on
exams based on the structure of worksheets. Over the course of
the year, such patterns clearly have an impact on the level at
which students orient themselves to the completion of worksheets
and the mastery of topic content.

Moving to Mode of Response and Tables 4.7, 4.8, 4.9, and
4.10, the preference for Verbal Restricted and the neglect of
Verbal Extended items is seen on both worksheets and exams. As
mentioned earl r, teachers tended to alter the composition of

141(Cexams by incre sing the proportion of multiple choice and match-
ing items on exams. Often this was a re ;ul t of teachers supply-
ing a set of responses from which'students could choose the
correct response taken from fill-in or short answer ms on
worksheets (i.e. convert to matching and multiple ). By
altering the requirements of these task items fro all to
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.,./ recogWition, the teachers decreased the overall problem level ofthese items.

I
This situation was amplified when items on the exam weretaken verbatim from worksheets or laboratory materials, and mostseverely, when pretests or worksheets identical to the exam wereused. On sevqral occasions, the potentially higher-order cogni-tive complexity of task items was successfully undermined by theteacher. For example, Teacher Plisked students to describe which'muscle movements were requtaa for the exact same set of activi-ties on the exam as on th- sheet, TRITeven though it wasnecessary for students to yond the information prOvided forthem when completing the w heete success on the exam requiredonly the recall of those saMe-respontes. In ,essence, teacherssucceeded in .making the exams easier for the students than work-sheets.

Scientific Literacy'

For scientific literacy to be effectively addressed inscience classrooms, it is important that when teachers use therelating components, they do so consistently and in a variety ofacademic situations. For example, both the worksheet and examassigned by Teacher 4 during topic 2 included unique sets of',problems that emphasiied the scientific reasoning process (viaPunnett squares used to determine gene combinations). For theseproblems, the students needed to master the approptffiate algo-rithm as well as it logic and potential applicatOns. Therelatively high-level of understanding and linkage of topic con-'tent to reasoning processes were reinforced for the students whenthey had to a#ply the algorithm to unique situations on the exam.
However, for the majority of occasions when items addressingthe same relating component appeared on both worksheets andexams, ideritical items were used. This was the case for Teacher10 during Topic 1 and Teachers 1, 3, and 11 during Topic 2.Although this is clearly more desired than not including anyrelating items at all, the fact that students were simply expect-ed to memorize that information reduced the potential signifi-cance of th items and hindered their durability in memoryafter theadm nistration of the exam.

Summary

In general, the task systems employed by'the participatingteachers revealed a high degree'of congruence. Unfortunately,such similarity across tasks merely serves to reinforce (1) lowlevel processing and learning strategies, (2) limited applicationof verbal skitlt, and (3) a de-emphasis on the relating compo-nents of scientific literacy. The tendency for teachers to re-use or alter items from worksheets on exams, besides ensuring the"success* of more students, manages to' further limit the cogni-tive and- creative demands of academic tasks.
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AccountabiliV Systems

As -a ffoalpoint of .discussion, we turn to the account-
ability systems of the teachers in this study and focus further
on how academic tasks are transformed into the reality of the'
classroom. As Noted by Doyle 1983), thermey terchers judge
academic work connects tasks to the reward structure of the
classroom. Students "'are motivated by the established evaluative
climate to determine' the goals of that reward structure and the
most efficient and appropriate ways to attain those gaels. How
teachers define tasks within those reward structlAresifften ori-
ents etydents toward academic work in' ways that undermine the,
characteristics inherant'in inditeid'ual tasks (e.g.-, problem
level). Further, evaluating academic.work provides the'teacher
with crucial information 'regarding classroom functionitg. Such
feedback il.useful in determining the effectiveness of the,
'teacher's topic presentations, as well at tnkidentifying.indivi-
d 1 differences in.students' abilities*or attitudes that.might
war ant attention. A.

it general. characteristics of the accountability systems
sed by these teachers on labs, worksheets and exams are ,captured

fn Table 4.13 and 4.14 for Topics 1 and 2, respectively: 1) the
type of .g _ding strategy 'Utilized with the various tasks (i.e.
Accuracy, Completton or Not Graded); and 2) the clarity of that
evaluative criterion (i.e. whether the grading criterion was made
explicit to the students). Evaluative clarity was high for those
tasks listed in column labeled Accuracy, Completion, and Not
Graded. Accuracy refers to when student& were aware that their
work would be _evaluated according to the accuracy of the answers.
Completion refers to when students were aware that their work
would be judged 1-n terms of whether they had completed the
assignment, without iencern for the quality of their response*.
Not Graded refers to when students were aware that the task would
not be evaluated in any way.

In contrast, the Unclear category reflects a low level of
evaluative clarity. Here, the evaluative criterion applied by
the teacher could not be deterOlned from the assignment or the
narrative records of the classroom interactions. Insome cases,
the students might have been aware of the leacher's grading
strategy (e.g., if the teacher utilized the same pattern of grad-

./ ing for all topics); however, such an assumption can not be
justified based on the current information.

The columns labeled Notebook on the right hand side of Tables
4.13 and 4.14 indicate those teachers who utilized a notebook
system for Topics 1 and 2, respectively. Here, the bulk of the
work that the students completed was compiled and turned in at
the end of the topic. In most cases, the work included in the
notebook was graded on a completed/not-completed basis.
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Table 4.13. Overview of Accountability Systems: Percentage of Tasks

by Grading Strategy and EvaluitIve. Clarity (Topic 1)*

41;
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: *Categories of Grading Strategies and 'Evaluative Clarity are defined as follows:

ACCURACY:

COMPLETIMI:

Not GRADED:.
UNCLEAR: .

NOTEBOOK:

Students were aware that the correctness of their answers was the primary
evaluative criterion.
Students were aware that the completion of the task or 1,Isj_resence in a
notebook was the primary evaluative criterion.

Students were aware thatthe task would not be graded.
The, teacher's evaluative criterion and/or its awareness by students could
not be determined.
Student work was compilei bin a notebook. 123



Table 4.14; Overview of Accountability Systems: Percentage of Tasks

by Grading Strategy and Evaluative Clarity (Topic 2)*

Tchr

LABS . WORKSHEETS EXAMS

Note
book

Accur-
acy

C
pie-
tion

Not
Graded

Un-
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Accur
acy
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Accur-
acy
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ple-
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Not
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Un-

clear

1 100
.

100 50 50** Yes

2 . 100 100
,

66- 33** Yes

3 _ 100 100 66 33 No

4 0 N E 100 ' 100 NO

S NONE 100 100 No

6 NONE NONE r 4i.o N E 6
7 100 100 10U 1 Yes

33 66 N 011 E 100 Yes

NONE /
100 100 No

1 -I I

. 10 NONE 100 100 Yes

11 100 100 100

- .
.

__

*Categories of Grading Strategies and Evaluative Clarity are defined al' follows:

ACCURACY: Students were aware that the correctness of their answers was the primary
grading criterion.

COMPLETION: Students were aware that the completion of the task or its.presence in a
notebook was the primary grading criterion.

NOT GRADED: StudeRts were aware that the, task would not be graded.
UNCLEAR: Tht teacher's grading. criterion and/or its awareness by students could

not be determined.
NOTEBOOK: Student work was compiled in a notebook.
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Laboratory Activities. As seen in Table 4.13/ the grading
criterion for the majority of the labs assigned during Topic 1
could -not be determined. Thus, for 6 of the 9 teachers (67%) who
assigned labs, their students were not given explicit information
about whether the accuracy and/or quality of their work was
important, whether completion'of the task was sufficient, or
whether the teacher would even look at-it. Three teachers (2, 7
and 10) evaluated the labs assigned during Topic 1 according- to
whether 'the students completed it and two teachers (4 and 5)
evaluated the accuracy of the responsek. (However, they did so
for only one -half of their" labs). No teacher explicitly told
their students that the labs would dot be graded.

Turning to Topic 2, in two cases (Teachers 2 and 3) the
grading strategy of the teachers was not clear to the students
and/or classrodm observers. Three of the teachers (1, 7, and 8)
Araded, their lab assignments on a completed/non-completed basis
and only two teachers (8 and 11) evaluated lab work according to If
the qualtty.of the responses. As in Topic 1, none of the teach-
ers told their students that the lab assignments would not be
graded.

For both topics, then, teachers rarely evaluated the quality
of"their students' performance on laboratory activities. In
those cases when the grading strategy as clear, the significant
evaluative criterion was instead whether the student followed the
instructions and completed the task. Teachers may utilize such a
grading strategy because most of the labs assigned required.
little ingenuity or creativity on the part of the individual
students. Ode tb the structure of thetasks.themselves, then,
each student who "went through the motions!' of the lab activity
came up with basically the same set of answers. Individual dif-
ferences were likely a reAult of unverifiable variations in the
laboratory materials (e.g, which microscope slidw that lab
group happened to get). In addition, many of the products stu-
dents were requiredito produce duttng laboratory assignments
involved drawing or coloring. Science teachers may feel reluct-
ant to makb qualitative judgments about students' artistic
skills, so task completion is sufficient to obtain the maximum
regard. in generalt'laboratory activities probably, were eval-
uated in terms of completion because teachers simply did not
devise a basis iipon which to discriminate among students.

Worksheets. As sifoin in Table 4.13 and 4.14, students weregenerajly aware of the criterion their teachers would use for
evaluating worksheet assignments. Only 2 teachers in Topic 1 (1
and 3) and 3 in Topic 2 (3, 5 and 9) did not make their grading
stategy explicit for at Teast some portion of their worksheets.
Like labs, no teacher in either topic stated that worksheet
assignment would not be evaluated at all.

Focusing on graded assignments for Topic 1, 7 of the 9
teachers who assigned worksheets (77%) showed some concern about.
the accuracy of their, students' work; and, 5 teachers, (55%)
graded all of their worksheet's on a correct/not-correct basis.
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However; consistent with their grading strategy on laboratory
activities, three teachers (1, 2, and 10) evaluated the majority
of their worksheet assignments in terms of completion.

In contrast, only 1 teacher (Teacher 11) utilized an accur-
acy grading strategy on the assigned worksheets in Topic 2. The
majority (55%) of teachers (even those who had been concerned,
about accuracy during Topic 1, such as Teachers 1 and 4) pre-
ferred to evaluate worksheets on a completed/not-completed basis,
rather than'on whether their students produced the correct re-
sponses. .(Teachers 2 and 10 graded all of their worksheet assign-
ments for both topics with a completion strategy.)

Looking only at Topic 1, then, one could assume that work-
sheets were quite frequently a source of information and feedback
for students and teachers in these science classes. However, it
appears that this trend was short-liyed. Instead Of becoming
more sophisticateein their feedback (or at least remaining
consistent) as the year progressed, these teachers resorted to
less informative grading strategies with time.

'

The general trend of uninformative grading strategies on -
worksheets is especially puzzling given that the majority of
worksheets assigned in these science classes were composed of
fill-in, multiple choice and other verbal restricted items --
i.e. items for which a relatively minimal amount of time and .

effort is necessary for grading compared to those containing
extensive essays or numerical calculations. Instead, teachers,
may justify the evaluation of labs and worksheets on a com-
Meted/non-completed basis out of concern for their students.
For example, as a technique to motivate some students, teachers
may-emphasize the adage !don't say you can't, say you'll try,"
and desire to make the evaluative climate. in their classroom as
kgn-threateningas possible. Thus, rather, than discourage some
squdents with an accuracy grading strategy, the teacher rewards
completion of the activity:. while 'devoting class time to a dis-
cussion bf the answers. In this way, the teacher provides stu-
dents with feedback concerning topic content (i.e. what the right
answers were), but does not personally threaten any indiVidual
student. Unfortunately, this method provides the teacher with
little specific information regarding individual performance that
could serve as a guide for the teacher's activity plans.

Exalt.. In contrast to laboratory activities and worksheets,
ttie overwhelming majority of the exams during Topic 1 (82%) and
i"opic 2 (78%) were evaluated in terms of the accuracy of re-
sponses. exceptions were Teacher '7 who applied a completion
strategy for his exams in both topics, and Teacher 2 (Topic 1)
and Teacher 3 Topic 2) whose 'grading criteria could not be
determined. In two cases, pretests were given, yet students were
aware that theie would not be graded (Teacher 2) or that they
would be evaluated on a completed/not-completed. bivis'
(Teacher 1).
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Therefore, it appears that teachers relied consistently and
almost exclusively on exams as the source of information about
how well students mastered the material and as the major means for
providing individualized feedback about performance. -Yet, these
tasks were likely to be the least demanding of all assignments,
generally composed almost exclusively of verbal restricted items
that frequently were similar (if not identical) to items the
students completed on worksheets. Thus, the emphasis on the
memorization.of factual content was reinforced further in-.these
science classes by .having exams be the one academic' task that
"counted."

Notebooks. The right hand columns of Tables 4.13 and 4.14
indicate those teachers wh-bse grading strategy involved a note-
book system for Topics r and 2, respective.ly. Three teachers-(1,
8 and 10) utilized notebooks for Topic 1, and five teachers (1,
2, 7, 8 and 10) did'so.for Topic 2. -1 L.

This evaluative strategy entails having students compile the
tasks assigned during a topic.into a notebook so that the teacher
can have access.to all of the relevant academic work at once.
Notebooks allow students to work at their own pace, and make
deadlines for individual assignments more flexible. let, feed-
back on performance.is generally not received until after "the
topic is completed and the exam is taken. Nowever7las can be
seen in Tables 4.13 and 4.14, the grading strategrAsed in con-
junction with notebooks was not generally intended to be maxi-
mally. Informative, in that most of the teachers graded notebook
assignments on a completed/not-completed basis. In some cases,
it was not clear which-assignments would be included' in the
notebooks.

Summary

In general then, itIlppears that the majority of laboratory
assignments and worksheets .completed by students in these science
courses were not graded. according to the accuracy of responses.
Simply completing the task or including it in a notebook was
sufficient for the student to obtain the goals defined in these
task reward systems. In addition, for a large portion of the
activities (primarily labs), it was likely that students did not
know how the teacher would evaluate their work. In contrast to
Tabs and worksheets, exams were almost exclusively evaluated in
terms of accuracy, although there were some exceptions (e.g.,
pretests). Interestingly, the reliance on a completion grading
strategy was even more striking as the year progressed (Topic 2).

Not only do these data imply that students generally did
not receive personalized information about their mastery of the
material, but that teachers did not access all available sources
of insight into the capabilities and performance of their stu-
dents. It is possible thit the structure of the tasks themselves
or teachers' concern to maintain a nonthreatening classroom en-.
vironment was responsible for the substantial reliance on comple-
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ti on grading strategies. However, the flexibility and ease of
operation of notebooks or the tendency to cover task material
during class may also reduce the perceived need fot acc9untabil-
ity systems based on accuracy. Whatever the reasons, one is left'
with the question of what student& in these classes came to value
as a result of the general accountability system. One would
predict that they came to value accurate performance on ,exams
foremost, followed by the most expedient methods to producing
labsheets and worksheets that appeared complete. TI .prediction
receives considerable support from the student perception data in
Chapter Seven.

)

Conclusion t.

These data reganding the character and application of aca-
demic tasks contribute to an already disconcerting picture of
what typical students and teachers do in today's intermediate

. life science classes.. Of particular interest was the finding
that the character of the laboratory assignments, worksheets and
exams was intrinsically undemanding and rarely emphasized the
theoretical, practical or societal applications ,o science con-
tent. When doing 'academic mirk, then, students generally engaged
in lower-level cognitive processes and utilized a minimum amount
of verbal and expository skills throlighout their seventh grade
science education.

In addition to characteristics of the tasks - themselves,
insight was gained into how academic tasks are transformed into
the reality of the classroom. These science teachers tended to
structure their task systems andthoose accountability systems
that reduced the already minimal demands- of the academic work.
For example, the. re-use of. Identical items on several tasks, the

__absence of verbal extended and textually implici,items on exams,
and the adoption of completion-based evaluative criteria often
succeeded in undermining the impact of the rare intellectual and
creative challenges facing these students. In several cases, thit
situation appeared to worsen, not improve 4s the year progressed.

While discouraging, this resulting.picture of academic work
serves to open the door to several avenues of research concerning
the structure and application of science curriculum. Future anal-
yses should investigate the sources of academic tasks and text'
materials to determine which curriculum resources should be
targeted for refori (e.g., teachers or commercial sources). In
addition, understanding the ways in which students and teachers
perceive the academic work and evaluative systems utilized in
these science classes would'provide insight into the underlying
causes and possible avenues of correction. For example, it is
possible that the trend to minimize the demands in the acalpsic
environment results from teachers' low expectations or under-
estimations of what students in Intermediate level science class-
es are capable of (i.e., the complexity of the problems they can
solve or the nature of the products they can produce). However,
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the desire of teachers to create a non-threatening learning
environment, pressures front students to reduce the expectations
placed on them, difficuliiei inherent in the organiiatian and
management of the classroom, and teachers' personal or profes-
sional time constraints, should also be considered as factors.

I
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CHAPTER FIVE

STUDENT OUTCOME MEASURES: RELATIONSHIPS
AND GROWTH AT THE STUDENT LEVEL

This chapter examines the student outcome measures completed
by students in the pretest' and posttest batteries, 'described in

. Chapter Two. Briefly, the measures include three cognitive
science measures--the Life 'Science Questionnaire, Mature of
Science Survey, and 'Science Process Survey--and a four-part non-

.cognitive measure--the Feelings Toward Science Survey. In addi-
tion, students completed two ability measures at preteSt, the
Word Meanings and Pattern Completion Surveys: finally, on the
posttest only, students completed the Ideas About SCience Survey,

4 .a perceptual measure that is examined in Chapter Seven.

The first section of the chapter presents the descriptiil
statistics on the outcome measures: The second section of the
chapter addresses the dynasties of change on the outcome measures
using several descript4ve techniques. The third section examines
the relationship between student growth and several factors,
including entering ability, class membership, student gender, and
teachers' use of'the scientific literacy components.- All analy-
ses reported in this chapter were conducted at the student level.

Descriptive StatistIcs*on the Outcome Measures

As indicated earlier, 'a student -level data set was formed
consisting of students' scores on the pretest and.posttesteobat-.
teries and the Student Class Surveys. (Results from the Student
Class Survey appear in Chapter Eight.) Before beginning anal-
yses, it was necessary to determine the criteria for including
students. A dec)sion was made to include only those tudents
with complete data (i.e., total scores) on the abili easures
(at pretest), three cognitive measures (at pre and pos , and one
noncognitive measure (at pre and post). The benefits of dealing
with a smaller but constant sample size across measures was
viewed as outweighing the benefits of liarger sample size where Ms
would fluctuate across measures. Complete data on the Student
Class Surveys 4nd Ideas About Science Survey was not a require-
ment for inclusion in the data set since these were perceptual
measures that were intended largely for descriptive purposes.

When the specified constraint on data set incluiion was put
in place, the resulting sample size was 213 students. This
represents about a 25 percent maximum loss of data given the
initial class sizes. However, this loss was not randomly distri-
buted. Two classes in one school (those of Teachers 3 and 4)
suffered the greatest losses. These losses were attributable to



unanticipated student scheduling changes at midyear when at least
half of the original cldss members were assigned to other sec-
tions of their teacher's Oast. Thus, the resulting Ns for the
classes of Teachers 3 and 4 were 12 and 13, respectively. Losses
for the other classes were 'due largely to student attrition And
absence. 'The Ns for these remaining classes ranged from 17 to
27

Entering Ability

Table 5.1 presents the class means and standard deviations
for the two ability measures, Word Meanings and Pattern Comple-
tion. Recall hat these" were intended to capture the crystal-I
lized and flui0 components of ability, respectively. The table
alto pre'tents a composite of these two measures, termed °Abil-

This'tomposite was created by computing standardized
scores (z-scores) for each student on the two measures. These
two resulting z-scores were then averaged for each student.

The table indicates considerable variability across classes
An terms of udents' entering ability levels.. The students of
Teacher 4 Sc ed highest on both ability measures, outdistancing
other class s b approximately one-half of the total sample
standard de i ton. Thus, Teacher 4 has the highest score on
Ability. ontrast, the students in the classes of Teachers 5
and 7 scored lowest on the Word Meanings and Pattern Completion
Surveys, respectively. Teacher 7. has the lowest score on the
composite, with Teacher 5 a close runner-up.

On the face'of,it, there is no obvious explanation for the
patterns of ability scores.. Because Teachers 1 thieough 7 are in
Utah, there appears to be more variability in the Utah
relative to the California schools. However, sample si es from
both slates are too small to allow any generalization.. The
high performance of students in Teather 4's class clearly is not
a. school effect since Teacher 3 is from the .same school. Nor is
slchooL likely to be a factor in the class performanCe of Teacher
5 since Teacher 6 also is from the same school. Thus; while
there is no indication that any of the participating schools
engaged in purposeful tracking of students, it appears that
classes within a school sometimes were noticeably different in
their ability composition. Only the performance of students in
TeacHer,7's class seems predictable, because these students
were] in a relatively isolated and very rural Utah school.

The impression of important differences among classes in
entering ability was confirmed Statistically. A one-Way analysis
of variance was conducted with the ability composite as the
dependent variable and class as the independent variable. The
resulting F value was 3.04 (2 < .001). This suggests the
potential importance of abilfty as a control variable for ana-
lyzing student growth on the cognitive science measures.
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Table 5.1 Pretest Means on Word Meanings,

Pattern Completion, and Ability Composite

Teacher
Word

Meanings
Pattern

Completion

.

Ability

a 25.07 11.15 -..14(N=27) (6.56) (2.48) (1.46)

2 22.58 11.25 -.47(N2,24) (7.16) (2.89) (1.54)

3 '26.17 11.42 .10(04=12)!* (7.83) (2:27) (1.77)

4 30.69 '14,54 1.78(N=1) (3.33) (1.66) (.92)'

s 21.29 10.29 , -.98(N=21) (5.84) (2.95) (1.56)

6 25,84 12.79 - .50(N=19) (5.50) (3.07) (4.59)

7 '23.05 9.35 -1.02 .(N=20) (6.19) (3.69) (2.00)

8 .27.53 . 12.35 .61(N=17) 06.69) . (2.23) (1.44)

9 26.39 11.06 .02(N=18) 16.63) (2.58)
. (1.45)-

10 26.61 11.65 .24(N=23) `(7.58) (3.70) (2.03)

11 26.37. Ir
12.00 *

.32(N=19) (7.37) (3,07) 1.76)

Total 25.29 11.49 .00
1 (N=213) (6.85) (3.08) (1.74)

Alb

Note: 41 and 21 tetal pointt were possible on the Word Meanings
and Pattern Completion Surveys, respectively.. Tire abilitycomposite is the average of the z-scores for the same twomeasures.
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Cognitive Science Measures is
Table 5.2 presents both the pretest and posttest means and

standard deviations, by cla's's, for tne Life Science, Nature of
Science, and Science Process measures. Recall that the Lite'
Science metsure was a standard achievement measure of science
knowledge, while the Nature of Science Ad Science. Process
measures tapped other realms of scientific literacy--namely, an
appreciation of science as a social historical process and as a
reasoning pro ess.

Turning first to he Life Science measure, there are marked
differences among class that are similar in pattern to those
for the agility measures. Note that students in Teacher 4's
class again have the `highest entering store while students in. the
classes of Teachers 7. and 5 have the lowest and next-to-lowest
scores, respectively. The gap between the highest and' lowest
means- is a substantial 6.38 points, well over one Standard devia-
tion of the total sample. A one-way analysis of variance on
theie pretest scores with class as the independent variable
yielded an F value of 2.74 (2. = .004), again indicating highly
significant variation among classes in their entering knowledge
of life science.

t

The rank ordering among classes on Life Science achievement
changes soiewhat at posttest. Clearly, a visual comparison of
these means. suggests different levels of growth that need to be.
tested for their statistical significance.

Pi-etest scores for Nature of Science and Science Process
also snow similar palterning, with Teacher 4's class .having the
high scores on both and Teachers 5 and 7.vying for-the lowest
ranks. Tests for initial differences. among these classes yielded
Fs of 2.07 (2. = .029) and 2.69 (R = .004) for Nature of Science
and SCience Process, respectively.

Again, there are obvious contrasts among classes fn magni-
tudes of pre-to-post growth that require significance testing.
It is particularly interesting to note that for 'the Nature of
Science measure,' one class (Teacher 11) posted a negative overall
gain. Also, for the Science Process measure, one class (Teacher
2) posted no change. These contrasts suggest thattteachers may
not be consistent .in presenting students with information that
helps them grow in areas that go beyond simple retention of
facts. Some additional support for this suggestion comes from
examining the overall percentages of gain for the three measures
in Table 5.2. Using numbers for the total sample, subtracting
the pretest scores from the posttest scores and dividins by the
number of points possible indicates the following: while stu-
dents oh average answered approximately 9 percent more qyestions
correctly by posttest for Life Science, they answered only 4 and
6 percent more correctly for Nature of Science and Process, of
Science, respectively.

It alio is worth noting what pe centage of questions

... 13
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Table 5.2. Pretest and Posttest Means on Three

Cognitivg Science Measures, by Class

Life _Science

I Pre

1 15.37
(N=27) (4.15)

2 14.04
(N=24) (3.75)

3

(N=12)

4

(N=13)

5.
r-,\ (N=21)

6

(N=19)

r , 7

(N=20)

8

(N=17)

9
(N=18)

# 0

(N=123)

11

(N=19)

Total
(N=213)

15.5

4(4.80)

18.23
(2.17)

13.43
(3.40)

16.21
(3.87)

11.85
(3.91)

16.65
(4.65)

14.67
(4.58)

Post

17.75
(4.13)

. 15.86
(4.96)

17.92

(4.95)

19.85
(2.51)

15.81
(4.14)

19.11
(3.53)

15.05
(4.05)

18.29
(4.06)

17.89
(4.09)

15.83 - 17/.00

(5.23) (4.90)

1-1 15.11 15.79
(5.58)' (7.31)

15.02 17.15
(4.47) (4.70)

fro

Nature of _Science

Pre 'Post

14.11 15.33
(2.47) (2.15)

13.83 14.58
(2.60) (2.92).

14.83 16;08
(2.55) (2.15)

16.31 16.69
(1.25), (2.46)

13.76 14.10
(2.41) (2.70)

14.89 15.05
(1.73) (2.60)

13.55 15.30
(2.37) (1.98)

14.82 15.59
(2.35) (2.65)

13:67 14.56
(2.68) (3.62)

14.52 15.61

(2.06) (3.38)

15.11 14.05
(2.21) (2.70)

14.39 15.09
(2.37) (2.75)

Science Process

Pre f Post

8.4
(3.21).

9.08
.(2.67)

9.08
(3.40)

12.38
(.1-85),

7.33

(2.50)

9.11
(3.14)

7.95
(3.39)

8.88
(2.98)

9.28
(2.95)

9.61
(3.00)

8.68
(3.86)

8.95
(3.17)

9.96
(3.45)

9.08
(3.34)

10.4
(3.50)

12.76

(2.45)

7.61
(2.91)

10.59

(1.98)

10.10
(3.31)

10.65

(2.71)

9.50
(3.81)

10.48

(2.94)

8.74
(4.38)

9.86
(3.37)

Note: 24,-20, and 16 total points were possible on the Life Science,
Nature of Science, and Science Process measures, respectively.
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students were getting correct on 'average. At pretest, students
averaged 6,3, 72, and 56 percent of the answers correct for the
Lite Science, Nature of Science, and Science Process measures,
respectiVely. The, higher number of korrect answers for Nature of
Science probably is attributable to the true-false resivose for-
mat of this measure in contrast to the multiple-choice ftrmat of
the others. By posttest, the percentages change to 71, 75, and
62, respectively;

Moacopiltive Measure

Table 5.3 presents the pretest and posttest means and stan-
dard deviations for the Feelings Toward Science Survey. This
survey had four subscales: .Pdrt 1 measured attitudes taward
science 'classes; Part 2 measured intentions for future' involve-
ment with science; Part 3 measured attitudes toward science in
general; and, Part 4, measured interest in science outside.class.

The most notable trend in the table, encapsulated by the
scores ,for the total sample, is that attitudes on all four sub-
scales generally declined from pretest to posttest. This trend
is most consistent across teachers for the Part 2 subscale. On
Part 1, Teachers 1, 4, and 6 are exceptions. to the pattern of
decrease, showing a small increase from pre posttest
(Teacher 8 also appears to be stable on Part. 1). or Parts 3 and
4, there also area few classes with trends opposi e to the
overall pattern of decline. For Part 3, Teachers 3; 4, and 6
show very small pre-to-post increases. For Part 4, Teachers 1,
2, and 4 show small increases with Teacher '8's scores remaining
stable. The nature of pre-to-post changes w1ll be explored more
fully later in this chapter.

,

4

Table 5.3 also indicaetes fairly substantial differences
among classes at pretest. While these differences are not
readily apparent with 3 or 4-point scales, the range in scores
suggests distances of approximately.one standard deviation
between high and low scorers on each subscale. One-way analyses
of variance for each subscale indicated that class was a signifi-
cant factor on-all subscales except Part 3.

Intercorrelations Among MeasurTes

Table 5.4 presepts,the intercorrelations among that- measures
discussed so tar. With a sample size of 213, the correlations
are all 'statistically significant. A more informative approach
to the correlations, then, is to examine their relative strength.
This table presents many interesting results; only some of the
highlights can be presented here.

Turning first to the noncognittve measure, the table indi-
cates that the tour "Feelings" subscales generally correlate
highly among tpodseives, both at pretest and posttest, with rs
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Teacher

1

(N=27)

2

(N724)

3

(N=124

4

(N=13)

5

(N=21)

6

(N=19)

7

(N=20)

8

(N=17)

9

(N=18)

,10
(N=23)

11

(N=19)

Total

1N=213)

1

Jr

Tpble 5.3. pretest and Posttest Means on Four "Feelings

Toward Science" Subscalets by Class

Part 1

Pre 1 Posh

3.51 3.61
(.66) (.70)'

.3.71 3.10
(.38) (.80)

3.35 3.29
(.47) (.49)

3.70 3.75 .

(.42) (.24)

3.75 3.48
(.44) (.66)

3.36 3.40
(,51)- (.70)

3.23 3.10
(.49) (.51)

3.71 3.71
(.76) (.50)

3.15 2.94
(.84) (.80)

3,88 3.65
(.58) (.55)

3.68 3.58
(.61) (.61)

3.56 3.42
(.61) (.67)

ilk Part 2

Pre Post

3.23 3.16
(.61) 1.70)

3.2i4 2.99 3.66
(.62) (.12)

Part .3 Part 4

Pre Poit 1

3.74 3.70
(.62) (.53)

2.78 2.69
(.61) (.49)

3.52. .3.42
(.47) (.36)

3.36 3.01
(.63) (466)

3.16
(:57)

0

2.73
(.54)

3.37
(.78)

2.91
( .85)

.3.45

(.73)

3.18
(.69)

3.19
(.68)

3.09
(.73)

2.57
(.68).

3.18
(.60)

2.53
(.78)

3.22

(.73)

2.98
(.86)

2.99
(.72)

(.44.)

3.47
(.31)

3.80
(.45)

3.67
(.48)

3.51

(.53)

3.63
(.53)

3.36.

(.60)

3.48
(.44)

3.81

(.44)

3.43
(.63)

3.60
(.62)

Pre" Post

2.29 2.34
_(.44) (.48)

2.12 2.15
(.46) (.48)

2.20 2.18
(.59) (.44)

2.35 2.53
(.41) (.36)

2.17 2.05
(.54) (.59)

2.34 2.26
(.41) (.49)

3.31 1.85 1.81
(.59) II (.31) I (.36)

3.93 3.80
(.60) (.54)

.1
3.42 3.37'
(.59) (.56)

3.69 3.65
(.67) (.77)

3.87 3.62
(467)- (.61)

3.68 3.55
(.56) (.60)

2.42 2.42
(454) (.52)

2.25 2.03
(.48) (.-53)

2.49 2.36
(.60) (.56)

2.34 2.10
(.60) (.67)

2.25 2.20
(.51) (.54)

Note: A total of 4 points was possible on Parts 1, 2, and 3 of this survey;,
a total of 3 points was possible on Part 4.
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Table 5.4. Intercorrelations Among.MeasuOes on the Student Pretest and Posttest Batteries (44113)

,

4

1. 'Pretest Part 1 Feelings .632 .559 .450
.

.

2. Pretest Part 2 Feelings .540 .615

3. Pretest Part 3 Feelings .409

4. Pretest 'Part 4 Feelings
,

S. Pretest Word Meanings.

. Pretest Pattern Completion
...

Fl
02

7. Ability Composite

8. Pretest Life Science

9. Pretest Nature of Science

10. Pretest Science Process

11. Posttest Part 1 Feelings

12. Posttest Part 2 Feelings

13. Posttest Part 3 Feelings

14. Posttest Part 4 Feeling.

1 3715. Posttest Life Science

5

.07

.231

'.221

.251

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13, 14 16- 16
.

. ,

.173 .219 .218 .211 .171 .514 .369 .350 .414 .279 .179

.176 .233 .315 .192 .186 .479 .583 .377 .463 .311 .161

.202 .243 ..249 .228 .243 .363 .277 .527 .262 .247 .114

11.

.250 .288 .344 .221 .237" .414 .413 .397 ,4158 .364 .164

.515 .870 '.722 .473 .649 .288 .328 .360 .292 .652 :484

6 .870 .528 .i98 .519 .286 .318 .366 .262 .477 .333

.718 .501 .671 .330 .371 4.418 .318 .649 .469

.499 .645 .364 .443 .504 '3'4,413 .740 .515

.437 .215 .300 .295 .297 .399 .498

.269 .299 .392 .271 .590 .505

.619 .580 .558 .393 .320

.590 .617 .427 .312

.443 .471 .324

.456 .311

.578

17

-.140 ....

.153

.249

'.2I4
,

).66J

;497

.666

.624

.453

.677.

:320 ,

.345

.4611-1')

.333

.681

16. Posttest Nature of Science .598

17. Posttest Science Process



I
ranging ,from .409 to .532. Also, the four pretest subscales hive
moderately high correlations with their posttest counterparts,
with rs of .570, .583, .527, and .658 for Parts 1, 2,'3 and 4,
respectively. As expected, these attitude subscales have rela-
tively low ccirrelations with the ability measures, even though it
is interesting to 'note that the posttest subscales are more
strongly related to entering ability thaq are the pretest sub-
-scdles. This suggests that students' attitudes toward ,science
were more closely aligned with their' general ability.at the end
of the year than at the beginntng of the year. A.similar 'kind of
pattern is detectable by looking at the relationships between the
pretest "Feelings" and cognitive science measures and' comparing
them with the same posttest relationships. Al pretest, the
correlations. between these noncognitive and cognitive measures
are relatively low, ranging from,.171"to .344. By posttest, the
relationships have strengthened some, with correlations ranging'
from .311 to .471. Again, this suggests a closer alignment
between attitudes and performance at the end of the year than at
the beginning. Here, the chain,of causality may be operating in
either direction. Nitbin these sets of relationships, it also is
worth noting that the Life Science measure correlates more highly'
with the "Feelings" subscales than either $se Nature- of Science
or Science Process measures. One can speculate that since
the Life Science measure reflects what is most typically taught.'
and valued in school (i.e., the accumulation of factual know-
ledge), students' attitudes toward the subject matter of science
are most closely associated'with this performance'realm.

The second..set of relationships worth examining is that of
the ability measures- -that is, Nord Meanings, Pattern Completion,
and the Ability Composite., The correlation between,Wd Meanings
and Pattern Completion is :515, indicating related but suffi-
ciently unique measures./ This is consistent with.theory on the
crystallized and fluid components of ability. Turning to the
relationship between the Ability_Composite and the pretest cogni-
tive science measures, the table shows a fairly strong correla-
tion between pretest Life Science and ability (r = .718), sug-
gestingthat general ability has,an important role in determining
one's initial knowledge of life science. The correlation between
ability and Scienci Process is somewhat less (r m .C71) and that
between ability and Nature of Science is lower yet (r m .501).
Looking at the relationship between ability and the same measures
at pdsttest, the general pattern is that of correlations that are
slightly lower than they were at pretest,, the largest reduction .

occurring for Life Science. This indicates, then, that there were'factors other than ability that influenced students' progress
over the year.

The third set of vela4!onships deserving separate comment is
that imeng.the pretest and posttest cognitive science measures by
themselves. At pretest, it is worth noting that the strongest
relationship is between Life Science and Science Process
(r = .645). The Nature of Science measure has moderate but
weaker relationships with these two measures (rs = .499, and .437,
respectively). The relationship among these tiiiee measures at

5.9
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posttest is similar in pattern, but increased in strengths This
suggests that whatever's.tudents learned during the year, it
increased their' capacity to perform well on all three measures:
Examining the correlations between pretest and jesttest, the
coefficients for Lite ScienCe, Nature of Scienei, and Science
Process are .740, .458, and .677, .respectively. While these are
moderate to strong correlations, they still indicate substantial
proportions of variance that could be accounted for' by other
factors. .This, of course, is a question that will be explored
throughout the remainder Of the report.

Growth on Student Outcomes

Patterns of student growth on outcomes areexamined more
fully in this section. Several means of exploring student growth,

- were employed in order to present the fullest picture possible.
First, ,post -on -pre slopes were examined for each outcome measure.
Second, as an initial Itep, a decision was made to analyze stu-
dent change scores asan indicator of growth. While there has

. been much controversy in the past regarding tne Advisability of
using straight gain scores, new considerations point to these
scores. as preferable to other more complex methods (e.g., Rogosa,
Brandt, & Zimowski, 1982). Thus, the growth scores were examined
descriptively for patterns across measures and classes. THird,'
the .relationships between growth scores and students' entering
ability and pretest performance were examined. The purpose of
this examination was to check for any possible confoundings nal
might exist.

Post-on-Pre Slopes

Figures' 5.1-5.7 present the post-on-pre slopes for the seven
outcome measures (the tour "Feelings" subscales and three cogni-
tive measures). In each figure, there are 11 regression lines,
one for each of the sample classes. Each line is tagged at the
lett end by its class number.' The length. of each regression line
was drain to correspond.to the entire range of each class' pre-
test scores. The standard errors of "estimate for these lines were
small to moderate, with the following ranges for each respectiVe
measure: .24b - .729 for Part 14,Feelings, .377 - .694 for Part 2
Feelings, .371 to .591 for Part-3 Feelings, .327 .660 for Part
4 Feelings, 2.059 - 4.815 for Life Science, 1.616 - 3.451 for
Nature otiScience, and 1.141 - 3.314 for Science Process.

Without going into great detail, there are several general
observations to make about the slopes in the seven figures.
First, relative to slopes for the cognitive measures, slopes for
the "Feelings" subscales show more variation in placement across
classes and across subscales. Particularly for the ,first three
subscales, the degree of slope varies widely among classes with
some classes having sharply positive slopes and others having
much flatter, or even negative, slopes. This suggests that
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change in teelings'ot students who started the year with more
posi ive feelings relative to. students who started the year with
less positive feelings fluctuated from 'class to class. Also410t
is difficult to take any one class and trate a fairly similar
slope pattern across the "Feelings" subscales. The only obvious
exception to

and
is the slope for Teacher 4, which has a high

intercept and is relatively flat Jr all four subscales. It
appears that while students in Mather 4's class had relatively
higher "Feelings" scores to begin with (i.e., at pretest), pre-
test variability was diminished by the end of the year, with ,all
students having fairly similar posttest scores. Indeed, this is
corroborated by the decrease in standard deviations for posttest
scores for Teacher 4 in Table 5.3.

Another point worth noting is the relationship among slopes
for the cognitive measures, those shown in Figures 5.5-5.7.
Here, slopes for both the Life Science and Science Process.meaS-
ures appear quite similar. .Not only are all the slopes fairly
parallel and positive in nature, but the relative positioning of
classes across the two measures is'similar. SlOpes for t e
Nature ot Science measure are more scattered with less similarity
of relative positioning among classes.

Finally, among slopes for the cognitive measures, a couple
classes stand out. Slopes for Teacher 4 are distinct for all
three measures because of their relatively restricted range at
pretest -- that is, students started out as relatively high
performers. Part of this trend may be' explained by the small
sample size for this class that `was due to attrition (i.e. reas-
signment) of students at midyear. Also, Teacher 4's slope on -

Nature of Science is unique in that it is very steep. This would
suggest that high pretest performers improved more relative to,
low pretest perfoi'mers; .Slopes for Teacher 11 also stand out in
Figures 5.5-5.7. While the. degree of Teacher 11's slopes is44
consistent with other classes, these slopes have wide pretest
ranges and appear low relative to other classes. This suggests
lower gains for this class, a matter that is addressed more
direttly below.

Descriptive Examination of Change Scores

Tables 5.5 and 5.6 present the class averages on student
growtn scores for the seven outcome measures. Rankings among
clagttes on growth for each measure also are shown, In tact,
these tables present extensions of Tables 5.2 and 5.3, which
showed pretest and posttest scores, but not the calculated gains.

Examining Table 5.5 first, the trends for overall negative
growth are identical to those dtscussed for Table 5.3. What is
notable in Table 5.5 are differences in magnitude of growth and
patterns of rankings among classes. Turning to magnitUde of
growth, the total scores at the bottom ot the table show that
deCline was most substantial for Part 2 (intentions for future
involvement with science), followed by Part 1 (attitudes toward

g.
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Table 5.5

Change Scores and Rank by Class

on Four Subscales of Student Noncognlilve Measure

TEACHER FEELINGS,
Part 1

Rank .

FEELINGS,
part 2

Rank

FEELINGS,
Part 3

Rank

FEELINGS,
Part 4

Rank

1
.101 1 .071. -.039 4 .060 2

(.530) 072) (.587) (.384)
ir

2 -.609 11 . -.238 9 -.305 10 .017 3
(.682) (.627) (.469) (.334), .

3 -.068' 5 -.093 3 .008. 3 - 027 5
(.450) (.821) (.457) 8)

.045 2 -.103 4 .012 2 .179
(.441) (.552) (.641) (.432)

5 -.270 10 -.349 10 -.239 8 -.11.7 8
(.65) (.49) 4.97) (.95)

6 .042 3 -.064 1 -.083 1 -.081
(.491) (.710) 1.613) (.404)

-.127 7 -.168 5 . -.312 11 -.033 6
(.514) (.577) (.694) (.349)

8 -.001 4 -.192 6 -.133 7 -.006 4
(.665) (.647) I (.585) (.455)

9 -;208 8 -.382 1 4049 6 -.221 10
(.847) (.820) (.664) (.419)

10 -.221 9 -.232 8 -.045 5 -.130 9
(.530) (.533) (.459) (.385)

11 -.090 6 -.197 7 -.252 9 -.242 11
(.420) (.565) (.401) . (.528)

Total -.141,. -.193 -.126 -.058
(.597) (.643) (.567) (.436)
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. . .

science classes), Part 3 (attitudes toward science in general),
and Part '4 .(interest in science outside clast). Paired sample t-
tests between pretest and posttest scores, indeed, indicated tat
these average levels of decline were statistically significant
for Parts 1,2, and 3 (ts e= -3.4o, -4.39, and -3.23, respec-
tivelY),swith Part 4 approiching significance (t =

= Assesting the, practical, importance of the overall
levels oiidetline is, of course, more difficult. While declines
ot one- -tenth to two-tenths of a point are not great on a four- or
tive--point scale, it is the consistency.ofithe decline across
measures and for most classes that seems-most worrisome. Also,
while average declines by class are typically moderate in range
(from slightly positive to about -.25), there are a few classes
that stand out. Teacher 2's class, for example, has an espe-
cially large decline on Part 1 (-.609), as. well as a greater than
average decline on .Part 3 (-.305). On Part 2, the classes of
'Teachers 5'and 9 stand out, with declines of -.349 and -.382,
respectively. Finally,- on Part 3, Teacher 7's .class is note-
worthy, wth_an average declint'of -.312.
1.

The rankings in Table 5.5 suggest somewhat varied patterns of
groWth across classes and measures. Visual comparisons suggest
that for Parts 1, 2, and 3, there are some fairly strong similar-
ities in ,rank orderings among classes: those classes that tended'
to havemore positive (or less negative) growth on one part-also
had'more,positive growth 'on other parts. Indeed, rank-order
correlations support this: the correlation 'between Parts.1-and 2
equals .836, between Parts 1 and 3 equals .655, and between Parts
2 and 3 equals .600. The rank ordering for Part 4 shows less
correspondence with the other subscales, with some major chSnges

:. in po,ti.qon for classes (e.g., Teaches 2 and 6). Here, correla-
tion4..c.OP.firm weaker, although still substantial relationships:
cderglati'OnS.of Part 4 with Parts 1,2, and 3, are .473, .491,
lynd.2.64; respectively. In ,short, Part 4 seems. to operate more
distinctly as a measure than,parts 1 through 3. Perhaps this,is
attributable to the tact that items on Part 4 are those. least
aslociated with-schools and the formal educational proCess,
focusing on science activities outside ot class.

Table 5.6 presents the growth scores for the three cognitive
measures. The trends of overall positive growth on these mea-
sures have been discussed earlier in this chapter. Here, in
addition, it can be noted that the magnitude of change for each
ot these measures, as. tested by paired, pre-post comparisons, was
highly significant (ts = 9.36, 3.83, and 5.05 for Life Science,
Nature of Science, and Procets of Science,- respectively). %Cam-
pkr'isons ot chinge scores across measureslwre not meaningful,
however, becaus the three measures have substantially different.
scales.

Turning to the ranks in Table 5.6, It appears that while
there is some correspondance of .ranks across the three measures,

. it is not especially strong. Indeed, rank order correlations
indicate low to moderate relationships. Ranks for Lite Science
have correlations of .382 and .282 wvith ranks for Nature of
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Table 5.6

Change Scores and Rank by Class

on three Student Cognit4ve Measures

TEACHER LIFE SCIENCE

"Rank

NATURE OF
SCIENCE

. Rank

- SCIENCE

PROCESS
.

Rank

1 2.370' 6 1.222 1.519
(2.292) (2.207) (.587)

1.833 7 .750 . 7 .000 11
(3.535) (2.9081 (2.638)

3 2.417 4 1.250 2 1.333 5
(2.999) (1.865) .(1.723)

4 1.615 9 .385 8 .385 7
(2.063) (1.805) . (1.938)

5 2.381 5 .333 9 .286' 8
(3.025) (3.006) (2.493)

2.895 3 .158 10 1.474 4
(3.160) (2.115) (1.867)

3.200 2 1.750 1 2.150
(2.895) (2.653) (2.758)

8 N 1.647 8 . .765 1.765 2
(4.257) (2.078) (2.333)

9 3.222 1 .889 5 .222
(3.040) (3.596) (3.228)

"10 1.174 10 1.087 4 .870
(2.855) (3.059) (2.599)

11 .684 11 -1.053 11 .053 10
(4.679) (2.738) (3.341)

Total 2.127 .704 .911
(3.316). (2.685) (2.633)
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Science and Scie.nce PrOcess, respectively. The correlation
between Nature of Science and Science Process is somewhat higher
at .541. In short, patterns of average class growth were such
that classes showed moderately similar patterns of growth on
Nature of Science and Science Process; classes' growth on Life
Science, however, was fairly distinct from growth on the other
two measures. This pattern makes sense to the extent that the
observed teaching and tasks in the sample life science classes
focused primarily on factual content, that which most closely
corresponds tothe skills tapped by the Life Science measure. In

contrast, it seems that teachers rarely, if ever, *taught Ws the
skills tapped by the Nature of Science and Science Proceis
measures. It is interesting to note that these patterns of
growth were not obvious from the slopes in Figures 5.5 to 5.7,
where Life Scienceand Science Process appeared more similar than
Nature of Science. This may be attributable to the fact that
average class growth is difficult to infer from slopes; indeed,
slopes are most useful for detecting relative degrees of growth
among students of different pretest aptitude.

Relationships between Growth and Uttar-lig Performance

.Having examined student growth on outcomes at.a general,
descriptivelevel, it is now prudent to consider how growth was
related to students' incoling performance TableTable 5.7 presents
student-level correlations between gain sores and ieitial abil-
ity and pretest scores.

Looking first at the correlations with the ability composite,
Table 5.7 shows only a small (albeit significant) positive rela-
tionship between ability and gain on the first three subscales of
the *Feelings" measure. This indicates that students of higher
ability showed greater gains '(or perhaps smaller declines) in
their attitudes about science relative to lower ability students.
What is considerably more pronounced in Table 5.7 are the corre-
lations between gain and pretest scores. Here the correlations
are all consistently aegative,and moderate in strength. This
indicates that on every outcome measure, students who started out
with higher scoressained less by the end of the_year4 while.
students who started out with lower scores gained more. This
pattern, has been commonly observed in gain data from.other stud-
ies (see Linn & Slinde, 1977), but its cause and treatment are
arguable. One possible explanation for the pattern might be
ceiling effects for the measures. This seems an unsatisfactory
explanation, however. Ceiling effects on noncognitive measures
are difficult to contemplate, especially since the overall trend
was for negative growth. Also, an examination of posttest means
and standard deviations in Table 5.2 does not suggest that many
students achieved near perfect scores on the cognitive measures
-- in short, nearly all students had room to improve, even at
posttest. Another explanation is that the pattern is attrilklt-
le to the statistical artifacts of gain scores (Linn & S1 de,

1977), a reason often cited in favor of abandoning gain scores..
This position fs countered by Rogosa, et al. (1982), who suggest



Table 5.7

Correlations between Growth on Outcomes and

Entering Ability and Pretest Performance (Ng213)

. Growth Measure
Correlation
with Ability
Composite

Correlation
with Pretest

Score

Feelings, Part 1 .148 -.380,

Feelings, Part 2 .170 -.407

Feelings, Part 3 .204 -.427

Feelings, Part 4 .057
.

-.358

Life Science -.049 -.300

Nature of Science .041 -.410

Science Process .046 -.336
I 1 ,

5.23
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that this pattern of negative relationship is not a fundamental
problem; rather, it is overridden because the ga"n,score remains
the best unbiased estimate of true *change.

In sum, Table 5.7 points ou.t an important relationship
between growth and initial performance that should be kept, in
mind when considering other results and potential analyses. It
is a relationship that is potentially problematic to the extent
that other instructional variables of interest are also cor-
relate-aWith pretest' performance.

Student Growth and Its Relationship to Class, Student
Gender; and Teachers' Use of Scientific Literacy

In this section, we examine the relationship of several
independent variables to student growth on outcomes at the stu-
dent levet. In the first set of analyses, class was included as
an, independent variable in order to answer the major question of
whether or not there were significant differences among classes
in the degree of student growth (or decline). Gender also was
included as one major student characteristic that conceivably
might be involved in differential.growth. Student ability was
not included in the analyses reported here for reasons discussed
beloy. In the second set of analyses, teachers' use of scienti-
fic literacy served as an-independent variable. Here, despite
teaches' low overall use of the relating components of scienti-
fic literacy, it seemed important to ask whether there was diffe-
rential growth between classes where teachers used relating com-
ponents more frequently and classes where teachers used relating
components. less frequently. In short, in addition to asking
whether class membership by its f made a difference, teachers'
use of scientific literacy pro d another' means for grouping
students, one that reflected the entral normative framework of
the Study.

Analyses with Class 'Membership' and Student Gender

The selected method of Statistical analysis was an analysis
of variance (ANOVA). An ANOVA was run, for each of the seven
outcome variables (four noncognitive and three cognitive). For
each run, difference scores (post minus pre), computed at the
student level, served as the dependent variable with class and
gender as, independent variables. Both independent variables were
treated as fixed.

Table 5.8 presents the ANOVA results for the four subscales
of the* Feelings'Toward Science measure. The table indicates two
statistically significant-results. First, there is a highly
significant class effect (F . 2.1.4, E = .004) for the Part 1
stibscale. Because Part I was the subscale that specifically,

Aparildressed.students' attitudes toward science classes, it is
perhaps not surprising that this measure was related to class
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Table 5.8.

Analysis'of Variance of Pretest to Posttest

Change in Four Subsiales of Student Moncognitive Measure

Source

Feelings Feelings Feelings Feelings
Part 1 Part 2 Part 3 Part 4moprip prmis) miry) sarrm

df F P F 2 F. F

Class

Gender

Class x Gender

Mean Square Error .320 .425 .319 .178

10 2.74 .004 .53 .871 1.19 -.303 1.55 426

1 1.45 .230 .34 .560 .00 .964 1.80 .182

10 1.50 .141 .95 .491 1.10 .361 1.96 .039

a
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membership. Mean gain scores point to Teachers). and 4-as having
the greatest gains (or smallest decreases) .on this subgcale;
while Teachers 2 and 5 had the greatest declines.

The second significant result in Table 5.8 is the class by
gender interaction for the Part 4 subscale. This subscale
measured students' involvement,in science activities outside
class. The presence of an interaction suggests that there Were
differences favoring girls in some classes .and boys in other
classes. Mean gain scores, broken down by ,class and gender,

4. suggest that males tended to be somewhat more favorablelthan
females overall, .although there were more classes (six) where the

..

direction of means favored females. These means indicated that
males were substantially more faVorable in the classes of Teach.-
ers 1, 7, and 11. Females were notably more favorable than males
.i n the" class of Teacher .9. Here, i t i s not clear i f nder of
thl teachers played a role. There were only four fe le teachers

mt in the study; three taught classes where males were more favorable
and one taught a class where females were more favorable. In

short, with a relatively small sample, it is difficult to
speculate on the source of this interaction. There is much past
research to indicate that teachers sometimes give differential
treatment to boys and girls (prdbably because of general behavior
differences between the two sexes), but without observation data
at the level of individual students, we cannot determine if
teacher behavior was a possible source of the interaction (see
Brophy & Good, 1974; Brophy & Evertson, 1981).

w .
o

Summing up this table, it is interesting to note that
effects were found for the Parts 1 and 4 subscales only. ;,This

makei some sense in that these subscales measured attitudes in
realms fairly immediate to students (their science classes and
science activities outside class). In contrast, Parts 2, and 3
measured student attitudes toward future -involvement in science
and toward science in general. These realms may have been tool"
general to be affected by experiences students gained In a one-
year life science class.

Table 5.9 presents le ANOVA results for the three cognitive
science measures of Life Science, Nature of Science, and Science
Process. While the class factor accounts for more variance than
the gender factor throughout, there is only one class effect
approaching significance--that for Science Process (F .. 1.73,

2. = .076). Despite its weakness, this iresult is noteworthy
because of all the cognitive measures, the Science Process mea-
sure tapped a realm of thinking that may be the most transferable
to life situations " namely, the ability to ,apply scie.ntific
reasoning. Of course, this also is a measure that teachers
apparently did little to address directly in class. In this
sense, a nearly significant class effect is surprising. Means
for this measure indicate that students in the classes of Teach-,
ers 7 and 8 gained the most on this measure while students inthe
cl sses of Teachers 2 and 11 gained the least.
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Table 5.9.

Analysis of Variance of "Pretest to Posttest

Change in Three Student Cognitive Measures

life Nature of Science

Science -"-Process

TFT.T3T lOti mrozrrr
,

Source df F
P.

F it
i

F
IL

Class

ender

Class x Gender

Mean Square Error 11.077 t 7.113 6.696

10 1.17 .315 1.42 .173. 1 73 .076
T

G 1 .03 .873- .34 .561 10 .759
r

10 .78 .652 . .87 .561 1.11 .357

0
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Altogether, the findings in Table 5.9 are disappointing
because they fail to suggest significant differences in growth
among classes that could be used as one clear indicator of dif-
ferential teacher effectiveness. While there certainly were mean
differences among classes, these differences apparently were not
great enough (at least, relative to within-class variation) to
reach significance.

Before concluding, it is worth addressing the role of the
Ability Composite in growth on ihe.cognitive measures. Concept-
ually, it seems reasonable to argue that ability would be an
important predictor variable to control for in the analyses of
growth on cognitive measures. This proved not to be the case,
however. When the analyses f the cognitive measures were run
with ability as a covariate the results were viletually un-
changed, with F values rare y increasing or decreasing by more
than .02. The explanation r this may best be found in the
intercorrelations of Table 5.4. ecause ability was highly_y-_:._
related with pretest Life Science, Nature of Science, 'and Science
Process (rs m .718, .501, .671, respectively), it -most likely was
the 'case that ability was lArgely.taken into account by the use
of the pretest score in the calculation of the dependent-measure.
In short, it seems there was little of a unique nature that
,ability contributed to these analyses.

Iffilyses with Teachers' Use of Scientific Literacy

For this set of analyses, teachers were grouped according to
their overall use (across Topics 1..(41,nd 2) of th,e relating
components of scientific literacy (See.Chapter 3) When the
percent of total presentation time devoted to tht relating
components was calculated for each teacher, two natural groupings
suggested themselves. These are shown in Table 5:10. One group,
referred to as the Lower Use group, had percentages ranging from
0.. to 1.2. The second group, referred to as the Higher U g
had percentages ranging from 3.5 to 11: With this grow ing
distinction as a two-level independent variable, t-tests were
computed for each outcome, with student gain scores serving as
the dependent variable.;

.

Table 5.11 presents 'the results for the t-tests. M th stu-
dents in classes of Lower Use teachers serving as the first
group, negative t values would be predicted by the hypothesis
that students in Higher Use classes had greater gains. In fact,

,t values are negative for two outcomes only -- Parts land 3 of
the Feelings measure -- and these values do not approach signifi-
cance. Theremaining five t values are positive, suggesting a
trend where students in Lower Use classes gained more than stu-
dents in Higher Use classes. While none of these values are
significant, note that the two values that come closest are for
Nature of Science and Science Process (t = 1.44, pm .152, and

= 1.69, p ic .092, respectively). Thesei, indeed, are the
measures we might expect to be most inflienced by teachers' use
of scientific literacy. The trend suggesting that these outcomes
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Table 5.10

Teachers' Total Percentage (Across Topics)

of Scientific Literacy Us', Grouped by Lower and Higher Use

Group Teacher
% of Presentation
Time Devoted to
Relating, Components

2 0
Lower

3 .2

Use
6 .7

(0 -

7 .5

1.2%)
8 .5

10 ,1.2

.. 1 11.0
Higher

..

4
. 3.8

Use
5 4.0

(3.5- .

9 4.0
11%)

11 3.5

5.29 1G 0



Table 5.11

T-test Results Comparing Students in Classes

h Lower versus Higher use of Scientific Literacy

Outcome
Cower

Use Mean
Higher

Use Mean t value ! value

FeelinN, Part 1 .194 .080 -1.40 .163

Feeli g Part 2 .174 .216 .48 .632

Feelings Par* 3 - .132 .118 .18 .861

Feelings, P8 4 - .045 .072 .44 .657

Life Science 2.148 2.102 .10 .920

Nature of Science

t

.948 .418 1.44 .152

Science Process 1.191 .582 ...4.69 .092

1

/
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might 'have been influenced in a way opposite to that anticipated
warrants some attention. Perhaps the most obvious explanation
for such a trend rests with the quality of teachers' use of the
relating components that was discussed in the la i r pa of
Chapter Three. Recall that the conclusion from th s chapiler was

mk

that when teachers did make reference to the relating components
of scientific literacy, these references often were confusing and
sometimes even inaccurate. Thus, ft is postible that teachers
who made more use of the relating components actually did a
disservice to students, planting the seeds of further miscon-
ceptions in students' minds; this, in turn, might lead to lower
student performance and measures designed to directly test stu-
dents' understanding of relating components.

J,

In sum, the results in this section suggest that teachers'
use of scientific literacy was not a powerful explanatory var-
iable' for student growth oq outcomes. Perhaps this is_not sur- 4N

prising given that teachers' overall use of the relating compo-
nents of scientific literacy was so minimal. While one can
conceive of some low-frequency variables that might have a marked
impact on students (e.g., use of personal criticism), this may
have been a case where there simply were not enough occurrences
to produce meaningful variance -- thus, good tests of relation-

cop-
ships were precluded, Also, as emphasized in Chapter Three, the
use of the relating components may only have measurable, positive
value if done consistently within and across topics, as arkerga-
nizing framework for factual content. Anything short of this may
actually prove counterproductive, as trends in these data suggest.

Summary

The results of this chapter indicate that there were
substantial differences among classes in their performance :on
both cognitive and noncognitive science measures at the beginning
of the school year. Also, the relationships among the different
variables appeared largely as expected, although students' gen-
eral ability played a larger role in accounting for pretest
performance on cognitive science measures than might have been
anti.cipated./ When both pretest and posttest class means on the
student out4omes were examined, there was a general trend such
that students' attitudet toward science declined over the school
year while their performance on measures of sclencawknowledge,
understanding, and process increased. When studiNt gains on the
outcomes were examined in more detail, classes showed. similar 4"-
patterns of average growth across three of the four attitude
measures. On the cognitive measures, average classorgrowth on
Nature of Science and Science Process had similar patterns, with
growth for Life Science being more distinct. Another important
feature of .student gains was their moderate negative correlation
with student pretest scores, such that students with higher
pretest scores gained less than students with lower pretest
scores on all outcomes.
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The last part of the chapter examined the role of several
independent variables in explaining student -gain on oucomes.
When the role of class membership and student genderl5V student
outcome change over the year was examined, significant effects
were limited toN;wo subs ales tapping students' attitudes toward
science classes and sciente activities outside of class. These
probably were the most pro imal of all the outcome measures.
administered. There also as a, nearly significant effect for
class mejobership on the me sure of students' ability to engage in
scientific reasonigg. When teachers' use of scientific literacy
was examined as an explanato y variable, results indicated no
significant differences in gr wth for students who where in
classes where teachers made m re use .of the relating' components..
of scientific literacy compare to ,students in classes whire
.teachers made less use of then relating components. Teachers'
frequency of ,use, simply may have, beOn too low to allow meaningful
tests. However, there actually was\ a slight trend suggesting

Pro-
cess measures may have been injured by teachers' greater use of
that students' growth on the Nature of Science and Science Pro-

the relating components, possibly befause the use was 'inconsis-
tent and of poor quality.
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CHAPTER SIX

THE QUALITY OF TEACHING BEHMOR

:This chapter describes observers' ratings of the quality ofteaching behavior in the eleven classes. Here, the focus is onteaching behaviors that have been linked to student growth on
outcomes in-studies of getleral teaching effectiveness, i.e.,behaviors that are not specific to the teaching of life science:In this study, we gathered higher-inference data on the qualityof teaching behavior because it was anticipated that qualitywould be an important element in explaining student change onoutcome measures. It was expected that a basic repertoire ofgeneric effective teaching behaviors would be a necessary --although perhaps not sufficient -- condition for a relativelysuccessful class, even in a specific subject area like lifescience. Unfortunately, for reasons' described below,, it was notpossible to examine the direct relationship between quality ofteaching and student growth en outcomes. Nonetheless, we thinkit is useful to present a descriptive account of the data on
teaching qtali ty.

Data. Source and Analyses

The quality of teaching behavior was measured with 27 ratingitems on the Scierve Class Description (SCD) form. A copy ofthis instrumeipt appears in Section Six of Appendix A. All itemswere in a five-point likert-scale format, with the a desig-,nating the most desirable response, and a 614' the least desirable
response., Two of the 27 items came from Part l'of the SCD,
focusing on the degree of teachers' academic task orientation, andthe number of students generally payirig attention in class.' The,remaining 25 items came from Part 3 of the. SCD, covering a spec-trum of managerial, instructional, end motivational concerns. Asindicated in Chapter Two, observers "completed the SCD. ratingifoll6wing every visit to a class; thus, they number of SCD ratingsfor a given teacher corresponds to the number of observed daysfor Topic 1 and Topic 2. Two SCD-iteals wire exceptio-ns to thisgeneral procedure: on ratings of teachers' knowledge of subject
matter and rapport with most students,, obiervers were "asked tocomplece these.ratings only twice, once at the end of each topic.

For purposes of analyses, the SCD ratings 'were aggregated tothe class level. This was accomplished. by computing the .averageon each SCD item across all occasions for each teacher. Thus,the resulting data set consisted of 27 average .rating scores perteacher. before prq,ceeding to use the ratings, the general,
ordering of teachers by the ratings was examined by the two firstauthors. This examination indicated one unexpected trend: oneobserver had rated his teacher (Teacher 8) consistently low onmany of the SCD ratings, such that this teacher received thelowest average rating in many: instances. This pattern was at
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3
odds with the researcheris general impression of Teacher 8's

, relative'paition among the teachers (two of the researchers had
. ,

..., infortaJly observed at least ten'of the eleven teachers on one or.

more oc,cNsions). Thearesearchers expected that Teacher 8 would
receive ratings placing him no lower than the middle range of

.,,
the teachtcs. indeed, a follow-up conversation with the observer

..

t

) confirmed that We too viewed the teacher as being "in the middle.
1 of the pack." The observer also indicated that he often used the

exacts centerApoint of pthe Patings scales (a "36) as a conse-
quence. While this is understandable, it appears that other

0 observers had a slfghtly higher center reference point. While!
there was no clear solution to this prOblem, some form of adjust-

..5'; 4 .

ment yas considered necessary. The method selected was that of
assigning Teacher 8 ratings representtng the average of the other

ia

ten teachers on all the suspect items (items 8, 13, 141;' 17; 18,
19, 21, 22,/23,.027, 28, and 31).

Descriptive Statisties

Table 6.1 presents the *means and standard deviations by
tea9her for each of the 27 5CD:rating variables. The variables.
are presented according to the ordering and numbering system in
the instrument. "While there is much information in the table, a
good initial approach is to examine the total sample average
rat)ngs for variables that are unusually high or low. Focusing
first on high items,^the tabte shows three variables with average
ratings above 4.0: relevance of, questions asked (S19), accessi-
bility to individuals (525),, and rapport with most students
(S32). This indicates that relative to observers' .experience
with teachers' 'in general, teachers tn this sample were mieyed as
asking acadedic questions _in recitation that were nearly always
appropriate to the subject matter, as being easily available to
assist students during^seatwork or laboratories, Mut as, being
Well-liked and respected by their siedents.

sal

, Turning to items with low average ratings, Table 6.1 indi-
Cates four variables with averages below 2.0: provides ratianale
for work (S12), suggests specific ways to learn (S16), tYPe el-
questions asked (S18), and summarizes important points (S30).

' This indicates that teachers on the whole were rated as pre-
senting no (or a very mundane) explicit rationale for assigned

,

work, as rarely, if .ever, suggesting specific learning, strategies,
as asking mostly lower-order -(i.e. fact-recall) questions during
recitation, and as rarely, if ever, summarizing the important
points at the end of each period.' 1t'is interesting that three
of these ratings (S12, S16, and S30) have to do with teachers'
presentation of aids to learning (purpose, strategies, and sum-
mary). Two other similar variables -- provides overview ini-
tially (510) anigives verbal markers (S15) - -'also have rela-
tively low rat ngs in Table 6.1 (with means of 2.31 and 2.57,
respectively). The finding About lower-order questions is con-
sistent 'with evidence about teachers' academic tasks' i.e.,
that a low level of cognitive dtereand was placed upon students for

6.2
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Table 6.1

Means and Standard Deviations on Science Class Description (SCU) Variables, by Class

TEACHER '

i

1 2
1

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10. 11

YibtAL
AVERAGE

S2 - Academic 3.95 4.50 3:65 4.50 2.93 4.00' 4.33 4.18 4.06 4.10 3.64 3.99Task Orientation (.71) (.63), (1.371 (.63) (1.211 (-.77) (.77) (.40)', (.85) (.791 (.92) (.94)
S3 - Number of 4.16 3.42.5 3.35 3.69 3.43 3.48 3.50 4.27 4.13 4.45 3.91 -3.76Students Attending (.60) (.68) (1.17) 1.95) (1.34) (.75) (.62) (.47) (.34) (.51) (.30) (.86)
58 - Overall 3.16 4.63 , 3.24 3.75 3.29 3.64 '3.89 J.81 4.31 4.30 3.82 3.80Effectiveness (.76) (.72) (1.521 (.58) (.73) (.81) (.76) (.00) (.60) (.51) (.75) 4.93)
S9 - Preparation 3.95 4.75 3.06 3.81 2.01 2.73 4.44 3.36 4.25 4.70 4.27 3.76for instruction (.78) (.77) (1.25) (.661'.(1.07) (1.19) (.62) (.50) (.58) (.47) (.79) (1,13)
510 - Provides 2.95 1.88 2.76 1.87 2.50 1.36 1.33 1.82- 3.56 2.95 2.45 2.31Overview initially (1.27) (1.201 (1.151 (1.301 (1.091 (.92) (.59) (1.251 (.89) (1%231 0.13) (1.28)
SIT - 111ates 3.63 2.06 2.53 2.53 1.14 2.18 4.17 3.64 4.00 3.95 2:73 2.96Today's Activities (.90) (1.44) (1.28) (1.41) (.53) (1.25) (.79) (1.21) (.82) (.94). (1.35) (1.42)
S12 - Provides 1.16 2.00 2.65 1.53 1.57 2,09 1.004 1.18 2.88 1.55 1.27 1.72Rationale for Work (.37) (1.41) (1.50) (.92) (1.02) (1.45) (.00) (.60) (.89) (.76) (.1i5) (1.11)
513 - Clarity of 3,37 4.50 3.29 4.31 I 3.86 4.73 3.00 3.92 4.75 3.85 4.09 3.97Directions (1.01) (.971 (1.31) (.70): (1.17) (.65) (.69) (.87) (.45) (.59) (.541 (1.05)
514 - Content Pre- 3.05 4.78 3.17 3.79 2.82 3.67 . 3.1-1 3.57 4.07 3.p4 4.00 3.63I sentlitfon Logical (.91) (.67) (.94) (.58) (.871 (1.58) (1.02) (.50) (.73) (.56) (.93) (1.02)
SiS - Giires 3.05 .4.17 1.83 1.43 2.09. 3.56 1.39 11.60 A 4,43 2.41 1.78 2.57Verbal Markers (1.47) (1.60) (1.141 (.83) (1.451 (1.94) (.70) (1.08ir (.76) (1.46) (.97) (1.55)

S16-- Suggests Spe- 1.47 1.21 2.23 1.54 1.00 1.18 1.00 1.27 4,79 1.41 1.40 1.41cific Ways to Learn (.96) (.58) (1.30) (1.13) (.00) (.40) (.00) (.47) (1)05) (1.06) (.97) (.89)
517 - Smoothness 2.58 4.67 3.42 3.86 2.27 2.78 3.11 3.37 3.86 3.76 4.20 3.44of Presentation (1.02) (.82) (1.00) (36) (.90) (1.481 (.68) (.40) (.53) (.44) (.63) (1.05)

"4 Type of 1.16 1.43 2.60 2.60 1.40 1.88 1.11 1.74 1.73 2.06 1.75 1.77'Questions Asked (.50) (.79) (.84) (.74) (.971 (.99) (.471 (.89) (1.01) (.66) (.89) (.89)
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Table 6.1 (contr)

Means and Standard Deviations on Science Class Description (SCD) Variables, by Claws

TEACHER 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ., io 11

-TOTAL
AVERAGE

S19 - Relevance 4.53 4.40 4.10 4.27 3.71 4.(Xt 4.56 4.32 4.64 4.24 4.13 4.26
mf.Ouestions .(.51) (.70) (.57) (.47) (.49) (.53) (,51) (.67), (.50) (.66) (.64) (.66)

520 - Allows Time 1.05 4.40 2.55 2.69 3.50 1.50 1.44 3.00. 3.09 2.06 1.29 2:49
for Answers ,,r- (.23) (.70) .(.82) (1.32) (1.07) (.76) (.51) (.79) (.54) (.90). (.49) (Lin
S21 - Feedback to 11.42 4.79 4,42 4.64 4.00 3.88 2.22 3.85 3.92 3.94 4.14 3.93
Student Responses (.69) (.80) (.67) (.,.50) (.821 (.99) 1.65) (.63). (.95) (.24) (1.07) (1.03)

522 - Efficiency 4.00 4.19 3.12 4.00 3.86 3.18 2.72 3.73 4.88 3.70 3.64 43.73
in Management (.33) (.66) (.86) (.82) (.86) (.87) (.57) (.40) (.34) (.80) 1.67) (.90)

523 - Effectiveness 4.00 3.50 3.71 3.75 3.64 3.36 2.78 3.61 5.00 3.05 3.21 3.61
in Discipline . (.47) (.63) (1.05) (1.57) (1.50) (.92) (.65) (1.04) (.00) (.60) (1.01) (1.11)

6

S24 - Monitors 5.00 4.73 3.08/ 3.85 2.64 3.50 3.41 3.00 5.00 2.67 4.28 3.82
During Wort (.00) (1.03) (1.12). (1.28) (1.50) (1.41) (.80) (.42) (.00) (1.40) (.52) (1.30)

525 - Accessibility 4.83 4.73 3.00 3.42 3.46 4.00 3.88 3.90 5.00 4.20 5.00 4.13
to Individuals (.51) (1.03) (1.15) (90) (.66) (1.41) (.49) (.32) (.00).1 (.68) (.00) (.98)

.

S26 - Provides 3.22 4.7 2.23 1.44 1.23 1.50 1.12 2.10, 4.00 104.53 2.14 2.29
Unsolicited Fee back (.81) (1.07) (1.01) (.53) (.60) (1.41) (.49). (.32) (.76) (.52) (1.461 (1.42)

S27 - Fairness
in Treatment

3.95

(.62)

47S
(.681

3.53

(.94)

4.31
(.70)

3.00
(1.11)

3.82
(.60)

3.17
(.62)

3.87
(.67)

3.75
(.58)

3.85
(.37)

4.82
(.60)

3.89
(.91)

S28 - Attitude 4.16 4.75 4.29 4.31 3.00 3.73 2.78 3.97 4.81 3.80 4.00 3.96
About' Learning (.76) (.68) (.59) (.60') (.96) (1.10) (.43) 430) (.40) (.41) (.77) 1 4.93)

S29 - Paces ' 2.79 4.63 3.41 3.50 2.43 2.91 2.17 2.91 4.19 4.50 3.82 3.39
Period (1.03) (.72) (1.28) (1.59) (1.4S) (1.64) (1.04) (1.30) (.91) (.51) (1.40) (1.40)

S30 - Simanarizes 1f63 1.50 I.1R 1.19 1.43 1.36 1.00 1.36 2.19 ' 1.25 1.36 1.40
Important Points (1.16) (1.151 (.53) (.75) (.85) (.81) (.00) (.81) (1.37) (.72) (.81) (.92)

S31.- Knowledge
of Subject Matter

4.00 5.00 4.00 4.00 3.00 1 3.50 4.00 4.00 5.00 4.00 3.00 3.95

S12 - Rapport with 4.00 5.00 4.50 5.00 4.00 2.50 3.00 3.50 5.00 5.00 4.50 4,18
Most Students' S

'Standard deviations are not given for these variables because the average was based on only two occasions.
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laboratory, worksheet, and exam assignments (see Chapter Four).Here, there is evidence that this lower-order climate extended toacademic verbal exchanges between teacher and students as well.

The remaining ratings in Table 6.1 suggest that sampleteachers generally were rated as slightly above average on mostbehaviors- In short, most teachers appeared strong in their
academic' orientation, management, and motivational skills. Ifthere was any general weakness, it was in the area of presentingstudents with explicit learning aids during instruction.

One other variable deserving colment in Table 6.1 is S31,teachers' knowledge of subject matter It can be seen that allbut three "teachers (Teachers 5, 6,W6 11) were rated as havingnear or thorough mastery of the se nth grade life science cur-riculum. Perhaps this is not unexpected given a sample of volun-teers wfio were comfortable with frequent observation. Theseratings are thus probably higher than one would find for inter-mediate life science teachers in general. In short, the datahere do not support the oft - mentioned view that most teachers ofscience at the secondary levels are deficient in subject matterknowledge.

The reader is left to explore Table 6.1 for te degree of
variability among teachers on the SCD variables. lqarly thereis important variability, as well as some consist forteachers across variables. Teacher 5, for examplClas generallylow ratings, while. Teacher 9 has generally high ratings.

The SCD variables also were examined for their interrelation-ships. Intercorrelations at the class and observation day lev-els, as well as a factor analysis (not shown here), were used tosee if there might be a conceptually meaningful framework for
orgallizing the variables. A synthesis of this exploration sug-gested that 18 of the 27 variables could be placed in awe
groups. These groups are shown in Table 6.2 and are 'termedQuality of Communication, Willingness to be a Resource, Posilive
Expectations,..Sflassroom Management, and Explicit LearningLAids.The remaining 1,iariables are listed as ungrouped. (The addi-tional data in Table 6.2 are discussed below.)

The Relationship Between Teaching Quality and Student
Performance

The purpose of collecting the Science Class Description
(SCU) teaching quality ratings was to determine what role these
behaviors played in explaining student outcomes.' However, acouple of considerations impeded this investigation. These con-siderations are described next.

The first consideration was the relationship between studentgain scores and student pretest scores. Recall from Chapter Fivethat this relationship was negative at the student level for all
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Table 6.2

Correlations Between Science Class-Description

Variables and Student Pretest Cognitive Outcomes (N=11)

SCO Variables Pretest-Eognitive Outcomes

1.

II.

QuaPttof Communication

Life
-Science

Nature of
Science

Science
Process

-.233
-.123
.1R5
.055

.018

.259

-.234
-.124
.110
.046
.133
.115

.230

.244

.358

.391

.437+

.425+

S8 - overall effectiveness
S9 - preparation for instruction
513 - clarity of direction
S14 - content presentation is logical
Si? - smoothness of presentatibn

. S29 - paces period

Willingness to be a Resource

524 - monitors during seat-lab work .049 -.111 .116

S25 - accessibility to individuals -.172 -.339 -.164

S26 - provides unsolicited feedback. -.094 -.363 -.014

III. Positivexpectations

S2I - feedback to student responses .464+ .425+ .495+

S27 - fairness in treatment .191 .290 .407

S28 - attitude about learning I .299 .146 .478+

IV. Classroom Management

.071 -.149 .249 0 i

S22 - efficiency in imiagement
S23 - effectiveness in discipline ..031 -.159 .168

V. Explicit Learning Nide,

.034 -.,19 -.053SIO - provides overview initially'
S12 - provides rationale for work .083 -.094 ,.159

SIS - gives verbal markers -.041 .043

530 - summarizes important points -.019 -.377 -.086

VI. Ongrouped Variables

S2 - acadeidc task orientation .251 .199 .583*

S3 - number of students attending .284 .041 .113

SII - relates today's activities -.049 -.180 .051
;

S16 - suggests specific ways to learn .385 .290 .367

Sin - type of Questions asked . .542* .649* .685**

S19 - relevance of questions asked -.305 -.284 ,155

A20 - allows enough time for answers .016 -.14n .076

S3I - knowledge of subject matter 4 -.242 -.287 .106

S32 - rapport with most students .219 -7143 .452*

< .10

< .05

.01
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outcome measures. IL The same correlations at the class level (theunit of analysis necessary in this chapter) also proved to be
negative for al 1, outcomes: -.224-.025, -.319, -.078, -.438,
-.455, and -.247 for Parts 1, 2, 3, and 4 of Feel i ngs,- and Life
Science, Nature of Science, and Science Process, respectively,.
The trendjwas for clastes that .had low average pretest scores to
have high average gain, and vice versa, especially for the cogni-
tive measures. While this relationshippwas not necessarily.prob-
lematic in itself, it became so when' viewed in connection with
the second consideration.

.4

The second consideration was the relationship between the
teacher quality ratings and student pretest performance; Table
6.2 shows these class-level correlations with the cognitive
outcomes. Several features of the correlations are worth noting.
First, while the correlations are generally low in magnitude (as
can be expected with sUch'a small sample size), nearly two- thirdsofthem are in a positive.direction. Second, the Science Process
outcome has the greatest proportion of - positive correlations.
Third, of those correlations that do reach significance, all arein a positive direction. In short, this table suggests a trend
for classes that had higher average pretest scores on cognitive
measures, especially the Science Process measure, to have teach-
ers who were rated more favorably on most of the teacher quality
ratings. At least three different causal hypotheses for this
relationship come to mind. Oneis that better teachers tended toy.
be assigned to better classes. While none of the sample schools
indicated that they practiced tracking, it is possible that
inadvertent tracking occurred and that teacher assignbents were,,
not randomly disfributed. Another hypothesit would be that
better teachers were more selective in terms of the' class they
wanted observed for the study, and picked one of their higher-
achieving classes. Yet a third hypothesis would be that teachers
were more able (or 'inspired) to teach at higher levels of quality
when they had a class of higher achieving stuOents. Of course,
it is impossible to sort out these causal explanations given the
nature of the correlational data; onedr all of them may have
been at work.,

While the trend towards a positive relationship between.
student pretest performance and quality of teaching makes sense,
difficulties arise in its combination with the finding of a
negative relationship between pretest performance and student 0...

gain. If classes with the higher average )retest score are those
with the lower gains and those with the higher quality teaching,
one can anticipate that the relationship between quality teaching
and student gain will be negative. To state a. negative relation-
ship between quality of teaching and gain would be misleading
because the're is a third variable that is confounded with both
quality of teaching and gain -- namely, pretest score. When we
considered possible methods that might circumvent this confound-
ing (e.g., dropping teachers with the most extreme scores, the
use of partial correlations), the basic relationships remained
unchanged. Thus, we conclude that there is no cleAf-way to

., disentangle the confounding role of pretest score, particul rly
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with_such a small sample at the class level. While it is disap-
pointing not to be able to examine teaching quality as a corre-
late of student growth, there are other relationships worVh
exploring in future work. Examining the relationship of student
perceptions about their teacher and class to student. outcomes and-
teaching quality is one such example.

Summary
a

Ratings of teacher quality inditated tha.t observers per-
ceived the participating teachers to be generally quite competent
in generic aspects of instruction, classroom management, ability
to motivate students, and subject-matter knowledge. However,
nearly all_ teachers receiVed low ratings on variables tapping
their rovision of explicit learning aids to students. The
rati_ of teaching quality tended to have positive correlations
with's udent pretest performance on cognitive measures, meaning
that higher quality teachers worked with initially higher-achiev-
ing classes. Since higher-achieving classes also had lower gains
on student outcomes relative to lower-achieving classes, correla-
tion't between teaching quality and outcome gains are confounded
by pretest variation. lit is unlikely that this confounding can
be disentangled.

4

4

.6.8
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I' CHAPTER SEVEN

STUDENTS' PIIRCEPTIONS OF SCIENCE CLASSES

from the initial conceptualization of this study, attention,
has been focused on the perceptions of students enrolled in the
study classes. Our-intent has been to move the *mediating pro -
Bess" research paradigm out of the laboratory and into'the class-
room to better understand how students', perceptions of their
classroom experience and learning may be related to learning
outcomes. This chapter,is the first of three that begin to
explore the perceptions of the students in this study.

Many aspeCts of students' perceptions .of their science cour-
ses undoubtedly bear upon the main questions of this study. We
have chosen to sharpen' -our focus and consider three categories of
perception. The current chapter discusses students' general
perceptions of their science courses and learning at the end of
the school year. We report on their perceptions of the emphasis
their teachers place on the components of scientific literacy; on
their desire for changes in the instruction they received; on the
strategies they.report for learning and-for getting right answers
in their work; on their perceptions of the learning process
itself; and of teachers' classroom grading systems. Finally we
report on whether they regard understanding science or getting
their classwork correct as the more important. We assume that
these perceptions- arse constructed as .students complete clissroom
activities throughout the year,' and are relatively stable, norm-
ative assessments summ4riziqg a year of'classroom experiences.

Chapter Eight focuses on the characteristics of specific
tasks and activities perceived by students_ as being quite differ-
ent. Chapters Seven and Eight consider data which are *sum-
maiive"; mean ratings of many students. Chapter Nine extends
this discussion by considering the activities which target stu-
dents found most engaging and from which they learned the most
not only during the topic observations, but during the entire
year. -

Before turning to, our exploration of student perceptions we
.

should note that we can only present an initial, descriptive look
'atithese data given the time constraints under which this report
was produced. Further analyses using inferential methods will
allow us to see more clearly the relationships between students'
perceptions. and students' learning.

Data So4rce and Analysis

The Ideas About Science Survey (IASS) was the source of the
perception data discussed in this chapter. -This measure was
completed by students as part of the posttest assessment package,
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and replaced the Word Meanings and Pattern Completion measures
given at pretest. The IASS is a complex questionnaire divided
into three parts and containing a total 57 items. (A copy of the
Ideas About Science Survey appears in Appendix B.)

Part I of the questionnaire attempts to record students'
perceptions of the frequency with which teachers referred to the
tenets of scientific literacy during class. A general stem,
"In science Oast this year, how often did the teacher talk
about . . ." ppears at the top of the page. This is followed
with 15 explicit examples of the ways the scientific literacy
components could be used in class discussion (e.g.,, definitions
of science words, how to do experiments, how science can be a fun,

__bobby, etc.). These examples are keyed to the scientific liter-
acy framework that has guided this study. Students were asked to
respond to each example 'using a five point scale: (1). never,
2) seldom, (3) sometimes, (4) often, and (5) very often.

Part II of the questionnaire was designed to record stu-
dents' perceptions of the teacher's instructional effectiveness.
Twenty-two items descvlbe behamlors identified in previous re-
search on effective teaching as being associated with student
learning. Examples of items include; "the teacher gives-clear
dirtions," "the same kids always tai k," and 'we often run. outel
of tngs to do." Students were asked to indicate their level of
agreement on a five point scale: (1) strongly disagree, (2) dis-
agree, (3) no opinion, (4) agree, and (5) strongly agree. This
part of the IASS was designed to provide a student analogue to
the observers' judgments. It is not discussed in this report
because of time constraints.

Part III of the Ideas about Science Survey consists of20
litems that record students' perceptions of numerous aspects of
classroom life. Items present a general stem (e.g., "When I do
worksheetsst_I gift the right answers by"), followed by four or
five statements that complete the stem (e.g., "looking them up in
the textbook," 'thinking about them," "asking the teacher,"
etc.). Students are asked to indicate their level of agreement
with the completed stem on.a four or five point scale. Responses
to ten:items from Part III and a porti-oir-o-f-t-n-eltiten,t-h-e-re-
discussed in this chapter.

The number of students responding to the items-discussed in
this chapter ranged from 281 to 290. We include data from all
students who completed part or all of the IASS, in order to
maximize the data set for analyses that were primarily descrip-
tive rather than inferential.

Responses to the IASS were analyzed by computing the mean
response to each item by class and for the entire sample. In
addition, for Part I of the questionnaire, students' responses to
appropriate items were aggregated to create scores reflecting
each component of the scientific literacy framework' (i.e., con-
tent, social historical process, reasoning, process, science and
technology/society, and positive attitudts toward science). Chi-
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squai.ed analyses were conducted for each of the items in order todetermine when the students in the eleven classes differed intheir rating responses t9 an item. A total of 150 such compari-sons were. carried out. On 21 items the classes showed distri-butions of ratings which differed significantly at the < .001klevel. In addition, for 23 items the classes differed to adegree significant at the level 2. < .01. A further 35 itemsshowed distributions of class ratings significant at the R. < .05level. These .last 35 items must be regarded with a certain care,since one would expect to find 8 items showing significance atthe .05 level simply by chance. These significance levels areindicated on the appropriate tables, and will.be commented uponin the course of the chapter.

Perceived Scientific Literacy Emphasis

Table 7.1 presents an analysis of the rating's students madeof the emphasis teachers gave to the scientific literacy compo-nents (art 'I of the IASS). Mean ratings for each componentappear in rows opposite the appropriate teachers. The ranking ofthe means for each component is ais indicated. Standard deviat-ions appear in parentheses.. The dat suggest both consistencyand variation in students' perceptions of teachers' use of thescientific literacy framework.

First, there is relatiVe consistency in the ordering of theemphases Across the sample as a whole. Without exception, teach-ers wer viewed as stressing content more than tite.ether scien-tifi iteracy components. The majority of students Indicatedthat their teacher gave emphasis next to scientific reasoning,followed by the relationship of science. and technology to soci-ety,. and the social historical process of science, anefinally,positive attitudes toward science. Exceptions tts, this generaltrend are found for Teachers 1, 6, 9 and 11. The)last threeteachers were perceived as stressing science/technology andsociety more than scientific reasoning, and*Teachers 1, 6, and 11were seen as stressing positive attitudes toward science morethan the social histdrical process of science.

Variation between teachers is suggested by the changes seenin teacher ranking within each scientific literacy component.For example, Teachers 1 and 4 are .ranked as placing relatively
high-emphasis on all of the components, while Teacher 5 is rankedas placing low emphasis on all..

When these perceptual data are compared with the records ofthe use of scientific literacy components compiled during the.,.t.opic observations (see Chapter Three),_ there is some consis-tency: The students, like the observers, perceived the majoremphasis Of-the teacher to be on teaching scienttfic content.The observational-records also corroborate students' perceptionsthat teachers' coverage of the attitudinal component of scien-tific literacy was infrequ-ent: students placed these items on
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Table 7.1

:Students' Perceptions of Scientific

Literacy Emphasis by. Teacher

w ...-

TEACHER CONTENT SOCIAL/ REASONING SCIENCE/ POSITIVE

HISTOR- ATHNO- ATTITUDES

ICAL Y AND
PROCESS SOCIETY

r Rank. Rank Rank , Rank Rank

1 4.14 4 2.92 4 3.79 2 3.51 1 3.05 -1

(N=29) (.65) (.62) (.78) i) (.82) (.81)

2 3.83 6 2.49 9 3.32 5 2.80 11 2.40 7 46i

(N-29) (.91) (.90) (.80) (.95) (.90) W

3 3.82 7 2.20 11 3.31 6 2.81 10 2.05 11

(N=31)

4

(.75)

4.50 1

(.85)

3.05 .1

(.71),

3.90 1

(1.02)

3.24 4

(.81)

2.88 3

(N=14) (.39) (.43) (.48) (.59) (.56)

5 3.65 10 2.48 10 3.00 9 2.81 10 2.28. 8

(N=25) (.89) (.81) (.82) (.96 (.66)

6 4.11 -5 2.92 4 3.68 8 3.47 2 3.04 2

(N=31) (.62) (.80) (.73) (.77) (.92)

7 3.61 11 2.54 6 ,3.30 7 3.12 5 2.25 9

(N=23) (.91) (.69) (.67) ,(.77) (.71)

8 4.38 2 2.53 8 3.50 3 3.28 3 2.19 10

(N=23) (.56) (.75) (.58) (.62) (.72)

9 3.81 8 2.72 5 2.91 11 3.08 6 2.49 6

(N-30) (.94) (.75) (.64) (.64) (.72)

10 4.15 3 2.96 2 3.46 4, 3.04 7 2.54 5

(N2.27) (.79)- (.84) (.59) (.98) (.96)

11 3.76 9 2.53 8 2.92 10 2.93 8 2.64 4

(N=24) (1.04) (.88) (.88) (.97) (.91)

All Classes 3.96 2.65 3.29 3.09 2.52

(N.286) (.83) (.81) (.76) (.87) (.86)

Note. Scale points are: 514ery Often, 4=Often, 1.Sometimes,

2-Seldom, 1 =Never.
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average between scale poinis of "sometimes" and 'seldom.* Atthis point, however, the accounts of students and of our obser-
vers diverge. Students perceived that teachers spent more time
on scientific reasoning end science/technology andosociety thanwas actually observed. While students perceived that teachers
talked about these components of scientific literacy at least
"sometimes," examples of such explicit talk in the observational
records were rare.

P

Desire for Instructional Changes

Table 7.2 presents data suggesting that students 0040ral?y,desired to participite more freqUently in 'laboratory actiOtjes
and wished that their daily diet of sciencie activities vas japre
varied (item 55). Students' used a five point scale ranging from.
"strongly agree" (5) to *strongly disagree* (1) to respond to thefollowing items: *In this ;lass I wish we did more laboratory
activities" and "In this class I wish we did more different kinds
of activities.* Across the sample the mean response was 3.72 (SD6 1.11) to the first item, and'3.76m(S0,- 1.03) to the seconditem. "Agree" was the median response to both items;, 33 percentof the sample gave this response to the first item', and 41, per-tent to the second. Variation among .classes in the.iltrength ofthis agreement is not statistically significant-for either of theitems. Seen in the light of the analyses of tasks presented inChapter Four, it is understandable why students Anight.seek morevariety in their daily tasks (i.e., in the cognitive level and
response fohmat of tasks) as well as additional exposure .to
laboratory activities.

Strategies fir Science Learning.

cent research in cogriitive psychology has called attention
to the variety of cognitive and metacognitive strategies thatplaya part in learning. We turn now to sttidents' reportsof---the-generic learning strategies they used "to learn about science' aswell as the specific strategies used "to get the right answer."

Autonomous vs. Mnemonic Strategies

Table 7.3 displays students' reports of the strategies they
used "to learn about science" (item 41). The item stem and
leastrning strategies presented to students in the Ideas About
Science Survey appear at the left side of -the table. Mean valuesfor the entire sample and then for each of the classes appear inthe row across from each learning stralesyStandard deviations

° are given in parentheses below the means.

Severa ends are evident in these data. First, "thinkihgabout the m ng of what you are studying" is considered i-mpor-

-!
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Table 7.2

1

Studitilts' Desire for Instructionall.Change

ITEM
ALL

CLASSES
(N.286)

.6%

' TEACHER
. I

1 2 3 4 . 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
(11.49) (N -29) (N..31) (N=14) (N45) (W2) (N42) (N=24) (10.28) (N27) (N-25)

In this. Oast:

I wish we did more
laboratory activAps

1.721'
(1-.11)

wish we did more 3.76
. different kinds of (1.03
activates

3.69 4.21 3.55 3.31b . .3.76 4.09 4.05 3.96 3.54 3.19 3.4
(1.07) ( .94) (1.21) (1.03) (1.05) 4(1.06) (1.13) (1.00) ( .96) (1.21) (1.12)

3.83 4.00 4.00 3.07 3.44 3.91 3.86 3.75 3.68 3.81 3.56 .

( .97) ( .76) ( .86) (1.07) (1.19) (1.00) (1.17) (1:03) (1.02) (1.03) (1.19)

l 7 8

4 ,

an = 285
. 13

.1

1

.6

Note. Scale points arc. 5-Strongly Agree, 4- Agree, 3 -No Opinion,
2=Disagree,' 1.4frongly Disagree.
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Table 7.3

Students' Perceptions oiNthe Importance of AutonomOus and Mnemonic Strategies in Science

a
ITEM

TEACHER
. .,

A

ALL --sr . -

`1*.
. -,--..:x%-, .-
,,

ic ----.4,CLASSES 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ...:,...0' ,,,

(0288) (029)

If you want to learn
about science, how
Important are( the
following?

asking yourself your own 2.91
Questions about what
you are learning*:

(.73)

lemorizinksgtence 3.05a
vocabulaWwords** (.80)

thinking about the 3.20a
meaning of what you
are sAudying*

memorizing science facts

(.70) 1

3.05f.

(.76)

thinking about how you 2.63d
would solve problps
if you were a schintist

remembering haw to

(.87)

2.99f
classify living things* (.91)

thinking about the main 3.07f
ideas of a lesson (.78)

2.97
(.78)

3.49
(.69)

3.38

(.62)

3.10'

. (.72)

2.93
(.70)

3.00
(.89)

3.28

(.70)

(028) (031) (014) (N -25) (N -33)

2.1i9 2.94 3.21 2.84 3.18
(.69) (.73) (.58) (.47) (.73)

3.10 3.03 3.21 2.80 2.97
(.58) (.98) (.70) (.87) (.68)

3.07 3.06 3.29 1.35 3.27
(.77) (.51) (.83) (.57) (.67)

I/9.03b 3.14 3.12 2.91.3.14

(.65) (.67) . (.77) (.83) (.72)

2.73c 2.58 2.86 2.44 3.00
(.96) (.89) (.66) (.92) (.71)

2.71 2.90 3.29 . 2.929 3.03
(.76) (.65) (.73) (.83) (.85)

2.74b 3.06 3.36 2.929 3.33
(.86) (.57) (.50) (.72) (.74)

e

(N.21) .(024) (N=30- (Wit' , di

. , 1
'I

2.61 3.00 2.43 3.15 2.9Z4'
(.66) (.59) (.86) (.60) (.88)$' t\'

2.52 3.33 , 2.80 3.30 2.96
(.73)' .(.76) (.92) (.78) (.81)

. .

2.4/0 arii 4,::3.17 3.54c LOS
1.821 (011.°.03) (.51) (.78)

2.57 3.25.. 3.13 .23e t, 2.96

(4733 (..74);, (.90) (:76) (.81)

2,26 2.63 '2.20 2.65c 2.70
(.69) (.97) (.85) (.89) (.93)

*

2.48 3.08 2.83 2.96 2.52e

(.79) (.93) ( ) (.76) (.73)

2.87 3.00 2.90 1.22 3.08
(.76) (.93) (.88 (.70) (J8)

as 287 en i 23 . Note. Scale points are: 4-Very Important, 3- Important,
27 fa - 286 2-Not Very Important, 1 -Not At All Important.

ca 26 ma = 24
QA. 284 ha - 30

***
p <.001.

**
p <.01.

*
p <.05.h

t
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tent for thl4tiple.as a whole. Overall, it receive a higher
rattn4-tham.inkitirilt!wr item (M J. 3.20, SD = .70), and f r no chits

1 tan third in. relative importance. C versely,
"thi :14,;7 ho41-1you would solve problems if you were a.scien-

..

_tistliat the lowest rating for the sample as a whole (N
2.63, :9 - .87)r and ranked no higher than fifth for any class.
Three of thefifmaining learning strategies showed variation
across the stinple in the rating of their importance: Both "ask-

yourself'your own questions about what you are learning".and
.smeiskrizi ience vocabulavy words" showed significant varia-
ttWI mong the classes. The strategy of "remembering
how ftr tats living things"' showed suggestive variation' (p.
.< .;05).1

These data can be considered from a second, somewhat differ-
ent, perspective. It seems reasonable to assume that teachers
consistently assign tasks that require certain thinking strat-
egies from students. Success or failure at these tasks then
reinforces,or discourages the continued use of these.stratigies
by stuAentt. In constructing this portion.of the IASS, we in-
cluded &learning strategies that attempted to capture both
mnemonic an0autonomous cognitive strategies. By "mnemoniC".we'
refer to learning strategies that require no more than the exer-
cise of memory. The . mnemonic strategies included on the table
are: memorizing science faeXs, remembering how to classify lying.
things, avid memorizing science vocabulary words. In tong
"autonomous" strategies are those that.require.more coral nd
elaborated cognitive processes. Eximples.on the table inc de:
asking yourself your own questions about what you are lea ing,
thinking about the- mea of what you are studying, thinking
about how you would so )tee roblems if you were a scientistsand
thinking about the mai ideas of a lesson.

When one compares the rankings of autonomous and mnemonic
'learning strategies there appears to be a distinction between
Teachers ,6 and 7, and Teacher 8. The students in classes taught
by Teachers-6 and 7 consistently indicated autonomous learning, as
being -important by ranking them first, second and third. In con -'
trast, students in the class taught by Teacher 8 consistently
noted that mnemonic learning strategies were important by ranking
them first, third, and fourth. Although these trends require
further confitmation, they provide initial suggestions of differ-
enceS in students' perceptions that may be corroborated by. other
data, and are possibly associate' with differences in studefit
,outcomes. , .

Strategies for Getting the Right Answer

Tables 7.4, 7.5, and 7.6 display data regarding Students'
% perceptionslof the ,strategies most-useful in letting the right
answers tn three,instructional formats: homework (item 38), work-
sheets (item 39) end lab worksheets (itea 40). Thi item stem and
'completion .phrases appearing on the Ideas fbout'Science Survey
_appear on, the left of the tableilthe mean of students' responses

7.8 ,
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Table 7.4

' Students' Perceptions of Strategies for Getting the Right Answer bo Homework

ITEM
ALL TEACHER

CLASSES 1 2 3 . 4 5 6 r 8 9' 113 11.
(N "290) . (N49) (1119) '($ =31) (Mm14) (N -25) (Mm33) (Mm23) -(4m24) (41130) (4m27) (Mm!§)

When I do homework, i
get the right answers by:

looking them "up in the
textbook **

remembering them
from class discussion

thinking about them**

asking the teacher*

looking them up in
mytnotes"

sAling my friends.'

elf

re"

3.44 3.62 3.62 4.03 3.93 3.72 3.03 3,30 3.88 2.30 '347 3.72
(1.11) (1.05) (.82) (.71) (.83) .(1.06) (1.13)' (.97) C.744 (1.20) (1(07) .24)

3.52 3.69 -3.31 3.42 3.71 3.44 .3. 3.13 3.96 3.37 '3.59 3.64
(.92) (.76) (.85) (.96) (.73) (.92) 1:93) (.92),. (.75) (1.03) (.89) (1.11)

3.24 3.34 2.86 3.48, 3.71 2.84 3.61 2,87 3.63 2.97 3.19 3.28
(.98) (.97) (.83) (.96) (.4 ) (.99) (.79) (.87) (.92) (1.00) (1.11) (1.17)

2.78 2.59 2.79 2.39 3. 3.08 % 2.91 3.30 2.42 2.47, 3.11 2.72
(1.14) (1.15) (1.94) (1.09) ) (1.22) (1.13) (1.18) (1.28) (1.04) (1.01) (1.31)

3.43a 4.00h .7Ib 2.23 2.79 3.00 3.94 2.91 4.25 4.0 3.70 2.71c
(1.28)' (1. (1.05) (1.09) (.98) (1.38) (1.00) , (.95) (.74) (.96) (1.14) . (1.30)

2.85 2.69 3.31 3.16 2.29 3,28 2.42 3.%3 2.58 2.83 2.85 % 2.56
(1.13) (1.00) (.93) (.90) (1.20) (1.24) (1.17) (.97) (1.18) (1.29) (1.06) (1.12)

Mote. Scale points are: 541ways, 4-Of n.
3- Sometimes, 2- Seldom, 10ever.

***p <.001. **p <.01. <.05.
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4
Table 7.5

Students Perceptions of/Strategies for-Getting the RightAnswer on Worksheets

ITEM

'AN

ALL
. CLASSES 1

(N -290) (0,!1,29).

Whenftl do worksheets, I
get the right answers-by:

looking thr!lup.in the 3.45
textbook' (1.16)

remembering them from 3.53
clats disc Mon' (.89)

thinking abou thew, 3.264
(1.04)

asking the teacher

looking them up in
my notes* **

ipkinfimy friends

3.90
(1.08)

315 2

(J83)

3.24'

(1.21)

2.73.2 2.62
(1.13). (1.18)

3.334 3.66

(1.25) (1.20)

2%86 2;62

(1.18) (1.01)

*It

2

(029)
3

(WI)

c.

,4

(P14)
5

(025)

TEACHER

(14-33)

. 3:69,
(1:04))-

3.97 4.07
(60) .(.83)

3.56
(1.19)

3.70
(.88)

3.59 3.23 3:86 -3.52 3.70
(.73) (.72) (.66) (.82) (.85)

3.17 3.16 3.79 3.04 3.42

(.97) (.97) .43) , (1.10) 11:08)

. 2.83 2.45 2.93. 2.84 '2.82

(1.04) (%99) (..62) (1.21) (1.07Y

3.57e 2.07f 2.93 2.88 3.82

.(1.07) (1.14) (.92) (1.24) (1.04)

3.0W 3.23 2.43 3.12 2.52

(1.10) (1.02) (1.22) (1.36) (1.18)

7 ,8. 0 10 11,

(14-23) (844) 411,30) (027) (025)

3.17 '3.58 2.17
(-.94) (.97) - (1.18)

3.35 3.88 .3.11

(.88). (.90) .91)

3.00 3.54 3.13-
(1.13) (1.01 ) (.94)

3.051 '2.63 2.47
(1.21) (1.38) (1.11)

3.090 #4.04
(1.07) 1.86)

-3.30,:e 2.83
(.93) (1.17)

3.00- 3.40
(1.21) (1.41)

3.44 3.88
(1.01) (1.13)

3.26 3.33b
(.98) (1.31)

2.93 2.64
(1.07) (1.29)

4.03 3.699 2.56
(1.10) (.97) (1.29)

2.93 . 2.63 2.60

(1.26) (1.11) (1.41)

aa = 289 dji 286 -

111 24 ea 28

ca.- 22 30

ga ¢ 26

8

Note. Scale points are: 5=Alwayt, 4- Often,

3..Sometimes, 2-Seldom, IsNiver.

***
p 4.001. **p 4.01. *p 4.05.
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Table 7.6

Students' Perceptions of Strategies for Getting tht Right Answer on Laboratory Worksheets

ITEM
/4 1

CLAMS 1

(8.288) (N029)

When I fill out lab
worksheets, I get the
right answers by:

looking them up in the
tex tbodk

remembering them from
class discussion*

2.89 2.62
(1.19) (1.12)

3.36 3.03
(.95) (1.02)

thinking about what I - 3.708
saw during the lab (1.00)
activity

asking the teacher'

looking up in
my notes * **

asking my friends or
lab partners,

4.07
(.80)

2.804 2.64d
(1.10) (1.13)

3.069 3.24

(1.17) (.99)

3.309 3.10
(1.10) (1.01)

TEACHER.

2 3 4 5' 6" _7
(W"29) (M=31) (W.14) (10.25). 33) (8.23)

3.14 2.90 3.00 3.12 2.48 2.61
(1.18) (1.19) A.96) (1.09) (1.18) (1.03)

9.21 3.61' 4.07 3.16 3.27 2.87
(1.01) (.76) (.73) (.69) (.98,) (.87)

3.55 3.65 4.00 3.56 3.82 3.90
(.83) (.84) (.88) (1.19) (1.13) (1.18)

2.62 2.71 2.93 2.88 2.91e 3.00
(.98) (1.10) (.831 (1.20) (1.15) .(1.04)

2.93 2.35 2.79 2.72 3.28e 3.00
(1.00) (1.28) (1.05) (.94) (1.40) (.90)

3.10 3.55 2.64 3.64 2.94e. 3.65
(1.08) (.851 (.93) (1.04) (1.24) (1.031

8 9 10 11
(N.14) (11-28) (10.27) (N.26)

2.96 2.07 3.63 3.40
(1.20) (1.05) (1.15) (1.12) iv.

3.67 3.29 3.30 3.80
(1.13) (.81) (.91). (.96)

3.92 3.61 3.48b 3.79c
(.93) (.99) (.92) (1.18)

2.71

(1.37)

3.33

(1.24)

3.04

(i46)

2.79 2.88f 2.84
(.99) (1.11) (Lip

3.93 3.33, 2.60
(.94) 11.04T (1.19) (

3.36 3.70 3.40

(1.9) (1.14) (1.26)

an 285 en. 32
ba l 25 fi 26
cfi. 2R7

c

18"/

Note. Scale points are: 5-Always, 4=0ften,.Sometimes,
2-Seldom, Plever.

** *p 4.001.
**
P (41. P '.05.
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across the sample and by class appear in rows opposite the
completion phrases. Standard deviations appear in 17entheses
below the means.

Looking at the data in Table 7.4, it appears that "remember-
ing [answers] from class discussion" is the best candidate for
the strategy students consistently use to complete their homework
assignments. It received the highest overall mean rating (3.52),
and variation amongtthe eleven classes was not significant. For
the remaining strategies, variation in emphases between teachers
seems to be the rule. Three strategies show significant varia-
tion ( jp < .01) across classes: looking answers up In the text-
book; Thinking about answers; and looking answers up in my notes.
In,contrast, the data do suggest a commonality in what students
tend to not do while completing their homework assignments: they
do not airtheir friends or the teacher. Given the logistical
difficulties that these last two learning strategies would re-
quire for a hoiework assignment, it is hardly surprising that
they are little used by students. However, the analysis reported
in Chapter Four suggests that students rarely .were assigned true
homework.

,

. .

Table 7.5 displays similar data regarding students' percep-
ns of the strategies -they use to complete worksheets. The

`11 hest rated strategy is "looking them up in the textbook" (M =
3.53; SD = .89). Two' strategies show significant variation OE
< .001) across classes: looking answers up in the textbook; and
looking tlxem up in notes. Two of the remaining strategies are
quite consi ently ranked by students in the eleven classeS: theifstrategy o thinking about" answerscorrect answers appears consis-
tently in t e middle of the range of means, while "asking the.
teacher" generally appears at the bottom of the range, indicating
that it is a. strategy employed relativly rarely. As with the
preceding table, standard deviations are relatively 'large.

.., Jable 7.6 presents data describing students' perceptions of
the strategies they-use to complete laboratory worksheets cor-
rectly. Here the strategy students-report using most frequently
is "thinking about what I saw during lab activity,' (14 = 3.70, SD
= 1,0), while that reported least frequently is 'asking the .

teacher" for the correct answer (M = 2.80, SD mg 1.1). One strat-
egy L looking the answers up in notes -- shows significant
variation (JR < .001) among the classes, being rated most frequent
in the classes of Teachers 8, 9 and 10, aad least frequent in
those of, Teachers 3 and 11. This is latgely consistent with data
in Chapter. Four indicating that Teachers 8 and 10 employed formal
notebook systems while Teachers 3 and 11 did not.

Comparison of Tables 7.4 through 7.6 suggests that students
reported using active cognitive learning strategies more fre-
quently when completing liboratory workiheets than when comple-
ting worksheets assigned as part of seatwork or homework. For
these latter assignments, students tended to report using strate-
gies that demanded less cognitive engagement, such as remembering
them from class discussion .or looking answers up in the textbook

1
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'
or in notes (though reported use of these last strategies variedfrom class to class). For laboratory worksheets, looking up theanswers received-low mean gatings, and thinking about what hadgone on in the lab activity was rated higtly.

.

Perceptions of ScienCe Learning

In the :previous section we, have explored tie strategies
students reported using to .learn science. In this section we.turn to their perceptions of their own thinking and learning, thedifficulty of the. different activity formats, and the, degree ofattention paid during each actfvity

Thinking Carefully About Science'

Table 7.7 presents students' perceptions of..how.carefullYthey think about science using different activity ormxtsAtem43). The Ideas About Science Survey itei appeart atIWIeft.pr.the table. Sample and clats'means are arrayed in rotitOoprosite:'
the completed item stem., .Standard- deviations ap0ear,414.Oaren7theses below the means.

'The overall sample heans suggest stroni'ly that 'students
reported thinking most carefully about'sciencewhOn .theyweretaking ,quizzes or tests. This itea ranked highestAvall
classes. Thinking while engaged in lab activities was perceived
by students to require slightly less thought; thitAt show ff bothby the overall mean rating and the ranking across classes: the
llietem was ranked second in '7 classes. ,An interesting. exception'
ere is that of Teac6ex 4's class,' where thinning dUring lab

activities ranked seventh. In part this is a consequence of thehigh ratings.these studenitS.gatve tetheir thinking Auring quizies.-(M 4.0; SD = 0), d4.ring class recitations (Pr= 3.36; SD =and while listening to the teacher talk about 'science (M = 3.14;SD = .53). (The rotings accord with these students' responses to
the student Class Survey;,, see Chapter Eight.) Finally, students'.
respftses indicate that they think relatively less carefully whenthey are watching movies ,or filmstrips (ranked lowest in 7 class-, es) and listening to .their teacher talk about science (rankbd 6th'in 6 classes).

Although it.is no surprise that audiovisual presentationsare not perceived as mindbenders, it is somewhat surprising that
participation in teacher recitation is not seen as an occasion, of
thought. it may be that students perceive these activities as'
teacher perforaiances where their role is largely passive. Whenthey are called upon to produce an answer; they may feel that if
the answer is not immediately apparent, there will not be enough
time for any careful thought to produce it. As the common wisdom
recounts, *either you know it or you don't."

1%90
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Table 7.7

Students' Pereeptigns of Careful Thought in Different Activity Formats

t

ITEM

111

Al!''.
. CLASSES'

(828.9)...

Maw carefully do lku
think .about. science
when you:

listen to the teacher
talk about science**.

fill out irshrets

do, lab activi ties **

flirt Tab worksheets

2.73

/.78)

i.83

(.68)

2.998

(.74)

1.;:c)1.

watch movies or filmstriO% 2.40b, Geo

answer the teacher's , 2.91.1

questions during class (.83)
dficussion .

',take quizzes or tests 3.661

. (.69)

191
ell

TEACHER

.

(ji 049)

2 '..
(N-29)

3 4

(8=31 (N=14)

6,

(N=25)

6

(N=33)

7

(N=23)

8 9 10.

(No24) (N=30) (N=27)
'11
(81025)

1

2.86 2.46b 2.42 3.14 2.48 2.79 2.48 3.17 2.50 3.04 12.92
(.69)

-
(.64) (.72)* (.53) (.82) t(.741 (.!3) (.56). . (.73) 1.76) (1.04)

3.03 2.83 2.90 3.00 2.12 2:76 2.5 3.13 2.559 2:70 3.04
(.68) 1(.71) (.54) (.68) (.68)' '(.79) (.59) (.45) (.69) (.61) (.73)

3.32b 3.04b 2.94 2.64 3.24 3.00 2.87 3.08 , 2,50 3,07 3.044
A.72) (.69) (.73) (.63) (.60) (.75). (.63) (.65) (.86) (.68) (.81)

3.21 2.86b 2.81 , 2.711 2.56 2.84
e

2.68
f

3.08 2.46b 2.85' 2.79
(.68) (.59) 4.70) A04.821 (..17) (.73 (.65) (.65) (.69) (.82) (.18)

2.44 2.32b 1.971
1.
2.86 2.16 2.64 2.48 2.67 2.36bt 2.33 2.44

(.87) (.86) (.85):. (.86) (.85) (.90) (.79) (.70) (.95) 1(.92) (.92)

7.14 3.00b 3.00 - 3.36' 4 2.68 3.00 2.61 2.87 2.67 2.96k 2.88
(.74) (.86) (.73) (.63) (.95) (.83) (.78) (.80) (.84) (.9?) (.83)

3.72 3.83 3.81 4.00 3.76 3.61 3:43 3.75 3.60 3.48 3.40
(.70) (.38) (.48) (.00) (.66) (.66) (.73). (.53) (.81) (.94) (.91)

an 287 en = .31 In = 30
4

Note. Scale points are: 401erY Carefully, 3=Careful*
bn 28 fi"; = 22. - 288 2=Not Too Carefully, 1 -Not At All Carefully.
dIT gi = ,29 It; = 26

di; z 283 hn %,2R6 1n = 290

***p c.001. **p <.01.' P .05.
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Assessing Learning

Table 7.8 presents datae.in'the same format used in previous
tablese.regarding students' judgments of the amount of learning
they perceived to'occur in different activities (item 44). When
asked to indicate how much they learned in different 'classroom
activities, students were consistent in' rating "taking quizzes or
tests" at the activity most associated with learning. *This
activitity received the...highest mein rating across the sample,
ranking first or second-in 9 o#' the 11 claises, and showing
nonsignificant Yariation-among classes (2 = .25). "Listening to'
the teacher talk about science,".and "doi-hg lab activities" also
received high ratings, though the second of these showed signifi-
cant variation (2- .01) among classes Filling out `laboratory
and worksheets also showed variation among classes

.001 and k < .01 respectively). Watching movies or filmstrips .

tended to receive )ow ratings. Responses to the previous item *,
indicated that students perceived themselves to think most care-

. fully about science when taking tests or quizzes, and their
responses to this item suggest that it is at just this time when
students perceive themselv.es'ast learning the. most.

Perceived Difficulty
10 (..

Table 7.9 presents the judgments stdden4 mad
culty they attributed to eachof the different acad
ties (item 45).. For the sample as a whole, quizzes
were judged most difficult by far, receiving a mean
3.63 (SD = 1.08). The activity next in rated diffi
things we read in science" (N = 2.99, SD m .86), w
and movies were the easiest (N s 1.99, SD a .96).) Despite their
high average score, quizzes and tests showed significant varia-
tion across classes (a, 1.001), due primarily to the responses to
this item of the studenits in Teacher 5's class. While students
in the ten other classes reported that quizzes and tests were .4,

most difficult, Teacher S's students placed this' item 'fifth in
difficulty: harder only than the movies they saw. It inWrd be
pointed out that these students rated all the activities as
relatively easy: the highest average rating -- given to lab
activities was 2.76. It.is not obvious why his students
,should find their tests unusually easy; like other students they
reported that testa were the most important factor determining
their grades, and ssothe perceived ease cannot stem from. a per-
ceived.lack of importance.

of the diffi-
ic activi-
nd tests
ating of
ly was "the

le filmstrips

Teacher 5's students aside, the general pattern of response
to the4e items was to report quizzes and tests as most difficult,
films and movies least difficult, with reading, worksheets and
labs placed between, most frequently-rated "just right.'

b
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Table 7.8

Students',Pirceptionvoi the Amount of AssoCiited with Different Activities

!Tilt

Now much do you
learn when you are:

listening to the teacher
talk about science

filling out worksheets*

doing lab activities**

Ch

filling out lfb

194

.worksheets *w

watching movies or
filmstrips*

taking quizzes or tests

ALL
CLASSES
(1290)

1

(029)

.

2.

(079).
3

(N31)

.

4

(8.14)

5

(825)'

TEACHER.

6.

(33)
7

(23)
8

(N -24)

4" 10

(30) (027)
11

(251,

3.02 3.31 2.97 2.84 3.36 2.72 3.09 248 3.42 2.90 3.30 3.00

(.86) (.85) (.82) (.90) (.63) (.79) (.80) (.85) (.72) (.88) (.72) (1.04)

,

2.774 3.21 2.72 2.94 2.79 2.68 2.91 2.61 '2.83. 2.20 2.63' 2.88

(.76) (:73) (.65) (.81) (.80) (.85) (.72) (.78) (.76) (.69) (.56) (.73)

3.09a 1.65 3.00 2.94 3.14 3.16 3.06- 3.13. 3.29 2.59b 3.22 2.96

(.77) (.57) (.76) (.85) (.77) (..75) (.86) (.92) (.62) (.73) (.70) (.81)

2.78c X31 -2.854 2.48 2.79 2.67e 2.76 2.57 3.04 2.37f 2.93 2.

(.79) 1.66) (.78) (.85) (.58) (.96) (.79) (.73) (.62) (.79) (.62) (.73

2.809 3.10 2.57n 2.29 3.00 2.76 3.27 2.65 2.88 2.67 2.89 2.79e

(.88) (.62) (.88) (.94) (.88) (.88) (.76) (.88) (.90) (.84) (.93) (.78)

3.17a 3.52 3.46h 3.32 2.93 3.20 3.24 2.74 3.11 2.83 3.33 2.88

(.99) (.83) (.92) (.91) (1.00) (.91) (1.00) (1.05) (1.00) (1.18) (.96) (.93)

11INV

aa 289 ea 24 Note. Scale points are: 4u1 Learn A Lot, 344 Learn Some,

b it 21 f 27 21 Learn A Little, and 11 Learn Nothing.

c * 283 Iwo, 288

di 26 it. ° 28
***P <.001. **p (.01. ,1)



Table 7.9

Students' Perceptions of the Difficulty of Different Activities

.

ITEM
ALL

CLASSES
(N*290)

1

(1124
2

(N29)
3

(N31)
4 ,

(N -14)

5

(825)

TEACHER

6

(8.633)

7

(823)
. 8
(11a24)

9
(80,30)

10
(1127)

i1
(11a25)

,

In this sciilwar
class:

the things we read 2.991 3.03 3.48 2.74 3.14 2.68 2.78b 3.13 2.83 3.17 3.07 2.88 1*.

about science are: (.86) (.73) (.83) (.73). (.77) (.69) 1.87) (.92) (.87) (.91) 4:73) (1.09)

the workshrts we fill 2.92 3,03 3.294 2.55 3.64 2.68 2.94 3.22 2.79 2.81 2.67 2.87.
vf

out are: (.84) (.68) (.85) (.72) (.50) (.80) (.84) (1.00) (.59) (.96) (.88) (.85)

the lab activities'ilie 2.82c 3.14 2.93 2.94 '1.14 2.76 2.63b 2.83 2.62 2.866 2.85 2.489

do are: (.87) (.83) (.94) (.81) (.66) (.83) (.98) (.65) (.71) (.99) (.79)

d

¶.07)
d

the lob worksheets 2.90 3.07 3.14 /91k 3.36 2.64 2.82 3.17 2.67 3.00 2,67 2.619

we fill out are: (.95) (.80) (1.08) (.89) (.74) (1.04) (1-.10) (1.03). (.64) (.82) (:92) (1.08)

( the movies and filmstrips 1.99 2.10. 2.22
c

1.55 2.36 2.00
/
2.03

b
2.17 2.21 '1.72 1.81

k
2.051

we watch are: (.96) (.77) (1.05) (.67) (.74) (1.04) (.86) (1.27) (.78) (1.07) (.98) (,90)

the quizzes and tests
we take are****

3.63
m

(1.08)

3.48
(.87)

4.07
(1.03)

3.48
1(.77)

4.50
(.65)

2.36
(1.15)

3.70
(1.10)

3.78
(.85)

3.701r

(1.02)

4.13
('.94)

3.81
k

(1.02)

3.21f
(1.02)

1.1

../,...11110

as 289
Dam 32

c 284
a 28

e 27

fi a 24

ga 23

ha a/ 30
116. 282

Ai " 29
k 26
a.
la. a 22
%L 287

Na. Scale points are: S -Very Hard, j -Hard, 34st Right,

2Easy, and 1Very Easy.j
alk*

p 4001. 'gyp .p (.05.
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Interest of the ActivIties
0

Students also rated the degree of interest of each, of the
class activities and an additional horn of instruction: "answer-7
ing the teacher's questions during class discussion '(item
.Table 7.10 shows the summary' statistics on their fesponses.to
these, questions. Looking first at the mean rating.s for the Whole,:
sample; it can beseen that lab activities were rated the most
inteeesting (M 2.70; Sir = 1.05), while the least interesting
activities were the 'filling out of worksheets (M = 2.70;
SD = .92) and lab iwomjcsheets (M = 2.79; SD = .94). Howevcr, foUr
alternatives showed highly'significant variation across the clas-
ses: listening to the ,teacher talk about science (R. 4, .04;
fUling (pit both worksheets and lab worksheets (p < .001),r and
watching movies and filmstrips OE <, .01).

't
Tdacher 4.re4ived the highest ratings on the item concern -

(ng listening to the leacher (M = 3.86; SD ='.66).. All.students
in this teacher's class rated her $010 or better. Teacher 7 -

, received the lowest ratingi on this item (M ='2.26; SD = .96).
We shall see later, in Chapter 8, when we report the results of. 1-/

the Student Class Survey, that Teacher .4 Aid tndied use a chal-
. lengiilg and engaging approach to recitation, introducing material

at a rapid rate, and expecting students to assimilate it. Teache
7, in contras& employed mainly routine and low-level activities
that lost students' attention and interest.

*Another interesting result is that in three classes (those
of Teltchers 4, 6 and 9) the highest ratings of interests were 1

giVen to the watching of filmstrips and movies. This activity .

received the second highest overall ranking (M = 3.30; SD =
1.24), 4espite the fact that, as mentioned above, students fre-
,quently reported that they found this activity,very easy and asl
requiring yittle careful thought. It seems that an easy activity
is as likeky to be found interesting as a more difficplt one.

ThereAs reason for concern because of the low level of
interest students reported for the completion of worksheets, both
regurar.and those that were part of their laboratory assignments.
The labs themselves: were rated as interesting. or 'very inter
estine by 60 percent of students, while only 19 percent gave
comparable ratings to lab worksheets. Again, the results in
Chapter Four regarding the cognitive level and'ret'ponse formal' of
worksheets suggests why students were disenchanted.

PerCeptions of Attention
4

Table 7.11 presents data on the students' perceptions of the
amount of attention paid to each of the academic acts ties. (item

The stem to these items was as follows: "In this class,
About haw many students pay attention the whole time when
they . . .,4 and the rating scale points were (5 verybody, (4)
almost everybody, (3) about -half, (2) almost nobod and (1)
nobody.
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ITEM
AL

0 CLAS S
(9

. .1.. .
rt

-
Tatkle 7.10. .

eptions of 00 Deijiele of Interest As'ociatid wtth "Different Activities

.
.

a

0 TEACHER

(N029) (N 29) (N31) (8u14) (N2S4 )1..33) (1i23) (8..24) (830) (82.27) (9.2S)

1 2 . 3' 4, S. -~ 6 7 8 9 10 11

l

How interesting are the
followingclass activities:

listening to the teacher
talk about science*w

filling out worksheets***

doing lab activities

'filling.out'la" h

worksheets*

.ws Mom makes or

1

.

*f *stria.

ke ring the teacher's'
questions f class
discussion

2.98
(1.11)

2.70
a

(.92)''

3
d

(1.05)

2.79
d

(.94)

3.30
d

.

(1.24)

r
2.93

"t 1. 111

taking quizzes' or tests* 2.87

(1.25)

3.28
(1.03)

3.03
(.91)

4.10
. (.90)

3.10

(.77)

340
(1.11)

'3.31

(.97)

2.76. 2.64
(106E (.95)

2.65 2.68 2.77b
(.86) (.75) (.44)

a
3.86 3.45 .. 3.93

(1.04) (.96) (1.00)

2,93
e

2:77 2:93 2.80. 2.94 2.48
(L05) (.80) (.47) (.87) (1.06) (.79)

Ji

3.86 3.00 3.30 1:26 3.25
(.66) (.96) (1.24) .(.96) (.14)

2.68 t861. I 2.39 3..25
(.05) (.86) (.94) (.74)

3.76 3.54f 3.8
(.91) (1.26) (2:10) (.741

a
2.57 2.77 4:15 2.72 3.88 1.43 3.29
(1.14) (.96) (.90) (1.21) (1.14) (1.20) (1.30)

3,07
e

3.90 3.43 2.56
(1.41) 40(.87) (1.16) (1.00)

1. e . .

i.17 2.97 2.94 3.29
(1.07) (4.38) (1.18) (1.27)

2.43 3.16 3.24
(.11i (L.18) (1.30)

1.96c 2.63 , 3.20
(.86) (.84) (1.15)

3.21c 3.63 3.299
(1.15) (1.04) (1.20

3.08 1.93.
e
-p.81

h
2.96

(.93) (.72) (.86) (1.17)

3.$53 3.62 3.049
(1.31) (1.17) (1.27)

3.00. 2.48 2.92 2.33 3.37 3.089
(1.25) (.99) (.93) -(.99);(1.33) (1.14)

3.164 ?.76 2.30 2.54 2.17 3.26 3.20
(.94) (1:15) (1.040 (1.22) (1.34) (1.32) (1.35)

r

A k

aft 288
bn: 13R 9
da 286

28
22
24'

27
im

'

Note. Scale points are: 5Very Interesting, 4-Interilsting,,308,
2uNot Interesting, and leNot at all Interesting.

*** *4
p (.001. P (.01. P "S°

9 S

a
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'Table 7.11

Students' Perceptions oftthe Attention Paid to Offferent Activities

ITEM

J

ALL .

CLASSES
(8.490)

.0

1

N29)

r

In this clais4tabout ham many students
ay attention the whole time when they:

listen to the teacher
. talk about sclunce?

4'
,fill out worksheets?*

do lab ictivities?

fill out lab
worksheets?

watch soviet or
filmstrips?

participate in class
discussions?*

take quizzes or tests?

ti

3.40
(.87)

TEACHER

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

(N*29) (2=31) (N*14) (N*25) (N*33) (N*23 (024) (WO N*27) (N*25)

3.90 3.31
(.67) (.93)

3.52c .3.96 3:2I

(.81) (.63) (.90)

3.87" 4.07 ' 3.72

(.891 (.59) (.92)

3.51
e

3.96 3.24

(.96) (.57) (1.02)

3.34J
1.15)

3.310

(.9?)

4.43p

3.83 3.074

(.97) (1.18)

3.69 3.22
(.85) (1.011

4.55 4.184

(.96) (.78) (1.22)

3.19 3.71
(.911 .(.61)

3.74 3.64

(.81) (.74)

3.97 3.57
(.87) J.76)

3.50
k

3.36
(.90) (.74)

2.81 3.15

(1.11) (.99)

3.35 3.50'

(.951 (.85)

4.64 4.29

(.61) (1.14)

3.60 3.37b 3.00c 3.25 3.2 .56 3.20

(.91) (49) (.8Z) (.74) (.80) (.86) (1.10)

3.44 3.23t

(.77) (.56)

4.36 3.07
b

(.76) (..98)

3.19
9

3.67

(.87) (.87)

3.59 4.00

(.91) (.83)

3.40 3.42
f

3.201 3.92

(1.00) (1.03) (.83) (.93)

3.54h .59 3.461

1(.5e) (.84) (.98)

3.85h 3.73
h

3.60
(.07)' (.96) (1.19)

3.3011 3.67 3.56

(.91).(1.04) (1.10).

e ,

3.32 3.69
c

3.36
c

3.21 3.36
d
r 3.67 3.A 121

(.94) (1.09) (1.22) (1.28) (1:13) (1.23) (1;23)

3.32 3.59
b

2.82
c

3.25 2,73h 3.69 3.20

(.99) (.95) (1.01) (.99) (.83). (.891 (1.12)

4.52 4.31
b

4.14
c

4.6t 4.29
d

4.78 4.24

(.87) (1.03) (1.28)' (.64) (.85) (.51) (1.30)

1

on.* 286 fa* 24
Oa 32 3g a 283
ca 22' ka * 30

da 28'. la " 20
281 ma 27

fa 31 na 13

ga - 21 oa 282

ha 26 pa 285

Note. Scale points are: 5Evoryono, 4Almost Everyooe, 3Abost Ralf,
2-Almost Nobody, and 1- Nobody.

***p <.001. r"p (.01. *p
(.05.
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Not surprisingly, there was overall consens that attention
was greatest during quizzes and tests (M m 4.4 ID != :96). This
item was rated highest in each of the eleven asses, afid, over
all, 84 percent of students reported that "everyone" or ".almost
everyone" paid attentiop,during these activities.,

Disturbingly, the activity which received the lowest ratings
of attention was participation in 'class discussions (M. = 3.31; SD
= .98). Twenty-one perdent of the students reported that 'no-
body" or "almost nobody' paid attention during this activity. -

The students in'Teacher 9's class 'gave thc lowest average rating.
to this item (M = 2.73; SD = .83);, 13' of these students (50
percent of the class) reported that "almost nobody" paid atten-tion, * . , O

Labs received the second highest overall mean score (M =
3.87; SD 2. .89), and they ranked second in each of'the classes
except that of Teacher 4. We noted earlier that Teacher 4. was
noteable for the quality of her recitations and, indeed, the
students placedr listening to the teacher ai the second most
interesting activity (M = 3.71; SD = .61).

Receiving A Grade

In the next section we turn from students' perceptions of
their classroom. academic activities to consider their perceptions
of teachers' classroom grading systems. We first discuss their
conceptions of the relativeAmphasis gilen by teachers to.differ-
ent classroom activities when calculating a grade, and then look
within the activities to examine what criteria teachers are
perceived to use in assigning grades.

. Contribution of Classroom Activities to Grade

Table 7.12 presents students' responses to the question,
'What counts toward your grade in 'science?" (item 42). The,
completed item stem appears at the left of,the table and sample
and class means are Misted in rows. Standard_ deviations appear
in parentheses. The most striting result is that students over-"
whelmingly perceived that their performan6e on qdizzes and tests
contributed strongly to the grade they received in science. In
every class, this activity was consistently highest in Its
ratings among the six options, with the lowest mean rating being
3.44 (Teacher 11) and the highest being 4.00 (Teacher 9). This
finding is what one might expect given the results in Chapter
Four indicating that exams Otee were the only tasks that
teachers graded for accuracy, thus providing the main basis for
individual grades.

It is worth noting, however, that the rating for quizzes and
tests showed significant variation (p < .001) across classes.
This".was a consequence primarily pf k certain number of students

7.2i
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ITEM

What 'counts toward your
grade in science?

filling out worksheets**.

doim9elab activities **

filling out lth
4

worksheets*N3

watching movies or
filmstrips***

answering the teacher 's
questions during class
discussion*

taking quizzes and tea!

Table 7.12

Students' Perceptions of Contributions of Class5pom Attivities4t Grade

ALL
CLASSES
(8490)

1

(8=29)

.2
(N=29)

'3

(N=31)

4 .

(N=144

TEACHER

'S 6

(N=25) (N=33)

7
(N.23)

8

(N=24)
.

.

9.

(11.30)

10

(N.27)

11

(N.25)

-r

6
It

2.90 3.28 2.79 3.32 2.71 2.80 .2.91 2.79 2.67 2,67 2.78 3.04

(.79) .70) (.94) (.70) (.99) (.82) 4.72) (.80) (.56) (:66) (.64) (.91)

2.960 3.62 3.00 2.01 2.79 .2.67c 2.91 3.13 2.96 2.83 3.26 '2.68

(.19) (.49) (.61) (.95) (.80) (.87) (.77) (.879 (.62) (.65) (.66)' (.80)

2.98 3.52 3.00 3.16 2.79 . 2.83c 2.85 2.91 2.79 2.70. 3.11 2.83c

'(.76) (.57) -(.76) (.69) (.80)- .82) (.91) (.85) (.59) (.69) (.64) (.76)

1.87d 2.38 2.14h 1.33e 2.14 1.96 1.70 2.09 1.75 1.62i' 1.67' 2.08c

(.91) (.78) (.43) (.61) (.86) (1.06) (.98) (.90) (.74) (.62). (.96) (1.02),

2.119 2.25h 2.17 1.81 1.86 1.79c 1.97h 1.65 2.13 2.66f. 2.26' 2.54
c

(1.04) (1.11) (1.04) (.98) (.86) (.88) (1.12) (.83) (.80) (1.11) (1.20) (.98)

.

3.94d 3.97 3.90 3.84 3.79 3.88c 3.94n 3.48. 3.96 4.00f 3.89 3.44

(.52) (.19) (.19) (.58) (.80) (.45) (.35) (.73) (.20) (.00) (.58) (.82)

201 a= 288 e= 30
ba = 2R . II/a
c 24

= 286
28S

r 32

4011. Scale points are: 4- Counts A Lot, 3- Counts Some,

2 -Counts A Little, 10oesn't Count At All.

**
*
p (.001.

**
p c.01. *p (.05.
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'in- the classes of both' Teacher 7 and Teacher 11 rating the
, importance or quiz-taking for their grade lower than was theinorm.;' °Oral], 90 persent of the students gave the taking ofquizzes and tests a rating of 4 ("counts a lot"). In Teacher Pesclass, .9 iludents (39 percen,t) rated it 3 ("counts some"), 'whilein lieracher, 11's class 4 students (16 percent) rated this item 3,, .

and 5stUdents (20 percent) rated it 2 (*.counts a little).
2 Chapter light Indicates that Teactier 11 assigned her studentslargiLamounts Of seatwork and Chapter Four indicates that shealso was unusual for grading the accuracy of all tasks. Thus, itseems likely that, worksheets were at least as important at testsand quizZes for the determination of grades in this class."FiPl i i ng. out, worksheets" was indeed rated 'counts a lot' by 8 ofIfeaeher 11's' students (32 percent), and received a mean rating of3.00. .

.Table .7.12 indicates that all the remaining alternatives...gipowedssignIficant variation among classes (with the possible
-of ..-"answering the teacher's questions during class"...diScuSsion," where the significance of the variation is border-It'seems that, at least as the students viewed 'it,ache's differed 'greatly in the relative importance they attaci-. to' Various classroom- activities, for the purpOse of assigningdes.. 'At-0e /Salle time, however, 'quizzes and tests generallypped the liit1/4-of impbrtance. For these 'students,. it appearstbat.test-s.'were. what counted. Thinking of the resource /task'''estihction made earlier in this report, it might be suggested'stueentsr eyes, all classroom activjties were but.resour7c-es for 'the 'tests they eventually had to.complete.

.
,

Grading 'Cri teri a
..

.
k Tables 7:13' '7.14, and 7.15 display students' rOponses toi teals asking about the relative importance of being Meat, havingthe_right answers., turning completed -work In on time, or thinkingcarefully about what one is learning on grades for, homework (item51), class worksheets (item 52) and laboratory worksheets (item.53), respectively. Results are reported in the same /format usedin previous tables.

For both homework and worksheets:, .studekts generally per-
.

. ceiyed having the "right answers as being the central criterionfor their grade. Considering' homework, this-response has thehighest overall mean (3.60), and the highest mean in 8 of theclasses. Sixty-five percent of the entire- sample rated thisresponse "Very important." Considering worksheets, the overallmean was again highest (3.54), and the mean for tills response washighest in 7 of the classes. Sixty percent of the sample ratedit' "very .important."-

There is significant variation (2. < .01) among classes onthe importance for housework of neatness and of turning it ontime, and on the timeliness of worksheets, suggesting two further..mints. `first, students in some classes appeared to consider

7.23
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4 ITEM

On hoMewnrk, how
impottant is it:

to be neat***

to have,the
right answers

to turn it_in
r.) on time

to think carefully
about what yoLare
learning* tai

Table 7.13

.Students° Perceptions of Grading Criteria for Homework

A

n e

.

I

ALL
CLASSES 1

.

2
-

t 3 4
,

5

TEACHER

.6

4

7 8 9 10 II
(6-287) '(1/9) (11-29) (11 -31) (11-14) (11-25) (11-31) (11-23) (11-24)

,,
(11-29) (11-27) (11-25).

. t

2.83a 3.24 3.21 1,39 2.93 2.68 3.00 2.83 2.42 2.52 2,73b 2."71c
1(.79) (.58) (.82) (.72) (.83) (.75) (.58) (.09) . (.95) (.62)

3.60 3.69 3.66 3.68 1.93 3.40 3.65 3:61 3-.54 3,48 3.63 3.44'
(.60) (.54) (.72) (.48) (.27) (.71) (.55). (.78) (.66) (.5?) (.58) (451)

d J
3;54 3.93. 3.62 3.654 3.93 3.36 . 3.52 3.43 3.63 , 3.24 3.41 3,33c
'(.64) ( .26) ( .68) ( .49) ( .27) ( .70) ( .S7) (.73) ( .58) ( .64) (.69) (.42

3.32 3.55 3.34 3.29 *3.71 3.04 3.45 2.87 3.26 3.14 3.67 3.25c
(.74) (.51) (.72) (.69) (.47) (.84) (.77) (.87) (.68) (.88) (.55) (.68)

an 286
NI = 26
cii* 24
V* 286

. Note. Scale points are: 4 -Very Important, 3- Important,
2141ot Very 'important; -1-Not At All Important.

p t.001. c.01. *p c.05.
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Table 7.14

Students' Perceptions of Grading Criteria for Worksheets

4

...4

VI

mt.

44

a.

ITEM
ALL

CLASSES
(N.285)

1

(Nilo
2

(14-29)

we

3

(WI)
4

(14 es14)

5

(14 -25)

TEACHER

. 6
(8=31)

7

(14 -22)

On worksheeti,,
how important is it

to be neat

to have the
right answer

i-

to turn It n
on time**

i

to think carefully

shout what you. are
learning*

2.86

(.79)

3.54
a

(.63)

3.45
d

(.69)

a
3.24

(.78)

3.10
(.72)

3.61
b

(.50)
.

3.76

(.51)

3.48
(.60)

3.24

(.79)

3.62

(.73)

3.52
(.74)

3.21
(.86)

2.42
(.761

3.65
(.49)

3.65
(.49)

3.23
(.62)

3.00
(.68)

3.86
(.36)

3.93
(.27)

3.64e
(.50)

2.72
(.84)

3.25
c

(.74)

3.12

(.83)

2.92
c

(.93)

,

3.00
(.58)

3.61
(.56)

3.45

(.57)

3.39

(.72)

2.95
(.90)

3.64
(.73)

3.55
(.74)

.

2.91

(.81)

8' 9
(14 -24) (14-28)

2.79 2.79
.(.72) (.83)

.3.58 413.36,
(.65). (.62)

3.63 3.11
e

(.58) (.64)

3.21 3.19
e

(.78) (.791

4

an - 282 dn u 283 Note. Scale points are: 4-Very Important, 30Important,bii is 28 ert 0 27 2-Not Very Important, i -Not At All Important.
cll. M.

I

I

*

#

10
(14 -27)

11

(8/25)

_

' 2;78
(.85)

3.52
(.58)

3.27
f

(.67).

3.65
f

(.63)

2.68'

(.75)

3.38c
(.71)

3412
(.93)

2.92
(.86)

is 24 * 26

t***p .001. **p <.01. *p < .05.



Table 7.15

Students' Perceptions of Grading Criteria for Laboratory Worksheets.

.kk 4 1

ITEM
.

ALL

CL

( 284)
1

(N -29)

-2

(N=29)

-

3

(N=3I)

On lab worksheets, .
how important is it

to fie neat 2.92 3.14 3.28 2.55
(.80) (.69)-' (.80) (.77)

to do the experiment 3.53
a

3.69 3.69 3.48
right* (.65) (.47) (.71) (.68)

c
4to write down the 3.46 3.62 3.54 3.68

Ch right answers (.67) (.56) (.79) (.48)

to turn it in on 3.44
f

3.62 3.52 3.65
time (.66) (.49) (.78) (.49)

to think carefully 3.30
c

3,55 3.24 3.29
about what you are
learning*

(.74)

I

(.57) (.84) (.69)

I

4

(11=14)

3.07
(.62)

3.86
(.36)

3.86
(.36)

13.86

(.36)

3.64
(.50)

5

(6=25)

TEACHER

6

(N=3I)

1

*7-
'

7

(11=22)

8 '.
(N=24)

9
(N=28)

10

(N=27)

11

(N=25)

2.80 3.00 2.95 2.79 2.70h 3.00 . 2.84
(.96') (.58) (.90) (.72) (.87) (.88) (.75)

3.2 9
b

3.45 3.59 3.79 3.33h 3.56 3.28
(.69) (.62) (.73) (.41) (.68) (.51) ,(.84)

3.08b 3.464 3.45 3.63 3.42
e

3.30 3.32
(.93) (.51) (.74) (.58) (.58) (.78) (.69).

,"3.04b 3.45 3.45 3.54 3.33h 3.35
4

3.16
(.75) (.57) (.74) (.66) (.62) (q56) (.85)

3.06
b

3.27g 2.95 3,29 3.30h 3.63 , 3.00
(.91) (.78) (.72) (.62) (.67) (.56) (.83)

an I= 263 . en = 26
b71. . 24 pn = 262

281 30

28 tow- 27

208

Note. Seale points are:* 4-Very Important, 3=Important,
2=Not Very Important, I-Not At All Important.

4.

***P (.001. p <.01. *p <.05.
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(

turning work in on time to be more important than completing itcorrectly. Means indicating the importance of turning homeworkin on time were higher than they were for getting all the answersright in the classes of Teachers 1 and 8, and they were ratedequally importaqt in the class of Teacher 4. Timeliness wet .rated more important than correctness for class worksheets in theclas'ses.of Teachers 1, 4 and 8. Thus, in the classes of Teachers1 and 8,.students-perceived being on time More important thangetting the right answers for both homeiork and worksheets.Second, the mean rating that sTraints in the class of Teacher 10gave to the item *thinking carefully about what yOu are learning*
was particularly high, .for both homework and worksheets. .Nine- .teen students (70 percent) rated this "very important" for home-work, and an equal number rated it "very important" for work-,sheets. While"this difference .may be attributable to chance, ite4kdoes suggest an interesting, avenue for future exploration.

Table 7.15 focuses on students' perceptions of lab work-sheets, and presents a somewhat different story to students...,
perseptiont of their homework and worksheets. Students tended toreport that doing the experiment right was more important than.any of the other alternatives. The. overall lean rating of thisitem (3.53) was the highest, 'and' its mean rating was the highestin 5 of the 11 'classes. Once again the students in teacher 10'sclass rated "thinking carefully about what you are learning" asthe most `important aspect of completing a laboratory worksheet.
Turning the work in on time was the only item to show strongly
significant variation (2. < 41) among cla$ses.

While having the right answer, or doing the experiment
right, was generally placed highest in importance of the grading
crteria, it is noteworthy, that procedural and management concerns-- turning work in on time and being neat --Also received highratings. In some classes these management concerns were givenhigher average ratings than correctness and accuracy. We areleft with the somewhat disturbing picture that students considertheir teachers to give greatest weight to test grades relative toother, academic activities and that, when these activities aretaken into account, their.timeliness and neatness are often seen asbeing-as important as the quality of work. 'This is consistentwith the Chapter Four findings that teachers often evaluated
tasks other than tests only on the basis of completion or failedto grade them at all. Indeed, it is almost 'surprising that
students perceived the correctness of worksheets and homework tobe as important as they did.

P

Understanding Science vs ..Getting the Right Answers

Table 7.16 pre is students' level of agreement with thestatement "really nderstanding scfence is more important thangetting the answer right" (item 55). As we are not makingcomparisons betwee alternative formulations of the same item,the definition of the scale points is crucial to understanding

7.27
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: table 7.16

Students' Perceptions of the Importance of Really Understanding Science

Versus Getting the Answers Right
1

ITEM

TEACHER .

ALL , ..

CLASSES 1

(066) (N*29)

really understanding
science is more Im-
portant than getting
the answers right

1.48a 3.83
(1.19) (1.14)

2 3 4 5
----.
6 , 7 8 /- 9 10 11

(N*29) (031) (N-14) (N "25) (N*32) (N22) (N-241 (.N*28) (N*27) (N*25)

116

.3.41 3.45 3.50 3.52 3.44 3.23 3.53 3.59b 3.37 3.24
(1.09) (1.21) (1.51) (1.08) (1.19) (1.11) (1.28) (A6.08) (1.45). (1.16)

na an 285
co

uN * 27

211

Note. Scale points are: 54trongly Agree. 4mAgree, 3=6 Opinion,
2*DiSagree, 1*Strongly Disagree.
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students' responses. The item was presented with a five point
response continuum: (5) Strongly Agree, (4) Agree, (3) No
opinion, (2). Disagree, and (.1) Strongly Disagree. The mean
response for the sample as a whole was 3.48 (SD=1.19), ranging
acebss classes from 3.24 to 3.83.. Standar'd deviatiOns ranged

. .from 1.08 to 1.78. This item showed no significant variation
across classes (E. .67).

Although this seems to be a somewhat controversial.state-.
went, with studentlopinion spanning the range from strong disag-
reement to strong agreement, more 4tudents Agreed than disagreed
with the Item: 55 percent of the sample noted they either. agreed
(33.3 percent) or strongly agreed (21.4 percent) with the state-
ment. Some students, however, perceived 'that right-answers were
the currency of classrooms: 20 percent of the sample expressed
disagreement with the item. Unfortunately, at the time the PASS
was written, we did not anticipate the possibility, indicated in
ChapteriFour, that neither higher-order understanding or accuracy
of answers necessaiTTYWivailed in the accountability systems of.
the classrooms. Thus, this item may have posed students with a
confusing polarity.

Summary and Conclusions

The most salient findings to ,emerge in this chapter concern
the role that quizzes and tests played in students' perceptions
of their science classes. Students reported quizzes and tests as
being the activities where they thought most carefully about -

science, and to which they paid the most attention. Surprising-
ly, the students also reported, in the main, that they learned

. the most while taking quizzes and tests, although they also
perceived learning a lot about science while completing labs,
relative to worksheets and audio- visual presentations. They also
regarded lab activities as the most interesting..

The data, are .distressing when seen' in conjunction with
Chapter Fo is analysis ,of academic tasks. We described there
the low le 0 of task difficulty most classrtom tests actually
manifested; yet students saw them as difficuTte.. There is -no
evidence that tests were in reality any harder than other aca-
demic activities -- all were..of low complexity and, if anything,
the tests appeared to have been slightly easier than the work-
sheets.

We interpret the perCeived link on students'. part between
tests and learning as an indication of the power of an assessment
tool, especially when teachers make that tool the focus of their
accountability-system. Thus, clasps testing may generate a re-
stricted definition of learning for students, -- i.e. they may
perceive that they have "learned something" only if that learning
is to be demonstrated by test performance. Given the low level,
of tests that students were required to cOmplete, students prob-
ably found themselves repeatedly engaged in relatively superfi-

.
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cfal leatning, which they mayhave come to take as the kind of
thinking required for the discipline of life science.

It was possible to identify differences among the eleven
classes in students' responses to the Ideas About Science Survey,
and these differences frequently fit other data sources on the
teachers, from both observational instruments and other
perception instruments. For example, in Chapter Three we
reported on teachers' use of the scientific literacy components;
students' ratings here on their teachers,' use of these components
were in `general' accord, though they tended to overestimate the
amount of use of the relating component.

The dita from he IASS,are also in .general accord with data
we shall report in Chapter Eight on students' ratings of the
interest, difficulty, attention and learning associated with a
specific day't-tactivities, and An Chapter Nine on target student
interviews concerning academic activities. This agreement will
be discussed further in the concluding portion of` Chapter Nine;
it suggests the presence of convergent validity to these various
meavures of classroom activity and teacher behavior.

k

A

0
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CHAPTER EIGHT

STUDENT CLASS SURVEY RESULTS AND
THEIR RELATION TO CLASS ACTIVI1ES AND TASKS

ir
In this chapter we shall describe the results of the Student,

Class -Survey. The Studekt Class Survey is a self-report measure
ot students' .perceptions of their xlass on a specific day duting
each topic interval. In this chapter we shall examine tour
aspects of these self-repor he difficulty- and interest of the
day's activities, and the 'of attention and thinking they
required. We shall examine these aspects* relate to observed
features of classes, drawing on the narrative descripticins obser-
iers made of the classes.

Our aim in this chapter is to uncover links between class
activities and*student perceptions bt them. We use the term
"activity" 'to refer to any distinct' segment of time characterized
by a particular goal.and`structure of social interaction. Thus,
an activity either cao be academic or non-acadelic (e.g., a
procedural segment such as roll call). Atademic work is divided
into tasks and resource use. The former entail students complet-
ing tangible work products (see Chapter 1); the litter are aca-
demic segments where students produce no product, but where they
are gaining skills or knowledge which might be called upon in
future tasks (e.g., a teacher s recitaVion on cell structure may
prepare students for, their unit exam)

Our rationale for undertaking an examination of the link
between student perceptions and class activities and tasks is
two-fold. First, there is a scarcity .ot research on early ado-
lescents' perceptions of the tasks assigned them in science
classes. A descriptive analysis cuts fresh turf here. Wein-
stein (19b2) notes that research on instructional behavior has
until recently focussed narrowly on the relationship between
teaching behaviors and measures ofstwdent learning.' The role ot.
student behaviors and perceptions as intervening variable has
only recently been appreciated, (e.g., Stayrook, Corno & W nne
1978; Winne and Marx, 1980). Those tew studies which hav exam-
ined the role of student perceptions suggest, however, t at they
are of central importance. A meta-analysis by Haertel, Walberg
and Haertel (1979) found that perception 0,classroom environment
accounted for more variance in learning outomes than did ability.
Gains in learning were associated with perceptions. ot satisfac-
tion, task difficulty, gbal direction and organization, among
others.

The second rationale for examining students' pyrceptions and
self-report of their academic tasks is that we would like at
least a partial understanding of the various connections between
activity fatuity academic task, student perception and attitude,
and cognitive and affective outcome. At this juncture, we can
begin to deicribe only some 'of these linkages, with constraints
imposed _by the nature ot our data. The Student Class Survey
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(SCS) is a selt-report instrument, given on -a particdlar 'day
during each topic. Like any measure which relits on subjects'
selt-report, ,it is prone to subjective distortions, and in tine
long ter ia should be supplemented with obiervationcl data. Since
it was aaministered on a single day, it cannot be to 'fn as repre-
sentative-ot the topic as a Whole, let alone the entire school
year, though student outcome-obviously is the coqseu nce of a
year's schooling. Consequently, it would be potentia ly mis-
leading to use they Student Class.Survey.results as .in ervehng
variables in any statistical assessment of the relati unship
between background variables (such as ability) and out ome
iables (such as lite science achievement).

Despite thyse.cautions,, the SCS scores can serve inform
us about the way students Wceive and respond to dite ent types
.ot academt.cwork. It should be pdssible .to draw inferen es about
the particular kinds of activities MOSt likely to result iq an
increase in students'ftotivation-cwilds and learning in ite
science, and this is the tocus otwThis chapter. An addit onal
step would be to see it teachers showed dtfteential use -ot these
kinds of activities, to an extent that outcome differences could'
e predicted for their students. Weare not currently.at a point
o take this second step, and.this.ehapter will deal only w, tb
e ident4tication of. those activities which students perceived

a interesting and ditticult, involving both thought and atten-
'tion, and those they saw as easy and dull, requiring littte

. attention and thought.

Data Source

The Student Class Survey is a self-report instrument that
was given to students on a day near the end of each of the two
topics. Taking students about ,ten minutes to complete., it in-
cluded questions on than amount of time students had been paying
attention during the period, the amount of time spent thinking,
the'number.of times students -had been confused, the ditticulty if
the work, how interesting it was, whether the teacher connected
th9.00day's lesson to things studied before, whether students
learned trom their peers, whether they asked questioni, and
wher the class had been quiet'' enough for them to learn. In
a ition, the students gave short written answers to tour open-
ended questions, concerning what the teacher wanted them to
remember from the lesson, the nature of; links lade with previous

4 content, wnat they would 4o in their next class, and whether
learning science was different from learning English: A copy of
the instrument, appears in Section Eight of Appgndii A:

The data set used for analysis of the Student Class Survey
consisted of all students who had responses for one or both of .

the two administrations of the survey. Thus, the sample size for
this survey was larger and more inclusive than the sample size
for the pre and post student outcomes.(see Chapter Five). Also,
the sample size fluctuated depending on topic ana item. It was
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telt that the full use ot-all existing Student Class Survey data
was appropriate given our desire to* describe and interpret how
dll" attending students telt about crass on a specific day.
Direct.somparisons between responses' tor Topit 1 and Topic 2 and
betweeh the Student Class Survey anal student outcomes were not
.viewed as a priority, ando.in fact,: might be misleading given
ditferencek in sample composition.

The analysis -reported here is based on the tour items (2,. 3,
6Tand .7) that.took.the,form of five-point rating scales, where
students rated the class in terms 'ot (1) the percentage of time
they were paying attention, (2).the percentage of time they were
thinking, (3) the d'i..fcuty of ,.the work, And (4) the interest
level of the work. Studepts!.:respdpses to these items were
considered proximal indicators ot student learning. Items' were
coded so that a lower score iidictAsCOore attending, more think-
ing'', more dift.tcAiriliii..a.00:' more idgfresiStudents's,pen-ended
responses,to the Student Class SuOey also are included in this
chapter when* they turther'interpkttittion of rating items.

At this Ottnt'in'the analysis, we have not considered either
student gender or ability as independent variables. There is
some evidence trom previous
ot or instance, Weinstein (1982) reported,
tinding no ettect of student gender and achievement on percep-
ti.ons.c4 teWchetos, treatment °thigh- and low-achieving students:
she.cdhcluded that students in'the class shared a Common under-
standing of their teacher's instruction. it is possible, ot
course, that these findings_oionbt be generalized to perceptions
at academic work; and gender- dlfterences will be a tocus'ot
future analyses.

Clats4verages dm Rating Items

Tables 8.1 and 8.2 show the average ratings on each of these
ebyr items for eactrof the eleven classes; tor. Topics 1 and 2,
respectively. .The upper lett-.hand number in each cell in each
items column (attending, thinking, difficulty, interest) is the

.:,:.-tliktmead.:icore.tOr the day; beneath ,it in parentheses, is
the standard deviation.(SD). At the toot of each column is the
total sample, mean and ititstandard deviation. While classes
are ranked on each item (right hand' number 'in each cell), some of
the ranking distinctions are based on differences of .01 or .020 L/

'Thus, the reader should not attribute much significance to dis-
tinctions.4ised on so small a difference.

Examining Table.8.1 tirst, there appear to be moderate dit-
terences among sole classes given the metric of 5-point ratings.
The same holds true for Table 8.2. In order to address this
issue of class ditterenZIS statistically, one-way analyses ot
variance (ANOVAs) were conoucte4 for all the items of the Student
Class Survey, for Topic l'and 2 separately. As Table 8.3 shows,
on the tour,itemsot total interest here, class was a significant
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Table 8.1

Student Class Survey:

Mean Student Ratings by Classroom forAopic 1

TEACHER ATTENDING
Rank

THINKING
Rank

DIFFICULTY.
Rank

INTEREST
Rank

1 1.64 2 1.89 2 3.75- 1.71 1
(N=28) (.49) .(,063) (.97) (.76)

2 2.41 '9 2.24. 7 3.31 -3.21' 10
(N=29) (1.12) (1.18) (1.18).(1.10)

3 1.90 6 2.13 3.52 5 2.81 7
(K=31) (.65) (.85) (.89) (1.08)

4 1.79 4 2.07 5 3.71 7 2.21
(N=28) (.88) x (.72) (.98) (1.10).

5 1.46 1 * 2.00 3 3.69 6 2.23
(N=26) (.65) . (.49) (.97) (.95)

6 . 2.41. 8 -3.00 11 4.32 11 3.64 11
(N=22) (1.18) (1.27) (.95) (1.00)

7 2.54 11 2.71 9 3.96, lo. , 2.87-ii
(N=24) (.93) (1.08) (.81)- .-,a.,. (..95t

8 1.80 5 2.05 3.30 1 . 1.95 2
(K=20) (.62) (.95) (1.03) (.76),

9 2.31 7 2.81 10 3.42 4,. 2.69 6
(N=20 (.88) (1.13) (1.17) (1.05)

10.

(N=29)'

1.72
(.53)"

3 1.76

(.79)

1 ,3679 9

(1.05) (.91)

11 2.52 10 2.45 8 3.31 2 3.03 9
(N=29) (1.24) (1.27) (1.11) (1.30)

. .

Totil 2.64 2.26 3.63 . 2.59
(N=292) (.93) (1.02) (1.03) (1.15) .-.'

J
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Table 8.2

Student Class Survey:

Mean Student. Ratings by Classroom for Topic 2

TEACHER ATTENDING
T

-----Aank

THINKING
Rank

010ICULTY
Rank

INTEREST

Rank

1 1.86 3 2.25 5 3.32 .3 2.68 6(N=28) (1.01) (1.04) (1.06) (1.20
2 2.29 7 2.39 6 3.43 3.04 10(N"28) (1.08) (1.17) (1.14) (.96)

3 2.17 5 2.70 9 3.00 2 2.65(N=23)' (.83) (.76) (.80)
.

(.98).
i

t,4 1.74 1.86 1 2.89 1 2.03 2(N=35) (.56) (.73) (1,05) (.98)

5 1.86 4 '2.21 4 3.42 4 2.68 6(N=19) (.88) - j (.86) (1.02) (.82)

6 -2.43 10 2.57 7 3.80 8 3.00(N=30) (1.19) (1.28) 1.96) ; (1.14)
r .

7 2.71. 11 3.25 11 4.08 10 3.25 11'(6=24) (.81) (.99) (.83) , (.90)

a 1.77 2 1.91. 2 3.55 7 2.68, 6(N=22) (.69)' (.68) - (.91) (1.04)

9 2.31. 2.87 10 4.32* 11 2.52* -3(N=32) (1.09) (1.31) (.94) (1.23) .

10

2
2.20 3 3.84 9 1.84 1(N=25) (1.21g) (1.04) (.90) (.99)

11 '2.33 9 2.62 8 3.54 6. 2.87 8
(Neg24) (1.31) (1.38) (.98) (1.08)

Total- 2.16 .43 . 3.56 2.64(N=290) (1.01) (1.11) (1.05) (1.11)

*N=31
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Table 8.3.

One-way Analyseseof Varionte of Class Differences

on Four Student Class Survey Rating Scales.

1*.

Attention . Thinking

Topic 1. Topic 2 Topic 1 Topic 2
(14121W (Mar` i(=1981 (Km105)

,Diffipulty Interest

Topic,1 Topic 2 To is 1 Topic 2
(Nu198) (Ra=195) (I4-195)

F

2.

4.81 , 2.84 3.91 42.94

0,000** 0.06** 0.000** 0.002**

2.29 3:46 9.20 4.12

0.015* 0.000**0 0.000** 0.000**

Note: .There were 10 degreesOf freedom in,;all cases.

* Significalt at the .05-level.

** Significant at the .01 level.

I
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factor at the k < .01 level or better on seven of the eight
items, and class was still significant at the k < .02. level on

the eighth item. This means that the variation among classes on
each of the tour five -point items is significantly greater than
the variation within each class, despite the tact that for each
rating scale, all the class means lie within one standard devia-.
tion of the scale's total sample mean. These results strongly
suggest that thetw were real dillerences between some classes in

students' perceptions of difficulty and interest and their_self-
.reported levels of .attention and thought.

Duncan range tests were also carried out in order to deter-
mine when the ratings received by two classes were significantly
distinct. In short, this test identities groups of classes,
where the classes in each group are not significantly different
from one another, but are signIficamtly different from all.othee
groups. The results of these tests will be reported on a class
by class basis during this chapter.

A final feature of tables .8.1 and 812 that should be noted
is.the relationships between rmikings across the tour measures.
Examining Table 8.1, it appears that the rankingS for attending,
thiliking, and interest are in fairly Close-correspondence. The

rantings, tor;ditticelty match these rankings less well. This
Impression is confirmed by rank correlations for Topic 1, shown
in Table 8.4. Students that ranked the class periAX as high (or

low) on levels of attending for Topic 1 also were+ikely to ratE
it as high (or low) on thinking and interest. Furthermore, there
was little or no relationship between perceived gifficulty of the
class and its interest, or the amount of thinking and attending.
that occurred. Turning to Table 8.2 .(tor Topic 2), the rankings
between attending and thinking still seem closely matched. This.

is confiried in Table 8.4,..Ay a rank correlation, of .80. The

relationship of attending and thinking with interest is of lower

magnitudemagnitude thaw it was during Topic 1 however. Also, 4ifficulty
changes its relationship to the other three variables at Topic 2.
It has moderate positive correlations with attending acid thinking

(rs = .68 and .45, respectively) and a smaller positive correla-
tion with interest (r = .191). While this increase in relation-
ship from Topie 1 tolopic 2 may be partly attributable to dif-,,

.4erences in sample composition between the two topici it also is
of enough magnitude-to suggest that most students come ta more
closely associate a property of work (i.e., difficulty) and their
own mental and behavioral processes (i.e., attending and think-
ing) by the end of the year. , Comparing the stability of rankings
across Topic 1 and Topic 2 also is worthwhile despite sample
changes. Basically, it appears that-there is relative stability

across topics in terms of the lowest ranked classes (e.g., Teach-

ers 6, 7, and 11) and more fluctuation among the middle to high-
est ranked classes.
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Table 8.4

Rank. Correlations Among !tor
Rating Scales (N=11) .

2. 3

1. Attending $.818** -.159.
.800** .682*

2. Thinking -.005
.446

Difficulty

4. Interest

4

.782**

.582

.809**

.455

-.Oa
.191 ,

Note: The top and bottom numbers represent correlationsA
for Topics 1 and 2, respectively.

*P < .05 'N.-)

it*O c .01



Comparisons of Nigh and tow Ranked Classes

Class Selection 1

As mentioned, a ranking,pt, 1 indicates that the students inthat class rated the class the .most interesting. A ranking of 11indicated that the studente rated it the least interesting of theeleven clqsses. These rankings, highlighted patterns of similar-:ity and dftterince among the classes. The rankings were examined.across the tour items, and certain classes seletted for moredetailed study, using the Clefs Narratives and the NarrativeRecord Summary Sheets. This selection was based in part on theextremeness of the classes' rankings. It seems likely that theactivities most likely to fostftr' motivation toward life science,would be those students tound interesting but ditticult,requiring both attention and thought.

The-second cr'i'terion for selecting a' class for detailedanalysis (and for inclusion in this chapter) was when a particu-larly interesting contrast developed between two classes. Forexample, in Topic 1, both Teachers 8 and 9 scheduled laboratoryactivities on the day the Student Class Survey was-administered,but students rated these two similar activities iery differently.Consequently, examining the different nature of the two labor-
' atory activities that students were engm4ed in might prove in-sightful.

For Topic 1, tive classes were selected for detailed examf-nation: those of Teachers 6, 8, 9, 10 and 11. For Topic 2, tour-were selected: those of Teachers 4, 7, 9 and 10. tables 8.5 and8.6 show the rankings tor the selected classes, together with theactivity formats and the tasks operating during the class periodwhen the Student Class Survey was given.
,

Topic

Topic
2.26
2.59

1

The mean ratings on

4

the tow items for all classroom euring
I were as follows: attention, 2.04 (SD = .93); thinking,(SD

(SD
=
=

1.02);
1.15).

ditticulty, 3.63 (SD = 1.03); and interest,

Teacher 9. The class ot Teacher 9 was spent in a,*hand$ onlaboratory practicum. The class period began with a 10-minutereview of the phases ot cell division, and then moved to a lateexercise in which the students attempted to identify cells goingthrough the .ditterent stages of mitosis. Students' materialswere microscopes and prepared slides ot tissue from salamandertails. This was a, typical day for this class; during the 10 daysTeacher 9 spent on Topic 1, a laboratory practicim similar tothis occurred on seven occasions. Altogether, there was a totalof 112 minutes of practical laboratory work in addition to films,lab clean-up, reviews of lab procedure and, of course, lecturesand reviews, lectures. There was also a single 30-minUte exam

0
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Table 8.5'8.5'

Selected Teachers' Rankings for Topic 1

V.

r

TEACHER ACTIVITY TASK
STUDENTS' RANKINGS _ .

Attendilv

5th

Thinking

4th
. .

Difficulty

1st
.

..Interest
y

2nd

8

.

Labor/tory

. .

Use Microscopes
To Observe

, Protozw-

9 Laboratory
.

_

Use Waroscopes
to Observe
.Stages of

Mitoitts ....

7th

_ _ - . - -

10th

'

.

4th 6th
.

10 Teacher
Recitation
and Review...

Answer
Teacher
Questions
Orally.. .

3rd 1st 9th 3rd.

11

..

Seatwork

. _.

Answer
Teacher

Questions On
Worksheets _

10th
.

8th 2nd

.

9th

6 Seatwork
Correcting

Test;
Recording
Grades -

. 8th
.

11th

I.

11th 11th

8.124
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Table 8.6

,Selected Teachers' .Rankings for Topic 2

.
TEACHER

I

ACTIVITY

NA

TASK
STUDENTS' RANKINGS. .

Attending

.

Think Difficulty

--------

Interest
4

.

Teacher
Recitation

Takt, notes;*
OralTY Answer
__Questions ,

1st ist
.

1st' 2nd

7
Recitation,/
Seatwork,
A Review .

Game
.

.

saver

Que tons on
sheet ,

11th
__.

11th

.

10th
_ .

11th

9 Laboratory Ail Clotting
edures 8th 10th

,

.11th

10

I . .

Nine-Station
Laboratory

.

Identify
Parts of the
Human .8gy

6t4
_

3rd 9th 1st

I
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on cytology.'

The observer recorded the tolrowlng notes. ."The teacher's
directions for the lab activity seemed very clear, and the stu-
dents had little trouble following them. In addition, the stu-
dents are already familiar with procedures ,tor lab exercises, and
things flowed very smoothly. Ourtng the lab exercise the teacher
was very available as .a resource tor the students. He was con-
stantly going around troy group to group helping students focus
in on a cell going through mitosis. I believe the teachey got
around to helping each and every student lo6k at the cells."

All seems well here it tirst glance, yet this class was
ranked 6th in terms ot interest (2.69). l'he students'ranked it
very low on the amount of time spent thinking (2.81) and attend-
ing (2.31) (10th and 7th, respectively). The class was rated as
average (3.42). on ditticulty, placing it 4th in rank. The. Duncan
range tests indicate that Teacher 9's class was less interefting
tno Teacher 8's class, though more interesting than Teacher 6's
Oass. It was more,ditficult thin Teacher 6's, and involved less
thinking, than either Teacher 8's or Teacher 10's classes. Stu-
dents paid less attention than in Teacher 10's class. (All these.
ditterences are significant at the .05 level.).

Comments. One. explanation for these unimpressive responses.
may lie in the cognitive level ot the work that students were
engaged in during their laboratory assignment.. First, the
students were familiar with the use of microstopes, sdNprocedur-
ally the work was not challenging. Second, the students used
prepared slides -- perhaps necessary given the.topicbut, hever-
theless, any interest, thought, or ditticulty inherent In treat- 0

ing a slide was absent from this assignment. The assigment,
then, was simply to identity examples of the Live phases of .

._mitosisinterphase, prophase,, metaphase, anaphase,. and tela-
phase. Students had previously been taught these, phases and had
been tested on their ability to.detine them. The observer recor
ded that "the cognitive orientation ot today's lab was mainly
directed towards an understanding.of how cells actually looked;
in other words,, mainly a comprehension task, although there was a
small memory component." There were no specific problems to
which the students had to address themselves; the methods were
given to them in advance; and so were the answers.

The students, in their replies 'to the, open-ended portions of
the Student Class Survey, generally were clear that Teacher 9
wanted them to remember the phases ot mitosis. "To know what the
Live phases are and look like" wat.a typical response to the
question ot what the teacher wanted them to remember for the day.
Over a quarter of the students wrote, however, that the teacher
had not connected the lesson to things studied earlier. Those
who did find a connection often simply identified it as mitosis:
"Have looked at mytosis wick we are now studing isic]."

Teacher 8. The class of Teacher 8 also involved a labora-
tory practicum, but it was one which placed strikingly dlfiterent

8.12
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task demands on students. This class was_ ranked the highest, on
ditticulty among. the 11 classet (3.30), but it was also ranked
second in its interest to the students (1.95). The attention and
thinking ratings were average (11,80 and 2.05, respectively)-. The
Duncan range tests indicated th t the class.was signiticantly
higher < .05) in interest thah the classes of Teachers 9, 11
and 6. It was harder than Teacher 6's class, and required more
thinking than .the classes ot Teachers 9 and 4. Attending was
higher than in the classes ot Teachers 9, imi or 6.

The period began with a multiple-choice test on protozoa,
and the teacher then- reviewed a discussion on the previous day's
laboratory assign t. After this, students returned to their
microscopes for the pu ose ot trying. to tind various single-
celled organisms in samp ot pond water.

Teacher 8 made the following announcement during the
introduction to the lab: II want to call your attenti& to
something I saw yesterday. . . that I have never seen before, and
we've been doing this for about tour years now. A boy called-me
over, and a lot ot 'times .people cap me over, to see sometning
and it's something I've seen betore But this thing' was a
single-celled .organism--it was a protozoan- -and this is.the size
that it was in comparison to all the others: . it was huge. Not
only was it huge, but ft had a real Ominous jook'to it--scary-
like. It moved very slowly and itlookedertke... it was in
charge. All the other organisms there were there to wait on this
guy or protect,this guy, and it was very dramatic looking, and I

have never seen it before."

1

The students shared their teacher's enthusiasm. The obser-
ver noted that "every few seconds a diftecent group is calling
out, 'Mr. Bradford,.' trying to get his attention so that 'he'll-
come over and tell them what they're seeing." 'The children were
frequently` described as "excited," and, when the teacher told
them to clean up, several groUps ot students continued to look
through their microscopes, unwilling to end the assignment. One
pair` of boys was observed competing for the last look at the
organism they had just come.' across. Throughout the period,
Teacher 8 did not maintain a low Iroise-level, and on several
occasions, he had to wait for students' talk to sublride. Yet
only 2 of the 40' students reported in their. survey responses that
the class was not quiet enougi for them to learn.

The students' open-ended responses were more diverse than
those of students in Teacher 8's class. When asked what they
thought they were to remember, about halt of the replies tocussed
on tne purpose ot the laboratory, e.g., "The different types of
protazoa and how they work lisici" or "He wanted us to remember
the names and shapes and how the protoza move Lsic]." Others
reterred to the subject matter in a vague sense. (e.g., "learn
about paramecium) or to procedural matters ("To be neat and to
think about tne project"): The variety of response$ suggests
that the task had greater ambigui ty than the laboratory task
assigned by Teacher 9.

8.13
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Comments. At tirst glance, the classes of Teachers 9 and 8.
had slml ar activities. However, there were marked underlying
differences in the tasks that students were engaged in. Unlike
the laboratOry ofTeacher 9, in Teacher b's lab students were
given-a task which allowed for the unexpected and, possibly, some
creative inquiry. In addition, students prepared their own
slides, allowing, them greater practical involvement and more
responsibility for the task's outcome. Teacher 8 communicated
considerable excitement while Teacher 9 ,did not. He made it
clear tht, discoveries of some protozoa are rare and fortultous,
but possible at any time.- He described..the new protozoan in
terms which, while somewhat anthropomorphized, were memorable.
His comments graphically conveyed one interpretation of the rela-
tionship of the organism to the pondwater milieu, a key biologi-
cal concept.

while Abserving live Iprotoioa.may be more interes4ing.than
obse-r-v.tng 'VIII stages of mitosis in fixed slides, it seems likely
that the students active participation, both in preparing the,
materials and in the discovery of new organisms, made Teacher 8's
_lab a higher-Ordele task, and both interesting and ditticult.

A second pair of teachers--Teachers 10 and-11--differed in
both. the activity tormat and the task presented to student's,
though they dealt with similar content areas: both the classes
were concerned with basic scientific vocabulary. The tirst class
(Teacher 10's) focused on genetics. Vocabulary, such as "geno-
type, phenotype, dominant and recessive geqps," was presented
within an instructional mode of teacher recitation and demon-,
stration. The second class)(Teacher 11's) focused on geographi-
cal environments, with students engaged in individual seatwork--
namely, completing study sheets and chapter review questions from
their textbook.

Teacher 10. This teacher adopted the recitation and demon-
stration approach. .His cla$'s was ranked high on interest (2.17),
attending (1.72), and especially thinking t1.764, but relatively
low on difficulty (3.79). The Duncan tests showed that levels of
Oltepoest and attention were both significantly higner than-those
in the classes of Teachers 9, 11, and Jof Thinking also was
higher in this class than in the classek of Teachers 9 and 6. The
difficulty of this, class, however, was rated greater only rela-
tive for that in Teacher 6's class. In short, students foUnd the
work easy, but reported that most of their Mime during class was
spent thinking and attending.

During this teachers recitation on genetics, he demon-
strated tongue-curling, ensitivity to FTC, and several other
phenotypic variations. Students apparently enjoyed participating
in this activity. The period, which was reasonably representa-
tive of Teacher 10's classes during the topic, also included a
review of genetics vocabulary and concepts. During the period
students were constantly involved and participating. The teacher
called, on them to identity phenotypic variations in themselves
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and others, as well as to provide definitionsot. key 'terms for
him. For the open-ended responses, .about 60, percent of Teacher
10's students talked of "genes," "traits, "hereditary gene char-
acteristics" and "genetic things" when they described what the
teacher wanted them to remember from the period. One of them
wrote that "there wasn't one main idea, just alot of dit)wres.
We talked about ,traits and stuff. ". The remaining student gave
very general answers (e.g., "study your notes") or no answer -at
all.

Comments. Students were kept on their,toes by this form of
presentation, and also by the participation demands imposed by
that activity. Since they could be called upon at any point,
they' ad to attend and think; when they were called upon, they
had to rely upon their memory and reasoning to provide an answer,
with no recourse to a text or other students. They were.-also, of
course, publically accountable for their answers.

Teacher 11." This teacher assigned her students to. work in'
their seats tor.over 30 minutes on therday ot.the Student Class
Survey. The students*completed review questions from the chapter
on grasslands; and coniferous forests they had read on previous
days, and worked on study sheets. They rated. this class as
relatively hard (3.31), but as having little interest (3.03). An
average, they reported attending and thinking only 50 percent of
the time (2.52 and 2.45, respectively). The Dun -n tests'show.
that the degree of interest in this class Wakhr ghe nly than
that in Teacher 6's class (which was perceiVO-as ver dull; see
below). Difficulty was on a par with -the classes of Teachers 8,
9, 10, and 11. The level of thinking was higher than Teacher 9
and 6's classes, while attending was not signiticanay different
from the classes of Teachers 8,''9 or 6. The observer's notes
confirm the Students' reports:. there was much conversation while
the students ostensibly worked, and roughly a quarter of them
were judged to be continually oft-task.

Inatheir open -ended responses to the Student Class Survey,
the stuanti seemed unsure what the- teacher had wanted them to
remember 'of thg period. Thirteen Children (45 percent) responded

"Don't'tnoW,"or lett this question unanswered. Several others
made remarks such as "The last chapter and to be quiet," or "Well
she will dig into us intill we know it WO." Only six children
(21 percent) mentioned the content of the' lesson in their re-
plies: nAll about the different areas in Worth America," or "The
different kinds of -biomes." Furthermore," 40 percent, of the
children saw no connects on to work done on previous days.4

Comments. The task .assigned for this class was such that
only minimal cognitive demands were placed on the students. The
response format of the assigned work required mostly filling in
information missing from large tactual statements, and students
generally completed the assignment by searching through their
textbooks until they found the.appropriate passage. Students may
have rated this class as relatively hard as a consequence of the
minimal motivation they had to complete their work, or because
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they found it hard to fincithe material in their texts. It
seeme4 that'they found it easy to carry.out the procedures nexes-

-Isary to completewtteir assignment. Parenthetically, this.indi-
cates that perceived difficulty is an ambiguous proximal indica-
tor of learning.

The students we not pubelically accountable; indeed, no
clear instructions we given about how the assignment would be
graded, or when it was due. As a consequence, tbere were no'
incentives for students. to attend for any length of The
degree of thought involved was negligible, since the best score-
could be gained by copying answers from the book. In any case,
the questions required factual answers rather than'any analysis
or conceptualization, so the assignment was at best a test. of
memory.

Interim' Summary. We,have now described two pairs of classes
from Topic f, ere in each ease one member of the pair was
ranked high by students and the other ranked low. We have sug-
gested that these differences in student perception were a cons--

. quence of the different demands which were operating in the four
classes. Considering the ratings for attending, thinking, diffi-
culty and interest respectively, Teacher 8 received high rankings
throughout, while Teacher 9's rankings were low, low, average, and
low. Teeple? 10 was ranked high, except on difficulty, while
Teacher 111l was low throughout, save for a high ranking on di ffi
culty.

Teachers 8 and 9 used a similar activity foPmat and instruc-
tional mode: the traditional laboratory --.but the nature of the
assignments within this format were distinct. The task in
Teacher 8's class had a greater degree of ambiguity to ,it, and
involved studedts in.discovery rather than simply'recognition.
It is encouraging that the students, responded with enthusiasm and
interest to this task, and did not try to negotiate with the
teacher in order to lower the degree of ambiguity. Possibly this.
is because there was no great risk attached to their assignment,.
in, terms of grade or status. Any, students spotting a rare proto-
zoan would gain kydos among their peers, but failure to make such
an observation would not result in loss of face or in any differ-
ential grading by the teacher.

Teachers 10 and 11 both taught classes where the acquisition
of vocabulary was paramount. In Teacher 10's class, there ,was an
interaction between students and teacher, in which students were
publically accountable. Teacher 11 employes' seLtwork, and stu-.
dents generally completed it by searching for the answers in .
their textbook. Students reported that the former class was
interesting, and captured their thought and attention, while the
latter was a mirror image: difficult, but dull, and generating
minimal thought and attention.

It would appear that students' interest was captured, and
their thinking and attention stimulated, when they were given
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an opportunity for prattle/Li activity and paltticipation, or when
they were drawn into an active and productivelinteraction with'their teacher. On the other hand, when they were assigned
stratghtforward procedural or routine mirk, they experienced alack .ot challenge and interest. This preliminary genfralizatfon
receives some confirmation from the case of a fifth teacher,
Teacher 6, whose SCS ratings for Topic 1 were the lowest of any
teacher, on three ot,the tour items.

Teacher 6.. This classewas-ranked lowest among the 11 clas-
ses on interest, difficulty, and thinking, and also. very low instudent attention in 8th place). The students Considered it
-somewhere between average and uninteresting (3.64), and it wasrated at very easy (4.32)y The Duncan 'nge tests showed thatTeacher 6's class was significahtly lowelk

I
than all others in thedegree of student interest, and lower than the classes of Teach-ers 8, 10 and 11 in student thinking. It was significantly lower

In its` difficulty than Teacher 9's class, and also lower in the
. degree .of student attention than Teacher 10's class. 'On theselast two itemsdittitultrand attention--Teacher 6's_ class re-ceived lower ratings than most other clatses, but the differences
were not statistically significant at the .05 level.

These student responses, suggest that the class was unevent-ful, and examination ot'the observer's narrative suggestS why.The class period was taken up by a ,5-minute roll call, then an
11-minute segment was spent correcting the.-"endot unit" testwhich had been given the previous day; finally,'a turther 10Minutes were spent-recording the students' grades,xon this test.
Thus, the teacher filled the period with routine and proceduralactivities.'

Unfortunately. period such as this wAs typical for, this
teacher. During 7 days spent' on the toRit.,...there' were only 15
minutes when students engaged in a ,cognitively complex learningactivity .namely, observing the characteristics,ot bacterialcolonies. On the other hand, they spent a total ot 40 minutes
copying material from the board, b3 minutes listening. to the -°
teacher lecture; 25 reading, and 10 watOing a movie.

in their written responses concerning what the teacher had
wanted tnem to: remeibere.Teachir 6'S students- tended to tocus on
procedural and disciplinary matters: Nineteen `students (86.
percent) reteered to classroom behavior (e.g., "Not to bring gum
to class," "I think he wanted us to be quiet and be respecttul to
others") or to procedures (e.g., "To be a good corector
"He wanted us to check the test"). Only four students (18 per-cent) made rpterence to the content of the lesson (e.g., "About
bacteria," "Nbw to correct papers and to remember about bac-
teria").

Comments. The observer's impression .of the class, as
recorded in informal notes, was similar to that of the situdents.
She indicated that the class' was "uninspired. The content is
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there, but there's A "lack of excitement. The teacher, in conver
sations before ancLatter class, seems really concerned and
excited about teaching science, but the students don't appear
very excited. Their behavior is neutral. .The teacher knows his
stuff, but as a new teacher, he is rather at a loss for things he
could do with a class that really turns them on. There were
times when 1 was watching the class that I was really bored. The
activities given the kids.are'ones such teat they are passive
instead rot active learners."

: The observer added, ,"The teacher is discouraged about the !

number of students he is reaching. 3 think he realizes tne kids
are bored but doesn't know how to change that. He has told me
many times that this is his latt year of teachinu'itis too much,
for him' to give of himself with so little return."

This teacher, thus, WAS apparently well - intentioned, inr
suc-

ceding
about his subject matter, and aware t ir

ceding in the task of educating his students &
t he was not
Yet oe was unable

to communise any enthusiasm to Studenti or TO change his prac-
tices. to lake them- more effecttye. This teacher "had major prob-
lems In classroom. management;lit would seem that he lacked the
requisite Skills to assign his students engaging and.challenging
tasks.

Topic 2

In Topic Z, the overall ratings which students Wade oh:the
tour items stosed slight ihcreases in numerical value on three of
the tour items T indicating that stuaents"generally tound their
classes sligntqi less interesting, requiring slightly less
thought and attention, Attention received a mean rating of 2:16
(SU = 1.01); thinking a mean rating ot.2.43 (SD m 1.11).; and
interest a mean rating of 2.64 (SD = 1.11Y. Difficulty received
a mean rating of 3.56. (SD xi 1.05), down a little from its Topic '1
value. These ditterences should be interpreted with caution,
since a change'in sample composition, subject matter; or time in
the school year could be their cause. Also.. when one examines
individual class scores, several classes received lower (i. e.,

more favorable) ratings for the second topic tnan they did tor
the tirik, moving against the overall trend.

The following teachers were selected based on their patterns
of ratings: Teachers 4, 7, 9, and 10. The criteria ,tor sel,ec-
tion were the same as for Topic 1.

Teacher 4. The day of the administration of the Student
Class Survey for Topic 2 was rated nigh by students in 8,11 tour
areas: attention (1.74), thinking (1.86), difficulty (2.89) and
interest (2.03): It was ranked most favorably among all 11
classes on the first three items and second on the fourth. The
Duncan range tests demonstrated that Teacher 4's class was signi-
ficantly higher in .student attention than Teacher 7's class and
nigher in student thinking than both Teacher 7 and 9't classes
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In difficulty it was statistically distinct from all three clas-
ses, and in interest it-fwarhigner than the classes of Teachers 7
and 9.

The class was devoted almost entirely to the present4tion of
content by the teacher. Eighty percent ot time was spent in
recitation, and most ot this was a summary and review otlosis,

sV with a great deal of 'additional information provided to supple-
, ment what had been covered in previous days' classes. The obser-

ver described it as "a heavy duty day," and added that the entilre
topic had been this way. Teacher 4 employed a teacher presenta-
tion of this type on tour of the topic's eight days.

The teacher began the lesson with a review ot content that
had peen covered by a student teacher the previou's week. She
called on students to answer questions like "Where doesemeiosis
occur?" and "Which'is larger, elm cells or sperm cells?" The
obierver noted, fifteen minutes into the review, that "the in
structor is definitely caveriflg neW information and the student's
appear to be struggling to provide the answers she is looking.
tor." Teacher 4 is a tough task- master, es the following
exchange shows: '

The teacher asks the class, "define tettilization,
somebody... anybody." No one volunteers, so she calls -
on Grey, who says, "I don't know, I wasn't here on
Friday:". The teacher replies, "I don't care, you
should still know this stutt." Greg mumbles under his
breath. Teacher 4 says, 'Go ahead, Greg. I think
you've said it." Greg repeats more loudly, "Um... when
the sperm meets up 11th the egg." Teacher 4 responds, .

"When the sperm meets up with the egg, and they become
one. So... A

The students' task dui-ing the teacher's presentation was to
take notes. Most of them appeared to be doing this as Teacher 4
instructed and wrote information on the chalkboard. The observer
remarked on the vantity of material written out and added that-
"the students need to be applauded today for staying with it as
long as they did.'

In their open-ended responses to the survey, Teacher 4s
students were able to give accurate, if brief, descriptions of
what the teacher wanted them to remember. All but tour students
(11 percent) mentioned some aspect of meiosis ("How genes ,divide
or reproduce,' "mitosis and meiosis," "how cromasons with sperm
and egg cells fitlize and reproduce [sic) "). Only four students
claimed that the lesson had not been linked to previous work, and
all-students but two were aware that the next day they would be
taking a test.

Comments. It appears that the students tound this class a
challenging and.engaging one. .The activity format for this class
is reminiscent of, that used by Teacher 10 in Topic 1. Students
were involved and participating in a teacher recitation. The
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difference in student ratings is that while Teacher 10's students
rated his class as high in interest, attending and thinking, but
low on difficulty,. Teacher 4's students rated it high throughout. .

The difference in difficulty ratings probably is due to the dif-
ferent form that .stuaent involvement took: in 30'acher 10's Topic
1 class, Students were called upon to identity'phenotYpic varia-

. 'Lions and provide definitions of Key terms. These definitions
were already familiar to them. Teacher 4, In contrast, was
quizzing students oh a good deal of novel material, and .the
students, not surprisingly, rated this as harder. the recitation
and queslioning moved along at a rapid pace, and so students were
not to become bored.

Teacher 7. The Student Class Survey was administered' on Day
8 of Topic .2 Tor this teacher. Students rated their class low on
each ot, tile 'tour focal" items;' it was ranked lowest (11th) on
attention (2.7.1), thinking (s.25) and interest (3.25), and tenth.
on -difficulty (4.08). The Duncan tests showed that the class was
lower in studentinterest than any ot the other three picked for
detailed .examination. In both student attention and difficulty.,
it wa's significantly lower than the class of Teacher 4, while in
student thinking it was lower than both Teacher 4 and Teacher
10's classes. 'On no item was it significantly' higher than any of
the other three classes.

Again, these student ratings make sense when one locks at
the nature of the activities.they were engaged in during the period..
There were a total `ot ten dtstinct activity segments during. the
class. The teacher began with.a brief opening transition to the
diy's activites, spent tour minutes calling roll, then gave
directions for the day. Next, he spent a minute reading a
section in the textbook on "incomplete dominance," while the
students read along quietly. This was followed by a. nine-minute
recit&tion and reading On the same subject matter, followed by
seatwork consisting of a handout on genetics. At ter this, the
teacher introduced a review game which involved the teacher
calling out a definition and then a number indicating a, student
in each row. Selected students had to run up to the front- ot the
class, hit a bell, and give the term corresponding to the defini-
tion. The Observer remarked that the students seemed most con-
cerned about getting tothe front of the room first, whether or
not they knew an answer. They became caught up by demands wnich
were tangential to the teacher's intentions for the activity, but
which were a direct consequence-of the way he had structured it.
The requirement that they race to reach the bell became the
students' focus, and the planned cognitive benefit of the work
'fell into the background. Since the game was intended to func-
tion as a preparatory review for the unit test the following aay,
the students were poorly served by the teacher's thoughtless
organization of the activity.

In their written responses, students showed a lack of con-
sensus' when identifying what the teacher. wanted them to remember.
many responses were' vague (e.g., "Well about cromoaons and sex
cells isici," "How a cow get dittert colors Isic.1," and "Incom-



plete dominance"). Nine students (39 percent) saw no connection
between the lesson and work done on previous days. Eight stu-*
dents (33 percent) said they didn't know what .would be done the
next day, and the rest had varied opinions (e.g., "Take a test,"
*Probably study more about chromosomes and traits,' and "Do
science").

Comments. Students reported that this class was easy, that
it reiiisiTarrittle thinking, and attention, and that it generally

)
lacked interest. In terms of the students ratings, this class of

'Teacher 7 resembles most cjosely Teacher 6's class during Topic
1. In both cases, routine and procedural activities occupied a
large proportion of the class time. .,

Teacher 9. Students in this class completed the Student
Class Survey -at the end of the sixth and final day of Topic 2: kr,
Atter approximately seven minutes of Aeacher announcements and
roll:call, the majority of students were occupied by laboratory
work on the Rhesus blood factor. This class was ranked 8th .in
terms of time attending, very Low on thinking and difficulty
(10th and 11th, respectively), but relatively nigh (3rd) on
interest. It thus differed somewhat from the lab-oratory conduc-
ted by thi&.same teacher during Topic 1. Recall that for
1, students gave low ratings across the board to the laboratory
exercise on the identification of phases of mitosis. For Topic.
2, the Duncan range tests placed this class lower than the class
of Teacher 4.in its difficulty and degree of student thinking;
lower than the class of Teacher 10 but higher than the class of
Teacher 7 in interest; and not statistically distinct from the
other classes in the degree of stmdent attention.

(
For Topic 2, the laboratory work required that students

lance a finger in order to obtain a drop of blood. Then this'
blood was mixed with serum and ohserved tor clotting, JilhiCn would
indicate the presense of the rhesus factor. The 'previous day,
students had undertaken a similar laboratory in which they had
tested for their blood antigens. Thus the procedures .were
familiar to them.

The students were in general agreement in identifying what
Teacher 9 wanted them to remember from 'their lesson. Eighty -
seven percent of their open-ended responses referred to blood
,types, or.specifically to the Rhesus factor (e. g., "What our Rh
factor is," "That there is a protein in your blood, and you
either have it'or.you don't," and "Now to type blood"). Only
tour students 112 percent) saw no conneetion with previous days'
work, and 26 (81 percent) were awark that there would be a test
next day.

Comments. The attention and thinking ratings for tnis class
were almost identical to those the students gave for Topic 1:
2.31 and 2.87, respectively. The difficulty rating changed from
3.42 to 4.32, while the interest rating changed from 2.69 to
2.52. The blood .laboratory was, then, easier but more interest-
ing than the mitosis lab had been. The decrease in perceived
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difficulty most likely stems troWthe tact that students were
tamiliar with the procedures they were employing. Higher inter-
est probably is due to the tact, that students were learning
information about their own. blood.

Teacher IU. In this class, the Student C)ass Survey was
co pleted on Tay 7 of the nine day long second topic. On this
day, the students took a briet test on human systems, and then
spent the remainder of the period in a laboratory, rotating .

through nine activity stations on human systems. The class
ranked sixth in attention (2.28), third in thinking'(2.20), ninth
in ditticulty (3.64) and first' in interest (1.84). The Duncan
range tests placed this class significantly higher in interest
than tne classes ot Teachers 7 and 9, as easier. than the class of
Teacher 1, as involving more thinking than the class of Teacher
7,.apd as not statistically distinct from the others in levels ot
stude:et attention; ...

The laboratory statio /were concerned with the human
skeletal, digestive, and c ulatoryesystems. The 'last station
was for blood typing. The o server noted that most ot the stu-
den=ts at one station were "Of task and just toolihg around."
The teacher was unable to monitor the activities, since he was
working at the blood-typing station, piercing fingers for those
students who needed help. (The observer remarked that this was
unusual; that Teacher 10 usually monitored in both seatwork and
laboratory situations.) The students began to move tram station
to station without waiting. for the teacher's directions to do so.

Sixty-eight percent of the students referred to one or
another of the systems of the body when describing for 'the SUryey
what Teacher 10 wanted them to remember. Their destriptions were
frequently vague (e. g., He wanted' us to learn the systems of a
human body," and "About the jobs of the ditterent systems"). One
student explained the lesson in these terms: -"There wasn't one
,ideadea I don t think. I think there were slot of things he wanted
us to remember. I think our activities main purpose was for a
study helper." ,All but three ot the students (12 percent) found
'connetIlons between the lesson and previous work, but seven
students (2.1$ percent) did not know what tney would be doing when
their science class next met.

Comments. The students rated this activity as interesting
and easy.. Ts was the tirst time during either ot the observed
topics that the teacher used a rotating station structure--with
multiple activities during a single period--and this in itself
may have caught student interest. The observer noted that stud-
ent engagement was tairly low, and this is reflected in the
students own ratings of the.tr attention: the mean rating was
2.28, which placed, this class sixth among the eleven.



Conclusions

We have attempted in this chapter to use students' percev
tioas of their classes in order to identity kinds of
activities and tasks which are likely to facilitate motivation
and' achievement in intermediate lice science classes. We have
described several academic tasks that were associated with
greater or lesser student thought and attention,, difficulty and
interest, In Topic 1, Teacher 6.presented his students with
routine and procedural activities; students described the day as
very easy and uninteresting. Teacher 9's laboratory functioned
smoothly; hoWever, kit students reported little interest, little
thought, and little attention. The relatively low level of stud-
ent involvement, the use of pre-prepared slideivthe fact that
the students had already taken a. test on mitts's, and, perhaps,
the subject of-mitosis itself, probably contrTbuted to the srud7
ents assigning low ratings to the class.

Teacher 8,would not perhaps be considered a gdod teacher by
those who value discipline and a classroom which runs without
hitches. The laboratory work he assigned his students in Topic
1, however, had an 'air of discovery and excitement to it. Nor
was this restricted to the particular day our questionnaire was
given; Teacher '8 students were involved throughout Topic in
their own ihdividmal projects and experiments. Students reported
that they found their work with this teacher interesting,. chal-
lenging and that they we ?e thinking and attending over 75 percent
of the time.

Teachers 10 and 11 were rated by their students in an almost
opposite manner.. Teacher 10 employed traditonal recitation and
demonstration, inatiatng forms of student participation (observ-
ing phenotypic variations). which the student4 evidently enjoyed.
Teacher 11 assigned tedious routine seatwork to her - students,
which they found relatively hard but dull.

'19 Topic 2, Teacher 7's use of mostly routine and low-level
activities lost students' attention and interest, despite the
'review game.' Although the game motivated students, it did so
in a manner whichinterfered with rather than fostering academic
goals. Students became so concerned with getting to the front ot
the classroom that they were distracted trom the need to come up
with correct answers. Teacher 9 ran a. fairly familiar labora-
tory, as in Topic 1, but student interest was a little higher
this thole, probably because the subject matter ot human blood had
more personal .relevance than did the phases of mitosis. Teacher
10 captured student interest, but at the cost ot engaging them in
activities (the nine-station laboratory) where they were engaged
for very brief periods, and where they found the work easy.!

Teacher 4's was the class rated consistently high on all
tour items. This teacher had an assertive approach to recita-
tion, including question-and-answer segments. She introduced new
material at a rapid rate and expected that students could deal
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With it. Thus, Teacher 4's class was perceived as difficult and
challenging by the students but at the same time as holding their
interest and attention. Research on the correlates of successful
teaching has shown that rapidly paced presentation is associated
with higher student achievement in reading and mathematics, and
it is possible that a similar approach may work for science
(Fisher et al., 198O; Rosenshine, 1916).

The re$ults from the Student Class Survey, both from Top14 1
and Topic 2, suggest that students are interested and engaged
-when. they are assigned work requiring active involvement. 'Merely
structuring the classrOom so that they are permitted such in-
volvement is not enough, as Teacher 10's claSs illustrates. In
the examples we have discussed, it appears that students must

-either be held to their work (e.g., Teacher 4) or motivated by an
enthusiastic and personally involved instructor (e.g., Teacher
9). What these examples also point out is that the same class
activity can be more or less successful (as perceived by &tad-
ents) depending on the more detailed features of the academic
work which students are assigned. Specifically, this chapter has
intlpded descriptions of recitation that were more and less-
successful and descriptions of laboratories that were more and
less successful. This suggests, contrary to some ehetoric,,that
there is nothing inherently more interesting about.doing a lab
than sitting through t recitation. Even recitation can be a .

powerful tool for getting students involved cognitively and mot -
vationalli. The position of another common activity, seatwork,
is less clear. Both selected examples of this activity (Teachers .

6 and 11 in Topi=c 1) were rated relatively. unfavorably by stud-
ents.. It is difficulty to say whether this is inherent in seat-
work or whether it was due to the low cognitive orientation of
the seatwork (e.g., copying answers out of the book) that was
observed throughout all sample cfasses.(see Chapter 4).

The conclusions of this chapter must' be qualified by stating
that it is unclear to what extent student roesponses to the Stu-
dent Class Survey were affected bye, daily fluctuations in teach-
ers' activities and tasks. It mayrbe the case that their i-espon-
ses were sensitive to these fluctuations, and, thus, these re-
sponses may not reflect their average perception;, of their clar-
ses. FMrthermore, it is notj clear hog these perdeptions may have
influenced students' long-term motivation And learning in science.

Nonetheless, we feel that the Student Class Survey has
demonstrated its usefulness for examining specific class periods
of instruction. It shows a sensitivity to differences among'
classes, as well as showing reasonable consistency among students
within each class. Our future refinements of the SCS and the
technique's for its use wi.11 probably include requesting students
to focus on specific activities during a class period, rather
than on the period as a whole. 1

We have seen that students respond positively to academic
activities which involve resource use: laboratory assignments and
teacher recitation. They apparently find academic tasks, like
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seatwork, where they Oust, produce a product, considerably lessengaging. Students give positive reports (where "positive" meansreactions which we believe are likely to lead to increased
achievement in -life science) about activities which are intendedto prepare them for tasks where products will be produced, butnegative reports about those tasks themselves.

ft is not altogether clear.whether this tira result ofintrinsic nature of academic tasks--perhaps to-the producing oproduct, with its attendant hazards of grading and accountabil-
ity- -or to the particular nature of the tasks ,these te(chers

. assilned. The analysis of assigned tasks in Chapter Four lendsweight to the second of these possibtlfties: most tasks were ofminimal cognitive complexity, and contained little which mightchallenge and stimulate the students.
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CHAPTER NINE

TARGET STUDENT INTERVIEWS

Interviews were conducted with individual target students at
the end-of each of the two topics. These interviews served to
elicit students' perceptions of the past week's lessons, their
understanding of the lesson material, and their response to the
entire semester's lessons. In this chapter we focus on the
activities that target students.indicated were most interesting,
and in which they reported they had learned the most, both for
the current topic and for the Isemester as a whole. The target'
students' responses to our fnterviews proVide further information
on the kind of activities most likely to foster achievement and
motivation in life science. They provide more detail than the
Student Class Survey, though, of course, the sample"size is

0 smaller.

S

Procedures" and the Instrument

Each ikterview was conducted after school, in an office-or
classroom. )No other students or adults were present, and the
student was guaranteed confidentiality of his br her remarks.
The interview was audiotaped, with the student's permission. The
audiotkpe of the interview was transcribed.

Target students were selected to represent a range' of
achievement levels, balanced. for student gender. Six students
were recruited as targets in each class: three of each sex at
each of three achievement levels (low, middle and high), deter-
mined from their pietest life science achievement scores. After
potential students were identified by their test scores, their
parents were contacted by mail and asked for permission for their
child to be interviewed. The target students were assigned
identification letters'which'specified their gender and ability
level: in each class4 Student A is the high ability female,
Student B the middle ability female, Student C the low ability
female, Student Co the high ability male, Student E the middle
.ability male, and Student F the low ability male.

The interviewer worked with a ten-page interview schedule,
which. listed fourteen distinct sets of questions, together with
three items the intervfewer completed in summary evaluation. The
schedule served to ensure that no area of questioning was omit-
ted, and also included two five-point rating scales which were
*shown to the student during the course of the interview. It also
provided th interviewer with a format to record summary inform-
ation on to student's replies.. The interviewer was free to move
within the structure of the schedule, however -- that fs, to
probe and rephrase questions.as deemed necessary. The form of
the interview schedule differed for Topics 1 and 2. The differ-
ences mainly concerned the manner in which the student's memory
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was jogged at the start of the interview, and the form that
probing took Oh. the reasons an activity was interesting. Copies
of both the.interview schedules appear in Section Nine of Appen-
dix A.

The intirwer began with an introductory statement orient-
ing the student .to the purpose of the interview, and then brought
out'a Lesson Summary Chagetv which presented in graphic foLm the
classroom activities which had taken place during the'pasr five
class days. For the Topic 1 interview, the inteiviewer.then merit
through the activities, day by day, to ensure that the student
remembered each of them.- For the. Topic 2 interview: the siuktent
was asked to describe what had happened in class.. day by day.,.
This introductory section was ended by checking the student's,'
memory with a brief question about one of the days. If the

.

student showed evidence of lack of memory, the interviewer con-
tinued to probe, trying to build up the' student's recollection of
the week's activities.

The next section of the interview dealt with the student's
perceptions of the past week. Eight questions were asked of the
student in this section, focussing.first on what activity had
been the most interesting, whdt aspicts had made it io:pottsting,
and which of these was most important in making it s The
student was asked -to rate "exactly how intepeisting Cii] was."
Questioning continued concerning whether leaeting had occurred
during this activity, and when during the week the most learning
had occurred. The student was then asked to rate "exactly, how
much you learned." The last question of this section asked
whether what had been done during the week was simitar or differ-
ent to what was usually done.

The third section concerned understanding of the past week's
material. The student was asked first to describe one of the
week's activites where the teacher had explained science content,
and then an activity -- if any -- where the teacher had engaged
in relating be vior. _These activities had previously been iden-
tified by the i viewer.-

The fourth section of the interview.concerned the student's
reactions to the .whole semester's lessons. The format of ques-
tioning paralleled that of the first section. Four questions
were asked: Which day had been the ,most. interesting, and what
aspects had made it so, which of these aspects was most important
in making it-interesting, and final what would the student do-
if he or she were the teacher, and erted to teach a science
class that students would find interesting?

After the interview was over, the interviewer made summary
five-point ratings of the studiht's understanding of the explain-
ing activity and of. the relating activity, and a three-point
rating of the quality of the .interview.



Results

For purposes of data-reduction, and to tie this chapter tothe previous ones, especially Chapter Eight, we shalt consider in
detail here only target student responses concerning those teach-
ers who were selected for detailed study in Chapter Eight on the
basis of their' Student Class Sur9ey ratings. It will be recalled
that for Topic 1 these were the clastes of Teachers 6, 8, 9, 10and 11, and for Topic 2, the classes of Teachers 4, 7, 9 and.10.
Chapter Eight was concerned with the way all the students in the
class perceived the particular activities of the survey day.-
This chapter examines the way our target students picked inter-)
esting and significant activities from an entire week of the
topic, and from the semester as a whole. We focus on the stu-
dents' selection'of activities from the week of the topic which
were interesting and in which learnino occurred, and of an activ-

. ity from the entire semester which they had found the most inter-esting. We also examine their responses to the question con-
cerning what they would do if they were a science teacher. At
the end- of this chapter we examine numerically the respimses frOm
all 66 target students, from the classes of all 11 teachers.

Topic 61

Teacher. 9. On several days during Topic 1, Teacher 9
conducted a liEoratory on single-celled organisms, and all the
target students referred to this when naming the activity they
had, found the most poteresting. Differ4nt students naldeef-
ferent organisms: two mentioned the'euglena, two .the am a, one
the paramecium and one the volvox. : It is noteworthy that none of
the studeitrksnamed the laboratory which Teacher 9 introduced onthe day the tudent Class Survey was carried out: the identific-
ation of /stages of mitosis. This fact corroborates the low
survey ratings which that laboratory received; it also indicates .that :reacher 9 did not always assign work .which his students
found dull. (At the same time, we shall report below that the
target students found the protozoan laboratory an unusual event.),

This protozoan lab received an average interest rating from
the target students of 3.8. Most of them mentioned the noveltyof what they had seen when asked what had been most important 'inmaking the lab interesting. All six students said that they felt
they had learned in 'the course of the laboratory work.

When asked in which activity in the past week they had
learned the most, there was more divergence of opinion. Three ;)
students again named the protozoan lab, while two others named alecture by the teacher on the structure of a leaf, where Teacher9 had drawn a cross -sec al diagram of the leaf and explained
its micro-structure. T e sixth student talked in geneeM of the
teacher's lecturing as resulting -in the most learning. The
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average learning rating was 4.0.

Asked which activity during the first semester had been
most interesting, the students showed diverse views. Four st
dents each named a separate laboratory activity: litmus testing
for alkali and acids; generating hydrogen gas (and then exploding,
it!); making models of atomic structures; and the protozoan lab.
The remaining two students identified class presentktions on the
skele.tal system and mitosis respectively.

In.answer to the question concerning what they would do tf
they were a teacher, all six students mentioned laboratory work
amd demonstrations. Four of them seemed to feel that they would
employ laboratory work exclusively; one said he would have
"bizarre experiments with strange results." The other two stu-
dents saw more' importance in a balance of forms of presentation.
Student A, for example,- replied in the following terms:

I wouldn't lecture these because . don't like being lectured.
I guess that's all. I don't know. Bee use I know le 'turfing

4s boring. The cliss, they just ki d sit there.

WHAT SORT OF THINGS WOULD YOU HAVE T E ST DENTS DO?

.knipw slides, and I'd
ou:know, bones, real

Oh, I'd., like show 'em movies and you
explain to them, and I'd, show them,
bones and how they work and stuff.

WHY DO YOU THINK YOU'D DO THAT?

Because it would be interesting ins aliof boring. It's not
just lecturing them and telling them lifh t it is instead of.
showing them. It's -more interestinglif you show people what.
things are instead of just telling tti m about it.

Student B also had a complex view of Whati science class should
involve:

WHAT SORTS OF THINGS WOULD YOU DO?

Oh boy. I always think about this . Well, I would
lecture as well as experimenting,IN doing things. One
thing that would be important td me is having a right mix-
ture.

OF?

Of having labs and field trips if they re possible and
lecturing and doing work out of a book or . . . and having
discussions . . ..well that would prob bly be good, but not
in a science class . . . Having the rig t amount of every-
thing.

Comments. These remarks suggest that Teeacher 9 had some
problems keeping the students involved and
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sis lab was an example of an activity which students-found dulland uninteresting. It is noteworthy that the activities whichstudents described as interesting were generally laboratories,while those in which they felt they had learned the most in dedalso teacher recitation. We shall see that-this pattern ho dsgenerally across classes: students' report finding labs mor
interesting than other academic activitigps, while they rep rt
learning .occurring in other activities, which were not necsarily found interesting.

Teacher 8.- The fivve 'days of Teacher 8's first topic ganwithWiiETiss periods of teacher recitation and seatwork,o
protozoa, their characteristics and types. On the tilled da thestudents worked on individual seatWorkb and then the teacher had.0 a brief question and answer period. On the next day the students0 were assigned a laboratoey exercise, "observing protozoa id pond-water. They .finished this exercise on, the last day,

0
`five of the' six target students in Teacher, 8's class were Inagreemekt that the protozoan tab had.ifeen the most interesting

activity. of the first topic. The reader will .recall that the
Student Class .Survey was distributed on the day, of the protozoanlab, and it is described in some 'detail in; Chapter Eight.' Thesixth student, Student D, chose instead the.tea herts present-,kmation on ,the characteristics of protozoa that t llace. on thefirst day of the topik.' The average interest rat g was 4.5.

At

Asked to identify the activity *when the most-learning .tookplace, Student A 'gain named the protozoan lab. Student F insis-
ted that the lab and a filmstrip on protozoa were equally impor-tant. The other students all -selected the teacher's presentationat the beginning of; the topic. The average ,rating .for learningduring these activities was 4.5.

Three of the students named the protozoan laboratory as alsobeing the most' interesting activity of the semester. Two of the
ilIber three students gamed other laboratories: Student A name4 *lab on yeast, examining' its acts n with and without nutrient
sugar; Student B named a lab On the action of light on plant.
growth. Student 0 referred t a period of two to three weeks onanimal cells and organelles, was unwilling to select a par-
ticular actisvity from within his peViod.

When describing how they Would -rut an interesting scienceclass, thei studen s were appreciative of Teacher 8's methpds.Student D remarked that "Mr. Bradford always makes pretty good.
explanations I gue I' Student E said, "Well, I'd pretty much doit like Mr. Bradford is doing it," and also made the following
comments:

DISCUSSING PROTOZOA AND NOTE-TAKING, YOU FELT YOU WERE
LEARNING THE MOST. WHY WAS THAp

because discussing, when Mr. Bradforg talks, sometres,1-um, he says something funny or. something, so no one, or o one
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at my table, really, doesn't pay attention., And I always-- .

listen to him and he always says that, kind of lige it's not
important, you know,? So you need to listen to him, he says
that in a neat way, and like when hewas describing -7 I-.

don't think it was during this certain discussion -- ,but he
was describing a protozoa ii-dlt was, somebody had just
44And 1t and. it was huge, and he, says, It just looks like
it had an ominous look and all the others were waiting on
him" Really interesting to lIsten'to him.

Student A was also satisfied with the current organization of
acti vi ties:

a

I'd just have the kids ado labs and things like Mr. kradford
does with us, and... I don't know.

WOULD YOU DO DIFFERENT KINDS OF LABS, OR MORE LABS, OR FEWER
LABS?

Just about the same becairse we usually have one once a week
1- or tiice a week.

YOU'D KEEP IT EXACTLY THE SAME AS HOW NE'S DOING IT?

Yep. I think it's pretty good, the way he's doing it.

Comments. The 'target students' remarks are very 'much in
.accord with the Student Class Survey results, where Teacher 8.
received high ratings for the four focal items. The target
stddints confirm that his classes combined interest with a chal-
lenging level of difficulty. When asked What they would do if
they.were teacher, they tended to us4 Teacher 8 as a model or

,....example-Of teaching practices they found admirable.

'. Most of_ the students again found laboratory assignmentt most
interesting, both during .the ,topic and for.the semester as a
WHole,..while most learning was reported as occurring in teacher
recitiations and viewing a filmstrip.

Teacher 10. Teacher 10 conducted two activities during
ropic.1 which students referred to. The first was-a presentation
.on'inherited.traits. (This activity was discussed in Chapter
Eight; it was on the day of this presentation that the Student
Class Survey was given.) The second activity was a 'Gene Monster
Packet': students were required to 'design' a monster, by speci-
fying key-genetic traits., They were then to mate it with another
monster, and see what characteristics the offspring had, deter-
mined by probabilities of inheritance andtgominance relation-
ships. This package took several days for the students to comp-
lete. Topic 1.took a total of 13 days. In addition to the
activities mentioned, the teacher gave several class recitations
or cell division.1 chromosomes and the phases of mitosis, the
phases of meiosis and on geAetics vocabulary words. The stu-
dents Saw films on X and Y chromosomes and on cell division.
They also read an article on.Barbara McClintock, in addition to
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preparing for their end of unit test.

Four target students identified the teacher's presentation
on traits as .the most interesting activity of Topic 1 (giving it
an average rating of 4.6), while the other two, Students D and k,
identified the Gene Monster Packet (rating it an average of 4.0).
All six students said they had learned from the activity they
named.

Asked in which activity they had learned the most during the
topic, the students,diiagreed.' Two, Students C and E, again
mentioned the traits presentation. Student A named the Gene.
Mon'ster Patket. Two students named a vocabulary-word task. Stu-
dent F namedia film on X and Y chromosomes. Student A explained
her choice in .the following way: .

WHEN. DID YOU. FEEL YOU WERE LEARNING THE MOST?

Actually, I have to say the gene monster, but it doesn't
seem like I'd be learning much, but see I always
thought . . like at first I always thought ... . I

mean everything's pretty new to me, but like the Hi-8
little-8, big-8 big-B? I would haVe never expected to have
a blue-eyed kid from big-8 little.1-8, big-8 big-B. When 1
was first presented with the thing I thought that'if on,e
parent had brown eyes, forget blue-eyed kids, you know? So
? learned a little more about the 'chances and that, you
know. I always wondered, why some kids look exactly like
their parents and some are just totally different Now I

know because `I've seen some of our gene monsters. Yev have
a whol line of purplish-greay hair and then you get a baldy
with n warning. So I think' that's probably the most learn-
ing p t of that week. This-week was kind of a fun week,.
actua y

The target students assigned an average learning rating of 4.3 to
the various activities they had named.

Asked which activity during the semester had beenithe most
interesting, foUr of the students agreed that their first micro-
scope laboratory von the award. They had examined"cells from a
layer of onion skin, and cells scraped' from the inside of the
cheek. Student F recalled the occasion, they had made hydrogen
94 s, then trapped it,in soap bubbles and exploded them. Student
A responded that the most interesting activity had been one she
remembered as 'Planet X.' Teacher 10 had presented the students
with. a mysterious material, which he told them was the surface
matter of Planet X. The material was a liquid when 'undisturbed,
but while squeezed it would turn solid (unknown to the students,
it was a 'solution of cornstarch in water). The students' task
was to make observations of the material's properties and thereby
deduce its composition:

Stud 't A told the interviewer why this activity had been
so interes ng for her:
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It was weird because it was like something fun to do. It
was like,he was giving us a break, but we weren't, we were
still learning- stuff at the same time. It's kind of
subconscious; we weren't learning on purpose, we just did
it. That 'sounds weird doesn't ft? I mean he knew what it
[the constarch solution] was, but we were thinking, "oh
good." But actually we Aid learn something, and that was
kind of neat the way he got us to learn an'd we didn't
know it.

Several students echoed Student _A's appreciative comments on
Teacher, 10's teaching when they were asked what they would do if'
they were teacher. Student E replied *gi.ve them a lot of fun
packets. I'eprobably do similar to what Mr: Bentley does,
because that's the best class I have, that I like the best."
Student D said much the same. Students F and both insisted
that- they would have laboratories. Student F justified this:

WHY WOULDJOU DO A LOT OF LABS AND EXPERIMENTS?

Well, because I think:.that when you do like a lab or an
experiment, that the Aids can see it happening. They'd
think more about it, aid they remember it more.

Student B also*valiled laboratory work:

Oh, I'd use a lot of the time for labski Because I think
it's important learning about the things first and then
after you've learned them then you get to -ciolittle projects
with it and I'd like to do little demonstrations and then
I'd go "Here's some equipment,- be sure you use it:wisely,"
and let them learn about it. Like I'd walk around the class
and say "Yes, may I help you" and stuff like that. But labs
are really important. Because you learn. Like. I never knew
about microns. I never knew about microns until le did that
lab about them.

.Comments. Teacher 10 got high ratings for attention, think-
ing' and TiTi7Fest in the Topic 1 Student Class Survey, but lot"4er
ratings for the difficulty of the teacher-led recitation and
review which took place that day. The target students seemed to
feel that the teacher did a good job. in general, assigning inter-
esting laboratories and giving informative lectures. They refer-
red to,his instructional practices when describing the way they
themselves would teach. Unlike the target students who described
the .classes of Teachers 8 and 9, these students identified a
teacher recitation as being the most interesting activity of the
topic, though the activities selected from the whole semester
tended to be labs.

Teacher 11. The first topic focussed on forms of
environmental milieu. This six-day topic mixed reading and
questioning segments on tundra, deserts, grasslands and forests,
with written seatwork and audiovisual presentations. Of the. five
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target students interviewed, four identified as the most inter-
. esting activity one on the. third day, where the siudeRts tookturns to give characteristics of different environments they had'garnered from the book and then call on fellow student volunteersto name the correct environment. The fifth student'(Student D)named working on a study sheet as the most interesting activity.These two activities were given an average interest rating of 4.5by the students.

The :students picked a number of aspects of the week 's* wqrkwhen asked to identify the activity during which they had learnedthe most. Student C said that all the clan discussions duringthe topic were equally important in this respect; two namedworking .on their study sheets; two mentioned the review on thelast day of the topic. The average learning rating given was4.2.

Three of the students said that the most interesting acti-vity of the semester had been when they used microscopes to viewa variety of microscopic Structures: onion skin, salt, pepperand sugar grains. The fourth (Student B) namid the class ques-tion and answer session on types of land, and the fifth (StudentD) said that all the time spent learningabout the body had beeninterestingr and he was unwilling to pick a single activity thatstood out.

Asked how they would teach an interesting class, the stu-dents seemed content with the way Teacher 11 organized herinstruction. Two students (Students B and E) explicitly saidthey would do as she did. Student E went on to describe what hefound best about Teacher 11's class:

"1 think the best thing is when we don't mess around and weget right to the point and do our work, and if we have'e.xtratime, then we read more from the text or we go ahead and we
do the other work and understand what happens because you

. know the questions that we have, she can answer them for us.She doesn't just push us away and say, well I can't do this
because I have to go put on my make-iip or something like
that."

Comments. The target students' comments. differed somewhat
from the picture of Teacher 11 one obtains from the Student ClassSurvey. There, her class was rated as low on attention, thinkingand interest, and high on difficulty. The main'activity on theday of the Student Class Survey was seatwork, and this activity
was not representative of the topic as a whole. The most fre-quent type of activity during the topic was teacher recitationbased on the textbook.

The students referred to their teacher's practices whenasked how they would teach a class. There was no laboratory
assignment during Teacher 11's first topic, and the students
named a variety of activities as most 4-nterestin9 for the topic.Three of them, however, named labs as the most i'hteresting
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activity of the semester. The activities in whichlearning.was
seen as greatest were a mixture of teacher recitation and seat-
work.

Teacher 6. The eight-day topic concerned bac ria and
viruses. Teaaer recitations-occurred on four days, intermingled
with ieatwork on study guides taken from the text, note-taking,
and the-copying of diagrams of the nitrogen cycle and of bac-
terial shapes. The students were assigned a laboratory activity
of viewing bacterial colonies and estimating their population
size. They. also viewed a videotape and took a unit test.

The target students in Teacher 6's class all felt that the
Topic 1 week haft been different from their previous work: they
had taken more notes, seen movies, and done laboratory work.
Asked which of the week's activities was most interesting, five
of the students named. the laboratory` on cells, and the sixth
picked a movie oat bacteria that included a presentation on
Pasteur. The average interest rating was 4.3.

^Turning their attention to the occasion when they felt they
had learned the most, the students mentioned a variety of activ-
ities: taking notes from the teacher's board work; taking the
unit test; working with ,the study guide;, and Teacher 6's recita-
tion on the nitrogen cycle. The average rating here was 4.0.

The act *vities the students picked as the most interesting
in the entire semester were again varied. Three students picked
a laboratory, and two of these agreed that it had been their
first microscope practicum. Two ,others, Students B and F, talked
of a presentation students had given, while Student C claimed
that no one day stood out in her mind.

Hypothesizing about what the uld do if th y were teacher,
all six students mentioned laborat work, though e were more
specific than others. Student F sal he woule"do the me as
Mr. Jenkins," while Student E proposed that students do "labs,
take notes a little, [and) use tpestiooks a little,' explaining
that you can learn more if you do stuff yourself."

0

Comments. 'The target students were more appreciative of
their teach than the Student Class Survey ratings would lead
one to expect. In the Survey, Teacher" 6's class was rated low on
the four items of focal interest (see Chapter Eight.) The class.
Was rated as boring, though the target students' responses sug-
gest that the teacher actually went out of his way to try to
provide interesting activities for this topic, perhaps because of
the observer's presence.

Labaratorieswere the activity most frequently picked as
most interesting, while recitation, seatwork and test-taking were
all named as being occasions of the most learning.
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Topic 2

Teacher 4. This teacher spent eight days teaching a topicentitTaWredity and change." Teacher recitation was the majorinstructional form. Students (did classwork and homework-on Pun-nett squares and dominance characteristics, checked themselves, forPTC senstivity,- and took an end-of-unit test.

Two target students--Students C and F--did not appear forthe interview, so our data for Topic 2 are drawn from four inter-views. idipen asked what was most interesting during the pastweek, two of the students, Students B and A, named the teacher'spresentation on miosis. Student E named a lecture on the rela-tionship between phenotype-and genotype. Last, Student D namedproblems the teacher gave the class -- drawing Punnett squares andcalculating phenotype ratios. The four students "gave theseactivities an average interest rating of 4.2.

Similar ctivities were named as the ones where the mostlearning to place. Two students named the lecture on pheno-types and °types-, and one the lecture onAeiosis. The fourthnamed the Punnett square problems. The average learning ratinghere was 4.7.

Two of the target students, Students .A and B, identified afrog dissection laboratory as the most interesting' activity ofthe semester. Student E recalled observing microorganisms underthe microscopd, and Student D named a presentation by Teacher 4on the circulatory system.

Asked what they would do if they were a science teacher,
both Student,..A.and Student B mentioned dissectidg. Student Esaid:

"Do labs every week, and I'd explain to the class the assi-gnments. I'd give the class homework most nights, becadse Ifeel.like when you have homework, and you do it, then you
,learn more. It's different when you're home, because you'renot all thinking about school and stuff, and you're more.calm. I'd give the class a test on each unit, and it'd beabout a week or a week and a half long. I'd do most of th#things Mrs. Stahl ddes. She's a pretty' good teacher."

Student A responded to the question by saying:

I'don't think I'd use the book hardly at all . . . I justdon't think that it's as interesting to read it. Eventhough0 like to read, I think it's a lot more intgrestingto.have somebody explain it to you . . . Mrs. StahT-tried
quite a few different things on us, and so I think I'd tryand do different things. Just don't keep doing the samething.

Comments. These target students' rem&rks seem to reflectthe way Teacher 4 was rated in the Student Class Survey. There,
P



her class was rated high- throughout, on attention, thinking,
difficulty and interest. The target students gave this teacher
unusually high ratings for learning: an average of 4.7..

Going against the norm, Teacher 4's target students named
teacher recitations and seatwork as the most interesting activ-
ities. Unlike other classes, the same topic activities were
identified as most interesting and as the occasions of most
learning. This suggests that Teacher 4 was able to invest activ-
ities not often amenable.. to interesting content with an unusual
degree of elan.

Teacher 7. The topic concerned heredity and genetics, and
took place. over nine days of instruction. There was less use of
laboratory activities that!) in this 'teacher's first-topic; teacher
recitations took place on most of the days. Students also did
seatwork consisting of worksheets., learning vocabulary, and writ-
ing to their journals. There was a test at the end of the
unit, with a review game the daybefore. (This review game was
-described in Chapter Eight.)

Only four target students (Students A, D, E and F) were
interviewed at the end of Teacher I's second topic. Three of the
four said that the most interesting activity during the week had
been a. presentation by the teacher on twins, by way of intro-
ducing heredity and genetic variation. The fourth student, Stu-
dent 0, named the review game which took place on the last day of
the topic. These two, activities received an average rating on
interest of 4.34

Identifying the activity which occasioned most learning, the
students differed. Student E. named a teacher recitation on DNA
and chromosomes, Student A a test for color blindness the stu-
dents had carried out, Student F named the review game,. and
Student D was able to pick no specific activity from the topic.
They assigned an average learning rating of 4.0.

Turning to the activity which had been most interesting
during the entire semester* the *udtnt's responses showed an
unusual pattern. Two stud Its were able to name activitiets:
Student E.a film on techniques of meat preservation, and Student
F a lab where animal specimens were identified and classified.
But the remaining two target students were unable to identify any
activity from the entire semester which struck them as memorably
interesting. Student A replied:

I don't know.

ANYTHING STAND. OUT? A LAB OR A DISCUSSION OR A FILM, Ok
SOMETHING?

Un huh [negative].

NOT MUCH INTERESTING? 'HOW INTERESTED ARE YOU IN SCIENCE?
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I don't know. It's not my best'subject.

student F responded to the intepviewer in A similar manner:

CAN YOU REMEMBER DAIS WHERE YOU DID SOMETHING THAT WAS REAL
INTERESTING TO YOU?

No. I don't know... he just mostly... when other people arearound we do fun things, but usually we just study. We'vedone some things. Like, we've had labs and stuff.
(

DO YOU REMEMBER ANY OF THE LABS THAT WERE GOOD?

lo.

Comments. On the Student Class Survey,. Teacher 7 receivedlow ratings across the board for the last day of his Topic 2class. The target students' responses, Particularly when askedto pick the most interesting activity the-semester, suggestthat Teacher had persistent problems capturing/his students'interest and attention. The studFhts reported that the topic hadbeen unusual in having recitationt and laboratory work; moreusually, they would find themselves engaged in seatwork. Notsurprisingly, they named the recitation and the heredity game asthe most interesting activities which had occurred. The inabil-ity of two of the students to recall any particularly interestingactivity from the semester as a wholeTi a sad testament to theteacher's lack of skill or imagination.

Teacher 9. In the second topic, Teacher 9'spent five dayson tkiZTFailatory.sYstem and blood typing. He .lectured on thecirculation of brood through the heart, held a review on thismaterial the next day, !lad students take an oral exam, and thenlectured on blood typing. Students saw a film on the circulatory
system, and then took part in a blood-smear laboratory, which wasfollowed by a review of blood typing./ On the last day (which wasalso the day of the"Student Class Sufvey), students took part ina blood-typing laboratory, whicp was followed by a lecture on therhesus factor.

One of the target students was absent on the day of the
second laboratory; the other five students all named this blood-typing lab as the most interesting activity of the week, andthree of them also named it as the most interesting activity ofthe semester. They rated It an average of 4:3, and all said theyhad learned from it.

However, when asked when they had learned the most, four ofthe students named the teacher's lecture on the circulatory
system, and the other two named the film they had seen on thesame topic. They were very aware that new information had beenpresented to them in both these activities, and gave ratings onlearning of 4 or 5 (the overall average for all the activitieswas 4:5).

\.
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Asked tb identify the most interesting activity of the
semester, three students, as mentioned, named the second laq on
blood-typing again. A fourth student named the teacher's lecture
on the circulatory system. The remaining two students referred'
to a laboratory where seeds were planted, and to a lecture on the
parts of a flower. Describing the latter, Student E said that it
had been interesting "because I.never knew. I just saw a flower
as a flower. I never knew about leaves and I never knew &bout
how it gets.its food and how it reproduces and all that stuff:"

Students showed a certain concord in their di ussion of the
way they would run things if they were teacher. Fi e of them
stressed that they would have variety; "something fferent-ivery
day" (Student E). Student B went into some detail:

I'd do a lot more of class activities._ I rem tuber last time
when I said that. I still think it's got to be the right -

combination. You've got to have just the right amount of
everything, and I.'ve had teachers who have hit upon that,
but obviously Kr. Ferber hasn't. I'm a lot of times turned
off in his class and everything.

OH, WHY?

Well, the only reason I pay,attention at all is because I.
like science and because I like gettipg good gra-des . . .

you have to have-the right combination.

SO IT'S A DELICATE BALANCE BETWEEN EVERYTHING?

Well not necessarily delicate. I don't think; it has to bp .

perfect or anything. It's just 'You don't want to have
three-fourths of the time lecturing and one-f liurth of the'
time tests. You know that's a very obviously bad combina-
tion. The kids are going to be totally ableahh! . . . Now
this is whlt a good experiment would be for your laborator'
Oext.year: let's find out what kids like to study. Li)ce our
class really liked' to study the skeletal system. Circu-
latory system . . . aahh! Atoms-and things . . . bleahh!

WHAT SORT OF ACTIVITIES WOULD YOU EMPHASIZE?

Probably I would . . . discussions.. because scienceiris a

discussing matter. We never discuss, we just learn. tobody
knows for sure. Like there's a lot of controversial matters
in science. It would be so fun to talk about them. "Why do

yyou think this is true?" "Why do you now think this is
true?" Then do an experiment and find out . . .-But we never
do it. We do it in social studies, which is really neat.

This articulate account of Teacher 9's way of teaching science
was largely in agreement with what other students said. Student
D noted that the week of lopiC 2 was different from other weeks
because they had done an "experiment" (the ,blood typing lab), and
Hire haven't really done an experiment since chemistry," and also
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"we did it on ourselves. Most of the time he just shows it o a
mode)." This suggests the possibility that Teacher 9 put on a
special show for the observer.

Comments. On the Student Class Survey, Teacher 9's blood-
clotting lab was rated low in attention, thinking and difficulty.
It was, however, rated high (3rd overall) in interest, and the
target student respoffses.descripe it in the same way. It is
striking that students.tOn riP0 rt aractivity of. being of great
interest, yet as requitqlp little in the way of thought and
attention. Four of the udents, asked why the lab had been
interesting, replied that its ease was actor; three of them
also said thAt doing well in the lab had made it interesting..
Learning abodt oneself was, however, the reason most salient to
students for the lab's $nterest. None of the students named the
blood-clotting lab as the activity where most learning had taken
plice. '

.

.

,

Teacher 10. Topic 2 dealt with the human skeletal'and
circuTilliTisysteins. After an introduction to all to major
body systems, Teacher /0 spent four days on the cicicblation of tte
blood. He conducted recitations, and a film was shown, with
hommnculi carrying out the various functions of the heart, -blood
vessels and lungs. For homework, Teacher 10 had the students cut
out a ditto of the. skeletal system, assemble it, and label it.
He also lectured on the skeletal system, using a small model
skeleton called Huey. On the seventh day of the topic students .

formed groups and rotated around the room to nine different
activity stations. The remaining days involved reviewing and
testing.

..

The parents of Student C requested that she be withdrawn
from target student status; so our data are limited to interview
with five students. These students' responses in Topic 2 told a
similar story to those of the first topic. A variety of activ -.
sties were identified as the most interesting during the week.
Two students, Students A and E, mentioned the film, and two,
Students' B and 0, tte skeleton lecture. Student F named the
skeleton Aitto. All said they had learned, and gave the various
activities an average interest rating of 4.4.

The same activitiet were identifidd(as those where the most

..,

learning had occurred during the week. Student F named the
skeleton ditto; dents 0 and E the film, and Student A theditto;

lectur . Student B named a quiz the teacher had con-
ducted on the rculatory system. The average learning rating
given these.activiaes was again 4.4.

,

Recalling the most interesting activity in the course of the
semestei., all five students med laboratory work. For three of .

them it was a day when they h d dissected a frog. A. fourth,
Student F, recatled a relate activity where students measured
the length of a frog's leap, and calculated its ratio to the

imal's length. Studen't A mentioned an ocFasion when students
collected bacteria samples from various locations around the
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classroom -- the door handle, another, tudent's tongue -- and
Cultivated them on agar.

Asked what they would do if they were teacher, several of
the students made reference to their teacher. Student 0 said he
would "explain things so that students would comprehend it, and,
like, to Matit-interesting at the same time, like Mr. Bentley's
Huey." Stud t E replied *Well I'd do it kind of like Mr. bent-
ley did." The.Nother students all mentioned a range of activi-
ties: notes, dittoes, movies, field trips, quizzes and models.
They talked as though.these were all activities they themselves
had been assigned.

Student A discussed the particular things which had gone on
in the classroom during the topic which had helped her.understand
and learn the-material. While her comments are. perhaps indica-
tive of unuiftlly percipient self-monitorting, we suspect that the
other students wou]d agrei:

"The quizzing, was good. That helps you study get some
studying done\ in class. You try and 'think of the answer,
before the person he calls on tells the answer, and I was

A trying to make mental notes of the things I needed to study.
The lectures onthe parts of the circulatory system I
thought was funny. It stuck in my mind. The T -shirt he
wore [showing the bones of the torso] helped because you
could see it on him; then the way he told us to find it,
like say feel the shoulder blade and stuff like that. And
Huey was fun. (Laugh.) I liked Huey: and he helped. If he
would have just written on the board or just told us it
wouldn't have sunk in. I do better with a visual aid, and
the skeleton helped a lot. The little extra things he added
in about how You grow keeps it interesting. I think to keep
the attention of the class he kind of has to 'kind' of say
little interesting things in between, and the shirt and Huey
both helped a lot."

Comments. The portraits of Teacher 10's instructio4 which we
obtain from the target students and from the Student Class Suriey
are similar in the two topics. If there is a common criticism of
this teacher, it is that the work he assigned was not difficult
enough. This is conveyed by the Student Class Survey ratings for
both topics (the difficulty ranking was 9th on each topic), and
by the target students' comments -- the movie on the flow of the
blood, for example, was .criticized for being interesting but
childish.

Pype,s of Activity Named by All Target Students

Examination of the activities named by the target students
in reply to our questions shows that they generally reported that
laboratory assignments were the academic activities they found
the most interesting. However, these were not the activities in
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which they felt they had learned the most. Tables 9.1 and 9.2
show in summary form the target students' responses to these
questions in aT1 eleven classes, for Topic 1 and Topic 2, resp-
ectively. For Topic 1, 40 of the Target Students (63 percent).
flamed laboratories as the most interesting activity of the topic.
However, only 13 (22 percent) said that a lab had been the occa-
sion of most learning. Nineteen students (32 percent) identified
teacher recitations as the activt4y where they had learned the
most, and 14 (23 percent) tdentified seatwork.

When these students reflected on interesting activities over
the previous semester, the salience of laboratories was even more
striking. Forty-six students (71-percent) named a laboratory, f
while only 6 (9 percent) named retitation, and only 1 (2 percenA
named seatwork.

At the end of Topic 2, 36 target students (62 percent) named
a lab as the most interesting activity of the semester, and only
6 (10 percent) named teacher recitation. This pattern of res-.
ponse was similar to that at the end of Topic 1. In their
reports of Topic 2 itself, howez, only 21 students (34 percent)
named a laboratory%activity as t most interesting, while 18 (30
percent) named recitation. The lower emphasis here on the inter-
est of laboratory work is accounted for by the mention of other
kinds of activity -- especially films (11 percent) -- as being
most interesting. For example, although the target studenA4 in
both Teacher 7 and Teacher 10's classes had lab work in Topic 2
none of them reported it as most interesting. One possibility s
that the targft students came to find different properties of
academic activities of interest, but this explanation is coun-
tered by the fact that they tended still to report labs as the
most interesting activities of .the semester. A second explana-
tion for the way students viewed the Second topic is that teach-
ers made an effort to introduce other interesting activtties_,
while their classes were being observed.

In Topic 2, recitation and seatwork were again the two act-
ivities regarded as occasioning most learning. Twenty students
(34 percent) named recitation and 24 (41 percent) named seatwork,
while only four (8 percent) ,named a lab activity.

Ratings of yterest and L sing

Tables 9.1 and 9.2 also how the average rat.t Of interest
) and learning in each of the classei. That there is no great

variation among classes is not surprising when one recalls that
we were asking the target students to rate activities' which they
had already selected as being "most interesting," and as the
occasion of "most learning." Two numbers stand out, however.
Both Teacher 3 and Teacher 9 received unusually low ratings for
interest in Topic 1 (3.7 and 3.8 respectively). The numbers for
both these teachers picked up for the second'topics however.
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Table 9.1

3

Target Students' Responses for Topic 1

TEACHER MOST INTEREST
DURING TOPIC

'ATING MOST LEARNING RATING
DUR NG TOPIC

'ST INTEREST
N SEMESTER

TEACHER USED
AS MODEL

1

Lab (4)1
Recitation (2)

..

4:6.

a
Film 1)

Homewo (1) 4.2
"Ail da sw (1) .

L b (5)
First week(1)

,

Yes

(2)

2

Lab (3)
Seatwork (a.)

Seatwork (5)
Lab (1) \ 4.0

.

Fi m (1)
T nst.(1)
0 r (2)

Yes
(1)

3

Lab (4)'

Recitation (1)
Seatwork (1)

Test review(3)
Seatwork (2) 4.0

Lab (5)
Rec tattpn(1).

Yes

(3).

4

Lab (5)
Seatwork (1.) 4.7

Lab (2) I

Recitation(3) 4.2
Video (1)

Lab (
Seatwo k (1)

No

.

5

Lab (5)
Seatwork (1)

.

4.5

._

Lab (3)
Seatwork (2) I 4.0
Film (1)

Lab (5)
Recitation(I)

Yes

(3)

6

!Lab (5)

Film (1) 4.3

ng
Test (1)
Seatwork (1) 4.0
Recitation (2)

a

Student (2)

presentation
Nothin (1)

Yes

7

Lab (1)
Recitation (2)
Film (1)

111111111Recitatfpn (4) Lab (2)
Field trip(2)

Yes
(1)

8

j Recitition (1)
Lab (5)

1

. 4.5
Lab (2)
Recitation (4)

Topic (1)
Lab (5)

Lab i6)
f . q 3.8

Lab (3)
Recitation (3)

.

4.0
(4 ,

R i tion(2)
No .

.

.

10
Recitation ( )

Lab (2)
IFilm

4.4

Recitation (2)
Lab (1)
Seatwork (2)

(1),

4.3
Lab (6) Yes

11

!Recitation (4)
!Seatwork (I) 1 4.5

Recitation (1)
Seatwork(2)
Test Review(2)

4.2
Lab (3)
Topic (1)
Recitation(I)

x0
Yes

Numbers in parentheses represent the number of target students

giving each type of response.
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Table 9.2

Target Students' Responses for Toptc 2

TEACHER MOST INTEREST
DURING TOPIC

RATING MOST LEARNIN
DURING TOPIC

RATING.
-

.

MOST INTEREST
IN SEMESTER

TEACHER USED
AS MODEL

1

Lab (2)1-
Video (2)
Seitwork (2)

4.3
Lib (1)

Recitation(1)
Seatwork,(4)

4.0
Lab (B)

Science fair
(1)

Yes,

-(1)
.

,

2
Lab (6)

4.3 _Test
Lab (1)

(1)
.Seatwork (4)

4.2

La (3)
Film (1)

.

Test (1)
Nothin. 1)

Yes c-

(1)

_

3

Lab (2)
Recitation(3)
Test (1) .

, 4.2
Review (2)
Recitation(4) 4.7

Lab (4)
cience far

'(2.)

No

4
Recitation (3)
Seatwork (1) 4.2

Recitation(3)
Seatwork (1)

I
4.7

Lab (3)
Recitation(1)

Yes
.

5
Recitation (1)
Guest speaker

(4)
.

.

4.2
Recitation(I)
Seatwork (3)
Test (1)

3.4
Recitation(1)
Lab (2)
,peaker 12)

Yes.

(3)

RecitatioaL(2)
Seatwork (1)
Video (3)

4.0.
Recitation(1)
Seatwork (4)

Discussion(1)
4.0

Lab (3)
Recitation(2)
[Film (1)

Yes
(1)

-Recitation (3)
Game (1) 4.3

Lab (1)
Recitation(1)
Game (1)
Nothing (1)

.,

4.0
'Film (1) .

Lab (1)
Kothins (2)

No t.

,

.

8
Lab (3)
Recitation (3) 4.0

Recitition(2)
Seatwork (2)
Lab (11

.

4.7

.

Lab (3)
Reports (1) -

.

--

.

.

9

Lab (5).

Recitation (1) 4.3
Recitattbnc4)
film (2)

:

4.5
:LO'

.

(4).

Recitation(2)'

No

1.0

Recitation (2) ,

Film (2
Seatwork (1)

4.4
Recitation(2)
Film (2)
Seatwork (1)

4.4
Lab (5) Yes

11

Lab (3)
Seatwork (2)
Project (2)

,4.0
$eatwork (5)
Recitation(1) 4.0

Lab (3)
Seatwork (2)
Nothing (1)

, Yes

,S3)*

1 Numbers-in parentheses represent the number of target students
giving each type of response.
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1.

p

The Teacher as ,Model

The lest column of each table 'shows whether the target
students,.wAen asked what they .would do if they were teacher,
made positive. to their teacher as a model of good
teacffint prOtice The frequency with which they did this is

,encourkiing.: 9 of the 11 teachers wite held up 'as models after
, Topic 1, and 7 of- the teachers after Topic 2. Teachers 3 and 7
were. refered A as model,s in the first topic, but not the second,
while Teacher 4 showed the opposite pattern. However, Teacher 9
had the unfortunate position of being talked of negatively by tker
target students-in both Topic 1 and Topic 2. This result is in
accord Inith the low interest rating for Topic 1 and the low
interestratings-on the Student7Class Survey reported in the last

. chapter.

A

Conclusions

It is instructive to compare the data from all three of our
student perception instruments:. the Ideas About Science.Survey
(Chapter Seven), the Student Class Survey (Chapter Eight), and
the target studeneinterviews (this chapter). On all three
invitripments, pArticular teachers stood out as different in some
way froim the rest. For example, Teacher 4 stood out as having
unusual presence in class recitations, that ginerated, student
intereFt and involvement. Teacher 9, In contrast, was viewed as
tailing to provide a motivating atmosphere, despite his strongly
academic orientation.

Students' 'perceptions of different kinds of activities also
showed substantial agreement across the three instruments. Anal:-
ysis of the SCS,shOwed that students gave higher ratings.of
interest, difficulty, thought and attsption to class periods
where they-had been engaged in resource activities -- laboratories
and teacher recitations -- than to those which had been spent in
seatwork and procedural tasks. The target students appeared to
iiifferenIlatt_between laboratory activities (which' they found
most interesting) on the pne hand, and recitation and seatwork
(where they reported the most learning occurred) on the other.
The IASS showed students reporting post learning and attention in:
quizzes and tests, followed.by lab activities, but mOst,interest
in lab 'activities. Teacher recitations held an intermediate
pOsition: they were occasions of learning, and also interesting,
though less so than laboratories. When the target students
reflected back over the entire semester, laboratories showed a
singular prominancel suggesting that they were more memorable
than other kinds of classroom activity.

;Ube variation in the activities which students report occas-
ioned the,most learning is explainable. In the IASS, tests were
named, while in the target student interviews, students named
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seatwork and teacher recitation with almost equal frequency.
However, the target student interviews were conducted just beforethe end of each topic, and most tests were given as an end -of-.topic test on the last day. Consequently, when the. target stu-dents were asked which activity during the topic had been the
occasion of most learning, in most cases, tests were not a
possible choice.

In sum, the different measures, of students' perceptions givelargely convergent results: a common understanding of the class-room, and of individual teacher's idiosyncrasies, appears toexist, and can be tapped via individual interviilrs, students'
general ratings of their instruction, and ratings of a particularclass period.

There remains the queition -of why students report learning
taking place in their quizzes and tests. Of course, we are deal-ing here with students' perceptions of learning,. and it pay bethat learning was not taking place where the students thought' itwas. Seventh grade students -- particularly those who spend
their time in science classes like the ones we have described in
this report -- may come to associate learnimg with the simpleaccrual of information and its subsequent Pbtrieval, and so
identify tests and, to a_lAsser extent, teacher recitation, asthe kinds of activity wher# they think they are learhing. It mayeven be the case that stude-nts come to see learning and interest
as. being mutually exclusive. Student A in Teacher 10's class, itwill be recalled, was struck by an occasion when learning hadbeen fun: "We weren't learning on purpose, we just did it. That.
sounds .weird doesn't it?" Such a proposal does spot, of course,
sound "weird" to the, teaching and research communities, and oneof the purposes of engaging students in laboratory activities isthat they should learn through theiractions, and find enjoymentin learning. It is possibli, though, that this, notion is a
novelty to the majority of seventh grade life science students,once they have.become accustomed to being graded on low-level and

. undoubtedly tedious homework, worksheets, and tests.

.1
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CHAPTER TEN

CONCLUSION

This chapter presents a selective synthesis ot the prebeed-ing seven chapters of results tram tne Intermediate Lite ScienceStudy. Because the' results' chapters end with summaries, welimit ourselves here to presenting our judgment about what theresults point to by way.ot improving practice in intermediatelife science classes. We interpret the findings to suggest theneed for serious consideration and reform in two areas: scien-tific literacy and academic tasks. We address each of theseareas in turn...

4 Scientific. Literacy

The'data from this study indicate "a large discrepancybetween what science educators strongly advocate as the structureof the discipline for the, teaching of science and What .actuallyis taught in life science classes. Our ,data show that even witha sample of teachers judged-by observers as generally competent
instructors with an adequate grasp ot the subject matter, theseteachers focused almost entirely on the presentation of tactual .content during their recitations, conveying this information in asegmented, topic-by-topic fashion. Thus, teachers rarely it evermale use of any of the relatins components.. of scientific lit-'eracy. These relating components , -- relating to science as asocial historical processe.relating to science as a reasoning
'process, relating science and society/technology,,and positiveattitudes toward science -- have the potential to serve as con-ceptual frameworks for science facts and enhance the meaning ofcontent for students. UnfOrtunately, too few instances of the&se of ,these components were observed for us to tairiA 'assesstrrks hypothesized linkage.

A thorough analysis of the impaCt ot. the relating componentsof scientific literacy also was hampAredby the fact that whensome teachers did make a rare referkhce to them in their recitaltions, these references often were \gically contusing and mis-leading. Thus, there is the possiblyy fty that these referenceswere counterproductive for students: One reason for the poorquality Of teachers' use ot the relating components may be thatteachers do not have a systematic plan for employing the compo-nents. Instea4, as it seems in this study-, they may make refer-ence to the components in a spontaneous and erratic fashion.This, in turn, may be the result of the tact that teachers feelpressure to cover a great number of tactual, science topics in ayear's course at the expense of other concerns. It also way bethe result ot the general weakness teachers displayed in terms ofproviding students with explicit learning aids.
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This view of the state of scientific literacy in classroominstruction was reinforces by two additional sources of data fromthe study. First, students themselves perceived that the presen-tation of factual content was the predominant focus of theirteacher's recitations.- Second, data on academic tasks indicatednot' only that the relating components were rarely addressed intasks, but that there was little correspondance between instancesof relating in recitation and instances of relating in tasks forany given teacher. This supports the conclusion that the relat-ing components are not used purposefully as a tool for struc-turing the existing curricula of life science teachers. Ourinitial. analysis of the textbooks used in the sample classessuggest that they contribute to this state of affairs.

'If we are to assume that instillin students with an appre-ciation for all the components of sci nt is literady remains themost important goal of science education, en it seems that agreat deal of effort--using a variety of r sources - -is required.- We suggest the following steps for improving the use .of scienti-fic literacy in life science classes:

first, it seems important to ensure that teachers- (refully aware of the scientific literacy framework: Thisimplies the,necessity of a widespread dissemination effortamongteachers dissemination aimed at not only presentingthem with working definitiont-and examples of the scientificliteracy components, but also with a rationale for why andhow the components should be used.

Second, teachers will. need training In how to plan theircurriculum according to the framework of scientific litet-acy. Here, they need experience in developing their own-scientific literacy resources and using these resources toselect one or more. of the - (elating themes of scientificliteracy to orsanize each of their- topics. These themes,will then serve as *unifying threads for. the factual content.Teachers also need experience iiililaneing their recitationsand assigned work so that these themes are- reflected on anexplicit and consistent basis.

Third, the above two .recommendations can be facilitietedif additional changes in science education. take place. Forexample, a life science teacher's task at building scien-tift4 literacy. into his dr her curriculum would be aided ifcopular life science textbooks and other commercial mater-ials also incorporated such a strategy. As it.is, currenttextbooks at best may offer discrete chapters on scientificreasoning or science and technology. This segmentation onlyreinforces poor use of the relating coOponents. Teachersprobably could make better use of the icientific literacycomponents if there were less pressure,/ to cover vast amountsof factual content. At least in the seventh grade, it seemsmuch preferable that teachers spend a longer period Of time\, (e.g., 3-4 weeks) on a selected topic, and use this topic as
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an occasion for having students explore the historical,
reasoning, technological, and attitudinal implicationp ofscience.

-Academic Tasks

Data from this study indicate that the most common type ofacademic task assigned to students in the sample classes wasworksheets to be completed in class. Laboratory activities wereused less frequently, usually when topic_s were amenable to micro-scope work. Finally, all teachers made use of exams as end-of-topic asses'sments. What all three of these tas types shared incommon was an overwhelming reliance on proble0 requiring low -level cognitive processing (i.e., rote or algorithmic) and ver-bally restricted response modes (i.e., matching, multiple-choice,fill-in the blank, and short answer). Thus, most students in ourstudy probably passed through a year-long life science coursewithout ever having to write so much as one paragraph of originalinformation or interpretation.. These findings on tasks are dis-appointing not only from the standpoint of prbmottng an under-standing of science, but also in terms of fostering the problem-Solving and verbal skills deemed desirable thoughout the entireschool curricula.

Ad itional perspectives en the role of tasks' come from .o,Ostudent erception data. First, it. was noted- that while studentsreported some instances of teacher recitation and laboratoryactiviti s as interesting and mentally engaging, they almost
never characterized worksheets in these terms. Moreover, theyperceived they learned less when completing worksheets than theydid during recitations or laboratories. There are two potential
reasons for this. One is that the nature of worksheets was asdiscouraging to students as.tt was to researcher's. Another

afactor may be that teachers assigned few work products. in direotconnection with recitations and laboratories, and students payfind these non-product ac ivities more enjoyable.
I

A second relevant obs rvation from the student perceptiondata concerns students' views of learning. While some students
espoused high goals when asked about the importance of learningabout science, others recognized that what mattered was "makingthe grade." Their descriptions bf learning in their classes:,reflected the mundane and tedious nature of their tasks, Indeed,when asked when'they were l earning the most, many students
defined learning in terms of tasks when they were most engaged in_obtaining the science facts that they would be accountable for ontheir topic exams. In shoit, it appears that students came toequate learning with successful preparation for and performance
on lower-order and verbally restricted exam problems. This mayhave dire consequences for students' lore generAlized attitudestoward learning as their schooling progresses.

Given these findings, we recommend that educators and inter-mediate life science ,teachers work together to improve the qual-
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ity of tasks' they assign students. This improvement is quite
feasible from the standpoint that teachers exercise considerable
control over their tasks. -While they may use Vests and other
commercial materials as sources for their tasks, the assignments
themselves often are teagher-made. We suggest that in addition
to the incorporation of scientific literacy into tasks (discussed
in the previous section), that improvement efforts be directed in
these areas:)

Teachers' need guidance in increasing the problem level oftheir tasks. Primarily, this entails the inclusion' of prob-
lems calling foridnference, abstract reasoning, and refer-
ente to students' own daily experiences.

Teachers need guidance in designing response formats that
require extended verbal responses. iihrle there is still a
role for brief tiem formats, it is likely that higher-order
problems will often require students to express themselves
in one or more paragraphs.

Teachers will need' additional support to anticipate and
deal with the consequences of assigning students more
sophisticated work. This includes. preparation for potential
manavment problems, the systematic .communicatiOnsof higher
exp6etations to students, and the establishment of appro-
priate'grading procedures.

111
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, SECTION ONE: PRODUCTION

This noteboOk is the-observer manual for the' Intermediate Sci-
ence Study iISS). This notebook provides the backlround and guide-
lines you pill need in order to take responsibility for data collec-v
ti on in a teacher's class. It is:important that you read the entire
manual. .#

purassoftalleStud

The general' purpose of th2Intermediate Science Study (ISM) is
to provide an up-to-date description of what life science instruc-
tion is like at the intermediate level. While a sample of volunteer
teachers is unlikely to be representative of science teaching every-'
where, it-nonetheiess is probable that we will see activities that
typify much science teaching. Of course, we also hope to see among.
these activities examples of excellence in life science teaching. 4These examples can serveto guide both researchers and practitioners.

Educators, past and present, have spent considerable effortin
thinking about what good science teaching consists of.. They refer
to their conceptions as definitions of "scientific literacy." In
this study, we are using a.genetally accepted definition of scien-
tific literacy to focus the study and its instrumentation. ?Hi
definition consists of a number of areas that ideally should kid-
dressed in the teaching of science. While not all instruments-Wad- k
dress all the areas of scientific literacy, there "is considerable

,

overlap. Figure 1.1 demonstrates the ovetlap of scientific literacy,
areas covered by three major sets of measures in. the study.

4

Overvi of Time tine and ntationume

Figure 1.2 presents the tiielfne for thl Intermediate Science
S.tudy. The timeline'indicates the approximate time of year lighen the
study activities will occur. As shown, the first act'mty, student

- pretesting, already has occurred. observer training, the next.
steps entail interviewing your techer(s)-and makinj introductory
visits to familiarize yourself with the class(es). Then, a meeting
among observers in each st4te will take. place in order to discuss the
visits and clarify issues. The next major activity will entail an
analysis of each teacher's basic curriculUm-Materials. White anal-
ysis of additional materials will occur thrbu4hout the year as 'these
materials become available; it is important that observers analyze
the basics before regular observation' visits begin.

The core of the study's activities consists of making two sets
of topic observations per teacher. It is anticipated that one of
these sets will. nccur in Nov.-Dec. and one during Spriking, although
there may be exceptions. The exact timing and length of the visits

4
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arr

I

will vary depedding on the individual syllabus of eachiteacher. At
least one observer meeting will be arranged during or after each set
of topic visits. The purpose of these meetings will be not only to
clarify any problems, but also to try to develop some emergent themes
to enrich the analysis and results of the study., The final activity
of the .study involves posttesting students.

A variety of instruments will be employed in this study, one or
more associated with each Activity. fable 1.1 lists the instruments
for each activity. With the exception of the student, pretest;"ob
servers will be rispensible for data collection with these instruments.

Organization of the Manual

This manual is divided into sections. The first section' contains,
several articles to read. We ask all observers to read these articles
so that a common set of concepts and terminology can be shared among
us.. The remaining sections of the manual correspond. to the instru- .

me is for the study. In order. of appearance, the sections are the It-
sscience Teacher Interview, Curri
rrative Record, Science Class

port Form, and Student TopicIn
,Student Interview. A'final

lum Content Aqalysis Packet, Class
tangs Form, Teacher Topic Self -Re -

lvement and Interest Form and Target
tion has, been added which presents the

general es for the study.

1
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Table 1.1-

Instruments Used with 'Each Data Collection Activity

in the intermediate Science Study
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SECTION TWO: READINGS

In this section, there are copies of three articles that we would
likeqou to read. The articles are:

414,41%441

Achieving Wider Scientific Literacy, by A. B. Arons

r

The Programme, .the Plans and the Activities of the Classroom: The
Demands .of Activity-Based tcience, by Edward Smith & Neil Senaeibach.

-Academic Work, by Walter Doyle

The pu po$e of the first reading is to, present you with one
view of the meaning of scientific literacy. The purpose" of the sec-
ond article is: to present a good example of an analysis of science
instruction that bdilds on narrative records. The purpose of the
third article is to preseatloyou with the background for the concept
of academic tasks. '

It shOuld be noted that the Intermediate Science Study does not
adopt the exact framework expressed in any of the readings. Instead,
/the articles preset concept4 or methods that have helped shape our .

st which has apiniquilliolbination of foci.

IP
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SECTION THREE: SCIENCE TEACHER INTERVIEW

Overview

.observers will be responsible for conducting interviews with
their assigned teachers as a first activity. The purpose of these
interviews is to gather information on the teacher's background,
curriculum, and classroom organization. You also will be asked to
discuss the scheduling of the topic visits during the interview.
These pages provide general guidelines on the practice of interview-
ing and a copy of'the interview.

All interviews will be tape-recorded, and the recordings will
be transcribed. It is also important that you provide adequate
written notes, for each interview as a good summary for yourself,
and as a backup for the tape.

0 The Purpose of the Teacher Interview

Semi-structured interview? 44; teachers have been included as
part of the data-collection effort to provide a "window" .into the
teachers' perteptions and understandings of their science class.

The methodology of semi-structured interviewing combine's: (11
an overall plan of the topics tO be covered; and (2) a set of sample
questions and probes. Interviewers must be completely, familiar with
the topic areas covered in theinterview, and the kinds of informa -1
tion that are being sought with regard to each topic. These topics
remain the same in each interview.

With the essential topics that must be covered by the inter-
view in mind, and the sample interview questions in hand, the inter-
viewer may adapt the interview questions (and probes) to fit the
particular interviewing situation. Such adaptation should only oc-
cur whin the sample questions are inappropriate, given the preceding
comments of the teacher, or when they fail to elicit the information
desired within each topic area. The general rule, however, is to

. use,the sample questions and probes before departing to your burn in-
ventions.

The teacher interview will take place at the end of the school
day, or in the teacher's free period. It may requirfAnore than one
period. If so, schedule another interview appointment at the end of
the first interview.

Interviewing Techniques and Tips

II Test your

Mike sure
properly.

in dUring

tape-recorder before conducting the interview.
the batteries are treih and tnit It it WortIng
If the tape-recorder has an adapter, plug it

the interview.

A-13
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Initiate and conclude each interview leasantl usin
common n o .ry any c osing s
statements apifear in the 'Interview schedule.)

Cover the topics of the interview -letel and in thelor.4alce sure you get thorough, detaijed
answers.

Respond to the flux of the interview situation itself. The

strength of an interview -- as opposed to a questionnaire
is that it can be sensitive to the phrasing, hesitatioits,

or excitement of the teacher. Be' aware of these, and

attempt.to engage the teacher, much as you would engage
a friend in conversation.

Continue 'robin the teacher until ou have a clear and
coin e unsers n ng o a s e s n ere is
no infal ble ru e wh ch spec Ties en e n rviewer

has probed enough. Keep asking probe questions until yqu
feel you can state the teacher's response to the interview
question in a clear and concise way which makes sense.

Stop probing if the teacher' becomes irritated.
r

General 'robe 4uestions which are. useful in n situationsuations

kclude the following: Can you tell bo th trinemore a ut a ,

Could you say some more about that?"

Avoid asking "Why?" This often puts people on the defensive.

Ask the teacher to specify and define words and phrases

With which ou are unfamiliar or which are unclear. A g!ft-
era clar f cation quest oft can be phrased afollows. %%!m
unclear about one thing. What do you mean by...?

Phrase your own questions_ and probes so that they do not
suggest a single answer. TIm question, "mkt aiTOLI Lee 'as
iraTuabfe in your sccence text ?" is better than "What is the
most important aspect of your science text?"

0 n-ended ues ti ons inerall are better than uestions

which re uire onl a one-word,
than as ing, 'oes ma
to say, "How do you feel ab
X matter to you?" because phr
matter, and a teacher may take
the interviewer believes that X should matter, and reply

accordingly.)

Similarl, do not lead the teacher by sgjq stin an answer

to the question as it is being asked. "What studentrIre
sz mo iv fir enc is a good question.

"Boys ore the most motivated. to learn science, don't you
think?" is not.

AP es no answer. Rather
better

(Not, note, "How does
presupposes that X does

th s as an indication that

A-14 411ft,F,154%)



When ou receive more than one answer to a
ave pose wa un

of- the answers and then ask which is most imfortant.
Thii is especially important as we are ittemptrng to Un-
derstand a teacher's dominant values and orientation.

uestion ou

814..u_....2.....:uestionsurinwotdsatoncetswhicharefamiliar
the ac

Use nonverbal ceMmunication (wh re a..ro riatel) to indi-
cate a ou are n res n a

nterview. Nods, smiles, and an
attentive ac a express on encourage participation. Also,
expressions of puzzlement can be used as effective probes.
Become aware of the messages your expression is giving the-
teacher!

S4 "uh-huh" or "That's interesting" occasionally throe h -
out the interview. This response from e ntery ewer ndr

411TrAlW11116111iTrand generally encourages _participation. But
41- remember: A nod or."uh-huh" should indiCate understandinj,

t . not agreement.

1

ti

Tiildnote).__._orIeinterviewerstoulisorher.oowninons
durin interview. We all have

interviewer to recognize and under-
stand his or her biases (opinions, positions, beliefs, etc.)
and gisard against allowing these biases to intrude on the
interview. It does not matter whether the interviewer
agrees or disagrees with the teacher. What -does matter
is that the opinions recorded in the interview belong to
the teacher -- not the interviewer.

Assure the teacher that their .rivac will be otected.
en ry ews are anscr ' , Y yen ed by

numOkr only. No one will know their identity from reading
the interview.

If the teacher ob ects'to bein ta e -recorded, assure him/
her that the pur ose ta record n the ntery ew s

n a u recor o e converse on..
If it is impossib e to a ev ate e teac er s appre nsions
concerning the tape reCorder, switch it off, and continue
taking notes by hand. Should this occur, immediately tol-
lowing the interview and after leaving the presence of the
teacher, dictate .your; own recollections of the teacher's
actual words and Ohr sfrinto the tape recorder and indicate
that the teacher objected to being tape-recorded.

The teacher has tbe-right to terminate the interview or
the record n o ntery ew at an t me. a ac r
s not obligated toparti_ciate in any way.
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_IThe following suggestions should be followed concerning the met
chanical operation of the tape recorder and.conduct of the inter w:

Place the tape recorder between the teacher and the in-
terviewer, and position it so that it will pick up` both

voices.

Record no more than tone interview on a cassette. Label

clearly each side of the cassette to indicate interviews
which continue on more than one side:

Make sure the tape recorder is picking up the interview.
After the introductory relarks and receiving the teacher's
permission to record, test and play back the tape to make

sure.

e Interview Cover Sheet

A Science Teacher Interview Cover sheet will be provided. This

sh t, is to be filled out by the `interviewer at the beginning of the

ante view. The identifying information which appears on this sheet
will- e kept in strict confidente and will be separated from the data
sets on which analyses are to be performed.

Labeling the A

At the. comp tion of the interview, the interviewer shQuld fill

in an adhesive label and affix it to the appropriate side of the cas-

sette-taps used The following information is required: date, ob-

server number, and identification code of teacher,(circle teacher).

a
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SCIENCE TEACHER INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

Introductory Remarks

Hello (Mrs. -Jones). .I want to thank you for agreeing to talk
with me today& As 00 know, Ism(your name) from Far West Labora-
-to and we= are conduCting a study of science at the intermediate
lev I am looking forwardto observing your classroom during the
scho 1 year, and I.want-to learn about your background and curricu-
lum, ow you organize instruction, and your perceptions asa teach-
er, so I can: better understand your classroom.

I woul0 like .t.o. t4Pe-reCord this interVie*.s0 I rimer oUr
discussion. Is thattK? Let me-assure-you that-It/it you4bY to me
is,entfrelY Confidential. 'Year flaria'Will not 4**174,0Y640'00,this--::
interview transOtipti and your' privacy will.be cbiplettliOrptetted.

, .

- 4.

Before we begin the interview, do you have my questions?-,

I
1. Wher
receive
recerve

Teackerladkground

4

begin-by leaPhingAibout your background as"a4teacher.
1 4..

u receive your rgraduate training? Did. you

training as weal? (Where was that? Did you
degree? When?)

or,

2. In training to be a tea er, did you have a area of specializa-
tion? (What was this area? Do you have a credential inthis area?
Any other credentials? what areas?)

I

' 286
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3. Have yom participated in in-service science activities? (What
were, the most memorable ones? Why was that? Did they make a. di-
rect contribution to goer science :teaching? In whit ways? Any 40/
other wayi?)

I

AO.

'4. Have you participated An in-service activities which did not
focus on science? (What were the most memorable ones? Why was
that? Did they make'a direct contribution to your science teach-
ing? In what ways? Any/other ways?).

a

ti

5. How many years have you taught 7th grad (course name)? ,(How many
years have you taught at this school [no suer what subject) ?)

,/



6. What other classes besides 7th grade life science are you
teachingiihis year ?'' (If applicable: Is teaching 7th grade life
science different from.teaching your other classes? In what ways?
Any other ways?)

.1

7. Anything else you would like to tell me about, your background
that I haven't asked?

Curriculum Topics 4.

1

8. As you may remember, we are planning to do class observations
when you are teaching particular topics. We would be interested
in coming to visit when you are teaching .any two df the following
four topics:

2.

Topic Dates

3.

4.

Can you tell me which of these topics you cover, and the approximate
dates when you plan, to teach them? (Write the dates above.)

A-20
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rt Expectations for Students

Now I am going to ask you some questions about your students:

9. When the 7th graders. come to your'clasSe what, in general, 4o they
knod 'about life science? 'How would you characterize their general atti7
tulle and. motivation toward science? What percent of your students are-

. like that? What are the other students like? Do yop see any differences
between boys and girli? Are there any other things about your students )that seem to make a difference in how they react in class?

4

10. What would you like your students to know:when they leave your class?'
pat attitudes.ind Motiv4tion,would you like n "average" student to have?

at percent of your students achilye this goa

11. Some teachers have told us that different activities and lessons work
better with -girls than boys. Has this been your experience? Do you think
there are any differences in the way life science should be taught to boys
and girls ? (If yes: What are these? Do you do thls?)

4

A-21 4.11, 8 9
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4

12: Now, consideting all of your students, are there certain thitigs a
student might say or do in class that you try to encourage? (e.g., dis-
cussions about certain topics, materials brought into class from home,

questionning other students or the teacher. [The trick here is to respond
to a teacher's "What do you mean?" question in a general fashion: "Oh, cer-
tain discussions, things students might do at home -- anything you really
want to encourage students to do.19)

I

416

a

13. How atiout the other side of the coin. Are there 1pertain things that
students might do or say in class that you try to discourage? (6e ,aware of

managementidiscipline issues as well as curriculum content and methods.)

4

0

CurricLlum Materials

14. You have already indicated 'that you use

as your major textbook. How is it that you came to 6e using fhis
text?

A-22 90
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15. From oy....Lir point of. atew, doaes this text have any particular strengths?

.1

4

16. HOw about from the students' point of view? Do they perceive any par-
ticular strengths Le .g. .7:77RErenjoy 'reading it, like the activities.,
say they can understand it, like the layout)?

17. Now let's turn the questions around. From your point of view, are
there any weaknesses to thi t? * Any contentiiifirmation the text
writers left out which you, should be there? Any information about
the processes of science wh c was left out? Are there Ilhands7on"
activi ties that work well with students that weren't used? Any information
in the teachers' edition about specific teaching techniques or materials
that was missing? Anything else?

t

Iff,wk

4 .

23,1
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18. 0o students perceive,any particular weaknesses in the text (e.g.,
they can't. understand it, are .bored, don't like the activities, say
there aren't enough pictures)?

19. Do' you do find a need to supplement what's in the text? (If-yes:
How? Now did you begin doing this? Anything else?)

AO

go,

,

20. Are there any other iajor materials ttfat you use in class? (Any

other published materials? Any other materials you make up?)

I

4.

A-24-
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21. A number of teachers have told us that departmental science budgets
have decreased. Is this-true for you? (If yes: Has this affected your
teaching? ,Has it had an impact on the materials you use? How have you
coped with this problem?)

Organization and Planning of Instruction-

Now I'm going to ask you some questions about the way you organize the
clash we will be observing.

.

22. Could you describe what you do with this class in a typical week?
(If no typical week: Are there several typical weeks or patterns?) What
percent of the time do you think you follow this plan (or'patterns?) Are
there regularly scheduled lab days? lecture days? workbook days? How
did you come to develop this plan (or patterns)?

293
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Jr

I
23. This soundi li.ke a lot to coordinate -- especially in a number of
different classcrs. How do you keep it all straight? (Intent is to evoke
spontaneous description of teacher planning. Possible probes: Do you
have to write things down? What sorts of thing0 Do you keep- a planbook
or are you able to keep it all in your head?)

. 24. As` an 'example, let's take the 'class you taught today. What did you

do? How did you decide to do It that way? When did you make thoie de-
1., cisions. Was the teacheri' edition helpful in preparing the lesson? In

what way? (Probes should elicit the types of decisions made ,at different

point$ in time, as well as the assumptions held and materials used by the

teacher in planning today's lesson.)
p

294
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25. Some teachers have told us they Make general plani at the beginning
of the year ansi then make more specific plans as the'year progresses.
Others work on'a day-to-day basis adjusting as needed. How would yOu
characteriie.your planning? (What sorts of things do you determine at
the beginning of the year? When do you make. other decisions [e.g., monthly,
weekly, daily, by unit; by chapter])?

k

4

1 '4'

26. I'd like to learn more about your lab activities: How are your lab
groups formed (voluntarily, by. teacher)? Do boys and girl's work together?
How does that work? How often do you have labs? So, approximately how
many lab days do you have each semester?

: A-2
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Concluding Statement

Thank you very much, (Mrs. Jones). for talking with me. I've been
asking a lot of questions. What would you like to ask me/s (After all
`questions are answered) Thank you again for telling me about your
science class.

OP'

A =28
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(-\UTAH SCIENCE TEACHER INTERVIEW SCHEDULE ft

Introductory marics

Hello (Mrs. Jones). fwant to thank you for agreeing to talk awith me today.- as you know, I'm (your name) from the University of
Utah. We're working with they Far West Laboratohy in San Francisco to
conduct a study of science at the intermediate level. I ail looking
forward to observing your classroom during the school year, and I
want to learn abodt your background And curriculum, how you organize
instruction, and your perceptions as a teacher, so I'm better
understand your classroom.

I would like to tape-reCord this interview so I can remember our
discussion. Is, that OK? Let me assure you that what you say to me
is entirely confidential. Your name will not appear anywhere, oil this
interview transcript, and your privacy will be completely protected.

Before we begin the interview, do you have .any questions?

Teacher Background

I 'd like to begin by learning about your 'background as a teacher.

1. Where did you receive your'undergraduate training? Did you
4receive graduate training as well? (Where-was that? id you

receive a graiate degree? When?)

p

r
4.

2. In training to be a teacher, did you have an area of specialization?
(What was this area? Do you have a credential in this area? Are you

istill teaching in this area?. Are you teaching or have you taught in any
other area? Do you have credentials in these areas?)t

a
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,

Have you participated in'in-service or

\activities concerned with science? (What
Why was that? Did they make a direct con
ing? In what ways? Any'other ways?)

4

ot, r professional development'

e the most memorable' ones?
ibution to your science teach-

k

e

k

.

a,

4. Have you participated in 'in- service or professional development ac-.
tivities which did not,focuS on science? (What were the: most memorable
ones? 'Why was that? Did they make a direct contribution to your tci-
ence teaching? In what ways? Any other ways ?)

4

5. How many years have you taught 7th grade (course name)? (How many -

years have you taught at this .school [1;(ivatter,What subjec0 How many
years has it been since you began teat g? What subjects have you .

taught? How many years did you.teach'each one?), ,

..

4 298 .
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.4 '6: i;Wilat other classes' besides 7th grade life science are you'leatking. ."this year? (If applicable: Is teaching 7th grade life science different
fromteachina\your.other classes? In what ways? Any other ways?)

.1. /

,

. 7.'! Anything el %e you would like toItall me, about your background or
curreht activities outside of school? (e.g. other jobs PrOfessional

-.activities, community activitie%, school activities, family involvement)

4.

Curriculim Topics

g. As you may remember, we are planninilb do class observations when
you are teaching particular topics. Can you tell us what topics you plan
to cover before Christmas? (If any of the topics below are mentioned by
the teacher, ptpbe to find out exactly when they will be covered. If
topics below arm fibt mentioned by W teacher, find out if and when they'
will be covered. Write down any of teacher's spontaneous reactions or
characterizattons of the topics, e.g., "I really like to teach...." or "I
don't think thaI goes over will.")

299
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Topic Dates

1. nand nosystems-Communities:

Seed Plants:
L

.4

Genes-Heredity:

Bacteria, Protozoa (Protists) /I-Viruses: -

Bones Muscles, the Nervoui.S stem in the Hunt

Expectations for Students

Now I am going to ask you some questions about your students.

O. When the 7th giaders start your clalis, what, in general, do they

know about life sciencesHow would you characterite their general atti-
tude and motivation toward science? What percent of your students are
114 that? What are the other students like? Do you see any differences

betJeen boys and girls? Such as? Are there any other things about your
students that seem to make a difference in how they react in class?

, .390
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TO. What would you like your students to tnow when they leave your class?
What attitudes and motivation would you like an "average" student to have?
What'perceht of. your stidents achieve this goal?

I

.

11. Now; considering all of your students, are there certain things a
Student might say or do in class that-you try to encourage? (e.g. dis-
cussions about certain topics, materials brought Into,. class from h;4,
questionning_ether studenti or the teacher. (The trick here is, to respond
to afteacherls "What do-you mean?" question in a generAl fashion: "Oh, cer-
tain discussions, things students might do at home -- anything you really
want to encourage students to do.."])

.-/ 4...

. .4',.
..0 .

.

12. How about the other side of the coin. Are therd certain things that
students might do or say in class that you try to discourage? (e aware of
management/discipline issues as well as curriculAm content and methods.)

4,
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Curriculum Materials

'13. You have already indicated that you use -

as your major _textbook. .How is it that yoti came to be using ttis

text?

14.* From or ..ur point of view, does this text have any particular strengths?

15. How about from the students' point of view? Do they perceive any par

ticular strengths (e.g.,717Wenjoy reading it, like the actitities,

say they can understand it, like the layout)?

3C2
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16. Now let's turn the questions around, From your point of *view, arethere a weak sses to this text? (Any contest Information the textwriters which you think should be there? Any information about
the processes of science which was'left out? Activities that work well
which were left omp Any information in the teachers' edition about spe-cific teaching tecOniques or materials that was missing? 'Anything_else?)

17. Do students perceive any particular Weaknesses in the text (e.g.,
they can't understand it, are bored, don't likb the.activittes, say
there aren't enough plctures)?

19. Do you do find a need to supplement what"i in the text? (If yes:How? How did you begin doing this?. Anything else?)

A-35 '303
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19. Are there any other major materials that you use in class? (Any
other published materials? Any other'materials you make up?)

r of pachers have told us
have. ceased. this,triie for ,you?

teaching? Has it had an impact on the
coped with this problem?)

p

I

a

.wV

11,

4
that departmental science budgets
(If yes: Has this affected your

materials you use? How have, you

Organization and Planning of Instruction

Now I'm going to ask you some Auestions about the way you(organize the
class we will be observing.

A-36 3 b
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0
21. Could you describe what you do with thit class in a typical week?
(If no typical week: Are there several typical weeks or patterns?) What
percent of the time do you tItink you follow this plan,(or patterns?) Are
there regularly scheduled la, days? lecture days? workbook days? How
did you come to develop this plan (or patterns)?

22. This sounds like a lot_to coordinate -- especially in a number of
differeneclasses. How do yOu kepp ,iivy straight? . (Intenteis to evoke
spontaneous description of'teacherplan g. Possible probes: Do you
have to 'write things down? What sorts of things? Do you keep a planbook
or are you able to keep It all in Your head?)

23. As an example, let's take the class you taught today. What did you
do? How did you decide to do it that way? When did you make those de-
cisions. Was the teachers' edition htlpful in preparing the lesson? In
wha.t way? (arobes should elicit the types of decisions made at different
points in time, as well as the assumptions held andrmmterials used by the
teacher in planning today's lesson.)

.t
A-37
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24. Some teacher* have told us they make general plans at the beginning
of the year and then make store specific plans as the year progresses.
Otheil work on a day-to-day basis adjusting as needed. How wquld you"
characterize your plannifig? (What sorts of things do you determine at
the, beginning of the year? When.doyou make_other decisionsere.g.;.monthly,
weekly; daily, by unit, by chapter])?

25. I'd like to learn more about your lab activities. How are your lab
groups formed (voluntarily, by teacher)? Do boys and girls work together?
How does that work? How often do you have labs? That makes for approxi=
mutely how many lab days each semester?



4

ap

p

Concluding Statement

,
.

Thank you veri much, (Mrs,. Jones), for talking with me. I've been
asking a lot of questions. dhat would you like to ask me? (After all
questions are answered) Thank.you again for telling me about your
science class.

t

.1r

da

Ow'
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updated 11/04 version

SECTION FOUR: CURRICULUM CONTENT ANALYSIS PACKET

by Alexi; Mitman and Lynnb- Baldwin

Far West Laboratory)foc,LOUcational ResearCh and Development

This section presents the instruments, that will be used to an-
alyze the curriculumlpaterials. The packet cetainS different sys-
tems oranalyses for different kinds of materials. In other words, w
some analyse% are used for the text material's( and others are used ,

for teacher-Aide worksheets and tests. The number of times you will
use any ones system will depend on the kinds of materials a leacher
relies on most. You will be asked to analyze the teacher's text ma-
terials rior to the topic observations. Other kinds of materials,
will be ana yze as you acquire them.

Directions and definitions for use, of the analysis packet are
-41 part of thi packet itself. Thus, this section consists of a copy

of the packet. Eight, systems of analysis are .represented:

1. General Orientation of the Text: tontent vs. Activity Centered .

2. Science Orientations and Linkages in the Text
3. Concept Depsity in the Text
4. trophies in the Text
5. Chapter Review Questions in the Text
6. Laboratory Activity Level
7. Orientations and Levels of Worksheets .

8. Qrientations and Levels of Tests and Quizzes

It should be emphasized that one major reason for doing the cur- .
)

riculum analysis is to increase your awareness of the nature of the
materials that students are exposed fo. As you gain a more complete
picture of the materials, you should thihk about any things a good
teacher would have to do to supplement the materials. Any things
you identify should, in turn, Nblp guide your observations (see Sec-
tion Five).

A-41
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1. General Orientation of the Text: Content vs. Activity Centered

A brief examination of the. goals and 'rationale of a text as
specified in the teacher's edition and the student's edition gives
a fair' impresstbn of the flavor and spirit of a science series. With
such informationv.a science series can be placed on a continuum. At
one end of the .continuum, the emphasis is on student mastery of a

. body of scientific facts and concepts with scant attention to teach-
ing'science by using the p esses of investisption. A program such
as this is content- centered. t this end *f the continuum, the
teacher's edition will lack sug Stions for optional investigative
activities and field projects, 'a escriptions of laboratory activ-
ities will not be,part of the tex

V .

By contrast, the other end of the continuum is signalled when
the text stresses the importance of enquiry activities, suggesting
particular activities in the teacher's and student's editio
tying them to the rest of the text. These activities should have
the potential to involve students in real investigations of mater-
ials and the reasons for these 'activities should be made very Clear
and convincing
actjvi ties and the isei-ti)ftWteuientst6CtirTrrref7
erence an activity).

In judging the quality of the connection between the activities
and text, it is helpful to make the following distinction: if the
activities are (a) thematically inapftoOriate or (b) simply themati-
cally appropriate with no explicit verbal linkage, the connection is
Itoor, if the activities are thematically appropriate and there are

verbal linkages between the text and activities (either the
text referencing the activity or the activity referencing the text).
the connection is 22....od. In general, good linkages occur rarely.

Directions: Skim the entire textbook to determine the presence of
'any suggested enquiry activities and, if present, 'the average numar
per chapter. If the teacher's edition of the text is available,
then go back and read the goals anergaleonale stated; note whether
there are optional activities suggetted in this edition. If activi-
ties are present in the student's regular text, randomly select one
from each of eight chapters and.judge the extent to which the aetri-
ity is tied to content and rationale in the text. Please mark an
"x" on the continuum that best indicates the general orientation of
the text.



1. General Orientation of the Text

Title Of Text:.

Authors:

Publisher:

Circle One:

.J

41111Mm.......liml.MMENNEMENMIMMINMa.11relo

&NO

TCHR ID:.

RATER ID':

DATE:

major text

A

content-centered

Year:
0041.1.M10101.1100~0 114

supplemental text

no activities in student's or teacher's editions.

some activities given
.ty7ri f.h Ear connection

man activi tiesigiven
poor connection

some activities, given
itood connection

lint activities given
wh good connection

activity-centered

Comments/

(on average,
tOktext.

(on average,
to text.

(on average,
to text.

(on average,
to text.
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2. Science Orientation and Linkages in the Text

The goals of science curricacum programs can be viewed in terms
of seven categories of scientific literacy. These categories can be
briefly defined as follows:

1. Science content - prpse material intended to teach-the student
definitions, facts, and concepts. Examples: "Most mutations'
are harmful ten result in the death of the mutant;" "Tile

amoeba is a n, that moves by a flowing motion."

2. Science-skillsT recesses.- addresses the procedures and logic
or acqu r ng sc en c knowledge! This includes discussions
of observation, measurement;Itheory development, and hypothesis
testing. Examples: "But science can correct itself - with new
evidence and better thinking. New theories replace those the
evidence does not support;" "Scientists patiently observe many,
many objects and events."

3. Science and society -,addresses the social impact, both pos-
ltive and negatrvg, of scientific knowledge and scientific
technologies, i.e., how this knowledge affects individuals and
communities in. terms of their health, lifestyle, work, and en-

, vironment.- Examples: "If the smog content is high, the re-
sults may be eye irritation and actual physical harm to the
people ;" "Nurldreds of people a year are killed or injured by
pesticide poisoning;" "Officials like Dr. Kesley help to pro-
tect the public from drugs that produce dangerous side effects. ".

4. History -of science - addresses the development of scientific
theory and knoiTehe over time, including biographical accounts
of the work of -individual scientists. Examples: "As early as
1900, the chemical make-up of DNA was known;" "Early in the 17th
century, Jean-Baptiste tan Belmont planned a simple, but
important, experiment."

5. Personal use - presents ideas and information that are relevant
to a student's personal development, typically suggesting how the
student can think and act responsibly. In short, the text is
providing ex licit prescriptive statements for the students.

es aExamples: end proper diet are our best protection against
infection of the irespiratory system;"' "It is, important for you
to be aware that alchohol can become addicting."

6. Science-related attitudes - encourages the student to view sci-
ence with enthusiasm ana curiosity. This category also is
broadened to include extended portions of text (i.e. more than
one rhetorical question) that clearly are attempts to engage the
reader. Examples: "You may at some time have noticed a curious
thing. Let's suppose that you are eating a meal..."

7. Career, opportunities -presents information about one or more
science-related careers. This often takes the form of a special
inset in the text. Examples: "There are several programs in

A-44
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nursing;" "If you like the outdoorioyou might enjoy a career in
"forestry, or wildlife management."

These"categories are representative of the definition of scientific Iv

literacy which guides this study. While the introduction in teacher's
editions often' suggest that these categories are central, actual exam-
ination of the text prase sometimes indicates otherwi-se. Thus, this
analysis will be based on the text prose that stidenlvead.

A

Two aspects of the seven science categories are considered in this
analysis. First, there is a focus on the number of times each category
is addressed within a certain block of text. Second, there is a fools
on if and how examples from one category a ;e linked to examples from
other categories within the, same unit of text. The analysis system al-
lows you to code text in a way4that indicates both its orientations and
linkages. As a general rulet-unless the prose obviously strikes you as
an attem t to relate science ftshould be coded as science content

no n aqe.

Directions: For a given class, identify the chapters or subsections
in fhe text that cover the two topics that will be observed. Use, one

set of coding 'sheets to do each topic. Fill out the top of the coding -
sheet to identify the text, topic, and relevant pages.

For every page in ,the text where the topic is covered, select the
second and fifth full paragraphs that are each at least four
lon (You count paragraphs of any "length but only use paragraphs of
at least four sentences.) If there is no fifth paragraph, then. you are
finished with that gage. Do not count or use paragraphs that are split
across two pages. Also, do not include paragraphs that are parts of ac-
tivity inserts or summary /review sections. An example of selected para-
graphs from .text appears on the next page.

Next, mark the text to isolate coding units within each selected
paragraph. For our purposes, the unit of-coding is defined as the
presentation of-one idea: Thus, the unitmay consist of-lust one
sentence or it may consist of two or more sentences. You will need
to use your careful judgment to segment the patagraphs into units.

Example: Take the following paragraph:

"Suppose you tied a rope around a young tree at a
1-meter level. If you visit the tree in ten years,
will the rope be at the same level? You might be
surprised to find that it is. Growth in a plant ,

occurs only at the tips of the stems And roots. The
newest stems and leaves are always at theptop of, a
tree. The older branches remain near the bottom of
a tree. The rope will stay where you .tied it at the
level of the older branches."

In this example, there ire -two distinct units. The first linit
is an attempt to engage student interest; while linking to science
content. The second unit i s klOresentation of science content.with .

A-45
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no linkage made to any other area of scientific literacy. A small
vertical line separating "is" from 'Growth" on the frth line of this
paragraph indicates the division into coding units.

Once coding units are established, coding begins. U& the chart
on the coding sheet to indicate the orientation(s) and linkages with-
in each coding unit by placing kttchmarks in the appropriate boxtes).
For the first coding unit in this example, yoy would place a mark in
the bo* that is the cross between Science Content and Science-Related
Attitudes. For the second unit, you would place a mei in the "for-
iiErtalint/No Link box. The last sentence of the paragraph frifot
coded separately, because it is redundant with the first unit. The
coding corresponding to this example is marked on the sample coding
sheet.

Here islanother example:

We cannot know what was responsible for the cure;
and because we cannot know, we cannot say which cause
was responsible for the effect, the "cure." Illut
suppose we know :that the drug was prepared from
the bark of the cinchona tree. The bark of the
cinchona tree contains 'the drug inine, which acts
to depress many fevers, especial y se of malaria.
Therefore we might, conclude that the drug was respon-
sible for the recovery. ITo confirm this hypothesis we
would have to have been there and insisted that the
drug be given without the magic Once or the magic
words.I"

In this example, there are three coding ,units. These are indi-
cated by the small vertical marks on 'lines 3 and 9. The first unit
is an example of Science Skills/Process with no linkage lexcept to
a hypothetical exFIZaTCrramsr75T-Tcided). The second unit repre-
sents a linkage between Science Skills/Process and'Science Content.
The Vii rd unit is anotbeIreiWilargagEnkitlafirliiiialnio
linkage. These codings also are marks ,on a same e co ng sheet.

he foll wing page provides additional examples:

go.
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Additional Examples of Science Orientations Codings

"Alcohol produced by yeast plants. may be used either as in-
dustrial alcohol or as beverage alcohol. Alcohol is one

.

of the most important chemicals used in industry. Large
amounts of it can be produced when yeast is used to ferment
molasses. However, much industrial alcohol today is made
synthetically without yeast.' Beverage ,alcohol is made by
allowing yeasts to ferment fruit Juices to produce wine, or
grain products to produce beer. The "more concentrated drinks,
like whiskey, are produced from fermented grain mixtures by
a process called aistillation." This process is used to con-
centrate the alcoholir

Unit 1: Science Content/No Link
Mnit 2: Science Content/No L(nk
Unit 3: Science Content/No- Link (Note: This example does
not include science and society/Technology because there are
no explicit references to implications for society or tech-
nology.)

"Linnaeus, wanted to work out a syttem of scientific names
that would bein the same language throughout the world. He
did not expect people to use these names in daily conversa-
tion. They were to be used by scientists to identify the
types of living things that they worked with. He used Latin,
because in those days all educated people knew Latin.'"

Unit 1: History of Science/No Link.

"Forest manasement. Fire protection is the most important
part of forest management, but it is not the only part. There
are several other things that need to be done also. Where
small trees grow too close together, none- can grow well. Some
of these tees may be. cut out to give the rest of the forest
a better chance to grow. This.practice it-called thinnin .1
Sometimes crooked trees, diseased trees, and trees o ess
desirable species are removed, leaving' only the more valuable
trees to grow and produce lumber. This is i!provement cutting.
Thinning and improvement cutting Can be coabfied in a single
operation. "

Unit 1: Science Content/No Link.
Unit 2: Science Content/No Link.

The potato blight in Ireland in the 1840's _completely destroyed
the valuable potato crop. Many Irish people starved to death,
and many others fled to America. The potata'blight is still a
problempt.but we now know how to protect thipplantsbY spraying
them."

Do not code. This paragraph has fewer than 4 sentences.
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SAMPLE

Title of iest:

Authors:

Publisher: Year:

CIRCLE ONE: major test supplemental text CIRCLE ONE: topic 1 topic 02
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2. Science OrientaMos............utes in the Text
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Publisher:
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RATER ID:
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Year:
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3. Concept Density in the Text

Concept Density referi to the quantity of terminology that a
student is expected to comprehend in the 'text. Publishers typical-
ly highlight new terms, as they are introduced in the text and these
words also appear in a separate glossary. However, these highlighted
)words do not nearly represent all of the terms students need to know
in order to _fully comprehend the text. There are many scientific
terms in texts that are not highlighted.

In this analysis, you are asked to keep track.of all the scien-
tific terms presented in a particular block of text. FOr convenience,
you will work with the same paragraphs you ,used in the previous anal-
ysis (Orientations and Linkages).

Directions: Fill out one concept list sheet for each of the two
topic sections In the text. For every page in the text where the
topic is covered, select the second and fifth paragraphs that are at
least four sentences long. If there is no fifth paragraph, then con-
tinue on to the next page. Do not include paragraphs that are part
of activity insertsfor summary/review sections. On the coding sheet
number the selected paragraphs consecutively' and indicate the text
page number. For each paragraph, indicate the number of lines in
the paragraph. Then list all of the scientific terms presented in
the paragraph. Commonnames of plants, animals and body parts should
be included as scientific, terms; also, geographic terms should be in-
cluded.. Within any one paragraph, do not list a term more than once.
HoWever, if a term 155;is up in at least two different paragraphs that
you are analyzing, you would list it for each respective paragraph.

Example: Consider the following paragraph:

*Most taxonomists would agree on placing the green,
golden, red, and brown algae in the subkingdom Thallo-
phyta. Others would include the fungi, bacteria, and'
blue-green algae in a single subphylum. Other taxon-
omists would place the bacteria and bl reen algae
in a separate subphylum, thus seParati bacteria
from the fungi."

Here, you would first indicate that the paragraph is 7 lines long.
Then, you would list the following words:

taxonomists
algae
subkingdom
Thallophyta
fungi

bacteria
subphylum

Consider another paragraph:

320
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..,"When a fern spore lands in a suitable environment,it develops into a microscopic plant. On the underside
of this plant, special cells formisperm and eggs. Ai
in moss reproduction, sperm must swim in water to reach

the egg. When the.egg is fertilized, it develops into
the-familiar fern plant."

This paragraph is 6 lines long, and the following wOds should
be listed:

fern
spore
environment
microscopic
cells
sperm
eggs
moss
reproduction
ferti 1 i zed

Ar.



3. ._.....s.._iLitxt.....ConcetDet:itheText

TITLE OF TEXT:

II AUTHORS:

(

Im.011WOM
..,=m11(....arialaNwarimas

TCHR ID:

RATER ID:

DATE:

PUBLISHER: YEAR:

CIRCLE ONE: major text supplemental text CIRCLE ONE: topic #1 topic #2

Page numbers where topic covered:

Paragraph #

Page #
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Terms:
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Paragraph #
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Lines
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41.
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Paragraph #
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Paragraph if

Page #

Lines = 411.
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No. of terms *

Paragraph #

Page #
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I

Paragraph #

Page #

Lines 0

I

IN No. of terms =

No. of terms =

No. of terms =

Paragraph #

Page 4

Lines
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Paragraph #

Page # .

Lines =
.

Paragraph #

Page'# :
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101.1101410
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Paragraph #

Page #
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Summary: Total number of paragraphs analyzed =

Total number of lines Analyzed_=

Total number of terms
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4.
4. Gtaphicsin the Text

4

Textbooks vary not only in the.number of graphics used but also
in the extent to which the graphfcs truly link with the text and aid
comprehension. At the. least desirable extreme, a graphic is used only
'to make the text attractive, with no reference made to it in the text.
At the most-desirable extreme, a graphic is discussed in the test,
captiOned, and serves a clear purpose in facilitating comprehension.

Directions: In this analysis, we again ask yOu to look at the
two galfie5 text that correspond to the two observation topics
and to complete a Coding sheet for each part. Here, you are to cony
sider all graphici that appear in the text part. Each' coding sheet
first guires you to place each' graPhic into one of seven categories
and thus tally the number of graphics used. In addition, for each
graphic, you are asked to indicate the quality-of the text referral
and its caption status. In categorizing and rating, each graphic,
place a hatch mark in the appropriate row and mn!er the appropriate
columns.

In Judging the quality of the text referral'and captionstatus,
use the following guidelines:

O

al of ,Graphi c Text Ref al

I. A rating of 1 is given If theri it no obvious link
between the graphic and the text content. This would
mean not only that there is no reference tot.the graphic
in the text but also that there,is no obvious purpose to
the gr c other than to "prettife the page. Graphics
that .141411 at the very beginning of chapters sometimes
fall this category (e.g., a picture of colorful
sna shells on the first page of a chapter on mollusks).
The key here is that there is no mention in the adjacent
text of the specific thing the graphic illustrates.

z. A rating of 2 is given if .the graphic is themati-
cally appropriate but there iris+) specific reference to
the graphic in the text. Thus, for example, a figure of'
the human skeleton would be rated a ale if it appeared
in a block of text disucssion about the human skeleton
but there Was no reference to the figure in the text.

3. A rating of 3 is given if the griphic is themati-
cally appropriate and the graphic is referenced, but

, not discussed in the text. Here, the key distinction,
D) 'native to rating 2, is that the graphic is referenced

or identified in the text. Examples of a reference are
(a) placing the same key (e:g., number) by the figure
and at a certain point in the text; (b) "See Fig. 39.4s;
and (c) *Fig. 27-1 shows the outside view of a clam.*
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4. A rating of 4. is given if the graphic is themati-
cally appropriate, referenced in the text, and discussed
in the text. This highest rating is given ZETy if the
text-in some way directly discusses the graphic refer-
ring to more than simply its identity. An example would
be; "Another type of nerve cell is shown in Fig. 41-2.

- It is a sensory nerve cell. Whits the same parts as a
motor nerve cell, but the arrangement is a little differ-
ent. Notice - that the dendrites of the sensory nerve cell
are not attached to the cell body..." This example quali-
fies as a se because the" text dekribes the graphic in.
detail and leads you to examine aspects of the graphic
in a comparative fashion.,

.Caption Status

1. A graphic receives a "1" if there is no captiod'
accompanying the graphic, or simply a Fig7.0 or Table

.4apber with no label. . t

2. A graphic receives a se if there is a caption that
simply labels the graphic, with no elaboration. Omar
ples would be: (a) "The'cell structure of Hydras; (b)
The internal structures of the frogs; and (c) "Various
types of leaves. Top left, red maple; Top right, straw-

- berry; Bottom left, palm; Bottom right, Japanese maple."'

3. A graphic receives a 030 if there is a caption that
11-goes beyond labeling and either describes .something
*,:*bout the graphic or asks a. question abbut the graphic.
Examples would be: (a) "The Jawbone of a shark.. Notice
the several rows of teeth;" (b) !Can you tell to which
carbohydrate each df these belongs?"; (c) 'The digestive
systems.has several parts. What is the function of each
organ?"



4. Graphics in the Text

TITLE OF TEXT:

AUTHORS:

I I.

12mgeolorM/MailmlNEW~I.11.11NMEME=Mft;=4106.1..m.....0

PUBLISIlER:

TCHR ID:

RATER ID:

DATE:

WINMEN

dPOINIMMONNINIMW00.110110.

YEAR:

CIRCLE ONE:' major text supplemental text CIRCLE ONE: topic #1 topic #2

Page numbers where topic covered:

'Type of Graphic
Total
Number

Quality of Graphic Text
. Referral Cation tatus

1 2 3 4 1 2
.

Graphic is one
picture that
presents visual
ex ale

.

,

.

. .

'
. .

.

.

.

.

2. Graphic is two or
more pictures that,
show a c. .rison

.

3. Graphic shah
spatial structural
relationship;
art; labeled

4. Graphic shows quan-
titative relition-
ship

.

.

.

. ,

..

..

.

.

.

,

,

5. Graphic illustrates
set-up or procecMres
for an ex riment.

6.' Graphic illustrates
,rocess or c cle

'7. Graphic classifies
or summarizes
tests. or data

.

,

.

.

.

4111.,:.

.

8. Otber (please
explain):

.
.

.

.

.

.

........,___._

--_,........--

(continued)
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5: ChaterRevietiTe)thect

- Textbook chapters typically end with a set of review or summary
questions/exercises. The purpose of this analysis is to judge the
demands of these questions/exerciset. Two aspects of the questions/
exercises will be considered. First, the analysis examines the mode

- of response required. Here, the continuum ranges from items for which
the student simply marks 't' for true and 'f' for false to questions
that ask the student to write a coherent well-structured expository
essay. Second, the analysis examines the connection between the ques-
tions/exercises and the preceding text-prose. There is a range for
this aspect also, with questions that ask for answers that can, be
pulled directly from the text at one end and questions requiring or4'
iginal analysis at the other end.

Directions: For this analysis, you are to focus on all the chap-
ters that contain the portions of the text associated-with each of the
two topics (i.e., the chapters containing-the parts you've examined
for the previous three analyses). In some instances there may be more
than one chapter involved fOr each topic. Read each chapter even if
this entails reading parts that are not directly on the topic. It is
i ortant to read thorou hl beca se rt of the anal sis entails as-'sess ng-

the review goestfOnsiexercisea ai end of each chapter. (Do not in-
clude suggested investigative activities). Read each question a4
categorize it according to the mode of response required. Then exam-
.ine the same question in terms of its relationship to the text, going
back to .the text to see whatfrelevant information is provided. The
categories under mode of ritponse and relationship to text are as
follows.

Mode of Response: There are four main categories for this di-
mension: (11 Verbal Restricted, (2) Verbal Extended, (3) Numerical
Calculations, and (4) Figural. Category. 1, verbal restricted, is fur-
ther subdivided into five subcategories: (1) Matching, (ii) True/
False, (iii) Fill-in/Label, (iv) Multiple-Choice, and (v) Short An-
swer. These are all self - explanatory, save the last, which is defined
to mean questions that can be answered well by writing one simple
sentence. Category 2, verbal extended, is broken into two subcate-
gories: (i) paragraph and (ii) essay/report. Paragraph is defined
to mean a question where a good answer would require a set of at least
two sentences, all addressing a common idea. Essay/report refers to
a question where a good answer would entail two or more paragraphs,
each addressing a slightly different idea. Here, it is likely that
the question will specify that an essay or report is necessary. The
third main category isyiumerical Calculations. This refers to ques-
tions where the main task is to perform a mathematical operation,
even if the answer is expressed verbally. The fourth main category
is Figural. This includes all problems where the main task is to
make a drawing or graph data. In deciding what a "good. answer to
any question consists of, you will have to use your own judgment.
If a teacher's edition is available to you, it may be very helpful to
see what model answers they give.
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The mode of response categorization may raise the issue .of what

the unit. of the question/exercise is. Take the following example:
4

"6. How does the nervous system in man function in

a. recognitiOn of the environment?
b. interpretation of the environment?
c. response to the environment',"

The text treats this as one item but there are three questions
given, each requiring a'separate if related, answer. Thud, you would
code this as three separate questions. Another example to. consider is
one problem where the student is asked to .match 10 scientific terms
with their definitions. Here, 'iou would treat this as 10 separate
questions.

Relationshi, to xt: For this dimension, you are asked to de-

cide which of the ow ng thcee categories best chataCterizes each
question or exerci (I) Textually Explicit, (2) Textually Implicit,
or (3) Scriptally Im' icit. (This taxonomy was developed by. Pearson

Johnron, 1978). Textually explicit questions have answers that are
right there on a page of text. Other reading educators might refer
to such questions as "literal comprehension" questions. Textually
implicit questions have answers that are derived from the text but in
an indirect sense. There is some degree of inference necessary for
the reader to generate the answers. .The point to stress is that the

relationship between the question and the answer is to some degree an
implicit e. Finally, "scriptallY" implicit questions ask the reader
to use his or her own script (prior knowledge and general reasoning)
to come up with an answer. these are called, in terms of other read-
ing frameworks, critical /evaluative items. Again, it is important to
emphasize that it is necessaey to study the text in order to make

these categorizations.

S
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5.' Chapter Review Questions in the Text

liTITLE OF TEXT:

AUTHORS:

PUBLISHER: .

TCHR ID:

RATER ID:

DATE:

01..1.10rarstismo

YEAR:

CIRCLE ONE: major text supplemental text CIRCLE ONE: topic #1 topic #2

CHAPTER(S):

MODE OF RESPONSE REQUIRED.
BY WESTIONS/EXERCISES

TOTAL
NUMBER

QUESTIONS/EXERCISES

Textually
ex,licit

RELATIONSHIP

Textually
i i.licit

TO

Scriptally
i licit

1.. Verbal Restricted
dowie.

.

A. Matchin, .

.

.

,

B. True/False

C. Fill-in/Label

D. Multi,le Choice-

E. Short Answer (can be
'answered in one simple.
4Asentence)

.

.

.

L

2. Verbal Extended

i A. Paragraph (requires at
least two sentences)

.

B. Essay/Report (requires
at least two .,araira,hs)

3. Numerical Calculations

4. Figures (drawing or graphing)

5. Other (please explain:)
.

*Place actual problem numbers in these three boxes
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Iltantt6411211tatmatallE

Most life science classes include one or more laboratory activ-
ities as part of the learning experience for each topic. This anal-
ysis asks you to provide basic descriptive information about each-
laboratory activity that is assigned during your observations of each
topic. Further, you will be asked to categorize each laboratory ex-
ercise in terms of three dimensions: 1) Type of ActiVity; 2) Level
of Discovery; 3) Topic Appropriateness. Each of these dimensions is
explained, below:

Tof Activtl

Lab activities can be considered as falling into one ofj three
categories:

a) Methodological - The main purpose of a methodological
lab activity is to learn or improve upon a scientific
technique or procedure. Examples would be preparing
a. wet mount microscopic slide or finding a
ure how mucn water a rat drinks in a 24-hour od.

b) Observational /Exploratory - This kind of laboratory
activity is characterized by following an exploratory
approach to discovering relationships or events. These
activities would rarely involve systematically-manime
lating one or more independent variables. The obser-
vation of these relationships or events may or may not
be intended to lead to further systematic investigation.
Examples of. such activities would be observing the
growth of a seedling's root hairs or dissecting a frog
to examine its anatomical structures.

c) Fact Gathering/Hypothesis Testing - This kind of lab-
oratory activity entails addressing specific,questions
or hypotheses by gathiring data. Unlike exploratory
activities, data are collected under a greater variety
of conditions. ,There are two forms of such activities:
in one students arrive at answers by careful observation
often to verify previous information; the other is truly
experimental in 12ws sense that hypotheses are tested
(e.g., performing an experiment to tett how varying
light intensity influences the rate of photosynthesis).
This category also encompasses the special case of
boundary-sitting experiments, a special kind of fact-
gathering experiment. These entail studying the range
of application of some idea or the breadth of conditions
under which a hypothesized relationship is present (e.g.,
determining the highest pitch and the lowest pitch sound
that a dog will respond to). de

Level EUZIEERIEM

For this dimension, developed by Herron (1971), it is necessary
to view each laboratory activity as consisting of three parts: a)
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a problem or related set of problem(s); b or addressing
the problem(s); Ind c) answer(s) to the roblem( iven these

three parts, the level of discovery will ry depending on how many
of the parts are already specified for the student and how many the
student must develop for him/herself. Four different levels can be
specified as follows:

MNimm~Ommemmea.~Awlftwller1M
Level of
Discovery Problems Methods Answers

0 Given Given Given

I
1 Given_ Given

OP*a
I

3 Open
. Given Open

Open
Open
OpenI. ,.. _

In deciding which aspects of the lab activity are "given" or

"open," you should focus largely on the formal resources available for
the task. For example, if the leb materials did not give the answers
to the students, you would consider answers as "open." This would
hold true even if the teacher gave part of the ansir to the class
during theTE-Fpriod. In this case, you should mire the teacher's
,,behavior under 'comments." Here, it is important to.separate the
forAal structure of the curriculum (the focus of this packet) from
teacher implementation of the structure. This will allow us to
later determine if and how the teacher changes the formal curriculum.

Topic Appropriateness

This dimension addresses the extent to which the laboratory ac-
tivity is appropriate and purposeful given the rest of the topic ac-
tivities you have observed (e.g., the particular context of your
classroom). While appropriateness is often linked to timing (i.e.,
when it makes most sense to present an activity) it also involves a
judgment about how appropriately assigned the content and procedures.
of the lab are given what students have been exposed to up to that
point in time. There are three categories of appropriateness:

a) Mostly or Completely Inappropriate - You would use
this if the lab activity assigned was mostly inappro-
priate in terms of timing, content, or procedures. Ex -

amp*s would be doing a lab on plant cell structure when
the topic was photosynthesis, or simply copying the di-
agram of a frog skeleton when the topic is frog anatomy.
Another example would be an activity where the procedures
for the lab (e.g., using a bunson burner) are so in-
volved that the real intent of the lab (e.g., doing a
'sugar test) gets relatively less attention.

b) Partly Appropriate - This' category is used in in-
stances where the lab activity appears neither clearly

*WI



inappropriate or clearly 'appropriate. In this case,
there will be something important about the timing,''.
content, or procedures that could be improved without
seriously negating the usefulness of the activity..

c) Mostly or Completely Appropriate - This is used If the
lab actixity seems appropriate in most or all respects
with reg(rd to timing, content, and procedures. lin short,
this would entail an activity that was very apprOriate
for the topic, was introduced at a reasonable point in the
topic coverage, and involved procedures that students were
already familiar.with or were easily acquired.

Directions: Fill out one set of coding sheets for each lab
activity that is assigned during, the two topic observation periods.
Whatever the source of the lab, make a copy of the assignment and
staple it to the coding sheets. (If the lab assignment is only writ-
ten up on the board, copy down what is on the board on a separate
sheet of and then attach this,) Then complete the coding
sheets, referring to the definitions of the dimensions already
presented.

In some instances, there. may be difficultylK;:etMining what
the unit of the'lab activity is. For instance, the teacher may hand
out a lab assignment, several pages long, that involves three sepa-
rate experiments that will take a total of one week to complete. In

this instance, you would. treat each activity that requiedt one stt of
procedures -- i.e. each experiment -- as a separate lab and fill out
three separate coding sheets.
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6. LaboratoActiikensior;s

Laboratory Activity #
emimindmalaMOMMInlri.1111...

TCHR ID:

RATER ID:

DATE:

Circle One: Topic #1 Topic #2 .

Source of Laboratoilf Activity (circle one): Textbook Companion Lab book

Other Commercial Source Teacher Made Other (explain:

Attached copy of laboratory. activity Yes No (explain

111.01.11i

General Description cifLaboratory Activity:,

-

Type of Activity (check one) :

M10"Methodolpgical

Obserliational/xploratory

Fact Gathering/Hypothesis Testing

Level of Discovery (check one):

0 - Problems, methods, and answers given

1 - Problems and methods given; answers opens

2 - Problems given; methods and answers open

3 - Problems, methods, and answers open

-70
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4
Topic Appropriateness (check one):

Mostly or completely inappropriate

4

we

*.

Partly inappropriate

Mostly or completely appropriate

Comments;
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7. Orientations and Levels of Worksheets
. )

This analysis examines all worksheets assigned during the two
tOPic observation pefiods. Often, these worksheets comprise the bulk
61 work products that students complete for a class; thus, they de-
serve careful attention as indicators of the learning demands placed
on students. In this analysis, you are asked to consider three as-
pects of worksheet problems! 1) Mode of Response Required; 2) Prob-
lerri Level; and 3) Science Orientation. The concepts behind these, -.
aspects have already been introduced. A brief summary of these as-
pects appears below: 2

Mode of Resporise Required

This refers to the same set of categories used in coding the .

chapter review questions (pp. 23-26). AS you may recall, the modes
of response are broken into four main categories -- verbal restric-:'
ted, verbal extended, numerical calculations, and fitiral -7 with

further subdivisions under the first two categories. 'Read page 23
for alnore thorough review..

Problem Level

This aspect attempts to capture the cognitive requirements of
4140 problem. Here, your knowledge of the class context is vital, .

for it is problematic to Judge cognitive requirements without a sense
of available resources and the history ..of students' previous exposure
to the topic. For purposes of this analysis,,we will use three broad
categories of "textually explicit," "textually implicit," and "scrip-
tally implicit" that, again, were used in the coding of chapter re-
view questions (see p. 24). In the case of worksheets, however, the
"text" is no longer the only reference point; instead, you need to-
consider .all the given,sources of academic-information for students
(e.g., teacher lectures, filmstrips, teacher handouts). Thus,
Problem Level 1, or "textually explicit," refers to problems that
call for answers that can be pulled.directly from information the
student has been given. Problem Level 2, "textually implicit," re-
fers to problems where the answers are implicit in the given infor-
mation, and thus can be derived by way of inferenee. Problem Level 3

"scriptally implicit," refers to problems where the student would
have to go beyond the given information (e.g., using prior knowledge,
general reasoning or other available resources) to obtain a good
answer. If a problem entails operations at more than one Of these
levels, the higher problem level takes precedence and should be
coded.

R

Science Orientation

For this third apsect, we are interested in the scientific lit-
eracy areas of explaining and relating that eatt problem refers to.
Here, it is possible that a problem will refer to just one area of
scientific literacy or that it will refer to a linkage between two
different areas of scientific literacy. As ,defined in the second
anal/Sis in this paCket (see pp. 4-5), there is one area of ...Y.-

.

M ,.
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'

explaining: explaining science content. Next, there are six areas
of science relating: science skills/processes, science and society,
history of science, personal use, science-related attitudes, and

' reer opportunities. Problems that demand science content with no
linkage are most common. Thus, there is a-separate column allocated
for tRis on the .coding sheet. For any problem falling into this
category, you place a hatchmark under this column. All other areas
and linkages between areas can be indicated under the "Other" column
using the following numbering system:

1 - Science content
2 - Science skills/processes

3 - Science and society
4 - History of science
5 - Personal use
6 - Science-related attitudes
7 - Career opportunities

. For example, if one problem refers to science add society, then you
would place "3" under the "Other" column. If another question eh-
tailsa link between science content and science-skills/processes,
then you would indicate all . 2' under fheluOtherw column.

Directions: Fill out one set of coding sheets for each separati
worksheet that you collect. Fill out the basic descriptive informa-
tion on the top of the coding form. Then take each problem on the
worksheet and decide its mode,of response required. Follow the ap-
propriate row across and place a hatchmark in the "Total' Number" col-
umn. Then continue across the gpvi and indicate the corresponding
.problem level and scimice orientation for that problem.

Deciding the correct problem unit may sometimes be difficult.
Here, you are to follow the same guidelines given in the fifth alma=
ysis for chapter review questions (see p. 24). Here, each question
or statement requiring a separate answer is treated as an individual
problem, even if there are several questions listed under one work-
sheet item.

(NOTE: If a so-called "worksheet" calls for predominantly laboratory
activities, then you should use the Laboratory Activity
Dimensions analysis rather than this one.)

t
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7. Orientations and Levels of Worksheets

Worksheet 0. Circle One:.

TCHR ID:

RATER 6:

Topic #1 , Topic 2
kb

Source (circle one)": Commercial Source (specify: Teacher Made

Other (explain:: )

Attached copy of worksheet Yes No (explain

Type of Assignment (check all that apply):'

1111111MIpw

in-class homework

new material review

MODE OF RESPONSE REQUIRED
BY WORKSHEET PROBLEMS

TOTAL
NUMBER

PROBLEM

1

LEVEL

2 3

SCIENCE ORIENTATION
Science Content/

No Link
'Other (Please
specify - see Ice

I. Verbal Restrict

A. Matching

..
.

B. True/False .

C. F 1 -in /Label
..

0. tiple Choice
.

.

E. Short Answer (can be
answered in one simple
sentence) ,

2. Verbal Extended

A. Paragraph (requires at
least two sentences)

,

B. Essay/Report (requires
at least two lara,rahs

3. Numerical Calculations

4. Figures (drawing or graphing)

'5.' Ot r (please explain:)

A -7t.
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Comments:

Key:
1 - Science content
2 - Science skills/processes
3 - Science and society
4 - History of science
5 - Personal use
6 - Science-related attitudes
7 Career opportunities

343
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8. Orientations and Levels of Tests and QuizzeswowatimWwww.MW.romsulisPlowas.g.M.IDEMISMPW.IMENIMM

This analysis examines all tests and quizzes assigned during the
two topic observation periods on the selected topics. These measures
are important indicators of the learning demands placed on students.
In this analysis, like the previous analysis, you are asked to con-
sider three aspects of tests and quizzes: 1) Mode of Response Re-
quired; 2) Problem Level; and 3) Science Orientation. The concepts
behind these aspects have already been introduced. A brief summary
of these aspects appears below:

Mode of Response Required

This refers to the same set of categories used in coding the
chapter review questions (pp. 23-26). As you may recall, the modes
of response are broken into four main categories -- verbal restricted,
verbal extended, numerical calculations, and figural -- with further
subdivisions under the first two categories. Read page 23 for a more
thorough review.

Problem Level

This aspect attempts to capture the cognitive requirements_of
each problem. Here, your knowledge of the class context is vital,
for it is problematic to judge cognitive requirements without a sense
of available resources and the history of students' previous exposure
to the topic. For purposes of this analysis, we will use three broad
categories of "textually explicit," "textually implicit," and "scrip -
tally implicit"- that, again, were used in the coding of chapter re-
view questions (see p. 24). In the case of tests and quizzes, how-
ever, the "text" is no longer the only reference point; instead,
you need to consider all the given sources of academic information
for students (e.g., teacher lectures, filmstrips, teacher handouts):
Thus, Problem Level 1, or "textually explicit, refers to problems
that call for answers that can be pulled directly from information
the student has been given. Problem Level 2, "textually implicit,"
refers to problems where the answers are implicit in the given
information, and thus can be derived by waylof inference. Problem
Level 3, "scriptally implicit," refers to problems where the student
would have to go beyond the given information (e.g., using prior
knowledge, general reasoning or other available resources) to
obtain a good answer. If a problem entails operations at more than
one of these levels, the higher problem. level takes precedence and
should be coded.

Science Orientation

For this third apsect, we are interested in the scientific lit-
eracy areas of explaining and relating that each problem refers to.
Here, it is possible that a problem will refer to just one area of
scientific literacy or that it will refer to a linkage between two
different areas of scientific literacy. As defined in the second
analysis in this packet (see pp. 4-5), there is one area of ex-
plaining: explaining science content. Next, there are six areas

A-76
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of science relating: science skills/processes fence and society,
history of science, personal use, .science -rela attitudes, and
career opportunities. Problems that demand science content with no
linkage are most common. thus, there is a separate column allocated,
for this on the coding sheet.' For any problem. falling into this cate-
gory, you place a hatchmark under this column. All other areas and
linkages betiteen areas can be indicated under the "Other" column
using the following numbering system:

1 - Science content
2 - Science skills/processes

3 . Science and society
4 - History of science
S - Personal use
6 - Science-related attitudes
7 - Career opportunities

For example, if one problem refers to science and society, then you
would place "3" under the "Other" column. If another question en-
tails a link between science content and science skills/processes,
then you would indicate a "1 - Z" under the 1'0th-eel- column.

Directions: Fill out one set of coding sheets for each separate
test TirliaiRat you collect. Fill out the basic descriptive informs-
tion on the top of the coding form. Then take each problem on the
test or quiz and decide its mode of response. required. Follow the ap-
propriate row across and place a hatchmark in the "Total Number" col-
umn. Then continue across the row and indicate the corresponding
ptoblem level and science orientation for that problem. 4,.

Deciding the correct lem unit may s Imes be difficult.
Here, you are to follow the guidelines given the fifth anal-
ysis for chapter review quest ons (see p. 24). Here, each question
or statement requiring a separate answer is treated as an individual
problem; even-tf-themareteveral-questions listed under one test or
quiz item.

(NOTE: If a so-called "test" or "quiz" calls for predominantly
laboratory activities, then you should use the Laboratory
Activity Dimensions analysis rather than this one.)



8. Orientations and Levels of Tests and Quizzes

*

Test or Quiz #
4.

Circle One:

Source (circle one): Commercial Source (specify:

Other (explain:

Attached copy of test/quiz Yes

TCHR ID:

RATER ID:

DATE:

Topic fl

No.(explain

Type of Assignment (check all that adrply): in-class

new' material

-Topic #2

Teacher Made

homework

revtew
4

MODE OF RESPONSE REQUIRED
BY TEST c IZ PROBLEMS

TOTAL
NUMBER

PROBLEM

1

LEVEL

2 3

, SCIENCE ORIENTATION
Science Content/

No Link
Other (Please
s.ecif see k

I, Verbal Restrict

A. Matching

B. True/False .

C. Fill -in/Label.
, .

D. Multiple Choice

.

E. Short Answer (can be
answered in one simple
sentence

.

2. Verbal Extended
a

A. Paragraph (requires at
least two sentences)

_,,

,

B. Essay/Report (requires
at least two parajraphs)

,

)

NZ. NtiMerical Calculations %.1,

0,

4. 'Figures (drawing or graphing)

5. Other (please expTain0

.
k
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Comments:

yr

I

"s

Key:

1 - Science content
2 - Science skills/processes
3 - Science and society
4 - History of science
5 - Personal use
6 - Science-related attitudes
7 . Career opportunities
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Updated 11/21/83 Version

SECTION FIVE: ORRATIVE RECORD

John lergendoller and Alexis Mitman

Introduction

Jr
This section of the manual introduces the methodology of natur-.

alistic observation and it utilization in the Intermediate Science
Study. We cannot emphasize enough the importance of conducting ob-
servations according to the guidelines set out in this manual.

The Use of Naturalistic Observation in the
Intermediate Science Study

Naturalistic observation ist a technique, but a collection
of observation strategies applicable to different conceptual and em-
pirical ends': 'These strategies can be used, in both exploratory and
confirmatory studies, but the nature of the strategy changes accord-
ing to the goals of the study.

If the goal is to discover or illuminate uncharted territo4,
creativity is the key: one seeks to make the familiar strange, and
see old realities in new ways.. This allows the observer to identify
and label aspects of a situation which have been heretofore over-
locked or are poorly understood. Lundgren `s (1972).discovey of
"steering groups" is one example of exploratory research where the
idiosyncratic attentions of the.observer produced an important the-
oreticaradvance in the understanding of classrooms. tn. such re-
search, novel and provocative description which captures events
identified and selected by the observer take precedence over the
consistent attention to the predetermined characteristics of a'
situation.

If-the goals is-to test hypotheses, consistency is the key.
Bossert (1979), for example, used observational narratives in com-
bination with other data to test~ hypotheses regarding the formation
of friendship grddps in classrooms characterized by different in-
structional formats. Obviously, when comparisons are made among
classrooms, teachers or students, it is necessary that narrative des-
criptions are comparable in their attention to pirticular details.
Without Such comparability, it is impossible to aggregate individual
events or cl assVooms into exemplary types or patterns, and examine
relationships between classes of phenomena. With hypothesis testing
as the goal, the priorities described above are reversed: the consis-
tent documentation of predefined characteristics takes precedence
over the creation of a new conceptual vocabulary.

The Intermediate Science Study sits in the middle of this ex-
ploratory/confirmatory continuum. On the one hand, it seeks to dis-
cover the techniques of individuals who teach their students to be
'scientifically literate, and create an innovative vocabulary capable
of describing these techniques. In so doing, we hope to portray and
contrast the classroom behaviors of both more effective and less
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effective teachers. On the other hand, the study will attempt to
test several existing hypotheses regarding the development of scien-
tific literacy. Consequently, some of the conceptual boundaries of
the study are fixedo.and data must be collected in a consistent
fashion by allof the. observers.

Data collectors are thus charged with a duo task: to describe
recreatively the features of unknown territory whiproviding complete

information which-can be used to test already developed hypotheses
about this territory. The accomplishment of this task is not easy,
and requires active concentration and application of the guidelines
described below.

Consistency Observation with Multiple Observers

The Intermediate Science Study will involve eight observers.
Two potential problems immediately arise:. (1) What if different ob-
servers focus on diffeterit aspects of the classroom? and (2) What
if different observers focus on the same aspect of the classroom,
but interpret it in different ways? These problems -- termed "ob-
server bias's,- must be recognized and resolved to the best of our
abilities.

If observers attend to different aspects of the classroom, then
we receive a skewed notion of what really occurred. We might calr
this a. "personal observation strategy,* where observers select what-
ever is of most interest to them for examination. Some might focus
on student behavior and leaveus befuddled about the teacher's in-
struction. Others might give us thOrough descriptions of teaching,
but leave us wondering where all the students)Oent. Sti others

ilPI

fight emphasize ways in which laboratory exercises were sed in the
ursuit of scientific literacy, but provide minimal info ation about
ow the teacher explained scientific concepts to the class. To en-
re unifOmity it is crucial that all observers understand the
ervational ' riorities with regard to both the structure and con-.

o e av or. ese observational priorities are described later
his section, and provideo framework for consistent observation.

Even though all observers locus on the same clasOoom phenomepa,
their interpretation (and hence, depiction) of these events may vary.
This would leave us with a study of observers rather than science
instruction, and would be equally detrimental to the goals of this
research. The resolution of this problem, like the personal obser-
vation strategy problem discussed above, requires the careful use of
judgment.

Observers inevitably interpret what they see; being human, there
is no way to completely preclude thls tendenty. Nor would we want to
Narrative descriptions which omitted all observer's' judgments regard-
ing tones of voice, facial expressions, nonverbal gestures, or class-
room climate would not only make dull reading, they would neglect as-
pects of the classroom that only a flesh and blood observer can see.
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The key here is to focus on the thorough documentation of behavior,
and then use this as evidence for a separate interpretation.

Consider these two examples:

Students were bored. The teacher was doing a lousy job, just
asIlle seen her do many times before. Those poor kids.

The teacher continued to talk about the four chambers of
heart, stressing the reasons wily scientists had chap
terminology from auricle to atrium. She spoke -- or rather
read -- in a malitonic voice, hands holding her lecture
notes, eyes always on the notes rather than the class.. Sammy
looked over at Bill and mimicked the teacher; both stifled

-laughs. looking around the room, I would estimate that 1/2
the class was either looking out the window or had their,
heads down on the desk. The other 1/2 seemed to be playing
tic-tac-toe or other paper and pencil games with their lab
partners. Sue, always studious, was working math problems.
(I was amazed by the lack of disruptive behavior by the
students. The teacher was doing a poor job; students seamed
uniformly bored.),

e

ex pies
tr-

These ex ples hardly elaboration. The first presents
unsupported ju ts. We have to take the observer on ,his or her
word. The second s equally judgmental, but is convincing as a re-
sult of the behavioral detail the observer presents. Moreover, in
the second excerpt the observer has placed the behavioral details
first, and then presented conclusions, observations, and interpre-
tations. These subjective remarks are placed within parentheses to
separate them from the behaviora) record.

The organization of behavioral details followed by interpreta-
tions incased in parentheses is more. than a stylistic convention. It

--is .a-constant --remtnder-to- separatrurelkWtrt- OrtieVitir from the in-
terpretation of that behavior, and to give priority to nonevaluativ,
portrayal. The use of parentheses signals the observer and the redd-
er that interpretation is occurring. Both writer and reader are thus
alerted that the worth of this interpretation rests on the strength
of the supporting evidente just depicted;

The points made about the separation of behavioral detail from
the interpretation of this detail suggest another central aspect of
naturalistic observation: active concentration (rather than passive,
sponge-like involvement) is required. Observers must constantly think
about what they are doing; they must not be lulled by the familiarity
of the classroom, or seduced by an interesting lecture. Because we
know classrooms so well, it is difficult to avoid taking things for
granted and neglecting to record tdetails which strike one as obvious
(e.g., everyone would knotelhat). It is just this familiarity which
makes it very difficult to be an active observer.
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For an observer to produce rich, usable accounts of cla room
life, however, s/he must remain an active and slightly dist t ob-
server of a scene, conscious of what s/he is doing, aware of choices
being made and the reasons for making them. This pertains to both
N\:he content of the information being captured as well as the mean-
ing(s) the observer attributes to this information. Active, concen-
Iration is necessary if the observer is to guard against the dual
pitfalls of random observationiand unsupported generalization.

e

The Structure Of Classroom Behavior: Interactions,
. Episodes, Segments, and Activities

-14*.
When looking at science lessons, it is important to be aware

of the structure of behavior as well as the content arouqd which it
occurs. Later, we will discuss the observational priorities to guide
observers' selection of the."content" to be recorded. Here, we are
concerned with depicting a conceptual "structure* of interaction as-

%Limed to underlie all classroom behavior, regardless of the content
of lesion,-the activities.in which students are engaged, or the
number or status. of the actors.

We assume that classroom behavior may be conceptualized accord-
ing to a number of structural units. These units define both the
spontaneous, informal interactions found in all human behavior, as
well ps the more formal, curriculimdriven activities which charac-
teriie life in science classrooms.

At its most basic level, classroom behavior consists o
ognizable series of interactions between individuals and the ehotiron-
ment. Thtse interactions= may involve teachers and students, students
and students, students and materials, or teachers and materials. The
important point here is that every interaction has two sides, and ob-
servers must describe the,contributicm of both sides if we are to un-
derstand what is occurring. .

Consider a teacher lecture about cell structure. Although the
teacher is doing all of the talking, s/he is talking to students.
Given the interactional stance taken here, students' responses to
this lecture are an integral part of this lecture. An observer must
not ony capture the way the teacher explained cell structure, s/he
would note the reactiont (both verbal and nonverbal) of the students.
In watching the classroom, the observer would shift attention fresh
the teacher to students, describing one, then describing the other.

git

In a discussion, the same general rule also holds. Observers
should assume that a discussion is built around the interactions

#
of individual talkers as they take conversational turns. We need
to know who says what to whom, and how the person addressed responds.
This conversational chain may have more than two links. For example,
if Jane answers the teacher's question about cell division in pro -
tozoa.and is spontaneously,corrected by another student, who is



then corrected by the teacher, we need to know the contribution of
each participant to the discussion.

a lab group, information regarding the structure of interac-
tion lso crucial. When one student says that frogs are yucky,
how a n what ,order db the other students respond? Who laughs?
Who remains silent? Who begihs the next topic of discussion? Who
starts to dissect the frog?

Student-teacher, studiat -materials, teacher-materials and stu-
dent-student interactions are the basic conceptual links in an in-
teractional.chain which extends from the beginning of class to the
final bell. If we label the contributions of individual actors to
these interactions using letters, a simplified schematic diagram-of
a classroom discussion might look like this:

A => B; B => A; A => B; B is> C; C => A

The obligation of the observer is to focus on these individual contri-
butions to classroom behavior and record them as fully and accurately
as possible.

A spontaneous cluster of interactions, focusing on the same con-
tent, that seems to hang together andlimake sense an whole consti-
tutes an episode. Such clusters represent whirlpools in the flow of
classrooff'interactions. Examples include a series of teacher ques- f

tions on a single topic answered by different studentsa inappropriate
student behavior and the teacher's response (or lack of response),
veiled fits of giggling in lab groups or a single student's continu-
ing attempts to get help from an unresponsive teacher. Whatever the
content of an episode, it represents a spontaneous and coherent ser-
ies of interactions only loosely associated withthe formal demands
of the curriculum. Although you are not required to make specific
reference to episodes in your narratives, they-provide a useful way
to make sense of what is happening, and provide another frame to help
you organize your observations.

To this point we have been discussing structural units assumed
to underlie all classroom behavior regardless of content. Thinking
in tenms of interactions and episodes will help you to capture the
spontaneity of classroom behavior. Although classroOk behavior is
characterized in large part by spontaneous interaction, it is also
driven by the requirements of the for$al cmuiculum. The final-two
units focus onthe structure of the lessorfttablished by the teacher
or the materials that define a context for the occurrenct-of inter-
actions and episodes. These two units are the activity and the ac-
tivity segment.

Cla generally consist of several activities during
which students engage in qualitatively different behavior.. Roll call
is often followed by passing in homework, which is followed by a
short introductory teacher lecture, followed by seatwork or labwork
followed by dismissal. In our terminology, all of these are ac-
tivities. Some of these activities may be subdivided into activity
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segments. Labwork, for example, may consist of gathering materials, -

setting up the experiment, recording data, carrying out calculations,
comparing these calculations with friends', and writing up the results.
Other classroom actitivies like seatwork or silent reading do not
requirt qualitatively different behaviors, arid thus there are no ac-
tivitylegments.

,

Observers must record the time each activity ortactivity segment
begins and ends, th general nature of student and teacher behavior,
any materials usage he grouping arrangement,.(e.g., whole group,
multiple groups, i idualized) chosen or allowed by the teacher and
should multiple g ps be used, the way membership in these grodps
was established (chose by teacher, self-chosen by,students, 'random
assignment by.teacher). This informatiowis essential because it al-
lows us to summarize the social features of science activities and
understand and explore the a1 (in addition to the cognitive and
attitudinal) outcomes of SO e instruction.

ri
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Framework for Narrative -Record

The framework is organized into two parts (see Table 5.1). Part
One refers to some specific ways of teaching science. Part Two re-
fers to the general task features of the class. Looking for the be-

-- haviors described under Part One takes precedence over the features
described under Part' Two. However, since some of the Part'One behav-
iors may occur with low frequency, you should rarely encounter diffi-

. culties in'thoroughly capturing what is asked for under, Parts One and
Two.

It-is important to emphasize that you are not being asked to or-
ganize your narrative according to the framework; rather, the frame-
wOrk -is 'here to help you understand and internalize the kinds of .

things that are important to capture. The narrative itself should
reflect the natural flow of events during class. Sometimes# for ex-
ample, one statement by the teacher may contain several elements of
interest from the outline below; in this case, it is sufficient.to
record accurately what the statement was.

Part One: Specific Ways of Teaching Science

It is helpful to think of the teaching of scienpi as taking one *.

of two forms:'"explaining or relating. As defined below, explain4ng
and relating can occur as fairly discrete behaviors or simultaneously
as part of one behavior (e.g., part of one teacher statement).

You should have a notion of the "ideal" ways. In which a teacher
could explain or relate a topic from what you have read about scien-
tific literacy. Of course,At is unlikely that most teachers mill
meet'this ideal. It is even possible that you will encounter many
bad examples of trying to explain and relate a topic. Thus, you

. should anticipate the possible range in quality .of explaining and #
relating and capture in your narratives any attempts by the teacher
to explain vr_relatewhether well done or poorly done.

A. Explaining Orientation.. Explaining cefers to teacher Kesenta-
tions o the topic content: There ere several ways in which a teach-
er can attempt to communlcate content--e.g.-, by short statements, by
longer discourse, by quOtioningelTUdents by .reading out-loud, by
writing things on the board, and even by a demonstration. What is
important is that:regardless of.the instructional method used, the .

teacher is tr in to communi to facts and concepts that are fuEi-
s,

It is important to distinguish. explaining topic content from .

explaining procedures. Teachers explain procedures when they tell
. students the-thtngs.they must do to get ready to process %formation .

(e.g., pass out papers, open up bookt, check out the contents of their
dissecting kits, etc.). While you should summarize the nature of
these prOcedural.eplanations' in your narrative, it is not necessary,
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r Thble 5.1

Framework fpr Narrative. Record

PART I. 'SPECIFIC WAYS OF TEACHING SCIENCE

A. Explaining, Content - the topic knowledge the teacher presents.-0 and the way in which it is.presented

ti B. Relating Content - when a teacher takes scientific facts and
'concepts and relates them to any of the following:

1. science as a social historical-process -- the
historical development of ideas and the contri-
butions of individuals

2. science as a reasoning process -- includes science
as a way of thinking, examining "how we know," hy-
pothesis formation, observation, measurement,. in.
ductive-deductive reasoning, the notion that ideas
evolve and Change.

3. silence and society-technology -- problems that
society faces in the past, present, and future, and
'applications of science ta everyday living.

4. positive attitudes towards science -- studebts?
and other people's feelings about' the value of
science.

PART-II. TASK GENERAL

A. Teacher's Directions for Assignments

B. Resources'Made Available to'Students

C. Statements about Grading Policies and Accountability for Work

D. Cognitive Orientation of Assignments

E. Students' Engagement in Work

a e
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to record them in detail. 'In contrast, we ask that ;ou capture
content explanations in as much detail as possible. Although you
will probably bcforced- to use a combination of verbatim, paraphrase,
and summary notes (the exact mixture will depend on how quickly
events occur), the ideal is to maximize verbatim accounts while min-
imizing summarization.

Below are several examples of narratives that capture explaining
content;

Example 1:

Teacher: DON'T FORGET THE EARTHWORM--HE'S NOT A VERY
DEVELOPED CRITTER. HE'S NOT EXACTLY WHAT YOU WOULD CALL ONE OF
YOUR HIGHER ORGANISMS ON THE LADDER OF LIFE. WHO SITS AT THE TOP
OF THAT,, BY THE WAY? YOU'VE HEARD. YOU'RE LOOKING At US. WE,
AND THE OTHER ANIMALS LIKE US, ARE THE MOST COMPLEX. d.K. WHAT'S
THE SIMPLEST FORM OF ANIMAL LIFE? IF YOU START AT THE TOP WITH US
AND FORMS LIKE US AND MOVE DOWNIMOUGH THE DIFFERENT LEVELS, WHAT
WOULD YOU FIND AT THE BOTTOM? THE ONE-CELLED ANIMALS, EH? BUT
WHETHER YQU.VAVE ONE TELL,- OR WHETHER YOU HAVE MILLIONS OF CELLS,
YOU STILL. NEED FOOD. VDU STILL NEED' TO GET RID OF WASTE
MATERIALS. YOU STILL NEED TO SOMEHOW DIGEST THAT FOOD...

I .

Example' 2':

Student: I'M TRYING TO FIND THE FUNCTION OF THE
TRACHEA, OR WHATEVER IT'S CALLED.

Teacher: THE TRACHEA?

Student: YEAH.

Teacher: NOW, WHERE IS IT, TO START OFF WITH?

Student; WINDPIPE?

Teacher: .WINDPIPE, RIGHT.

Student: IT'S THE SAME THING

4

Teacher: YUP, THE SAME THING...REMEMBER, IT'S THE
WINDPIPE AND IT GOES FROM THE BACK OF THE THROAT TO WHERE IT
BREAKS OUT INTO THE TWO BRONCHIAL TUBES...REMEMBER YESTERDAY YOU
WERE LOOKING AT TRACHEA TUBES FROM THE GRASSHOPPER?
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4 Student:

Teacher:
SACS. IT'S JUST THE
OUTSIDE TO THE ORGAN

OH YEAH.

THEY CONNECTED THE SPHERICALS TO THE INNER
PIPING. YOU GET THE AIR COMING FROM THE
OF BREATHING...

Example 3:

He wrote the notes,on the overhead projector as the
students copied themeinto their books. The notes contained the
scientific knowledge the students were to know, as illustrated by
the first sentence-- a,

The basic unicelluar organism contains all the
same cell structures that the basic specials'
ized animal or plant cell contains (nucleus,
mitochondria, golgi bodies,'endoplasmic
culum, etc.)."

B. Relating Orientation. Relating refers to using the content of
a topic to demonstrate one of the following goals of scientific
literacy:

1).ScienCe as a social historical` process

2) Science as a reasoning process

3) Science and society- technology

4) Positive
1

attidues toward science

Definitions and examples4bf each of these relating areas f011ow.

Bl. Relating, to Science as a Social Historical Process.' This
takes place when a teacher attempts to communicate thf historical
context of some scientific knowledge or process. This context can
be portrayed in specific or general terms. In specific terms, the
teacher would refer to particular individuals in history and their
contributions--e.g., Mendel's work in genetics, Salk's development
of the polio vaccine, Fleming's discovery of penicillin, Watson and
Crick's determination of the structure of DNA, etc. In general
terms, the teacher would refer to scientists or other people,
without mentioning specific individuals.
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In order to judge the quality of the teacher's relating ofcontent to historical process, you should focus on whether there is
a convincing point being made. Simply listing a bunch of historical
names, dates, and events does not mean a high quality "relating."
Instead, higher quality "relating" takes place when the teacher usesthe historical context to demonstrate points such as: people's con-
ceptions of phenomena have changed over time, some discoveries weremade by accident, ruling out alternative hypotheses is a laborious
process, some theories have challenged the Social order of the times,etc.

Below are two narrative examples of relating content to scienceas a social historical process:

Example I:

Teacher: YOU WERE SUPPOSED TO READ CHAPTER 8 FORTODAY. O.K. I'VE GOT SOME QUESTIONS. WHO WAS THE FIRST PERSON
THEY TALK ABOUT WHO DID AN EXPERIMENT WITH A PLANT? GEORGE?

4.

EXPERIMENT?

. George: DON'T KNOW.

SallY(calls out):' VAN HELMONT.

Teacher: 0.K..WHAT DID VAN HENONT DO FOR HIS

Sally: PLANTED A TREE IN A 11U0.

Teacher YES - -AND WHAT ELSE DID HE DO WITH 414111,TREE? HE WATERED IT, RIGHT? AND WHAT HAPPENED TO THIS TREE? "\MARK?

Mark: IT EW BIG.

Teacher 'ALRIGHT. SO THE TREE GREW BIG. THE
BOOK SAYS THE TREE GR FROM 5 POUNDS TO 200 POUNDS. SO, WHAT
DOES THIS MEAN? WH WAS VAN HELMONT TRYING TO FIND OUT?

Sally: HOW TREES GROW...HOW THEY GET LARGE.

Teacher: '0.1(6 HOW TREES GROW. WELL, WHAT IDEAS
DO YOU THINK VAN HELMONT HAD ABOUT THAT? WHAT COULD BE THE
EXPLANATIONS FOR WHY A TREE ;ETS LARGE? WHAT DO YOU THINK MOST

I

PEOPLE BACK THEN BELIEVED WA THE REASON THAT TREES GREW?... -
/

IN.I 11.111,
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Example 2:

Teacher: I WANT TO REVIEW SOM OF THE THINGS YOU
SHOULD KNOW FOR THE TEST TOMORROW. THE TEST IS GOING TO BE ON
DISEASES AND WHAT CAUSES THEM. I EXPECT YOU TO BE ABLE TO TELL ME
WHAT A BACTERIA IS AND WHAT A VIRUS IS. ALSO, WE TALKED SOME
ABOUT THE HISTORY OF DISEASE THEORY --HOW BACK IN THE OLD DAYS,
PEOPLE USED TO THINK DISEASES WERE CAUStg,BY EVIL SPIRITS AND BAD
AIR. YOU SHOULD BE ABLE TO EXPLAIN WHY PEOPLE THOUGHT THIS.
ALSO, YOU SHOULD KNOW SOME THE IMPORTANT SCIENTISTS WHO DID
WORK THAT CHANGED PEOPLE'S

SOME(
ABOUT WHAT CAUSED DISEASES...

B2. Relating to Science as a Reasoning Process. A teacher is
relating science content to the scientific reasoning process when
he/she attempts to communicate how scientific knowledge is acquired.
This would include talking aboOt observing natural events, formulat-
ing and testing hypotheses and theories, deductive inductive
reasoning, concepts of randomness and probaklity, and the tools and
methods of measurement

A teacher's "relating" of the scientificasoning process can
be done very poorly or very well. A poor job would entail presenting
misguided notions of what scientific process is or listing "steps" in
a process withbut giving the underlying rationale. A good job would
entail some illustration of the general point that scientific know- ,

ledge is not accumulated in an accidental or arbitrary fashion, but
instead is accumulated through a set of agreed upon standards that
have apgical foundation.

Below are examples of relating to science is a reasoning
process:

(.1

Example l:

Student (to teacher): PLEASE COME HERE. NOTHING
HAPPENED WITH OUR EGG WHITE.

Teacher: REPORT WHAT YOU FOUND. BUT IT DOES SEEM A
LIITLE STRANGE. COMPARE IT WITH YOU NEIGHBOR'S. IN YOUR
CONCLUSIONS SPECULATE A LITTLE BIT. REPORT WHAT YOU FOUND, BUT
SAY IT IS DIFFERENT FROM YOUR NEIGHBOR'S AND THAT IT IS ALITTLE
STRANGE BECAUSE EGG WHITE TS PROTEIN. YOU CAN INDICATE THAT MAYBE
YOUR METHOD GOT FOULED UP.
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Example 2:

Teacher: WE KNOW THAT ALL BACTERIA ARE NOT HARMFUL,
BUT IT ISN'T ENOUGH JUST TO SAY THAT. YOU'VE GOT TO CONVINCE ME

-THAT YOU KNOW WHAT YOU ARE TALKING ABOUT. WHEN I ASKED YOU THE
QUESTION, SOME OF YOU SAID, 'NO-OH." I KNOW FROM HOW UNCERTAIN
YOU SOUNDED THAT IOU DON'T KNOW WHAT YOU ARE TALKING ABOUT.

NOW SOME BACTERIA ARE HARMFUL. CAN YOU TELL ME ABOUT
SOME OF THOSE?

Students: (make several suggestions, including
scarlet fever)

Teacher: I DON'T JUST NEED THE ANSWER.. I NEE THE
SOURCE OF YOUR INFORMATION. YOU KNEW THE ANSWER BUT YOUrDIDN'T
KNOW THE PAGE NUMBER: THIS IS WHAT WE REFER TO AS BEING
SCIENTIFIC. YOU MUST KNOW THE SOURCE OF. THE INFORMATION.

Example 3:

Teacher: WHAT IS THE TECHNICAL METHOD? I'M ASKING
YOU RIGHT NOW.

Student: THERE'S AN OUTLINE TO FOLLO4gAND YOU RECORD
THE OBSERVATIONS' AND REPORT TO SOMEONE ELSE.

Teacher: THE RESEARCH METHOD?

Student: DEFINE THE PROBAM

Student: COLLECT INFORMATION.

Student: E-AN HYPOTHESIS

Studen THEN EXPERIMENT.

Student: RECORD YOUR FINDINGS.

Teacher: BUT, BEFORE YOU RECORD...
fi

Student: ORGANIZE YOUR OBSERVATIONS.

Teacher: IN TABLES. AND GRAPHS...
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Student: DRAW CONCLUSIONS.

Teacher: FINALLY...

Student: PREPARE A REPORT.

Teacher: WHEN PEOPLE REPEAT THE EXPERIMENT, THEN THE
HY4THESIS MAY BECOME A THEORY...OK, THE PURPOSE OF A CONTROL IN
AN EXPERIMENT- -LOTS OF TIMES WE LEAVE THIS OUT BECAUSE WE FOLLOW
THE TECHNICAL METHOD.

Student: SO AN EXPERIMENT HAS ONLY ONt VARIABLE.

Teacher: YES, CONTROL EVERYTHING BUT LEAVE OUT ONE
FACTOR. FOR EXAMPLE, IN PHOTOSYNTHESIS, GIVE TWO'PLANTS ALL THE
SAME CONDITIONS, BUT LEAVE ONE IN THE LIGHT AND THE OTHER IN A
CLOSET...

B3. Relating Science and Society/Technology. This area of
' relating refers to a teacher communicating, how specific areas of

scientific knowledge have implications for society or for technology.
Often, there is a direct link between a technological product (e.g.,
a new drug, a new fertilizer) and its societal consequences (longer
lifesspahs, more productive farming).

.

The teacher who does a good job'of relating in this area will
go beyohd a cursory mention of some connection and really encourage
students to-consider how specific scientific knowledge has either
affected people in the past or will iffect them in the future.
Furthermore, it often will bejpost ideal for a 'teacher to present
at least two points of view (e.g., the advantages'and disadvantages
of pesticides). In short, a teacher who*does a good job of relating
in this area will model parts of a decision-making process that stu-.
dents can apply in their own lives as they consider their use of
science-based technologies.

. Three examples of relating sciglice to society/technology fcillow:
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Example 1:

Teacher: O.K. YESTERDAY WE TALKED ABOUT THE
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN NATURAL SELECTION AND ARTIFICIAL SELECTION.
REMEMBER THAT ARTIFICIAL. SELECTION IS WHAT PEOPLE USE IN
AGRICULTURE--TO BREED BETTER ANIMALS AND PLANTS. CAN SOMEBODYGIVE ME SOME EXAMPLES OF THINGS THAT ARE THE RESULT OF ARTIFICIAL
SELECTION--THINGS THAT WE DEAL WITH EVERY DAY?

THE COWS?

Student: COWS- -PEOPLE BREED COWS.

Teacher: YES, AND WHAT ARE THEY TRYING TO IMPROVE IN

Stqdent: MILKOR MEAT.

Teacher: HOW ABOUT ANOTHER EXAMPLE? (pause) how
ABOUT SOME OF THE PLANTS WE EAT?

Student: I KNOW. GRAPES--GRAPES THAT DON'T HAVE
SEEDS.

Teacher; GOOD EXAMPLE. SO, IN GENERAL, WHAT WOULD
YOLt4SAY ARE. SOME OF THE ADVANTAGES OF ARTIFICIAL SELECTION FOR ALLOF US? WHY ARE WE BETTER OFF WITH II THAN WITHOUT.IT?

Student: BECAUSE THINGS GROW BIGGER, SO THERE'S MOREOF IT.

Teacher: YES. THAT'S ONE ADVANTAGE-GETTING GREATERYIELDS 'OF FOOD. ANYTHING ELSE? (pause) WELL, YOU SHOULD ALSO
THINK ABOUT THE HEALTH OF THINGS. FOR INSTANCE, ANIMALS ARE BRED
TO BE,STRONGOR, AND PLANTS ARE BRED SO THAT THEY RESIST DISEASEAND LAST LONGER. NOW, CAN ANYONE THINK OP'. SOME DISADVANTAGES OF
ARTIFICIAL SELECTION?

Student: YEA- -IT'S A LOT OF WORK.

Teacher: ALRIGHT. THAT'S ONE THING- -IT IS EIPENSIVEBOTH IN TERMS OF MONEY AND TIME. ANY OTHER IDEAS?...

1
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Example 2:

The teacher spent the firit 10 minutes of the period
discussing the Chapter section on "Drugs and Your Body.' The
teacher first mentioned drugs used to fight disease, specifically
antibiotics. The teacher did not define antibiotics, but just
gave penicillin as an example of ma drug that fights infection.*
One student then raised her hand and, asked if aspirin was an
antibiotic. The-teacher replied that it wasn't, but that it was a
drug used to relieve pain. The teacher thdn picked up on the
topic of aspirin and said it was a drug that there was some debate
about--that it was a common drug that has given relief to millions
of people over the years, but that now it is known that aspirin
may cause some problems too. The teacher asked students if thly
ever took aspirin and for what reasons,.

Example 3:

Teacher: IN THE FILM YESTERDAY, THE LAST THING THEY
TALKED-ABOUT WAS SPACE STATIONS OF THE FUTURE. THEY WOULD BE
PLACES WHERE PEOPLE COULD LIVE FOR LONG PERIODS OF TIME. SO, WHAT
WOULD THESE STATIONS HAVE TO BE LIKE FOR THAT TO WORK?

Student: THEY'D HAVE TO BE LIKE HERE ON EARTH.

Teacher: O.K. LIKE EARTH: BUT WHAT IS IT ABOUT EARTH
THAT THEY WOULD HAVE TO IMITATE? THINK ABOUT ALL THE THINGS WE
LEARNED ABOUT EARTH'S ECOSYSTEM.

Student: THERE WOULD HAVE TO BE THE SAME AIR, AND
SOIL, AND PLANTS...

Teacher: ALRIGHT. THEY WOULD NEED ITO HAVE THE SAME
ATMOSPHERE,' AND THERE WOULD NEED TO BE SOIL AND PLANTS IN ORDER TO
GROW FOOD. IF THERE WERE PLANTS, WHAT KIND OF CYCLE WOULD HAPPEN?

Student: THE WATER CYCLE...

Teacher: WELL, THAT WASN'T WHAT I WAS THINKING OF, BUT
THE WATER CYCLE IS ALSO IMPORTANT...



B4. Positive Attidues Toward Science. This area of relating refers
to a teacher's attempt to deal with the Individual or collective af.
fective reactions people have towards science as a discipline and
specific science knowledge, concepts, and applications. This probably
will take place most commonly in the context of a class discussion.

The teacher who does a good jOb of relating in this area will
try, to foster.well -founded positive attitudes and curiosity toward
sc4ence.. The teacher ma also model his or her own positive attitude
toward science as-a discipline.

Following are two examples of relating to science attitudes:

to.

Exampled:
V

[
The teacher .1s going over the worksheet on human

reproductionewith her students. She gets to the next to the last
question, which asks for the distinction between identical and
fraternal twins. A student responds with the right answer. Then
another student calls out, *What about 'test-tube' babies?" The
teacher asks that student to explain what a "test- tube" baby is;
the student gives a jumbled answer suggesting the misconception
that the baby "grows up" in a test tube. The teacher provides the
correct definition. She then asks the class how they feel about
the idea of a "test tube" baby. Several students raise their
hands. One student Says it seems unnatural and scary. Another
student says it might turn out to be bad because ientists could
take control. A third student says it might be a "" thing
because there are lots of people who can't have babies and this
might

k
be the only may.

Example 2:

.0.

Teacher: ALRIGHT. WE'VE JUST ABOUT TIED UP OUR UNIT
ON PLANTS. NOW, IN THE BOOK, THERE ARE SEVERAL EXAMPLES OF CAR-
EERS THAT INVOLVE WORKING WITH PLANTS. LET'S SEE --ON PARE 241
WE SEE PEOPLE WHO ARE FLORISTS, AND ON PAGE 261 THERE ARE- PEOPLE
WHO LUMBER, AND ON PAGE 281 THEY TALK ABOUT PEOPLE WHO HYBRIDIZE
PLNTS. ARE THERE ANY OF THESE JOBS YOU MIGHT LIKE TO DO?

Student: I'D THINK WORKING WITH LUMBER WOULD BE NEAT.

Teacher: OK. WHAT ABOUT' T WOULD BE NEAT?

Student: WELL -- GETTING TO BE OUTDOORS AND GETTING
A LOT OF EXERCISE.
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Teacher: O.K. WHAT DO THE REST' OF YOU FEEL?

Student: I'D LIKE TO BE A FLORIST...

Part Two: Task General

As indicated in Table 5.1, the next set of observational priori-
ties have to do with capturing the feaftres of classroom academic
tasks., These features arelnot specific to science; however, since
you, will be observing scie ce classes, all of the academic tasks you
see ostensibly will be rel ted to science.

Our notion of academid tasks is taken from Doyle (1983). Doyle
defines tasks as something for which there is an observable work pro-
duct. This clearly includ s anything where students must mark an-
swers, draw, or write; also in science, we broaden this to include
laboratory experiences and exercises where there may or.may not be
an immediate, tangible work product that results.

It is important to clarify where teacher recitation and question-
and-answer sessions fit in with the concept of academic tasks. On

the one hand, these activities may not seem especially relevant to ac-
ademic tasks since iin immediate work product is rarely required. On
the other hand, recitation and question-and-answer can be viewed as
an opportunity to practice content, and thus. es a resource for doing
tasks. Further, it often is difficult to determine ahead of :time how
teacher will use these activities; it is always possible that these

attitities may be leading up to a work product. Here, we want you to
adopt the latter view: that teacher recitation *id question-and-
answer sessions are important for the comejete understanding of aca-
demic tasks and, thus, need to be captureOps resources for tasks.
Of-course, under Part One of the framework, we greedy have asked
you to pay particular attention to recitation and question-and-answer
activities as vehicles for explaining and relating science content.
Here, we Suggest that these activities also have significance from
the standpointrf resources for academic ,tasks.

The fide general task features that we ask you to focus on are
defined below. By capturing these features, you will be giving us a
well-rounded portrait of what the tasks observed in your classroom(s)
were like.

A. Teacher's Directions for Assignments. Here, you are asked
to capture the formal statements a teacher makes about what the task
is and how to do the task.' The teacher may communicate this orally,
by written information (e.g., on the board or on a worksheet), or by
both. You should copy down the form of any communication, or in the
case .of directions that are handed out on worksheets, collect a copy
of the worksheet. If the directions appear in. a published workbook
or text, copyint-dowiLthe assigned page numbers is sufficient.
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It is important to realize that directions for one task often
evolve as the result of interactions with students and also may changeover time. Fqp<example, students often ask questions or make comments
dUring class discussion or seatwork that result in the teacher making
more explicit the directions for the task. A teacher also may givemore directions in response to viewing students' work. Some of the
changes and additions to directions can occur over a relatively longtime frame. For example, teacher might first indicate that a fin-al unit rep9rt is due in five days. Upon seeing initial efforts of
students, the teacher might change the directions on the second day
by saying a draft of the 'report is due in four days, with the finalbeing due in eight days. The date for the final might even be fur-
ther postponed after the teacher reeds the drafts. In a case like
this, it is critical to capture exactly both the nature and timingof the changes. "In essence you want to be able to-describe the re-quirements for a task as these we announced to students duringthe
course of working on a task. 'A useful frame of mind is to imaginethat you are a student in the class and ask yourself whether you
know what to do and how to get it doneu_(Doyle, Sanfordiji Emmer,1982).

B. Resources Made Available to Students. This aspect of aca-
demic tasks. refers to capturing any and all resources students haveavailable to help them complete a task. A number of things can Serve
as resources, including: (a) texbooks or other curricular materials;
(b) posters or chalkboard messages; (t) notes taken previously; (d)
tasks completed previously; (e) models of finished products; (e) thework or comments of other students; (f) the presentation of "correct'
answers, if students can still change their answers bgfore they hand ,the product in; and (g) verbal hints, clues, or prompts given hi the
teacher spontaneously or in response to helping individuals and see-
ing students' work.

It is important to note that resources meAlot be equally avail-able to all' students. For example, the teacher may give helpful
hints to same students, and other students lay not be able to hear
these hints. Also, it is likely that the available resources will
not be equally used by all students--e.g., with some students pre-fering to get help from their neighbors while others are content to
rely on a text. In sum, it is important for you to capture what
is actually available, who it is available for, and if it is us

C. Statements about Gradin Policies and Accoutabili foWork. For this aspect of tasks, we ask you to capture the teaiFal and informal statements about what is most important about
the task (i.e., what he/she is "looking foe), how the task. will be
graded, how much weight the grade for this task will have in determ-ining the term grade, and whether extra credit is available in doingthe task.

D. Cognitive Orientation of Assignments. This aspect refers
to the kind of general cognitive operations necessary for carryingout a task. While other researchers have developed category systemsfor levels of cognitive demandingness (e.g., Bloom's taxonomy of
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educational objectives), it seems most appropriate to use a category
system that is closer to thclanguage of cognitive operations.
Doyle's (1983) four categories are appropriate for this purpose.
These categories are defined as follows: 0

"1. memory tasks in which studenti are expected to recognize
or reproduce information previously encountered (e.g., memorize a
list of spelling words or lines from a poem);

2. procedural or routine tasks in whigh-students a expected
to apply a standardized and predictable formula or algorithm to
generate answers (e.g., solve a set of subtractionprOlemt) Lin
short, students will be carrying out a procedure thitilis 'become
automatic through repeated practicel;

tc

3. comprehension or-understanding tasks in whiih'ttOdents are
expected to (a) recognize transformeci or paraphrased versions of
information previously encountered, (b) apply procedures to new
problems or decide from among several procedures those which are
applicable to a particular ftoblim (e.g., solve "word problems" in
mathematics), or (c) draw inferences from previously encountered
information or procedures (e.g., make predictions about a chenftil
reaction or devise an alternative focOula for squaring a numb**

4. opinion tasks inwhict students are exile to state a
preference for somethidg(cA(Le.g., select a faiorite. rt story)"
(Doyle, 1983, pp. 162-163). In addition, it is Important that'the
task require students to state a rItionale for.thelr,preference.

For every task observed, then, you are asked to judge which
one of these categories best describes the operations students
will have to use to eoMplete the' task. Of course, it is likely
that sale tasks willentail more than one of these categorles of
operations. If so, all appropriate categories should be
indicated.

E. Students' Engagement in Work. Were, 'we are asking you to
focus on what students actually do during the class time'that they
are supposed to be carrying Am a task. Because you will not be
able to look over every students' shoulder, we ask that you make a
rough estimate. It is helpful to thinK of engagement in terms of
three broad categories: (1) students appear to be engaged in the
assigneditask; (2); students appear not to be engaged because they
are doing nonacademic procedural 'activities or waiting for the
teacher; and (3) students appear not to be engaged because they
elect not to be (i.e., are "goofing off"). In your description of
each activity during class, estimate approximately-what percentage
of students fall under each category in terms of their predominate
behavior. Thus, the percentages for the three engagement categories
should add up to 100%.
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HOW TOCREATE THE NARRATIVE

4

So far, you have read about the art of naturalistic observationand the framework you should use to focus your observations. Now, wewill turn to a brief discussion of how to 'actually create the narra-tive record.

In this study, It is important to intrude as little as possiblewhen you visit a classroom. For this reason, you will not be using
any.audia or visual. equipment, but instead will be^expected to createthe narrative in two steps:

STEP 1) Take handwritten notes during class

.STEP 2) Immediately after class, read.your notes and
then audio-record a complete narrative .of
what took place.

As indicated earlier, your notes should be a combination of ver-
batim, paraphrase, and summary. The section below on shorthand pro-vides hints on how you can retorol the notes as efficiently as possible.

When you .turn to recording your narrative, review not only your,
notes; but also the narrative record framework. In short, be certain
you address all the variables of interest,-even if it .is to say ghat
you never siow certain things occur.

After you record your narrative, you will be responsible for
giving the tape to a designated typist within 24 hours. The typist,
in turn, will try to' have ready a transcription of your tape within
the next 24 hours. You should pick'up this transcript as,soollias it
is ready and read it immediately. Mark on it any correctibns that
are necessary, complete the summary information form described below,and jot down your own notes on any pattefns or themes you see.

The Use of Shorthand

Observers' abilitx to.capture classroom behavior is greatly in-
6Tated' through the use of shorthand abbreviations. It is thus-im-

.

.perative to develop yourown system of notation: Typical abbrevia-
tions.mighi incluI- de:

.4.

Cl =students, -

4

T = teacher

r--1, blackboard

> = looks at

mommwm> = goes to

.A,-101368
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= gets up

= stoops down

= disciplines '

responds positively

= responds negatively

w whisperi

(E) . talks

N.
= direct ,quotation

Typical lines of notes might then appear: w

==p 17-1, 1. el cell structure, draws 171 protozoa cells, Cl inter-
ested, gFke w Sue, T! Mike, T Q "Pro tozoan cell division is no dif-
prent than it is for:us. In fact..."

Summarizing Narrations
10

is

Observers are responiiblifor recognizing and recording the na-
k ture and duration of the activity segments and activities which make

up a lesson. After the observation period, observers will be asked /
to summarize some of the information from the narratives on the Nar-
rative Record Summary Sheets; These summary sheets are divided into
three parts. The first part is used to describe all of the activit .

segments you observed; the second part 1166sed to record.the na ure
of the tasks worket on during the observation; the third part summa-
rues the tasks handed in to the teacher during,the observation. ,

Each of these parts-is 17 be completed independently: The categortm
of infoimation requested kn the' Summary Sheets require elaboration
e surrconsistency among the observers. We :discuss each 001 of,the ''

shSt6s)in turn. .,
7

. tart 1: Activity Segment. Lessons are made up of one or more
activtity segments. Aimmber segments sequentially within each obser-
vation. The name given to individual segments should be telegraphic
and expresea.generic classroom activity (e.g., "Roll" "Concept. Re-
view," "Lab ?rocedure Reviewl","Lab Experimert," "Lecture," "Lecture-
Recitation," °Seatwork,)","Silent Reading," "Demonstration," etc.)

'AWL- The one-sentence deicriptiqp should indicate the academic content of
the activity segOeht. (No Turther-description is necessary if the
activity segment.tgas concerned solely with a procedural activity.),
Typical. descriptetohs might intlude: "The teacher lectured about mi-

,
tosiii" "Students completed the starch/sugar tests beguh yesterday."
"Thedemonstra f photosynthepCleaves was projectedon:the OH
projector'."

.,
:. .
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'Be specific in recording the time information.. Calculate to the
nearest minute.

Thqp indicate any materials used by the teacher or students.
If no mateibials were used, write none. Otherwise, describe, both
the form and the content of the teacher and student materials
(e.g., chalkboard, 100 ml.graduated.cylinder,. small vials of iodine
and table sugar, 3 test ties, cans of rice and oat flakes, medicine
dropper, test tube rack).

.

Include the following information under group
each

Arrangements:
(1) Number of groups, and (2) number of students Fn ach group. Al
typical laboratory lesson might have 15 two-person 'groups;.a typical
recitation lessoh is conducted in a single SO perion group. (Do not
worry should there be minor exceptions to the -o erall grouping pat-
tern. We are'concerned with the usual grouping arrangements, not
the idiosyncrasies of one or two iraints.)

Grotips may be unisex or they may include a mix of boys and girl's.
At the same time, they may be homogeneous with respect to academic
ability, or they may be heterogeneous and include Ambers of differingA
abilities." 'Please record whether group membership is homogeneous
or heterogeneous With regard to both gender and academic ability.

Students con* to be in groups in a variety of ways. Please in-'
dicate the method by which group members are selected by recording
whether: (1) students choose who they wqrk with, (2) groups are ,

,formed on the batis of seating arrangements (which are ultimately es-
tablished/accepted by the.teacher), or (3) the Vacher forms special
groups for the,activity.segment.

Finally, please.suAmarize the role of the teacher during the ac-
tivity segment. Record whether the teacher was ,a 'manager" during '

roll call, or "monitored student work" during a 3aboratbry or seat-
work assignment, or "ignored the class" during silent reading.

'

Part 2: Today's Tasks, This part asks you to list the tasks
that students worked on during the class period. The definition of
task is given on page 18 of this section. Briefly, a task is anNac-
tivity for which there is an observablipiork product or an activity
which is a laboratory experience,or exercise. '0 For each task, then,
you are to briefly. mame the task (e.g., lab on focusing a microscope),
the approximate length of time devoted to the task (e.g., 25 minutes),
and the stays of the task' (e.g., whether it was handed in or will be
continued Onorrow).

/
Part 3: Completed Task Summary. A Part 3 sheet is to be filled

out every time a task Is completed. Here, you provide basic destrip-
tive information about. the task -- its identity, the date handed in,
the dates it was worked on, anethe total time insetted tO the task
(if the task was worked off for two or more &kis, then estimate the
total time added across days). Next, this sheet asks for you to
summarize the task dimenSions of Doyle (1983): teacher's directions,
'resources available to students, gradAng policies and accountability,

4
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reread pages 18-21 of this section to strengthen your understanding2;
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.
ARRATIVE.REFRD SUMMARY SHEET --Part 1: Activity Segment

TEACHER ID: OBSERVER ID:
M11111=1111111=

03/I2/64 version

DATE: *

Activity Segment (name and one-sentence description),

'Time begun: Time endedf
.

Teacher material s:

GROUPING:

Whole Class [ ] Sub-groups [ ]

Other:

Sub-group Membersh p:"--

Heterneous Homogeneous C. , hension-
. gender: [1 I E 1 1

I.
. ability: Cl Cl _ Op nion

Othen: .. .

Not applicable

Elapted Time:

Student materials:

I COGNITIVE ORIENTATION:
c

1 mink)

Pry.

A

a a app Y

n

duregolitine

Selection: [ ] by seating E by teacher
C 1 by students

,Other:

TEACHER ROLE:
Fh"

STUDENT ENGAGEMENT:

I '

Engaged .

11111

Proceduraltwaiting.

Nonengaged %

.
Activity Segment # : (name andeone-sentence description)ir

4

Time begun: Time ended:

Teacher materials:

Elapsed Time:

Student materials:

GROUPING:,

Whole' Class [ ] Sub-groups C I

Other:

I COGNITIVE ORIENTATION:
(check all that apply

1 Memory

Sub-group Membership:
Heterogeneous

[ ]
].ability:

Other:

Homogeneous

C1 f

C ]

Selection: [ ] by seating [ ] by teacher
C I by student?

"Other:
372 I

A-105

Procedure/Routine
,

. Comprehension,

Optnion

Not applicable

miurffillum

6114.1=11

STUDENT ENGAGEMENT:

Engaged ! %,

Procedural/waiting %,

Nonengaged %
I I



II/24/83 Version

4,*4..' %94A ' qii-
1 ,,,

11" %
0

.ql-r">,i.?.
..: 4,

': 1\ '' 1:-"*.

gz:

NARRATIVE-RECORD SUMMARY SHEET
Part 2: Today's Tasks

TEACHER ID:

OBSERVER ID:

DATE:

r 6

a

o #6 401s: (one phrasl description Wapplicable dates.& times -- e.g.,

4ideabuTal* est from Chapter 4, hand in, 10 minutes):

2t

1#

ri
3.

4.

5.

-

r

6. ,
try O 1 *

I
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(r1 /21/83 Version

NARRATIVE RECORD SUMMARY SHEET
Part 3: Completed Task Summary

'TEACHER

OBSERVER ID:

DATE:

Summary of Any Colleted Task (fiT1 out only if task was, finished todiy);

Task 'description:

Datehanded in:

Dates task worked on:

Total time allocated to task across dips:

A
Teacher's directions to w ble class: (brief summary)

Resources available to 'students:

Grading poligies and-accountability:

374
A-107
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Cognitive Orientation (check all-that apply):

a

Memory Task

Procedural or Routine. Task

Student engagement on task across days:

I

:

f.

0

ot

Comprehension or Understanding Task

Opinion Task

I

% studehts"
. engaged

% students e
procedural

or waiting

% students
nonengaged

TOTAL

3"g5
A-168,
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NARRATIVE TIP'S

410

4

1. ;Pie the time at-least once every .5 minutes. Always.give the
time at the beginning sad the end of each activity segment.

a

2. Stay.ateuned-to activity segments; focus on the' beginning andendof segments and the transitions between se§ments.

3: Your interpretations aroseful, and help us,ta make sense ofwhat happened in the class. Resesiber,- however, to:

(al Describe behavior before Interpreting it;

(b).'Encase your' interpretations th parentheses. Make sure
. the evidence on which the interpretation is based isincluded.

(c):Present your interpretations both as you wfalloog, and
at the and of your dictation

4. , Describe behaviors within the context in which they occur.
. This may be a lab group, a question asked by the teacher, or

. the interruption of clais activities by an announcement over,

.'the squewk,box..
0

:

S. Explicitly di te quotation marks when you are recording aiPdirect quote. Don't be afraid to paraphrase, but indicatesame.

6: Label rich to you dictate. Don't reuse tapes. You can, if
you want, use one side for one. observation, and the-reverse

. side for another.'

7. If the teacher's behavior iS repetitive. (as in monitoring
during laboratory activities), focus in on student-student
interactions.

8. Asa general rule, you should TAKE NOTES CONTINUOUSLY during
the observation.. There is always something to record.

A-109
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SECTION SIX: SCIENCE CLASS DESCRIPTION (SCD)

Alexis Mitman, Rose Giaconia and John Mergendoller

Overview

11/17/83
updated version

The Science Class Description (SCD) allows the observer to re
cord summary judgments about several aspects of the period's activ-
ities, teacher's behavior, *and studentt' behavior by using a number
of higher-inference concepts. Higher-inference refers to the fact
thpt the observer is called upon to make judgments (inferencet) about
different qualities of teachers and students based upon the total in-
formation he/the has collected while observing for a single period.

--This procedure contrasts with a lower-inference procedure that ea-
ploys an observatjon instrument to count instances of discrete behav-
for the exact number of times the teacher provided negative
feedback to students' responses to questions.) Some of the items on
the SCD ask you tcri icate the number of minutes and percent of time
spent on"variour.sc e activities.' Lower-inference procedures

. would involve ing the precise amount of time spent on each ac-
tivity with a stopwatch. Instead, you will use higher-inference
procedures that involve making subjective estimates of the propor-
tions of time the teacher seemed to spend on each activity.

As yiou are observing the class for the Narrative Record, you
should keep in mind -thit. you will be asked'to make judgments about
each cjass periodl and record these inferences on the SCD. It is
not the purpose of the4CD to capture discrete behaviors of teach-
ers'or students.,

The Science Class Description should be completed immediately
after'the period ofobservation in a class, so that many of the fm-

. preskions gathered during your observations still will be fresh in
your mind.*

The SCD consists of three main parts. Part I asks-you to record
general descriptive informaion'about the time use in class. Part II
of the SCD requires you to make more detailed judgments about the Ex-

, plaining and Relating aspects of the teacher's science presentation.
The Framework for the Narrative Record (see pp. 7 to 20 of Section
Five of this manual) describes in detail- what is meant by Explaining
and.the four different types. of Relatipg, and provides several exam-
ples of Explaining and Relating. You should thoroughly familiarize
yourself.with.these concepts,/ because careful, and valid ratings of
the Explaining and Relating aspects of science 'teaching Are central
to both the SCD and the Intermediate Science Study.' When you rate,
the Explaining and Relating emphases, keep in, mind that y9ur standard
for comparison is the scfence.'idealts i.e., the best possible way.
.you could fkcgine a teacher having used each science.emphasis. Part
III of the M asks for judgments about several specific aspects and
phases of the class period, from the teacher's preparedness to stu-
dents' behavior during the period to how the teacherl, ends the period.

A-111
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For Part III, you will be focusing on more generic instructional and
magamial aspects that are applicable to any class, regardless of
subjeit matter taught. Here, in contrast to Pari`III.your standard
of comparison should be lased on your perceptidhs of' ihat the teacher
set out to accomplish, taking Into account any obvious constraints.

The SCD is a useful and valid instrument only if all observers
. have similar understandings of the higher-inference concepts in the

instrument. The meaning of each concept for each item in the Sci-
ence Clasl Description is discussed briefly. Further consensus about
these concepts will be developed during practice observation sessions.

Item Concepts
1r

Part I. General Description of Class Time Use

I. Estimate the percent of time devoted to the following. Here
the obsecier.IS asked to estimate the percent of class time
devoted to nine modes of instruction: (1) seatwork; (2) rec-
itation; (3) group discussion: (4) deionstration; (5) labora-
tSryexercises; (6) surrogate instruction; (7) nonacademtc
instruction; (8) procedures; and (9) other: transitions, th-
terruptions, waste time. Categories 1 through 6 refer to
modes that convey academic,content only.

0 Seatwork refers to students working alone on science
worksheets, reading silently the text or other sci-
ence materials, etc. It is charactecized by a mini-
punrof.interaction between teacher a or
among students.

le

0 Recitation is characterized by a short presentation
TriETWE; content by the teacher that often includes
a question-and-answer.sestion in which the teacher
initiates most of the questions and students do most
of.the responding. This mode also is used for correc-
ttng homework. The essential characteristic that de-
fines recit on is that the bulk of interaction is
between te and students and there is little, if§
any,Titide o-student lnterattion.

0 Group Discussion involves-an open-ended discussion by P
members of the class of a central science topic or
theme. The group discussion differs from the recita-
tion in that there is more student-to-student inter-
action and mdre student-initiated questions.

0 Demonstration refers to the manipulation of science
materials or equipment by the teacher for one of two
purposes: 1) to illustrate to7iislaias how they
should similarly manipulate.equipment when performing
an upcoming lab ekercise and 2) to illustrate a

A-112
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scientific concept, e.g., performing slab exerEise
which students will not themselves perform.

0 Laboratory Exercises refer to the performance Istu-
dents of exercises either: 1) explicitly labelled as
science lab exercises (e.g., working exercises described
in a lab book) or 2) implicitly designed as science lab
exercises (i.e. involving any of the scientific pro-
cesses of observation, measurement, data recording;
etc.). Lab exercises performed by the teacher only
are classified as Demonstrations.

0 Surrogate Instruction refers to instruction via a
teacher surrogate such as a film, videotape, or guest
lecturer. This mode is characterized by the teacher
taking either a passive role (e.g., running the film
projector) or no rat at all while students are still
being exposed to academic content.

0 Nonacademic Instruction refers to formal instruction,
led or directed by the teacher that does not meet the
narrow definition of academic (i.e., the acquiiition
and practice of skills that facilitate better perform- /
ante on scientific literacy tests). Time spent in
teacher-led digressions, humorous or not, is recorded
here if it appears purposeful and part of the lesson.

0 Procedures refers to behaviors that support an aca-
demic task but do not d'Oectly facilitate the actual
learning of academic content as it is narrowly de-
fined.. This mode includes behaviors such as passing
out papers, sharpening pencils, and gathering lab-
oratory supplies. This mode also includes behavi s
such as the teacher's directions about the format f
students', responses, 'explanation of the materials t )
be used for a task, and stipulation of the timeline,

"for completion of the task.

0 Transitions interruptions and waste-time refers to 1

itime spent in management not riTatedto a specific
academic task (e.g.", taking roll) and in switching
from one activity to- the next. This category also
includes activities that are neither managed nor
coordinated by the teacher and that distract from
instruction. In short, this category contain", all
the things that are not covered by the previous
eight categories.

In filling the table out, first determine the formal total
length.of the.period, as defined by the beginning and ending
bells (i.e., do not count tcne wheh students are in class be-
fore and after f5i-Period). Then estimate the percentage, time
Of-first writing down the number of minutes devoted to each of
the nine categorie4. Please estimate to the nearest whole
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minute. These minutes should sum to the total' length of the
period. The percentage time for each categolFY is then calculated
by dividing the minutes for each category by the total minutes
for the period.

2. Teacher's academic task orientation (percent of available class
time). This concept asks the observer to assess the percentage
Traliss time that the teacher devotes to academic subject mat-
ter. Academic is narrowly defined as the acquisition and prac-
tice of skills that facilitate better performance on scientific
literacy tests. To make this rough calculation the observer
should consider the greatest amount of time the teacher could
possibly deirote to academic instruction if he/She wanted
once necessary management activities are completed, and then
what percentage of this time is actually spent on academics.

3. Number of same students attending to teacher or class activities
most of the _time. This concept refers to the number of students
in the class that show appropriate student attention to all class
activities most of the time. "Most of the time" hefers to the
reasonable amount of attention time that could be expected from
students. The accuracy of student's responses is not a consider-
ation, only whether they are attending to class aciTilties.

Part II.. Explaining and Relating.

Items 4 to 7:require the observer to make judgments about vari-
ous dimensions of-five science lesson emphases: (1) Explaining Con-
tent; (2) Relating to Science as a Social Historical Process; (3) Re-
lating to Science as a Reasoning Process; (4) Relating to Science and
Society/Technology; and (5) Poiitive Attitudes Towafds Science. Here,
you are to focus on these emphases whenever they occur during a recita-
tion or demonstration by the teacher.

Pages 7 to 20 in Sec. Five of thisimanual include detailed des-
criptions and examples of these lesson emphases. ListedbelOw are
briefer descriptions for review purposes. You are strongly encouraged
to read pages 7 to 20 to clarify any questions.

A. Explaining. Explaining refers to teacher presentations of the
topic content. There are several ways in which a teacher can at-
tempt to communicate content--e.g., by short statements, by longer
discourse, by questioning students, by reading out-loud, by writ-
ing things on the board, and even by a demonstration. What is
important is-that the teacher is trying to communicate facts and
concepts that are fundamental to the understanding of the topic
(by whatever method).

B. RelatirIceasa)i.toSciercialHistorica1Pcessro. This takes
f)T.e---AiiatiiteheFTCtttinVtMurommiiatetkwistorical con-
text of some scientific knowledge or process. This context can
be portrayed in-specific or general terms. In specific terms,
the teacher would refer to particular individuals inthi§tory and

. 1
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their contributions--e.g., Mendel's,work in genetics, Salk's de-
. velopment pf thepolio Vaccine, Flemings' discovery of penicillin,
Watson and Crick's determination'of the structure of'DNA, etc.
In general tern, the teacher would refer to scientists or

i

other
people, without mentioning specific individual's.

(

C. Relating to Science as cReasoning Process. A teacher is relat-
ing the scientific reasoning process-when)he/ she, attempts to
communicate how scientific knowledge is acquired. This would
include talking about observing natural event, formulating and
testing hypotheses and theories; deductive and inductive reason-

.

ing, concepts of randomness-and probability, and- the tools and
methods ormeasurement.

IP

D. Relating to Science and,Society/TeChhology. This area of relating
refers to a teacherprimmuriicating how'specific areas of icientific..
knoWledge hav implications for society or .for technology. Often,,
there is a difect link tbetweecia technologicayproduct7and.itt
societal consequences.

E. Positive Attitudes Towards Science. This area Ofirelating Wert . -

. .

to a teacher's' attempt to deal" withthe indiVidtat.lir.collective
affective reactions people have towards science, it. a Oiscipline and

. specific science knowledge, concepts%and applications.' This
probably' will take place most.#cananonlj in tOeCOhtext of a class
discussion. The teacher who. does a good.JOb Wielating in this
area Will try to foster hell- founded positive attitude ; and cur-
iosity toward science. t

4. Esti to the ercent of teacher academic resentation recitation
and strat on t me an, content i age n t ng sc en
evhases. ilere t Observet Is asked to estimate the percent .of-1
class lime,dexoted to each .of the fiie scienceemphises describeA
abdVe. The obierver also ttasked to indicated whether four.of- the
science phases are ,linked to science content. The observer can
estimate the percentage time byfirst writing down the number of
minutes devoted to each of thellive emphases. If an emphasis was
addressed for less than one minute, then estimate in.quarters of a
minute, writing .25, .50, or .75 under the minutes column. If an
emphasis is given one minute or more of time, then round to thewest minute. These minutes should sum to the total amount of
recitation and demonstration time you estimated in item.i. The

'percentage time for each science emphasis is then calculated by
dividing the minutes for each emphasis by the total minutes for all
fiveitcience emphases. If.nci time is spent on one or more of the .

emphases, record *Os minutes and."0%* for thqse emphases. 'Emphases
that receive Where should be checked as not applicable in items 6,
6, and 7. For the content linkageaspect, you are to consider how
the teacher presents any of the likt four science emphases (i.e.,
science as ,a social historical process, science as a reasoning
process, science and society/technology and positive attitudes
toward science). If the teacher discussed any of these aspects by
itself, i.e., without specific examptes, or with reference to non-
topic examples, then you would place a check mark under the "No

6
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Linkage" column. If the teacher disCussed one of the aspectsand
included examples from the topic content, then you would place a
check mark under the "Linkage-to Content" column.

5. Overall effeCtiveness and alro riateness of teacher's use and
Sc ence emp a s cur ns rec at on an emon-execu on o ac I I

stration..14ere the observer is asked to indicate bolfiow suc-
cessfutiy each of the five science' emphases was executed and its
appropriateness according to ah ideal standard. For example,
the emphasis, "Relating to Science Attitudes" Aould be rated
low,on this concept if the teacher presented his/her attitudes
toward an issue as the only acceptable attitude and presented
misinformation or slanted information to support this attitude.
If some of the five science emphases are not observed, the NA
(not applicable) box is marked.

6. Number of students paying, attention to each science emphasis
.during recitation and demonstration. ThiS concept-re fers to
'the number students in the class -that ,show appropriate stu-.
dent attenti to each of the five science emphases, If some
of the five science emphases:are not observed, the NA (not ap-
plicable) box is marked.

7. Degree to which each science emphasis during recitation. and.
demonstration. expanded on content in curricular materials_;
This concept refers liwthe extent to which the teacher pro-
videld content beyond that provided by the curricular materials,
for each of the five science emphases. A torating means the
teacher merely read from the text or Worksheet, reiterated
only text or worksheet material, and provided no new' infOrma-
tOnbeyond that found in the text or worksheet. A high r#-"
ing means the. teacher used text or worksheet material As only
the starting point; he/she provided additional content and'
original examples. If some of-the five science emphases are

-not observed, the NA (not app icabge) box is marked.

Part Qualities of the Class Period.
,

8. Overall4fectixeness of activities duringentirejpertod. This
concept Teferse.to the extent to which the lessdn could be ,class-

.

ffied as "successful" in terms of all. Of the following:

'% . I"'

1) meeting the intentions othe teacher;

- 2) relating_well to the broader' topic;opic; 'NI

3) meshing well 'with other, lessons on the same topic; and

4) maintaining sOdert interest and attention.

he observer is asked to make a judgment about the overall qual:
ity of the period's activities, based on all the information
gathered during the observation. , k

a
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9. Teacher's preparation for instructionqmaterials and activities
re aratibn). This concept calls for a judgment about the level

of a eac er's preparation. Here, preparation refers to things
a teacher does before class (and, to a lesser extest, in .class)
in order,to-instruct students during class. A teacher can be
very pared by having all materials ready ahead of time,
by hav plan or notes vAItteq doQn that'he/she can easily

. refer to e the class begins* .The wellL.-prepared teacher also
presents a urate material In .shortc this teacher would never
appear to 611making up an activity on the spot or ,present;mater-
iel. that is incorrect.,

10. Teacher provides overview of the content and objectives of per-
iodractivities before beginning the. activities. This concept"
refers to the extent to Which the teacher introduced the period's
activities by telling students both what content would be
coverall and what students were to learn or know about the
content objectives. This Overview or introduction can take
many forms such as a verbal.descriptiOn (e.g., "Today-, we will
be studying X, Y, and Z"), a written outline on the board, a

'.! rinted handout, or some combination oT these approaches. A
rating means the teacher began the period-iamedii0ely with-

t providing awn introduction or overview. -A medium score
indicates the the teacher-described either (1) whet content
would be covered or. (21 what students were to learn or know
about this content, but not both. A high rating means the
teacher provided a good overview of both the content and objec-
tives.

I

.*

11. Teacher explains how today's activities relate to previous
lessons and the topic. This concept refers to the extent to
which the teacher explicitly points out to students the ways
ih which the activities relate to previous lessons andxthe
topic. Verbal description and written outlines .are among

. the ways a teacher might provide these links. A low rating
means the iteacher Ireats each activity as independent and
provides nocluen about how the activity relates to prey
lessons or the topic. A-high rating means that the teache
makes frequent references to how the current activity builds
on or relates to previous lessons; he/She also indicates how
today's activities fit into the larger context of the topic.

12. Yeacher provides students with rationale for today's work. This
concept refers to the teacher's ability to preface or ?allow up
assignments with a rationale. The teacher who receives a high
score on this concept explicitly tells students tyIthey are
doing a task and where the task fits into the more global cur-.
Oculum and realm of :;practical application. In short, this
teacher clearly lets his/her students know that a task is impor-
tent and something worthwhile to do.

13.,Clarity of tepcher's directtons, expectations for what students
are to do. This` concept asks, the observer to rate thE'clarity
with Aid% the 'teacher communicates his/her directions and
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oxpectktions to students about what the students are to do andl .

how they are to do it. The teacher who is 'very clear presents
students with concise, articulate directions.before they are to
begin work: 'This communication can be both verbal and nonverbal

(e.g., information on the chalkboard or worksheet). In order

to be et4pctive, the teacher also must know when and how"ow lo ob-

tain the students' attention so *hat students will absorb this
.

important organiziAg information.

14,. Topic content presented tostudents in organized and sensible

manner. For'this concept, the observer must make a judgment
about how well the teacher presented the topic content in an

organized way. Aspects of an organized presen ation include:

I, (1) content is presented in a logics) sequenc
(2) most ,content relates to.a central. theme; content is not

scattered bits of unrelated facts:
-(3) the direction in which the activity is headed is apparent;

structure is built info activity.
presentation is internally consist t; little contradiction
amongvarious parts of the activity. *ft

If there is no topic presentation, the NA box is checked.

15. Teacher gives verbal markers in content presentation. (includes

. knowledge, skills and principles), Not all the information and
content conveyed during a content presentation is equally im0-

ortant; some of this information may be incidental. This con-

cept refers to the extent to which the teacher indicates'to
students whith content presented is most important. Verbal

markers If importance (e.g., "This is an important. definition /

'/ to remember")_or writing the important points on the chalkboard
are ways the teacher may identify salient content. If there is

no content presentation during the period, the NA box is .checked.
1.

, '16. Teacher su ists s ecific-wi s students are to learn-toda s

content. This concept re ers to .how we the teac r prov aes

students with guidelines or hints about how best to learn the

content addressed during the period. These suggestions should
be:ispecific (e.g., outlining or diagraming material, describ-
ing mnemonic. devices, suggesting study groups, indicating re-
sources, readings, and other study aids, etc.), not vague com-

ments like "I want you to think hard about this" or "Pay atten-

tion so you'll learn this." In short, these suggestions would -.

mean ..that the teacher is addressing metaknowl edge, i.e., the

mental process of learning. Thus a high rating indicates that
the teacher clearly explains several types of learning strategies..
A low rating means the teacher merely presents the content and
provides no clues about how to master the content. If there is

no content presentation, the NA box is checked. If a teacher does

a good job of presenting one learning strategy but also does a

poor job of presenting one or more other learning strategies, the

good presentation takes precedence (ipe., a "4" rating is given).



17. Smoothness of teacher's;Ocademic presentation. This concept

A
. refers to the extent to tich the teacher can cover the in-.

tended instructional,mat ial at a good pace, witheut unnec-
essary interruptions and repeats. A teacher can facilitate
smooth instruction both by having a goOd presentation planned,
where information will be communicated logically .and.clearly,
and by 'beilig in control of the cglass so that students do not
dFsrupt thfs plin. If there is no Fontent presentation, the
NA box is checked.

.

18. Type of questions asked by teacher during hecitation and dem-
onstration. This concept summarizes the predominant cognitive
orientation of the teacheel; questions during recitation and
.demonstration. (See p. 19 in Sec. 5 of this manual for a
description of Doyle's four ategories of cognitive-orienta-
tion of assignments). Brie y, a low rating indicates that
the teacher asked, mostly fac or memory questions; a high
rating.means the teacher .ask mostly comprehension or opinion
questions, i:e., questions t t required the student to apply
principles as well as facts. f teacher's questions are not
observed, the WA (not applicable) box is marked.

19. Relevance to topic and organization of teacher's questions.
. Here the obsery is asked to fudge the overall relevance of
the teacher's q stions and h well the questions form an
organized whole. A low rating icates that the questions
wirenot related to the topic, d tended to be scattered,
unrelated questions with no logi 1 pattern. A high rating
means that the questions wer hi relevant to the topic,
facilitated mastery of the onterkt, and seemed interrelated,
i.e. questions built upon each other and were organized
around a central theme. If teacher's questfons:were not ob-
served, the NA (not applicable) box is marked. .

20. Teacher allows students enough time to answer questions. This
concept summarizes how will the teacher paced the question-and-

'answer,:tession to allow students enough time to answer. Here,
wait time is measured as the time from when the teacher finishes
asking the question (regardless of whether a respondentis desig-
nated afterward-) to the time when the.teacher cuts off the student's
opportunity to respond. A low rating'indicates that the recitation
was,very fast-paced (less than one -half second allowed); the
teacher called on another"student before one student had time to
begin his/her answer to the question or interrupted or cut off a
student before the student had completely finished an answer--i.e.,
tOe general atmosphere was one in which,the students were encouraged'
to answer first and were not given enough time to think: A high
rating means that the teacher gave studens plenty of time (3
seconds or more) to begin their response to a question,- did not
rush a student during the course of 'his /her answer or call on
another student prematurely, and allowed each student plenty of
time to elaborate on his/her response. If teacher's questions
are not observed, the NA (not applicable) box is marked.

I
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21. Teacher's feedback to acadenicestudent responses. This concept

asks the observer to ,estimate the extentto which the oral feed-
. back from the teacher is positive or negative. Positive feedback'

consists of the ,teacher praising and encouraging students in
their responses to academic questions. Negative feedback consists
of criticizing students about their responses. If no feedback is
observed, the NA box is checked.

22. Teacher efficiency in classroom management. For this concept,
the observer-must make a judgment about the extent to which the
teacher manages the classroom efficiently. Here management refers
to all aspects of the class except instryttion itself. Procedures
necessary for instruction faTT under` the management,heading. The

'teacher who, is a highly efficient manager will have a system for
"housekeeping" in place so that students spend little time waiting
for the teacher to tell.them how to carry ,out simple nonacademic-
and academic-procedural tasks.(e.g., passing out supplies, getting
drinks of water', collecting homework papers). This system also
should give students clear roles and:duties, thus minimizing
potential conflict among students.

23. Teacher effectiveness in handling discipllneTproblemse This

concept taps the teacher's ability to handle,any potential dis-
cipline problems. The teacher who is very.effective usually-
prevents discipline problems from occurring in the first place.
This can be done by various means, intlUding frequent monitoring
of students and the establishment of. a "no nonsense" standard
in the class. If a disciplinary problem does occur, the very
effective teacher is able to stop it quickly by interacting
with the appropriate student (s) and by taking measures to pre-
vent it from happening again.

24. Teacher monitors students during seatwork and labwork. This

concept asks the observer to judge the amount of time the teacher
spends monitoring students during seatwork and labwork. Monitoring

refers.to teacher observation of students and movement around the
classroom. This monitoring is both to observe student task per-
formance and behavior. The teacher who monitors students all the -

time kee07fierself/hieself alert to all that is going on in the
classroom. If no seatwork TiMbwork takes place, the NA (not
applicable) box-Ts marked.

25. Teacher accessibilit to individual students during seatwork and
labwork. This concept requires the observer As dist ngu sh e

tween teachers who are not accessible to students (and who, thus,
actively discourage help-seeking behavior) from teachers who make
an active effort to help students who have requests. This item
required a judgment about the teacher on the basis of behavior not.
intentions. A low rating indicates he teacher secludes and
distances him/herself from students and provides no help to in-
dividuals with requests.'. A high rating ndicates the teacher is
accessible by promptly answeging the reque s of nearly all in-
dividual students. If students make no req is for help, or seat-
work or labwork do not occur, them the NA (not-applicable) box is
marked. :

38
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-26.
Teacher.rovidesutdfecAol1citedbacktoindividuaistudentsturirlittytworeqgment
about time extent of unsolicited feedback (including pbsitive
and rvegative feedback) the teacher gives during seatwork and
labwork. A low.rating is given if the teacher provides no
unsolicited feedback to students. A high rating is given if
the teacher gives nearly every student at least one instance of
unsolicited feedback. If seatwork Or labwork do not occur, the
NA (not applicable) box is)martbd.

27. 'Filcher fairness in academic and behavioral treatment and
evaluation. ibis concept asks the observer for a gTobaT rating
of teacher, fairness or ties extent to which the teacher discrim-
inates among students in unnecessary ways; The teacher who is
very fair will not exhibit likes or dislikes for particular
students and will make explicit:efforts to assure that
everyohe has the same opportunities and receives comparable
rewards and punfshments for comparable behavior.

28. Teacher's attitude about learning and-individual tential.
This concept calls for a rating of the attitude a i learning
that the teacher communicates to students. A teacher coununi -
Cates a very positive attitude to students by indicating that

.the work of all students has worth and that all students are
capable of achieving well and producing good products. This
teacher also communicates the idea that learning is an instrins-
icallyrewarding thing. Teacher comments like "I know you can
do it" or "I can tell you are tilOnkilog very hard" would indicate
a positive attitude.

29. Teacher paces period. This concept requires a judgment about

Al°

how weil the teacher allocates and manages ,

i

timelimited ti
during the class period. An unevenly-pac od in which the
teacher has to speed up at the end or hat t time left over
should receive a low rating. A high-rating indicates that the
period is evenly-paced;the teacher covers all the intended
activities within the time limits.

30. Teacher summarizes importantioints and concepts at the end of
the period.. This concept describes how the teacher ends the
period. X to rating mean% that the period ends abruptly; the
teacher does/not provide any summary of the important points
from the period's activities.' A high rating means that at the
ends of the period the teacher recaps the tmportant points and
reminds students which material they should know. He/she may
do this by verbally describing highlights of the period, out-
lining important contention the chalkboard (or referring to,
previous outlines on the chalkboard), or providing a handout.
Ideally, the teacher's summery is linked to his/her original
overview of the content and objectives of the lesson (item
#10).

31. Teacher's knowledge of topic subject matter. This concept re-
quires the observer to make a judgment about the extent and



accuracy of a teacher's kniowledge of the subject matter taught
during the topic interval. A low rating means the teacher was
unable.to answer students' basic questions about the presented
material, provided.inaccurate;infOrmation, or "bluffed" when
answering questions. A high score means the teacher seemed to
have thoroughly mastered the content of the topic, addressed
qUestions wellolt provided accurate information about the
topic. If a teach respOnds, "I'don't know;" to a student's
que4tion, consider whether the questidn bears directly on the
topi (and, hence, the teacher should know the answer) or
whe er the question is tangential (and,. hence, there is no
rea n to expect the teacher to be able to answer it.)

32. Teacher rapport with most stugents. This concept asks the
observer to estimate the guility of rapport between the teacher
Ad his/her students. The quality of rapport can be judged not
only by the things the teacher says to students but also by the
way the students react to the teacher. A lol rapport would be
indicated by negative remarks or.an absence df contact on the
part of the teacher and by derogatory remarks about the teacher
by .students luvially made to other students). A high rapport
would be indicated by positive nonverbal behaviors on the part,
of the teacher and students (epg., smiles, touching) and by some
personal exchanges initiated by both parties. A flashy, humorous
teacher personality is note' necessary requirement:for high rapport.

)38s
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G3/12/84
updated version
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Jo

Science Class&Description (SCD)

Names of students absent today:

TEACHER ID:

OBSERVER ID:

DATE:

Part I. General Description of Class Time Use

1. Estimate, the percent of actual (not allOcated) time devoted to the folliwing:

Allocated Attual 'Actual
Minutes Minutes % of Time

Academic

k

Mode

Seatwork

Recitation

Group Discussion ''

Demonstration *

Laboratory Exercisd:
........ ......... .......

Surrogate Instruction -.... =IIMIIMEMIM .MIIIIMMENIMP .

Nonacademic Instruction

Mi.11, =1101110

Procedures

Other: Transitions,
Interruptioqs,
Waste Time

TOTAL (time between bells)

11=11111, =1 1111111INIMMIIM

11111111 mIMINEIMMiln 11111111,

100%
111111MINIMPINIM

2. Teacher's ac,demic task orientation (percent of available class time):

$

1 2 3 4 6

Very low Low\ . Moderate High Very High
(0-205) (21 -40%) (41-605) (61-805) (81-100%)
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3. Number of same students.attending to teacher or class activities most

of the time: '"

.Yt

,_

.1 . . . .7
. 3

4 . 5

More than All but . All but All but All of the
12 students% 7 -12 stu- '4-b. stu- 1-3 stu- students
inattentive dents, dents dents

r

Part II. Explaining and Relating
the standard Of comparison for Part II is the ideal science teacher.
(not exiWing scierice teachers).

I

4. Estimate the percent of teacher academic presentation.time (recitation and,
demonstration) devoted to the following science emphases:.

Science Emphasis

Explaining Cohtent

Relating to Science as
a Social Historical
Process

Relating to Science as
a Reasoning Process'

Relating Science
and Society/
Technology

Positive Attitudes
Towards Science

Linkage No ..

Minutes %. of Time to Content- Linkage

11,1.

.., ...*
1111M11.1.11MI

TOTAL RECITATION AND
DEMONSTRATION TIME 100% 1,

O

390
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Overall effectiveness and appropriateness of teacher's use and execution of
each science emphasis during recitation and demonstration:

Science Emphasis Quality

Highly ineffective;
far from ideal Moderately
science teaching effective

Explaining Content

Relating to Science as
a Social Historical Process 1 2 3

Relating to Science
as a Reasoning Process 1 2 3

Relating Science
and Society/Techn6logy 1 2

Positive Attitudes '-

Towards Science 2 3

0

Hi ghly of

fective; near
ideal science
teaching

4 5

4

4

5

0

C3

6. Number of students paying attention to each science emphasis during recitation.
and demonstration:

Science Emphasis Student Attention

Very few students
paying attention

About i .All or most stu-
half dents paying 4111

attention NA

Explaining Content 1 2 3 4
r

Relating to Science as
a Social Historical Process 1 3 4

Relating to Science
as a Reasoning Process 1 2 3 4

Relating Science
and Society/Technology 1 2 3 4

Positve Attitudes
Towards Science 1 2 3 4

A-1a91
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7. 'Degree to which each science emphasis during recitation and demonstration
expanded on content in curriculum materials:

Science Emphasis

Lesson merely
reiterated cur-
riculum content
and examples

Degree

Lesson provided

or inal exam-
pl used

Explaining Content. 1 2 4 '5

Relating to Science as 4
a Social Historical Process 2 3 4 5

'Relating to ,Science
as a'Reasoning Process 2 3 4 5

Relating Science
and Society/Technology 1 2 5

Positive Attitudes
Towards Science 1 2 4 5

Part 111. "Qualities of the Lesson
The standard orcomparison for Part III is the normal distribution of
existing teachers.

Overall effectiveness of activities during entire period:,

Very ineffec-
tive; none of
teacher's in-
tentions were
realized

2 3

Moderately ef-
fective; some
of teacher's
intentions

. were realized

4 5

Very effective
all of teacher's
intentions were

. realized
40.

9. Teabier's preparation for instruction (materials and activities preparation):

Very poorly
prepared

2 3

Average

392
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10. Teacher provides overview of the content and objectives of pertod's activities
before beginning the activities:

1

No overview 14

provided; be-
gins activities
immediately

2 3

Somewhat
outlines

4

Clearly outlines
content and ob-
jectives of the .

activities

11. ,Teacher explains how today's activities relate to previous lessons and the topic:

1

. No link
to previous
lessons

2 3'

Vague link
to previous
lestons

p

4 5

Explicit link
to prqvious
lessons

12. Teacher provides students with rationale for today's work:
cm

1'
Teacher never
provides ra-

'tionale

2 3

Teacher provides
mostly mundane
rationale

4a. 5

Teacher provid0
higher purpose
rationale

13. Clarity of teacher's directions, expectations for whafltudents are to do:

1

Ambiguous,
students
don't know
what'.s expected

2 3

' Moderate

clarity

f

4 5

Very clear,
students know
what's expected

4.

14. Topic content presented to students in organized and logical manner:

1

Presentation
is scattered
and disorganized

A

2 3 4 5

. PreientatAon
is logical and
well structured

rl
NA

15. Teacher gives verbal markers in content presentation (includes knowledge, skills
and principles):

1

No clear identifi-
cation of most im-
portant points

2 3 4

Several important') -AC-
points emphasized. NA
and reinforced

A-124-, 393 ti
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.164 Teacher suggests specific ways students are to learn today's content:

a!

1 2' 3 4 5

No specify -' Poor ibecifi- Poor specifi- Good specifi- Good specifi-
cation of cation Of cation of sev- cation of a cation of
learning
strategies

single learn-
ing strategy

eral learning
strategies

ea

single learn-
ing strategy

several learn-
ing strategies

0

14

17. Smoothness of teacher's academic presentation:

1

Very rough,
uneven 'ace,
many interrup-
tions and unnec-
essary repeats

2 3

t
4 5

Very smooth,
good even pace,
very few inter-
ruptions and un-
necessary repeats

18. Type of questions asked by teacher during recitation and demonstration:

1

Mostly memory
or fact questions

2 3
0

Mix of fact and
comprehension
questions

4 4. 5

Mostly questions
that require com-
prehension-or

19. Relevance to topic and organization.of teacher's questions:

1

Scattered,
unrelated ques-
tions that have
little to do with
topic

2

I-

3

Some questions
relate well to,
topic

a

5

Questions build
upon each other;
most relate well
to topic

20. Teacher allows students enough time to answer questions;

.Fast- paced;

teacher a
less-th
second

3'
Moderate pace;
teacher allows
1 second

A-128 "-
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Slower-paced;
teacher allows
3 seconds or
more

ar

NA

C]

o
NA

n
NA

NA,
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21,. Teaeher's feedback,, to academic student responses:

None o+
mostly
negative

gob,

i? s 3

Both negative
and positive
feedback

S. -.,0
,,

.
22. Teacher's efficiency in classroom management: .

,
.

.- ,

. 4

tiot efficient,,,

tions

:thatt .

7 , i71(

1
A

A * ' ,

24:Te0

- air ".

.4

3,

Moderate
efficiency.

5

Mostly
positive
feed6ack

8

o
NA

4 5

Highly efficient, few
interruptions and de-
lays, a system that tells
students what to do

ffectivedets tlhandling discipline problems:

4fften,does' not . .,

she inapprOprftie
-or disruptive be
hays or..

3.
Catches wrong
target or stops
disbehavior after
is spreads

4 5
Stops misbehaVior
early; initiates don.
tacts befote students
get off - task -'

24. Teacher monitorsstudents.4uring seatwork andlabwork:

, 1 2 .3
None of the About half of
time the time

5
All the time

.0%4

NA

26. Teacher'i accessibility to individual students during seatwork and labWork:

1

Avoids nearly
all students
who have re-

. quests.
4i*

. .4

. . .

2 3 4
Helps only the Helps some stu- Helps most stu-
most persistent dents who have dents who have
students who requests requests
have requests

A-129
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Helps _nearly

all students NA
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26. Teacher provides unsolicited feedback to individual students during seatwork
and Tabwork:.

1

Teacher pro-
vides no un-
soltcited
feedback .

0

2 . 3

Teacher pro-
vides unsolic-
ited feedback
to about Atalf
the studerits

4 5

Teacher pro-
vides unsolic-
ited feedback
to nearly all
students

27. Teacher fairness in icademic and"behavioral treptment and evaluation:

1,

Often not
fair

2 3.
. Moderately

fair

4 6
Always fair

28. Teacher's attitude'about Teaming and individual potential:

1
Ah. 2

Communicates TX
very negative,
pessimistic atti-
tude'to most
students

.29. Teacher paces period:
X

1

Poorly; runs
out of time or
has too much
time left;
unevenly paced
period

2

3

Neutral

3

4

C]

NA.

5

Communicates very
positive, optimistic
attitude to most
students

5

Well; accomplishes
most of what s/he .

sets out to do;
evenly paced period

401 p

"30. Teacher summarizes important points and concepts at the. end of the period:

1

Not at all;
period ends
with no
summary

2 3

Summarizes
somewhat

3n f;

4 5

Summarizes well;
highlights important
concepts at end of

-period
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FM out the next two items one on the LAST ear of.a topic observation:

31.; Teacher's knowledge of topic subject matter:

1

Teacher'dimoh-
strates no
knowledge

2

'Teacher confuses
Some points or ,

fails to recognize
.errors

32. Teacher rapport with mdit students:

4 1
Teacher disliked,
not respected
by most students

2

A-131

4 5
Teacher demonstrates
*thorough mastery

4

397

5

Teacher well-liked,
respected by most
students
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SECTION SEVEN: TEACHER TOPIC QUESTIONNAIRE

ATexis Mitman, John Mergervioller, and Andrea Lash

We would like to gather teacher'sperceptions about teaching a .

selected topic prior to beginning the observations of the topic. We
have design6d a brief questionnaire for this purpose: The questions,

in.the questionnaire are intentionallpopen-ended, thus allowing the
teachers to present their ideas in the* own styles.

Directions. Determine.the date you will begin observing a teich-
er's presenta 'tion of a topic. Fill in the questionnaire with the to
ic-descrtptionathe returna w c s a rs t ay o ur o
servatlons. dile week prior to this date, give the feailier the Olitc .

Questionnaire, aphraling its purpose. Remind the.teacber that it
4 is fine t4. answer ach question briefly, and that we do mkexpect him

or her to devote a f time to the questionnaire. The hen you
come to clan on the first day of the observation, pick up the com-
pleted questionnaire from the teacher. Write down the teacher's ID
number and your observer number in the upper right hand corner as soot
as yoU receive the completed form.



Topic description:

Topic Questionnaire

Directions: The purpose of this queWonnaire is to get your impressions about
teaching the above topic to the class we are observing before actual instruction
begins. This informatia will help us understand the topic and, your approach
to the topic. Because your time is valuable, we encourage you to answer each

, item briefly; a couple sentences should be adequate in most cases.

Please return this to your observer by .

A'

Have you*taugilt this t.opiC before?
.

Yes No

If No, how is it that you come to be teaching this topic this year?

r

If Ie, approximately how many times have you taught the topic (taking into
account number of years and number of classes)?

a

If Yes, are you doing anything different in teaching the topic to this Oats
that you have not done in the past? What?

2. Are there any pArticular reasons why this topic is being covered at this
particular timelof year? If so, what are they?

399
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3. What are the major materials you will be using in teaching this topic
(e.g., textbook, films, worksheets you made, etc.

NIP

4: Do you ?lam to .use any l)pratory or demonstration activities for this topic?

Yes No

If yes, how did you get the icleas for them?

4
11,

5. What are the most important things that students can learn when they study
this topic?

4

' r

6. Is there anything this topic demonstrates particularly well that most other

'topics do not? If so, what?

7. Is there anything you would like to be able to.do with this topic that you
already know will not be feasible?

Yes

If Yes, what is it, *and why is tt not feasible?

IC 0
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8. What--if anything--i's especially enjoyable about teaching this topic?

9. What--if angthing7-is difficult in teaching this topic?

fi

10. What--if anything--do your students especially enjoy about this topic?

I

11. What--if anything--do students find difficult about this topic?

1"

12. Will you be formally assessing how students have learned the topic material? 4,

Yes. No

If Les, how will you do the assessment?

If you will be grading their wort, what stpndards wilkyou use?

_. ,14, -

Thank you for you time- gteatIV: appreciate your contribution.

ifY
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SECTION IIGI4T: STUDENT CLASS SURVEY

12/7/83
1115341Mff

John R. Mergendoller, Alexis L. Mitman, and Kenneth D. Peterson

Overview

This survey' 4s intended to capture student's perceptions of,their
science class. It is to be administered to all students in the classes
you are observing. The observer must choose-1re day of administration
according to the following guidelines.

aros.44.,:s

1. Do'not administer the survey on a day when laboratory,
demonstration, or hands-on activities consume the entire
period.

z. Do administer the survey on a day when the preponderance
oaf instruction takes place in a lecture, recitation, or
discussion format.

3. Do try to administer the survey on a day-which is t rpi_cal
or remesentative of the teacher's instructional approac .

Arrange beforehand with the teacher when the student class survey
can be administered. Pass out the survey yourself, and read the dir-
rections at the top of the pagepto the class. Collect the surveys'
yourself and write the teacher number on the top of the stack of
surveys.

. Should students ask you about the meaning of individual questions,
simpl tell them to try to understand the questions as best you can.
Do not provide clarification.

A-139 4.62



Name: Date:

STUDENT CLASS SURVEY

- We are trying to understand how students leari about science,
and we need your help in apswering the following questions.. Please be.
honest. Your teacher willnot see your answers, and we will not tell
anyone what. you said. This is NOT a test, and there are no right or
wrong answers. Please answer carefully. All of the questions refer
to this period.

1. What idea 'do you think the teacher wanted you to reiember today?.

-r

2. During science today, how such of the period were you paying
attention?

. .
mmil=1=11 4=1~1111Mi rodormorimor

100% 75% 50% 25% None
of the of the of the , of the of the
time time time time time

..

3. How much of the period were you thinking about the tbsson?

100% 75% . S0% 25% Nonit'',-

of the of the of the of the of the
time time time time time

4. 1 was confused today.

[ ] Not at all.

I
] Once E ] More than once

A-.141
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I

I

5. Did the teacher connect today's lesson to pings you studied
before today?

[ ] No

[ ] Yes (If yes, what ,things mercethey?)

6. How hard was the work you did today?

.IMMI=

f

.....
OMEMMIIWw. MIIMONII

Very Somewhat Average Easy Very
Hard Hard Easy

7. How interesting was thp work you did today?

asa=wg .,1111 /
Very Somewhat Average Uninteresting Very

Interesting Interesting

8. Did you learn from other students today?

[ ] No [ YeS

9. Did you ask any questions today?

[ No [ ] Yes

10. Was the class quiet enough for you to learn today?

I
[ ] No ( ] Yes

Uninteresting

AP'



11. What will you .do in science class when it meets next?

r

.

.

a

12. Is learning science different than learning English? Please*
eiplain.

en.

4%1

Thank you for your help.

At143
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-SECTION NINE: REVISED TARGET STUDENT INTERVIEW

,John R. Mergendoller and Alexis L. Mitman

0/14/83
Updated

NOTE: The. format of this interview has been changed based on
our February discussions. You will need to carefully study this
new format and the changes in the questions and probes before con-
ducting the second topic interview.

Oveklew

1

Observers will-be responsible for conducting semi - structured
interviews with six target students in each. classroom alit the 4renclu-
sion of each to is observation period. Thee interviews will be fo-
cused on work conducted during the last 5 crass meetings. They have

'three goaTs:

0 to understand student perceptions aof and reactions to the

lessons they have ountered during the patt week;

0 to determine, whether studentS hive understood the teacher's
lessons during the past week; and

0 to identify other lessons or activities during the semester.
which were memorable to students and captured -their attention
and curiosity.

To facilitate the topic coverage, the interview schedule is'organized
in three sectignt mirroring these goals.

Methodology

I

The interview is constructed using botheet-ended and forced-
choice questions. It is estential that obse rs follow the inter-
view schedule as closelyas possible. Although we expect that some
questions will have to be modified from interview to interview in
order to fit the current situation and the responses of the inter-
viewee, the general rule is to stick with the questions as stated.

At the end of the interview, observers will complete two
rating scales summarizing their perceptions of the interviewee's
knowledge of science.

All interviews are to be conduFted with one student at a time

and will be tape recorded. The tape should be transcribed at soon
as possible, and the interviewer is respqnsible for checking the
.accuracy of the transcript before it is +Oiled to the Far West Lab.

, Do not reuse interview tapes. They should be kept and shipped to
the-Ltb.

A-145 406



Scheduling

t°

The interviews should take approximately 30 minutes per student.

They should be scheduled to occur at the conclusion of the last week

of observation for each topic. If possible, interview all six stu-

dents on two consecutive days. If this is not possible,` nterview

--the students over a three-day period. It is especially .important

that the interviews do not. drag out. nt memgries are-short;

the greater the time between the wee sons and the interview,

the more difficult it will be for stu to recall their percep-

tions of the activities.

All interviews are conducted one-on-one with individual students.

Group interviews are not appropriate and will prodmce worthlesp data.

Pre-Interview Activities

Before conducting the interview, prepare a. `lesson summary chart

using the template supplied. First, write the names of the last

seven days of the week in the cells at the top of,the chart. Draw

X's in the cells representing Saturday and Sunday. (In the example

chart, it is assumed that the interview is conducted on the Monday

following the observation week.) Then write a brief description of

every activity segment which had an academic purpose. (Note that

we have not included activity segments such as roll or announcements

in the example chart.) Make the deicriptions as simple and explicit

as possible.

The chart has two purposes: 1) to stimulate the recall of the

interviewee. and 2) to provide a structure to elicit students' percep-

tions of their classes.. Remember that THIS INTERVIEW HAS BEEN CHANGED

based on our February discussions. Please rehearse tour peiticms and

pa es carefully before Interviewini students.

Throughout this example, probe questions have been formulate

in response to five general areas of interest:

1) 'NATURE OF ACTIVITY: Operationally, what did the student do?

2) LEARNING GOAL: What 44es the student think s/he was to

*remember,* "get out of," or "learn' from the activity?

3) ACCOUNTABILITY: How does the student think her/his par-

ticipation will be assessed and graded?

4) LEARNING STRATEGY: What methods hglps the student to learn

or to get a good grade?

5) CONNECTION: Does the student see a onnection between

the week's activities and the content of the lesson.
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These capitalized words will appear on the interview schedule to
signal you to probe the student about each of thEse areas.

Rehearse your questions using this example as,a guide.

BEGIN WITH AN INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT To 'ORIENT STUDENT:
410

nIei going to ask you. Some,questions'aboutthe things you
dN in classlast week. end .I'd like you to think hard and
remember what Mrs. Joneslife science class was like last
week." (Be sure to use tAe actual imme Of the class.)

PLACE LESSON SUMMARY CHART DIRECTLY:IN-FRONT OF INTERVIEWEE.
ASK THE STUDENT TO DESCRIBE WHATAE/SHE Dfb DURING EACH OF
THE ACTIVITIES., .

.

"Now (Student's nime), On konday,..Mrs. 490es diScUlsed with
the dials the Word, *niche". What dtd.iEe.-say? Can' you tell
me.more?.What were. you (doing during this ,time?' What.wts

. -.

., the most important'thinirtO remember.fromthat discussion?
This. discussion continued for about half of the class, and

, -

s, then- students didvorkbook.exercises about, the conce t f

niche ow d you do the*? iill

hese be graded?' HOwr-Do you know .a way to get a good
grade?. ... , ..

Ar

.., ,

, - * .--..

IF THE STUDENT DOES NOT RgmtkeiN THE ACTIVITIES)PROVIDE FACTUAL
DETAIL TO JOG -HER /HIS MEMORY. -. DON'T PROCEII) TO THE NEXT DAY

. UNTIL THE STUDENT APPEARS TO REMEMBERWT.HAPPENED.

"On Tuesday, there wai a Movie.aboUi Tidepools. What was
in the movie? Tell le more. What' was the most important
thing: to learn_ from the movie? Did the' movie ,have anything
to do with the-cOnCept-OA:fche7

"On Wednesday, Mrs. Jones took the c]ass outside on a
liture walk around thelftotball field. It. was cold and

wilitidy.. What did you sleet Did that hive any connection
to niche? Do you-think Mrs. Jones wanted you to learn

"-anythWin Oarticulari

"Thursday, the class drew maOlv. What was on. the maps?
What did you do to make them? Did they haves any connec-
tion to niche? Why did,Mrs. Jones have you'draw the maps?
Will the maps be graded? How?

"On Friday, `the class did two things. First, there was a
discussion of different students' maps. Then, Mrs. Jones
gave a test.on Chapter 7, "Plants and Their Neighbors."
What Was the test about? Will it be graded? Do you know
how to get a good grade on the test? How?

TFTHE STUDENT DOES NOT R ER VERY MUCH, BUILD FROM WHAT IS
REMEMBERED, AND PROVIDE FACT AL DETAILS OF EACH DAY'S ACTIVITIES.

A-148
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Once you have finished rehirsing your discussion of the Lesson
Summary Chart, it is necessary to prepare the "explaining" and "re-
lating" questions (e.g., 11 8 12) which appear in the second part
of the interview. The purpose of these questions is to assess each
student's understanding of one science concept exOlained by toe,
teacher and one concept which the teacher related to (I) science asa social historical process; (2) science arimilirsoning.process;
(3) science, society/technology; or (4) positive science attitudes.
If no relating behavior was observed, skip this question.

The basic format for theseAmestions is to ask the studeht to
teach you the information covered by the teacher in order to provide
veroazim, tape-recorded evidence of the student's understanding.-

Seforre'Conducting the interview, select the explaining and
relating concepts you will afk the student about. Choose these
concepts to reflect the best teacher'explanations you observed,
whether they focused on Grime or different lesson topics.

Interview Procedures

It is essential that the interviewer review all of the questions
to be asked in each part of the interview before talking with the
s%udent. Keep an overview of the entire interview in mind, so that
you will be able to pace yourself and cover all of the questions.

Introduction
.

Follow the script you have already rehearsed and review the''
Lesson Summary Sheet with the student. Do not rush this It is
essential to the completion of a good interview.

Part 1: Student's. Perceptions of the Week's Lessons

Ouestions,1 - 10 focus directly on student's perceptions of the
previous week's lessons. They combine both open -ended and structured
questions. It is important to probe when asking both of these types
of questions; the probing strategy, however, varies with question
type.

After asking open-ended questions 1, 3, 7, and 8, probe to
elicit as much information as possible about the,way students con-
ceptualize their experience in science class and learning science.
Try to get 'inside their heads. Urge them to comment. upon what the
experience of learning science is like. Eliciting complete answers
to question eight (Last week, when did yoo.feel you were learning the
most?) is especially important. We want to determine whether stu-
dents define learning in terms of the grades they receive or with
reference to an intrinsically rewarding process, Of gaining knowledge.
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The Amainder of questions in Part 1 are explicitly structured.

Categories of student response have been predefined. Make sure you

ask all partt of the question.'

1 Question 5 (and later Question 15) requires you to determine

whether one of the listed characteristics was responsible for the

studenrs interest. The interviewer is charged with 'formulating

questions which make sense' given the activity described by .the student.

If a characteristic is not applicable to the specific case,' the ob-

server should mark NA and omit the characteristic from the questioning..

Questions 5 and 15 are organized around the following categories:

(1).Content, (2) Teacher, (3) Task, and (4) Perceived Accomplishment.

Tte'Content dimension focuses on, what the student learns.. Four

alternatives appear on the interview schedule. Subject Matter refers

to the formal content of the lesson, e.g., bacteria, prolOzoa. seed

plants, natural' selection and the like. I Learned About Myself refers

to personally useful knowledge, e.g.., heart rate, effect of drugs pre-

ferred values, etc. There Was No Right Answer refers to'instructional:

forMats requiring divergent thinking, e.g., brainstorming, hypothesis

generation, etc. The final alternative, Other is available for ob-

servers to formulate additional aspects orlMircontent which appear

felevant.

The 'Teacher dimension focuses on the way the teacher presents -

tbe cuprilWirEnntent. .It is essential here' to discriminate the
content itself (e.v., protozoa) from the way the teacher presents

the content (e.g.. "making it fun to learn about protozoa"). Three
alternative codings appear on the interview schedule. Feather

Characteristics includes the humor, the enthusiasm, therc tartlets

Vitm witicn tne teacher speaks As well as other teacher traits. These

attributes are long-term and consthtent, and make the content-being

covered more interesting. Demonstration refers to the particular
demonstration activity the teener used to make a fact or concept

come alive. Additional aspects of the teachees instruction which,

seem appropriateshould be formulated by the observer and described

in the Other category.

The Task dimensipn focuses on the actual. task students complete.

Five selriVilanatorycategories appear on. the interview schedule:

(1) Different, Unusuall,Noiel, Unexpected, (2) Hands-Oni Kani2ulatory

Activi (-3) Outdoor Activi Field In, (4) Worked with Ny

and

The next dimension, that of Perceived Accomplishment, refers to

students' expressions of satisfaction and accomplishment. It Was

lam is used'to indicate that the student found the task interesting

because it was easy to complete. I Did Well refervto expressions of
satisfaction resulting from positive attainment. As usual,

the Other category is available for invention by the observer.

A, final Miscellaneous category appears at the end of the question.

Use this categgory1MTryou have a hunch about interesting aspectt

of the lesson missing from the above categories.
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Part 2: Student's Understanding of Past Week's Material

The second part Of the interview employs questions prepared by
the interviewer in advance as described on page S. These focus
directly on topics covered during the observation.

Here, the role of the interviewer is to be a friendly, sympa-
thetic, businesslike questioner. You are to conduct a low-key oral
exam with the student in order to assess her/his knowledge. Ask the
student to tell you about the appropriate materfal.and probe UT de-

r termine the limits to. understanding.

Part 3: Student's Response to the Semester's Lessons

The final part of the int*vtew employs ,essentially the same
format used in Part 1 to elicit student's perceptions of the'science
lessons and activities they have encountered during the semester.

The first four questioni are, structured. As before, the inter-
viewer should probe to determine which predetermined category best
represents the student's responses.

.

The final question, Question 17, is open-ended and provides an
opportunity for students to give their unexpurgated reactions to and
recommendations for making science classes interesting. Interviewers
should spend thexemainder'of the time allocated to the interview ex-
ploring this question .with the students. Probe to evoke the-kinds of
activities, topics, field trips, and movies favored by students. The
goal of this question is to elucidate student's visions of what an
interesting and productive science clais is like.

1 , .
Rating Scaler'

Before leaving the school, complete the rating scales which ay."
pear as questions 18 and 19. These refer back to questions 11 and
12,aand ask for the interviewer's Judgment of the student's- knowledge.

In Completing these ratings, consider the quality of the teach-
er's s explanationas the standard on which you base your ratings. The
categories of understanding are as follows:

11 The student appears confused. and understands
nothing of the teacher's explanation.

The student demonstrates some understanding of the
explanation given by the teacher. Confusion,
however, has not been fully dissipated.

3 The student demAstrattes a surface or literal
understanding of the teacher's explanation. S/he
can "parrot" what was said in class.
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4 The student demonstrates an in-depth understanding
of the teacher's explanation, and can explain the

-principles' involved, or ,somehow go beyond the 11
surface explanation.

5 The student's understanding appears to 'be greater

than that of the teacher.

Please provide your own written assessment of the students' attain-
ments in the space reserved for comments. Write as much as you like.

Also, please indicate the quality of the interview inQuestion
An EXCELLENT Iviterview is one where the student is articulate and you

feel certain Oat you understood what was said. A SATISFACTORY inter-
view is one whkre yOu did not experience valor confusion or uncertainty,

and _you feel. relatively confidgnt that you .understood ihat the student

was trying to say. At the end of an UNSATISFACTORY interview, the
the interviewer feels confused and questions whether what has been
written down on the paper actually corresponds to what the, student

meant. In all cases., please write a paragraph of comments about the
interviews under .General.Comments.!
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COVER SHEET: REVISED TARGET STUDENT INTERVIEW*

Student's ID:

School:

Intirviewer ID:

A

Date:

4

1

03/14/84
Updated

./
*Note: Fill out parts of questions 5, 11, 12, and 15 before

conducting the interview.
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TARGET STUDENT INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

Introduction -_

Begirrwith an inttoductory statement that orients.tht student and
gives a general idea of what the interview is about.

?Pm going to ask.you some questionl abOut the things you
did in class last week, and rd like you to think hard and
remember what Mrs. J'one's life science class was like last
week.* (Be sure to use the actual name of the class.)

Part 1: Student's Perceptions or `the Week'sLe'ssons

I. Have students describe previous week's activity and probe the
student about each activity and its:

NATURE

LEARNING. GOAL

ACCOUNTABILITY

LEARNING STRATEGY USED

and

CONNECTIONS WITH CONTENT AND OTHER ACTIVITIES

2. We've just been talking about the things you did last week.

Which of these was most interesting? Would you like to do
it again? Yes No

4

3. Wbat would you say to a friendltho asked you why it was interesting?
( OBE!) .



4. Now using the scale on the back of-this page, show me exactly
how interesting was. (Cfrcle student'l
response below)

1 2 4

5. I'm going to .ask you about alot of different things that sight
make it interesting to make sure we haven't forgotten anything.,
Was it because? (FILL IN "OTHER" BEFORE ASKING QUESTION)

NO

VIlimlamplIdo

MVVIINVWFM

NA

SUBJECTIMATTER,

I LEARNED ABOUT MYSELF'

THERE WAS NO RIGHT ANSWER

OTHER CONTENT
IVVIIMMINwMs 141116=14ValEVIViMMENIV=Vb.

TEACHER CHARACTERISTICS

VMMIMIM

011111MNI

6111:..

11111110

DEMONSTRATION

OTHER TEACHER

DIFFERENT,. UNUSUAL,' NOVEL, UNEXPECTED

HANDS-ONI MANIPULATORY ACTIVITY

OUTDOOR ACTIVITY/FIELD TRIP.

I' WORKED .WITH MY FRIENDS

OTHER TASK

IT WAS EASY

I DID WELL

OTHER ACCOPPLMMENT

.

-...- OTHER

'.0THIR

416
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6, You've mentioned that and , and

all helped to make interesting.
Uhich was the most important thing? (CIRCLE THE APPROPRIATE ANSWER)

7. Did you feel you were learning something while you were doing this?
How did you know this?

8. Now,think again about all of the things you did.last week (POINT
TO THE TEMPLATE). When did you feel you were learning the most?
Why was that? (PROBE TO SEE IF STUDENT DEFINES LEARNING
ACCORDING TO FORMAL EVALUATIONS VS. VALUING KNOWLEDGE FOR YTS
OWN SAKE.)

Now using the scale on the back of this page, show me exactly
how much you learned. (Circle student's response below)

1 2. 3 4 5

10. Would you say the things you did in class last week were the same
sorts of things you usually do in a week, or were they different
in some way? (PROBE!)

SAME DIFFERENT

A-157
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Very
Bor

418

aft O. K.

(

Very.
Interestln

p

(R1eatecirdestudent's
response on opposite side

of page)

419



Part 2:

o

Student's UnOrstandinq of Past Week's.Material

11. (EXPLAINING QUESTION) You remember that on (DAY OF THE WEEK),
(TEACHER'S NAME) talked about. Could you
tell me what she said? /

12. (RELATING QUESTION). On (DAY OF THE WEEK), (TEACHER'S NAME)
talked about What exactly was she saying?

Part 3:

Student Response to the Semester's Lessons

13. OK, (student's name), now I am going to'askiyou some questions about
whet you have done'so far this year in Life Science. Think back
about everything you have done in Life Science since we last talked.
What.DAY did you do the most interesting thing? (PROBE FOR THE
AcTIvrrn LECTUREDISCUSSION, DEMONSTRATION, FILM, SPEAKER, ETC.)

14. What would you say to a friend who asked you why it was interesting?
(PROBE!)



ri Learned
Dnothin9 new

421

fI Learned
a few 1

new things

ft.

r-

I Learried
a lot o-F
new th,ings,

(Neese circle,student's
response on opposite side
of page)

422



15. I'm going to ask you about alot of different thingsjthat might make it
interesting 'to make sure we haven't forgotten anything.

YES NO NA

Ml.

mffm 11nom

SUBJECT MATTER

I LEARNED ABOUT MYSELF

THERE WAS NO RIGHT ANSWER.

OTHER CONTENT

-

(Content)

0

TEACHER CHARACTERISTICS,

DEMONSTRATION

OTHER TEACHER

St.

(Teacher)

(Task)

011101 alimil

DIFFERENT, UNUSUAL, NOVEL, UNEXPECTED

HANDSON, MANIPULATORY ACTIVITY

OUTDOOR ACTIVITY/FIELD TRIP

I WORKED WITH MY'FRIENDS

OTHER TASK

=1000000

.
=1210110 OM 0=1=m1=

ararm

=101010 110

1212=10011

=111.1116 01011211.

IT WAS Y

(Perceived
I DID WELL 'Accomplishment)

OTHER
.

ACCOMPLISHMENT

OTHER

OTHER
(Mtscellaneous)

16. You've mentioned that and and

gall helped make intersting. 'Which
was the most important thing? (tIR(a THE APPROPRIATE ANSWER ABOVE)

423
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17. If you were the teacher, and wanted to teach a science class that

students thought was interesting what would you do? What else?
Why?

Concluding Statement

j` Thank you , for talking with me. I've been
asking alrot zne questfbris, do you have any ior me? (ANSWER

QUESTIONS. GIVE STUDtNT THE $5 HONORARIUM.)

Rating S5ales

18.- Interviewer's ratingi.of student's understanding of the EXPLAINED
CONTENT discussed in Question,11.

1" 2 3

Some under-
standing of
teacher's
explanation

4

Confused;
Understood
nothing of
teacher's
explanation

Comments:

4 5

Surface under- In-depth un- Articulate

standing of derstanding, understanding

teacher's of teacher's grather than
explanation' explanation the teacher

-.,
. 0

.

19. Pnterviewer's rating of student's understanding of the
RELATING CONTENT discussed in Question 12.

1

)

-,' Confused;
Understood

nothing of
teacher's
explanation

Comments:

2 3 4

Some under-
standing of

teacher's
explanation

t

5

SurfaCe under- In-depth un- Articulate

standing of derstanding understanding

teacher's of teacher's grather than

explanation ,explanation the teacher

424'
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20. Overall, this interview was

r

+

IXCEVLENT SATISFACTORY UNSATISFACTORY

General Comments on Interview:

a

-

tp
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SECTION NINE: TARGET STUDENT INTERVIEW

John R. Mergendoller and Alexis L. Mitman

Overview

12/7/83
IlpiraTer

.observers will be responsible fot conducting semi-structured
interviews with six target students in each classroom at the conclu-
sion of each topic observation period. These interviews will be fo-
cused on work conducted during the-last 5 class meetings. They have
three goals:

to understand-student's perceptions of and reactions to the .

lessons they have. encountered during the past week;

to determine whether students have understood the teacher's
lessons during the past week; and

. '

to identify other lessons or activities during the semester
which were memorable to students and captured their attention
and curiosity.

To facilitate the topic coverage, the interview schedule is organized
in three sections mirroring these goals."

lliethodology,

The interview Is constructed using both open-ended and forced-
choice questions. It isessentil that observers follow the inter-
view schedule as closely as possible. Although we expect that some
questions will have to be modified from interview to interview in
order to fit the current situation and the responses of the inter-
viewee, the general rule is to stick with the-questions as stated.

At the end of the interview, observers will complete two

rating scales summarizing their perceptions of the interviewee's
knowledge of science.

All interviews are to be conducted with one student at a time
and will be tape recorded. The tape should be transcribed as soon
as possible, and-theinterviewer is responsible for checking the
accuracy of thi transcript before it is-mailed to the Far West Lab.
Do not reuse interview tam. They should be kept and shipped totieCab.



' Scheduling,

The interviews should take approximately 30 minutes per student.

They should be scheduled to occur at the conclusion of the last week
of observation for each topic. If possible, interview all six stu-
nts on two consecutive days. If this is not possible, interview

students over a' three -day period. It is especially important
that the interviews do not drag out. -' Student memories are short;
the greater vie time oetween 'the week's lessons and the interview,
the more difficult it will be for students to recall their percep-
tions of the activities.

All interviews are conducted one-on-one with individual students.
Group interviews are not appropriate and will produce worthless data.

Pre-Interview Activities

Before conducting the interview, prepare a lesson suimary chart
using the template supplied. First, write the names of the last
seven days of the week in the cells at the top of the chart. Draw
X's in.the cells representing Saturday and Sunday. tip the example
chart, it is assumed that the interview is conducted on the Monday
following the observation week.) Then write a brief description of
every activity segment which had an academic purpose. (Note that
we have not included activity segments suchAS roll or announcements
in the eitample chart.) Make the descriptioas as simple and explicit
as possible.

The purpose of the chart is to -jog the mind of your interviewee,
and help stipulate her/his recall of the act*" activity segment.
To aid this process, you 011 veld to describe' each activity to the
student at the time you show her/him the chart. Once you have comr
pleted the chart, go over it, and rehearsi-odt loud the way you will
describe each activity segment.

BEGIN WITH AN INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT TO ORIENT STUDENT:

"I'm going to ask you some questions about the things you
did in class last week, and I'd like you to think hard and
remember what Mrs. Jove's life science class was like last
week.' (Be sure to use the actual name oftthe class.)

PLACE LESSON SUMMARY CHART DIRECTLY IN FRONT OF INTERVIEWEE.
GO THROUGH THE ACTIVITIES DAY-BY-DAY.

"Now (Student'i name), on Monday, Mrs. Jones discussed with

the class what the word, niche, meant and how it was an
important concept in ecology. This discussion continued for
about half of the class, and then students did workbook
exercises about the concept of niche. Do you remember the
discussion and doing the exercises?
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Lesson Summary Alan (Example)

ale

MON 1.UE WED THUR FRI SAT it SUN

Discussion

of

Niche

Workbook

Exercises

on

Niche

. .

Movie:

Tidepools

.

.

.

P.

Nature

Walk

and

Plant

Collecting

.

Draw

Maps of

Nature

Walks

and

Plants.

_

.

F

,

.

.

.

.

.

NoIIIMM

Discussion

of

Maps

Chapter

Test

ill

..

.

.

.

i

.

.

I

.

Land Ecosystems (Interview Conducted on Monday)
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IF THE STUDENT DOES NOT REMEMBER, PROVIDE MORE DETAIL To"JOG
HER/HIS MEMORY. DON'T PROCEED TO THE NEXT DAY UNTIL THE STUDENT
APPEARS 'PO REMEMBER WHAT HAPPENED.

.

"On Tuesday, there was a movie about Tidepools. It showed
sea anenomes and how the tide changed the shape of the land.
Do you remember that movie? (If not, provide more detail.)

"On Wednesday, Mrs. Jones took the class outside oh a nature
walk around the football field. it was cold and windy.
Remember? (If not, providemore.detail.)

"Thursday, the class drew -gaps which showed where people had
found different flowers and weeds. Mrs. Jones answered a lot
of-questions-that day about dandelions. Remember? (If not,
provide more detkilj "

'"On Friday, ,the'Class did two things. First, there was a
discussion of different student's maps, and people disafreed
about whether there were plants,growing on the track. .Then,
Mrs. Jones gave a test on Chapter-7, "Plants and Their
Neighbors." Do you remember thediscutsion and the test?
(If not, provide 04re detail.

END THIS INTRODUCTORY SECTION BY CHECKING THE STUDENT'S MEMORY
WITH A BRIEF QUESTION ABOUT ONE OF THE DAYS.

"I'm going to check your"iemory before.we go on. What were
some of the animali besides sea anenomes that were shown in
the tidepool movie ?'

IF THE STUDENT'S RESPONSE INDICATES S/HE DOES NOT REMEMBER VERY
MUCH, FIND OUT WHAT THE STUDENT DOES REMEMBER AND BUILD FROM
THERE, ASKING QUESTIONS, AND PRONG FACTUAL DETAILSAF EACH
DAY'S ACTIVITIES.

Once yoU have finished reharsing your discussion of the Lesson
Summari Chart, it is necessary to prepare the "explaining" and "re-
latingquestions (e.g., 14 & 15) which appear in the second part
of the interview. The purpose of these questions is to assess each
student's understanding of one science concept ex lained by the
teacher and one concept- which the teacher related science as
a social historical process; (2) science as a reasoning process;
(3) science, society/technology; or .(4) positive science attitudes.
If no relating behavior was observed, skip this question.

The basic format for these questions is to ask the student to
teach you the information covered by the teacher in order to provide
verbatim, tape-recorded evidence of the student's understanding.

Before conducting ths, interview, selectAthe explaining and
relating concepts you will ask the student about. Choose these
concepts to reflect the best teacher explanations you observed,
whether they focused on IMEsame.or different ison togics.
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InterviewiProeldures

44

It is essential that the interviewer review all of the questions

to be askein each part of the interview before talking with-the
student. Keep an overview of the entire interview in mind, so that
you wilhbe able to piCe yourself and coyer all of the questions.

Introduction

Follow the script you have already rehearsed and review the
Lesson Summa Sheet with the student. Do no rush this. It is

essential, to the completion of a good interview.

Part 1: Student's Perceptions of the Week's Lessons

Questions 1 8 focus directly on student's perceptions of the
previous week's lessons. They combine both open-ended and structured
questions. It is important to probe when asking both of these types
of questions; the probing strategy, however, varies with question
type.

After asking open-ended questions 5 and 6, probe to elicit as
much information as possible about the way studentslerce.
conceptuatize the act of learhtng. Try to get fnsIde their heads.
Urge hem to comment upon what the experience' of learning science
is like.

The remainder of questions in Part 1 are explicitly structured.
Appropriate categories-of student response hive been predefined.'
After asking these questions, the function of probing is to cilarify
into which category the student's response fits. 1The lnterv4ewer
should probe until the student's response is unambiguous and can be
coded. Consequently, probing can be more direct, and the coding
categories can be mentioned. An interviewer might ask, for example,
*Was this lesson 'really' good because bacteria are interesting, or
because the teacher explained it in an interesting way?"

Question 2 (and later Question 12) requires you to determine
what aspect of the student's classroom experience was.responsible
for his or her interest. The coding of student responses is or-

ganized roughly according to the task form heuristic (Blumenfeld,
Mergendoller, & Swarthout, forthcoming). This heuristic allows for
the organization of classrom experience into the following categories:
(1) Conteht, (2) Teacher, (3) Task, and (4).Perceived Accomplishment:

The Content dimension focuses on what the student learns.. Four
alternatives appear on the interview schedule. Subject Matter refers
to the formal content of the lesson, e.g., bacteria, protozoa, seed
plants, natural selection and the like. I Learned.About Myself refers

to personally useful khwoeldge, e.g., heart rate, effect of drugs pre-
ferred values, etc. There Was No Right Answer refers to instructional



formats requiring divergent thinking, e.g., brainstorming, hypothesis
generation, etc. The final alternative, Other is used for aspects
of the lesson content mentioned by the student but not readily
categorizable'ilo the preceding three categories.

The Teacher dimension focuses on the way the teacher presents
the currfaiTa7ontent. I t is essential here to discriminate the

content itself (e.g., protozoa) 'from the way the teacher presents
the content (e.g., making it fun to learn about protozoa ). Three
alternative codings appear on the interview schedule. Teacher
Characteristics includes the humor, the enthusiasm, the7ETERess
with which the teacher speaks as well as other teacher traits. These
attributes are long-term and consistent, and make the content being

covered more interesting. -Demonstration refers to the particular
demonstration activity the reamer' uses to make-a fact or concept
come alive. Additional aspects of the teacher's instructional
perfotmance referred to by students should be noted under Other.

The Task dimension focuses on the actual task students complete.
Five self-explanatory categories appear on the interview schedule:
(1) Different, Unusual t Novel Unexpected, (2) Hands-On, Manipulatory
Activit (3) Outdoor Activity/Ffeld Trip, (4) I Worked with My
Fr en s, and (g) Other.

The next dimension, that of Perceived Accomplishment, refers to

students' expressions of satisfaction and accomplishment. It Was
.g!_ly. is used to indicate that the student found the task ititiFining
because it was easy to complete. I Did Well refers to expressions of

satisfaction resulting from positive academic attainment. As usual,
the Other category. is available for .additional responses reflecting
studgE7perceptions of accomPlishment..

A finale Miscellaneous. category appears at the end of the question.
Use this cater"--117Troryolyou are absolutely certain that the student's
response will not fit into one of the above 'categories.

Part 2: Student's Understanding bf Past Week's Material

The second part of the interview employs questions prepared by
.the interviewer in advance. These focus directly on topics covered
during the obseriation. 4

Here, the role fo the interviewer is to be a friendly, sympa-
thetic, businesslike qUestioner. You are to conduct a low-key oral
exam with the student in order to assess her/his knowledge. Ask the

,siudent to tell you about the appropriate material and probe.to de-
-termine the limits to understanding. de

Part 3: Student's Response to the Semester's Lessons

The final apart of the interview emisloys essentially the same
format used in Part I to elicit student s perceptions of the science
lessons and activities they have encountered during the semestr/r
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The first three questions are structured. As before, the inter-
viewer should probe to determine which predetermined category best
represents the `student's responses:

The final question, Question 14, is open-ended and provides an
Opportunity for students to give their unexpurgated reactions to and
recommendations for making science classes interesting. Interviewers
should spend the remainder of the time allocated to the interview ex-
ploring this question with the students. Probe to evoke the kinds of
activities, topics, field trips, and movies favdred by students. The
goal of this question is to elucidate student's visions of what an
interesting and productive science class.is like.

Rating Scales

Before leaving the school, complete the rating scales which air
pear as questions 15 and '16. These refer back to questions 9 and 10,
and ask for the interviewer's judgment of the student's knowledge.

In completing these ratings, consider the quality of the teach-
er's explanation as the standard on which you base your ratings. The 41
categories of understanding are as follows:

1 "The student appears confused and understands
nothing of the teacher's explanation.

2 . The student demonstrates some understanding of the
explanation given by the teacher. Confusion,
however, has not been fully dissipated.

3 'The student demonstrates a surface or literal
pnderstanding of the teacher's explanation. S/he
can "parrot" what was said in class.

4 The .student demonstrates an in-depth 'Understanding
of the teacher's explanation, and can explain the
principles involved, or somehow go beyond the
surface explanation.

5 Theistudent's understanding appears to be greater
than that of the teacher.

Please provide your own written assessment of the students' attain-
ments in the space reserved for comments. Write as much as you like.

Also, please indicate.the,qualfty-fihe interview in Question 18.
An EXCELLENT interview is one where the student is articulate and you
feel certain that you understood what was said. A SATISFACTORY inter-
view is one where you did not experience major confusion or uncertainty,
and you feel relatively confident that you understood what the student
was trying to say. At the end of an UNSATISFACTORY interview, the
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the interviewer feels confused and qustions whether what has been

written down on the paper actually corresponds to what the student
meant. In all cases, please write a paragraph of comments.tbout the
interview under "General Comments."

4
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Pre-Observation Checklist

Have you:

Interviewed the teacher?

Learned` the names and faces of all students in the class?

Drawn a detailed map and, seating chart of the class?

hesin41110

Dictated a detailed class description to accompany the map-

Given the parentbpermission letters and envelopes to the teacher?

Completed parts 1 - 5 of the curriculum content aolysis packet,thus analyzing the'teacheermain textbook?

Given the teacher the Topic Questionnaire one week prior to
observations (applicable to topics.#1 and t2)? di

Obtained sufficient numbers of copies of the forms you will
observation (i.e. narrative suimary sheets, SCD)?

Read and reviewed Sections 4-9 of the Observer Manual?

A-173
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Topic Observation Period Checklist

First Day of Observation

Have you:

Picked up the Topic Questionnaire on the first day of observation tom.

identified it?

Scheduled interviews with target students?

Each Day of-Observation

Have you:

Labeled the tape of the class?.

Completed your narrative

11.11111IMMIMMI....

Labeled the tape of your narrative?

COmpleted the appropriate Narrative Record Sheets?

Filled in the SCD?

Labeled and identified any curriculum materials or copies of

assignments you colletted?

Read and corrected your transcript from the previous day?

Last Days of Observation

Have you:

Arranged and administer"dent Topic Involvement and Interest

Form to entire class?

Conducted interviews with 6 target students?

. Labeled tape of each student interview?

Read and corrected transcripts of each student interview?

Arranged and conducted teacher Post Topic Interview?

Labeled tape for teacher Post Topic Interview?

Read and corrected transcript of teacher Post Topic Interview?

Borrowed and photocopied iii tests oP quizzes on topic that students

completed?

Returned borrowed tests or quizzes to leacher?

Handed over ell forms, transcripts and tapes to site data manager?



I
SECTION TEN: TEACHER POST-TOPI NTERVIEW

Aletis Pittman and John Sergendoller

After completing the observation. of each topic, we would like
you to schedule a brief interview with the teacher. It is desirable
that this Interview be scheduled'no later than one week following
the last day of observation. Also, it is important. to plan-the In

Apterview so that it could be completed during a teacher'? prepartory-period.

The purpose of this post-topic interview is two-fold. First,
it is-anpopportunity for you to fill in any, "blank spots' in your
datertollection.- For example, obserVers have noted that some
teachers' responses to the Teacher Topic Qnestionnaire were not al-
ways complete and that it, also was difficult tolet.infOrmation on
task dimensions (e.g., the teachers' grading system) during class.This interview, then, win give you the chance to collect these
kinds of data. Thesecond purpose of the interview is to collect
some of the teacher's general perceptions about the topic Instruction.

For the first par%of. the interview, it is impossible to an-
ticipate the kinds of questions each observer May need to ask in
order:to fill in their 'blank spots.' Thus; we simpjy suggest some
general areas'that you may need to cover. Here, it is up to you to
plaiiyourowniuesMorehea. Please write. them directly

ern-U-TT1svewsc'MIIIFiTE,-7-FOT11R101Lsecond part of the interview;
we hal& specific questions that we would tike you to ask. Please
'personalize' these to fit your specific Situations but don't tam-
per with the intent of, the question.

._....)
../'

As with the Science Teacher Interview/ Section Three), we. wOaldlike you to tape- record" the interview if teacher grants permis-
sion. Alsp, we would like you to write d brief notes on the in-
terview form.

A-175
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COVER SHEET: TARGET STUDENT INTERVIEW

Student's

School:

Interviewer ID:

Date:

' .. .4

t

mmooll=0Imm100100011.1111.M.
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TARGET STUDENT INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

Introductionn

Discuss the Lesson Summary Sheet with the student and aleck
for recollection .and understanding of week's activities. Draw the
student's attention to every'academic activity segment which oc-
curred during the. past week. Discuss one day at a time, and stop
at the end of each day. to make sure the studelt remembers what hap-
pened.

Proceed as n the ailltowing example.

BEGIN WITH AN I RODUCTORY STATEMENT THAT ORIENTS THE STUDENT AND
GIVES A GENERAL IDEA OF WHAT THE INTERVIEW IS'ABOUT:

goin

did in cl
remember
week.* (

to ask you.some questions about the things you

s last week, and I'd,like you to think hard and
at Mrs. Jane's life science class was like last.
sure to use the actual name of the class.)

TAKE OUT LESSON SUMMARY CHART AND PLACE IT DIRECTLY IN FRONT OF
INTERVIEWEE.* GO THROUGH THE ACTIVITIES DAY BY DAY.

"Now (Student's name), on Monday, Mrs. Jones discussed with
the class what the word,' niche, meant and how it was an
important cone pt in ecology. This discussion continued for
about half of class, and thew students did workbook

. exercises a.,.t the concept of niche. DO you remember the
;discussion an doing the exercises?

IF THE STUDENT DOES NOT REMEMBER, PROVIDE MORE DETAIL TO JOG
HER/HIS MEMORY. DON'T tROCEEB TO THE NEXT DAY UNTIL THE STUDENT .

APPEARS TO REMEMBER WHAT HAPPENED.

CONTINUE THROUGH THE-REMAINDER OF THE WEEK;------

END THIS INTRODUCTORY SECTION BY CHECKING THE STUDENT` rEMORY
WITH A BRIEF QUESTION ABOUT ONE OF THE DAYS. FOR EXAMPL :

"I'm going to check your memory before we go on. What were

some of the animals besides sea anenomes that were shown in
the tidepool movie?

IF THE STUDENT'S RESPONSE INDICATES S/HE DOES NOT REMEMBER VERY
MUCH, FIND OUT WHAT THE STUDENT DOES REMEMBER AND BUILD FROM
THERE, ASKING QUESTIONS, AND PRO DING FACTUAL DETAILS OF EACH
DAY'S ACTIVITIES.

438
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Part 1: Student's Perceptions of,the Past Week's Lessons

1: We've just been talkingabout the things you did last week.
Which of these was the most interesting? Would you like.to
do it again? (WRITE ANSWERBELOW)

Do Again? Yes No

2. What was it about that made it interesting? Whatwas that? What eliairmyou say to a friend who asked'
you why it was interesting? (CODE ANSVERS BELOW BY PLACING A
"1" NEXT TO THE FIRST ANSWER GIVEN, A "2" NEXT TO THE SECOND,
ETC.)

Task Form Dimension Answer Given

. Content

Teacher

Task

. SUBJECT MATTER

I LEARNED ABOUT'MYSELF

THERE WAS NO RIGHT ANSWER

OTHER CONTENT

TEACHER CHARACTERISTICS

DEMONSTRATION

OTHER TEACHER

DIFFERENT, UNUSUAL, NOVEL, UNEXPECTED

HANDS -ON, MANIPULATORY ACTIVITY

OUTDOOR ACTIVITY/FIELD TRIP

I WORKED WITH MY FRIENDS

OTHER TASK



Task Form Dimension Answer Given

Perceived
Accomplishment

Miscellaneoas

IT WAS EASY

I DID WELL

OTHER ACCOMPLISHMENT

OTHER

OTHER

3. You've mentioned that and and

all helped to make interesting.

Which was, the most important thing? (CIRCLE THE APPROPRIATE ANSWER)
t

4. Now using the scale' on the back of this page, show me,exactly

how interesting was. (CIRCLE STUDENT'S

RESPONSE BELOW) IM

2 3 4 5

%

Did you feel you were learning something while you were doing this?

How did you know that? (Why or why not? Tell me more about how

you knew this.) What were you learning?

6. Now think again about all of the things you did last week (POINT

TO THE TEMPLATE). When did you feel you were learning the most?

Why was that?
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7. Now using the scale on the back of this page, show me exactly
how much yogilearned. (CIRCLE STUDENT'S RESPONSE BELOW)

"1 2 3 4 5

.40

8. Would you say the.things you did in class last week were the same
sorts of things you usually do in a week, or were they different
in some way? (Hai were they different?) (PROBE AND INDICATE
RESPONSE BELOW)

SAME DIFFERENT BOTH

Part 2:

Student's Understanding of Past Week's Material

9. (EXPLAINING QUESIION), You remember that on (DAY OF THE WEEK),
(TEACHER'S NAME) talked about I missed partof that. Could you tell me what sne saint ( INUE T O PROBE
TO GET AT STUDENT'S UNDERSTANDING OF THE CONTEN PRESENTED)

sr

10. (RELATING QUESTION) On (DAY OF THE WEEK), (TEACHER'S NAME)
talked about

. What exactly was she saying?
(CONTINUE TO PROBE TO GET Af STUDENT'S UNDERSTANDING OF THE_
RELATING, ASPECT OF THE PRESENTATION)

.4



Part' :

Student Response of the Semester's Lessons

11. OK, (STUDENT'S NAME), now I am going to ask you some questions aboUt
what you have done so far this year in Life Science. Allis back about
everything you have done in Life Science since school started in
September. What DAY was the ibst,interesting? (PROBE FOR THE
ACTIVITY, LECTURETTISCUSSION, DEMONSTRATION; FILM, SPEAKER, ETC.,
THAT CAUGHT STUDENT'S INTEREST. WRITE ANSWER BELOW.)

12. What was it about that made it interesting? What
was that? What else/ What would you say toa friend who asked
you why it was interesting? (CODE ANSWERS BELOW BY PLACING A
"1" NEXT TO THE FIRST ANSWER GIVEN, A me NEXT TO THE SECOND.
ETC.)

Task Form Dimension Answer Given

Content

SUBJECT MATTER

L. LEARNED ABOUT MYSELF

THERE WAS NO RIGHT ANSWER

OTHER CONTENT

TEACHER CHARACTERISTICS

Teacher DEMONSTRATION

OTHER TEACHER

t

Task

DIFFERENT, UNUSUAL. NOVEL, UNEXPECTED )

HANDS-ON, MANIPULATORY ACTL&ITY

OUTDOOR ACTIVITY/FIELD TRIP

I WORKED WITH MY FRIENDS

OTHER TASK



Task Form Dimension
Answer Given

Perceived
Accomplishment

64

Miscellaneous

MMIIMMI=IMM

IT WAS

I DID WELL

OTHER ACCOMPLISHMENT

OTHER

OTHER

13. You've mentioned that 4nd , and

all helped make
. . intersting. Which

-a---7omistlrWE-Tiportant thing? '(CIRCLE THE APPROPRIATE ANSWER ABOVE)

14. If you were the teacher, and. wanted to teaCh a science class that
students thought:was interesting what would you do? What else?
Why?

Concluding Statement

Thank you , for talking with me. been
asking all of the questions; do you 'have any for me? (ANSWERQUESTIONS. GIVE STUDENT THE $5 HONORARIUM.)

Rating Scales

15. Interviewer's rating bf student's understanding of the EXPLAINED
CONTENT discussed in Qeustion 13.

1 . 2 . 3 4 5

Confused; Some under- Surface under- In-depth un- ArticulateUnderstood standing of standing of . derstanding understandingnothing of teacher's teacher's of teacher's grather than
teacher's
explanation

explanation explanation explanation the teacher

Comments:



-aP

a

16. Interviewer's rating of student's understanding of the ,

RELATING CONTENT discussed ig Question 14.

1 2 3 4 5

Confused; Some under- Surface under- In-depth un- Articulate
Understood standing of standing of derstanding understandingnothing of teacher's teacher's of teacher's grather than
teacher's

explanation
explanation explanation explanation 'the teacher

,41

Comments:

17. Overall, this ;interview was

EXCELLENT SATISFACTORY UNSATISFACTORY

General,Comments on Interview:

tf

4'14
j
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COVER SHEET: TEACHER POST-TOPIC INTERVIEW

Teacher's ID:

School:

Interviewer's ID:

Date:

Topic:
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PART ONE

Directions: Review your teacher's responses to the Teacher
Topic Questionnaire. Note if there are any questions that were not
aanswered adequately. Here, you should focus mainly on any questions
that would increase your understandilig of how the teacher originally
planned the topic lessons. Use the apace below to write down any
questions you have.

Next, review the Narrative iummary Sheets and the Science
Class Description(SCD) forms that you completed during the topic
observatiohs. Again, note any questions that you have. Pay partic-
ular attention to whether you have complete information about the
class tasks. Again, use the space below to write down any questionsin these areas:that you have.

Introductory Remarks

Hello, (Mrs. Jones). I wanted to have this opportunity
to talk with taro First, there were some questions
that arose during my observations that I didn't have a chance to
ask you at the tine. Second, I'd like to get sole of your overall
impressions of the lessons I observed. I started observing, on 144tof week) and finished on Ialc of weep). To simplify things, IlITTT
CrariiT of your lessons on the topic
lessons.

1.1

1.2.
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1.4

1.5

1.6

1.7

r
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PART TWO

Now I would like to ask you a few questioni about the
days when you covered the topic of

2.1. Lookingiback, is there anything in particular you planned to
do with the topic this time that you were unable to do? If so, what?

V

2.2. Are there any parts of the topic lessons that you thought
went especially well? If so, what were they?

2.3. Are there any parts of the topic lessons that did not go as
well as you expected? If so, what were they? Why do you think
this happened?

Vb.

2.4. Do you feel that students learned what you wanted them to
tern about the topic ._mlLidumioutalkedlylyilligLATIAnntitt'APF
did seatwork?. Can you me more a ou s .

0
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2.5. Do- you. feel that students learned what you wanted them to
learn about the topic .....204mthEuilatbsulcataitities? Can

you tell me more about this?

2.6. (OPTIONAL) Do you feel that students learned what you wanted
them to learn about the topic when [describe a y otherfmajor
activity, e.g., they saw- films)? Can you tell sulre about this?

2.7. If you were to teach this topic again next year, is there

anything you would do differently from what you did this time? If

so, what?

2.8. Is there anythitg elsefthat'comes to mind when you think
about the topic lessons?

t



t,

2.9. Are there aniAuesiions you would like to ask me?

Again, I thank you very much for your
spend this time with me.

a

p
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Directions: The questions in this section ask you about your science class this
iii7T--F5F each question, circle the answer that best'describes this class.
There are no right or wrong answers. Don't worry about what others might expect
you to say. Your answers will remain confidential.

PART I.
Pa

DN SCIENCE CLASS THIS,YEAR, HOW OFTEN DID THE TEACHER TALK ABOUT:

1. the way that science affects you
in everyday life?

2. the lives of important scientists?

3. hoW to.observe the natural world?

4. definitioni of science words?

S. how the work bf future scientists
may change ideas about nature that
we have.today?

6. possible careers in science?

7. the way to develop and test
a hypothesis?

8. how things we use each day
depend on science?

aik

9. how scientific discoveries change
how we live?

10. how to do .experiments?

11. the names for different parts
of animals and plants?

12: how science can be a fun hobby?

. B-3

Clai 1/41 14?

I

1

1

2

2

2

3

-3

3

4

4

4

If

5

,t1 2 3 , 4 5

, .

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2

3 14 15

ON TO THE NEXT PAGE
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13, science facts?

14, how the work of men and women
tesults in scientific ideas?

15. how'exciting discoveries are .

always being made by scientists?

PART II.

4

16. The teacher gives cleat directions.

17. It is easy to know whq the
smartest kids are.

18. Sometimes we talk about things
that have Little to do with
science.

19. When the teacher asks questions,
students answer without raising
hands.

20. We often\run out of things to do.

21. The teacher lets too many students
misbehave.

22. There are clear rules for handing
out and passing in papers.

23. The same kids always talk.

741. We waste 'a lot of time in this
class.

A53

B-4

.1 1

1 12 3 4 5

1 1 2 I 3 I 4 5

1 ? [ 3 I 4...
. 3

1 1

,

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3
(

4 5

1 2 3 4 5 S'

1 r) 3 4 5

4

1

2 3 4 5

1 2 3 ' - 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

4,

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE



25. The teacher grades fairly.

26. I am often confused after the
teacher explains something.

27. The teacher makes me want to learn
' about science.

28. ! always know what .1 am supposed
to do:

29. the teacher thinks that I can learn
science.

30. The teacher always calls on the
same students.

31. We often leave work unfinished.

32. 'It is to noisy to think.

33. There Is always something
interesting to do.

34. I often am not sure what I
should be working on.

35. The teacher grades our work
Quickly.

36. The same kids always get good'
grades.

17. I know I can do well in this class.

1 2 3 4 5

1 I 2 3 4. 5

.

3 4 5

II 1 2 . 4

1 2 - 3 I '5
.

I- 1

3

.

4 5

1 1 2

2 3 4 5
...

1 2 . .
3 4 5

1 2 3 A 5

1 2 f 3 4

1 2 3 4 5

.

1 2 3 i
1

4 5

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE
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PART III.

38. WHEN I DO HOMEWORK, I GET THE RIGHT ANSWERS BY:

a. looking them up in the textbook.

b. remembering them from class
discussion.

c. thinking about them.

d. asking the teacher.

e. looking them up in my notes.

f. asking my friends.

1 14 5

1 2 5

1 2. 3 I 5

1 2 3 I 4 5

1 2- 1 3. I 4 5

1 2

34. WHEN I DO WORKSHEETS, I GET THE RIGHT ANSWERS BY:

a. looking themup in the textbook.

b. remembering them from class/
discussion.

c. thinking about them.

d. asking the teacher.

4. looking them up in my notes.

f.. asking my friends.

itt"

10

1155
9-6

.,.

1 .2 3 4

1 2 3 4 5

1 f 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5"4

1 I 2 3 4 5

BO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE



40. WKEN,I FILL OUT LAB WORKSHEETS, I GET THE RIGHT ANSWERS BY:

a. looking them up in the textbook.

b, remembering them,from class
discussion.-

c. thinking about what I saw during
the lab activity.

d. asking the teacher.

e. looking them up in my notes.

f. asking my friends or lab partners.

It ,
1 2 3 4

1 2 4 5

1 2 3 4 / 5

1 2 3 4 5

-1

1-

2 3

3

4

4

5

5

a

41. IF YOU WANT TO LEARN ABOUT SCIENCE, HOW IMPORTANT ARETHE FOLLOWING?

AP'

a. asking yourself your -.own questions
about what you are learning

b. memorizing science vocabulary words

c. thinking about the meaning of what
you are studying

d. memorizing science facts
.

e. thinking about how you would solve
problems if you were a scientist

f. remembering how to classify living
things

9

I r

thinking about the main ideas
of a lesson

1 2 3 4
..

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3- 4

1 12 3 4

1 T. 3

1 I 2 3 4

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE
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42. WHAT COUNTS TOWARD YOUR GRADE tit SCIENCE?

41 a. filling out worksheets

b. doing lab activities

c. filling out lab worksheets

d.'watching movies Or filmStrips

e. answering the- teacher's, questions
during class discussions

f, taking quizzes and.tests

c-,

1

1

I 2 3

1

4

1 2 3 4

1 ' '2 I 3 4

1 '1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

43. HOW CAREFULLY DO YOU THINK ABOUT SCIENCE WHEN YOU:

4

a. listen to the teacher talk about
science?

b. fill out worksheets?'

c. do lab activities?

d. fill out 'Fab worksheets?

e, watch movies or filmstrips

f. answer the teacher's questions
during class discussions?

g. take quizzes or tests?

457
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1

2

2

3

3

4'

4

1 2 "4'3 4

1 2 '3 4

i 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4
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44. HOW MUCH DO YOU LEARN WHEN YOU ARE: L.,/m

a. listening to the teacher talk
about science?

b. filling out wrsheets?

c. doing lab activities?

d. filling out lab worksheets?

e. watching movies or. filmstrips?

f. taking quizzes or tests?

45. IN-THIS SCIENCE CLASS:

a. the things we read about
science a'e:

b. the worksheets tie fill out are:

C. the lab activities we -do are:

d. the lab worksheets we fill
out are:"

e. the movies and filmstrips we
watch are:

f. the quizzes and test we take are:

1 2 .3

1 2 4 4

1 2 3 4
kt

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 . 2 3 4

4

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 1 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2, 3 4 5

3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

ti
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46. HOW INTERESTING ARE THE FOLLOyING CL SS ACTIVITIES?

e

a. listening to the teacher talk.c.
about science

b. filling out worksheets

c. doing lab activities

d. filling out lab worksheets

e. watching movies or filmstrips

f. answering the teacher's questions
during class discussion

g. taking quizzes or tests

1

11

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

4

i

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

1

5.

5

I 5

I 5

5

5

5

47. DO YOU KNOW WHAT YOU ARE SUPPOSED TO LEARN WHEN YOU:

a. listen to the teacher talk about
science?

b. fill out worksheets?

c. do lab activities?

d. fill out lab workiheets?

e. watch movies 'or filmstrips?

f. answer the flasher's questions
during class! discussions?

g. take quizzes or tests?

1

1

1

2

2

2

3

3

3

_

4

4

5

-5

5

1 I 2 3 4 5

II 2 3 4 5

I I 2 3 5

1

3 f 4 5

459' GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE



48. I OFTEN KNOW THE RIGHT ANSWERS,
BUT I HAVE TROUBLE WRITING

EM DOWN:

a. on homework assignments.

b. on worksheets.

c. on lab worksheets.

d. on tests and quizzes.

49.' I OFTEN KNOW THE RIGHT ANSWERS,
BUT I HAVE TROUBLE SAYING THEM:

a. in class discussions.

b. when the teacher asks me a question.

50. I' ALWAYS KNOW WHAT THE TEACHER
IS LOOKING FOR WHEN SHE GRADES:

a. my homework.

b. my worksheets.

c. what I say in class.

d. my lab sheets.

e. my.quizzei and tests.

4.

s.

.

2 .3 4 , 5

2 3 .. 4 5

.....
41 2 . 3 4 5

1 3 4 5

I.

, ..,

2

1 '4
.

L.

..
.

1
.

3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 '2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

I1 2 3 4 .5

val
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51. ON HOMEWORK, HOW IMPORTANT IS IT:

a. to be neat?

b. to have the right answers?

c. to turn it in on time?

d. to think carefully about what you
are learning?

52. ON WORKSHEETS, HOW IMPORTANT IS IT:

a. to be neat?

b. to have the right answers?

c. to turn it in on time?

d. to think carefully about what you
are learning?

53. ON LAB WORKSHEETS, HOW IMPORTANT
IS IT:

1

1

1

1

a. to be neat? 1

b. to do the experirnt right?
f 1

c. to write down ibi right answers? J 1

.00

d. to turn it in on time?

e. to think carefully about what you
are.learning?

54. DURING CLASS DISCUSSIONS, HOW
IMPORTANT IS IT:

a. to say something, even if it is
not aboUt science?

b. to give right answers to the

teacherl-s.questions?

c. to raise your hand before you
speak out?

d. to not say wrong answers?

48!
B-12

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3 4

4

4

3\ I 4

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

3 4
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55. *IN THIS CLASS:

a. I wish we did more laboratory
activities.

b. I wish we did more different
kinds of activities. .

c. turning in your work quickly is
more important than having all
the answers right. .

d., doing extra credit work is more
important than regular work.

e. really understanding science
is more important than getting
all the answers ,right.

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 y 5

1 2 3. 4 5

1 1 2 3 4

.....

56. IN THIS eLASS, ABOUT HOW MANY STUDENTS PAY
ATTENTION THE 'WHOLE TIME WHEN-THEY:

a. listen to the teacher talk about
science?

b. fill out worksheets?

c. do lab activities?

d. fill out lab worksheets?

e. a movies or filmstrips?

f. pirticiAte in class discussions?

g. take quizzes or tests?.

i 1 .

1

1

1

1
1.-

1

2

2

2'
2

2

2 .

2

.

3

3.
3 -,
1

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

5

5

5

5

5

5

13 - 1 3
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57. THINKING Of THE TEXTBOOK USED THE MOST IN THIS CLASS:

a." the textbook describes the lives
of many scientists.

b. the textbook is easy, to read.

c. the textbook makes me want to
learn more about science.

d. the tjtbook is boring.

e. we all concentrate when we read
the textbook.

f. the textbook has lots of examples
of how science affect our daily
lives,

g. the textbook is mostly definitions
and facts,

h. the textbook often describes the
methods scientists use to learn
about living things. ,

I. we spend too much time using the
textbook.

ti

1 2 5

2 3 4 . 5

2 3 5

2 3 4 5

2
.

. 1 2 3 . 4
...

2 3

.

.

4 i

I 1

3 .4 5

STOP HERE.
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Table 1. nuration of Classroom Activities fluting Reproduction and Heredity Unit (TeAcher 1)

,

le

Class
neatns.

4

10 min. .

IS min.

et.

DAY 2 DAY 3 IX! 4 414

DAY SP,
Rec t on:.

ReaItatfon:
evtew recitation:'Deeming

'Transition
Genetics iiimpt,
riVeaTOrts
for Assiiitent

Asexual Acreage.
lanTni -.
Transition

Asexual

Refridgction

llirectTai-Gr
Statement on
Discipline

Group PCesen-
Procedures

Teacher
Recitation:
Spontaneous
Generation

Recitation;

Asexual

Procedures,
Directions
far Des.

tstfon

Group

for Yeast

"serration

Seetwort on
Reproduction , Drove

Presentations Asexual

.4'444

Review
no Seaboork: sn.

Reroduction
Cell

-
Division TrToTiTrini; Methods MethodsIrmo.

of of

Yeastwo *or NO ow Group
Asexual

Asexual

Observation
Teacher

Sestuork:
Reproduction

ReproductionRecitation :
Prey few
of i 'fieof

New
Unit

min. Ogli
0I

Prior
.Unft:
'Cell

15 mtv Division

40 win,

45 Mo.

co min,

41

CorreWde

Suit

Asex

peprIllen

illgwrsur

...... MM.

MicroscoOe

Observation

Buddine

. *east ^,

DISMISSAL

Review of

Methods of

Asexual

. Reproduction

wriffkAr

Grade
Seatwork

IfeZitaTC5noW
Asexual
ReEroduction

Teacher"

Explains and
Records Grades
on Worksheet

. me' a. dee se .
DirectiOns.

Per 411

Planaria

(*aerator,

trISWTSTar

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Table l (continued) on of Classroom Activities Duri Reproduction and Heredity Unit (Teacher 1

Class
Regin

V

. 5 min.

In win.

IS min.

?n

75 win.

30 min.

3S

40 min,

45 min.'

SO min,

DAY'b

nq ran;

DAY 7 DAY it

no rans nq rant

MYR DAY 10

nq rams

Vegetable Reproduction
Assirunet ;.Recitation: kontinued Recitation: Heredity'
Recitation: VegetativeRegeneration In Planarian Relroduction .

NorialiteirferrPlanaria lab Sestwork; Crossword Procedures for See dart
Puzzle

PrikirorWrOir Rs:Citation
Planer,* Study

Direcons for
OR

Inherited
"fikehome Text':

TraitsSexual, Reproduction:
Pianaria

Seotworh:
, g logistics and
Rourosluction

Regeneration Procedures Crossword
A ARecitation on

Lab
Puzzle inherited

Recitation on Traits
Cell Division .....

Seatvort Additional Dir-
ection, for

Reproduction Procedures for

"Tatehome `rest" Sestmork
Continued

' Vocabulary

-Recitation-

O. MO 4.1. 40 aim Om imm

r

410.elean-up Discussion Sealuork: Seatwork-lab:

en "Tokthome Test" Checklists

Sexrual on Reproduction ofReview

Lab Sheet Reproduction 4 Review Arherited Tribits
Gone on

Ni tape on Wit VocabularyiiVataTan-o; %extol ;introduction Review on
Gra O t Inn in Sea Urchins Reproduction

ITIVItTSUr ITIVITSTRF 1,11rofiS'Ar 7 twroTpr
V

11 0.4 f1
I ) BEst oil AVAILABLE
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Table 2. duration of Classroom Activities During Ecology Unit (Teacher 1).

PAY I DAY ? DAY 3 DAY 4 DAYSClass
Begins

S

_oennl rans
Recitation on

Recitation: Ecology Ecosystems

Transi tion

n nq rags
Procederes

Bobcat
Assignment

Directions on
Unit Objectives'

Seatwort:
Inferences from
Animal Fritts

Stalgnis-11;piirT

Con-111)
Instructions

Recitation-

Instructions:
a

Sail Lab

Soil tab

trOFrITcY Torigb

Procedures,
Tradisitions

11111iTsn'Ar

nl, rons.,
Vocabulary
Review

Procedures,
Directions forte

Besr Concept
Dramstiration

TriinTiTiin
ifeiirCinZeik
Dramatization,
Outside

Transition,
Data Writing

Class Talks
Lout Concept
Dramatization
lirki4Ori-sfir
Seatwork

Sestwork:

Noose Population

Dynamics

Transitions. .
Procedures

trewsur

ng rams on
frtitaTtinT OeFabutary

Directions for
Day, Owl Pe let
Activity

0.-calf of Cl.;;
Worts on Fishicipli

Sosirrs;

One-IwIlf on

DO Pellet

Activity

.

Transitions,
Clean-up,
Directions

trowsnc

In min.

Pretest: Oirec4tions on
Seatwort

Ice log',

IS Min. ..1.._

2n min.

Vocabulary

)
Nctrrit:
Ecosystem

Transition
Vocabulary

andAft

1S win.

Food Webs

Recitation:
The Invrronnent

4.%

10 min.

-f-'

3S min.

Recitation:
Communities

..Transition
%

Concept Seatwork Continued:
Dramatization:
Introduction Ecosystem

Vocabulary
Recitation

band
4n win.

Food Webs
Concept
Dramatization:
Space weeds

4S min.
11eFfTaTan'Ti V:sace
Needs. Review of TriinTSTrin;
Vocabulary
lirisiitTriitTo7i!-Npace Reeds

sn min. TrIniasnAr niwtsw
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a,

1

IS win.

I

70 Orel.

7%

10 pd.,.

IS min.

4h min.

IS %tn.

a;tion' of Classroom Activities During Ecology Unit (Teacher I)

'a

DAY 6

Crooning transition

Recitation:
Owl Habits
itt7iEtTortso;
Completing Past
Assignments

Seshoork

fishkill
and

Owl. Pellets

WeTeaTan"?' tratint
SiteTis

boort

el lets'

Correcting
Papers

DAY 7 IM 8

0444 fransTTion Woe/tine TransTtion Downie/ Transition

DAY 9

rm, ono 40

Dfscussien. Reviews
of Ecology
Concepts.
Vocabulary..

Review of
Natural Resources;
Students
Complete
Wort sheets

.41*

Film Strip:

Ma towel

Resources

Students
Rainer stions
on fibloglitirp

1e7firsior y Review on
%est Day's Nerardous
Actiyities Neste;vntwrstAr Ts Ac. weNnur ffmrsurcn man.

4 6
BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Review

lot Ecology

Concepts.

'Vocabulary'

Guest Speaker

OR

Hazardous

Wastes

VtiignIsntiVirT
on Science
Fate Projects

Directions on
Completing
Assignmegts

611117a11;n7
twiroanest

,on

Videotape ono
a Bighorn Sheep

Videotape

Seatwoet`on
Vocabulary

Directions for
- Creaswort Purple

p
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111

Ta Ible 1.

. Class
Resins n vans, o

and Collection of Openi1/4 Opening. Transition
Nottboolks .

aw, . I./ ON. v. moo

SarteeeTsTefireitY Stedneti wort in, 4 Students
5 min, WiWAratriZtinilif groups, each grew, s Work In

has their min Grows
N\ectiviti on the
.06Der (AR. Activities

, rboy 7113effned on

'41Y 22. t! tl

Ppulp
1. Reading Catalog

and Comoletinli

Mork sheets

4. Reading ye. 19111104
and Answering.110Fk-
Sheet Questiods

S. Watching Video on
Bacteria: Friend
or roe

6. 69441.4 pp. 204-04
and Answering Work-

s
sheet Questions

7, Mictoscope Sodpri:
Finitng and 141n-
tffvfne Micro-'
organisms

A. Votahulory Work-
10 men.

sheets, using
each wag, ift 8,

sentence

Du7ation.oi` C1assro4om, tiiities During Protists Unit (Teacher 2)
ti

'',?:49 NiVil .P., '.... .." rt ti 4'0- '''-,,,)e*.
1 -;,. *I*.

...r,

RAYS RAY 4
T1

In min.

IS Ain.

20 min.

75 min.

Students

T104.9
Tes% on
Previous Unit:

rood Chsln

Fri-fistsea IrrikTITs
Passed Out

Studekts Toe
Pretest on
protists

15 min.

In min.

Co min,
. ,

T

Teacher and Students
Students Review
and Correct Tests

VeacWer Veorgag-

Ices Students into
Groups .

Students good
ChspOr In:
Protists

trISWINCAr

9

I.

Llprini TranftL1

Students Clean-up
Wait Pennell to
'Ring -4

IT1 44TMl" 11.0 In0mvAr-

Students
Wort in
Groups
on the
Activities
Refined on
Dov 2

a

BEST' COPY AVAILABLE
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DAY 5
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Table 1 (continued).

DAV
Class

9AV?

I

Duration of Classroom Activities During Protists Unit (Teacher 2)

DATA.

(*aims

OpeninTransitiom. Darin Transition_ Openini Transition...

Students Students Students-S win. Wort Irtil Work In Wart In
Groups Groups Groups,pon the on the WI the
Activities ictivities Actilvidtes
Defined on Veined on Defined on

10 min. Day 2 Day 2 Day 2

15 min.
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tS win.

30 min.

1
. .

4
. in min.

s win.

1

ttroamr 111114Mt

DAY 9

Openiwit4ransftion_.

Students
Wort In
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on the
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Defined on
Day 7

I514SAr

DAY 10 DAT 11

.2Prin Transition PrIrs Transition

;Indents Tabu'.
Test on
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Correct It
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Teachgr and
Students
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Students Who
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Absent Catch-Up
on Missed Wort

r o

4

Students Turn
.Its Notebooks

ttronvAr riveviir

Er

t

6,



Table (tur 11iI of Classroom Adtivities During Digestive Systems Unit (Teacher 2)

Class
Regins

.

IS :stn.

(MY I DAY 1 DAY 3 . DAY 4 DAYS

20 min.

t
25 min.

30 Mn.

1S min.

an min.
1

)

4)min.

ti
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Pretest
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ob.
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I
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Students
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Review of
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Students Atmout
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Work
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Students Do
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-ms Ter nInwsur
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Table 2 (continued). Duration of Clas;romerActivities' During Digestive Systems Unit (Teacher 2)

I

DAY A
Class

DAY T DAY II DAY 9 DAY 10

Begins
IrReft Trinsf -Opening TransitionOpening Transition

TalaPitsarFect

Opening Transition
smi.
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Take
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Teacher
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a
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IS Win.
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Table 1. Duration of Classroom Activities During .Porifera and Coelenterata Unit (Teacher 3)

DAY 1

Class
DAY 2 DAY 3

Begins

intercom

'Announcements

intercom
Announcements
ty Principal

Intercom ,

Amnoucements
by Principal

5 Oin.

by
Teacher

Teacher
Takes Attendance

Principal Takes
10 min.

Teacher Attendance

Passes Out 4111
.4

Teacher
IS mint Weir sheets;
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Gives Teacher
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-Directiots Reviews

20 min. Discipline
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Seatwork:

II
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75 min. to

Work
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t

New
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-15 min. Seatwork: A

label Color
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115 min.
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VW.

ITIWTSTIE ArISWTStkr

A

...BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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DAY 4 DAY 5 DAY 6 DAY 7
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s .
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,11

Students
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Students
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Table 2. Duration of Classroom Activities During Protection., Support, and Movement Unit (Teacher 3)

'

DAY 1
Class

noir! DAY 3 NY 4 DAY S

Begins Intercom annouce.'
Intercom Intercom Intercom Intercom gents pl....Principal

Annoucements AnnoucementS Announcements Annoucements
by Principal by Principal by Principal by Principal Review

S min. 4,

Roc I talf on_ Revile of Teacher Recitation: Teacher
. 'latest Review of

Skeleton Attendance Bones Gives Students
In min.

Data from
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15 men.
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Finish

Lab
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Copy Sheet

An min.
Teeth.
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5131ITSTAr
Color Class Review

of lab Sheet
Diagrams

45 mln.
V

Seatwort

cn min. 1 nnkmAr 411 soar 15,9tTsUr
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Table ? (continued). Duration of Classroom Activities During Protection, Suppowt
and Movement Unit (Teacher 3)

OAT 4
Class

OM 7 DAY A DAY 9 OAT 10

Begins Intercom Annauce-
Intercom Intercom meats ?y_ Principal Intercom IntercomAnnoucements Annoucements Annoucements Annoucements

5 ell.
by Principal;
Students in

by Principal Teacher y Principal ky Principal

Advisory Takes Teacher TakesGrog's Teacher Attendance;Receive Attendance; Hands out
Instructions Passes Tests10 min-. 'Or the Da Review of

Review Skulls
Class Begins;

of
Homework
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Teacher Takes Assignments.IS min.. Skeleton Rows
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Sestwark: Students
Gives Directions
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Test
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?5 min. While

.
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Homework
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Review

for
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10 *In. Realign
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Quiz Chapter-end
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Take
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4S min. + Conferences Take
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A
frISMTAt" "4- . tinwtsrar tigtinVAr l'ONTsUr
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Table 1. Duration of Classroom Activities During Protists Unit (Teacher 4)4pj

Class
Ken Ins

S min.

ID min.

15 win.

tn .in.

TS min.

1n min.

35 min.

I

an win.

45 min.

sn min.

'DAY DAY 7 DAY 3 DAVI. DAY 5

Opening
Transition

Teacher

Reviews'

Plant and

Animal

Characteristics

with Students

Tat IraTies
out Wo sheets_

Teacher c him's
to Review mol

Characterist s

with Students

Students

Work

on

Pratist

Worksheet

Deeming
Transition

TacWeT.
Students work
Together to
Define Protfsts
and Provide
Examers,.

Teacher
Gives
Instrectfons
for Lab on
Prottsts

Students

Look at

Slides of

Paramecium.

Euglens..

Volvac

and Reproduce

them on

Pater. Coloring

them and

Describfnq

Revelments.

Reproduction.

anti'

rood Intake

Upening
Trantition'
TatTte7 tontItTs
Assfsnments
Stlsrgati %ales
Protfsts round as
Extra Credit
*shipment

Students

Read

and

trow.arcTeznup
Triroisur

Talk About

Worksheet

on

grans

Opening
Transition

filcree7 ;Gel Bt -
rectionsjorQuil

Students

take

' Quiz

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

4.7

Students Exchange
Papers an*
Correct Test Items
with Teacher;
Teacher Records

Scores and
Collects
Papers

Teacher
Gives
Instructions
for Lab
on Finding
Protists

Students
Prepare
Slides
and Look
for
Protists.
Writing
ewes of

They
See

ItnTs----
C ran up
"ITIViTcAr

Opening
Transition_

. Teacher Passes

back Student
Pagers

Teacher
Explains how-,
Papers were
Graded

Contfnuation of
Yesterdn's Lab

Students

Continue

Yesterday's

Lab

on

Protists

Students
Clean

up

Students
View Video:

Bacteria:
Friend
and
Foe

ffitlksTStAr
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Table 1 (continued). Duration of Clastroma Activitlis During rot1sts Unit- (teache"P4).
S.

DAY 6 DAY? DAY R DAY 9
Vass
Begins Peening . 4 Opening ,

Transition Opening Opening , Transition
Transition Transition Teikger- lraiii-s eat

Corrected Tests
S min.

10 min.

IS 'dn.

20 min.

30 min.

ls min.

40 min.

45 min.

0 mix.

Students

View /

Video:

Bacteria:

Friend

N.

and Foe

TelcWei: 1417454
14. Ramos

Teacher
Explains
and Gives
Instructions
for Lab on
how to do
Surgical Scrub
and Collect
Bacteria

Sidents

Conduct

Lab

ti

a.%

Students
Teacher Trade Teacher

Ilomeworie
and Papers and.

and Correct -
Students them with Students

the Teacher:
Discuss ScereNre Review

Recorded and
Bacteria Papers are Test

Collected
!tem .

TiricleF Together
out Tests._

Students

View Video:

lacterip:

Relpful or

Harmful?...... PP 4.

TercWev
Explatms

Students Grading of
Tests and As-

Take algns Homework
readier gives

. Test Instr. for lab
Passes out Plater.

Students h

Conduit

lab

an

Rat terns

Students
Complete a
Surveys and
Receive

. ...,.
Restework ."
Nsslyrompot . o

TeircWer
Students

YeacWer
Clean up

Cleo,' up1
..

Reviews lab Collects Tests
wilwrsur TrinKtUr : IFIINTsniit lfroasvAr 1.

ti

BEST eOPY AVAILABLE A77
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Table 2. Ovation of Cla/ssroom Activities During Heredity and Change Unit (Teacher 4)

-4.

Class
Bruins

S win. 4_

win.

I?

7501

DAT ! !Y7

Opening

Trans i ti

IfeTi;w1-1.1*

Things (Mit° s,

CelTs,'Nucleu

Teacher

Gives

etroductory

4 .'imdturi

Ikeedel: '

\Al lel es

HomoryqouS
4#

3n min,

IS min..

40 min.

45'pda,

SO min.

HetiroriN

.Punnet Squares.

.

Dominant,

Pecessire

laming
Transition.' -
Totteaet' ''

.....

Reviews

Genetics

information

with Students,

Practices
.

P.Menet Squeres.t

'Co-dolaitianco r

(fncomplete

Dominance),
.

Phemetyste.

and.Giinotype,
.

ft.and F2 : :

'Itdiers-14{4riTce
Hakinq'Cross'on /

't:Soiare. Ychr

TacoTeleit;
Pkopoort problems
crow Board

.

Yoaros fratTeas
intursIC

BESTdost_uleot-teociier

instructs the class today

.

- M' AVAILABLE

DAY 3

Openfiio

TekhsitiOn
ItlianTrATitairoad
to Board

,_Assigned Students

put Homework
on Board
(Punnet Square
Problems),

Students

Neiriew /

.Problqw4.
.

Baird.

with

Teacher..

.and

Correct

uorksheetS

Te7cNo7 111r7f7w7
Pbeno and

Tticatro,rs-rorr
Prob. From Board

DAY 4 DAY S

Teacher Talks Abouy
incciplete
Dominance

ITTIMS#1"

Teacher. Out lines

1tIrliOntAlf

Teacher Passes Out

PTC Paper; StOdents

Conduct Activity

white the regular teacher

to Check for: -

.4

Taster of PTC
Attothed Earlobes
Widow's Pear
ToOque

k'

Tst
151

a

4 11

Ma61ns
Transition

Student-Teacher
Reviews Mendel,
Generation Traits,
Ft, F2, Alleles.
Chromosomes, and
Mitosis

.,i144:111:-Tescper

tOtoreS. oh

Meleols.,.

MUdantS::

He4otis

WOrksheets

Durtn9

leture,

Coven

Information'

From Board.

Topic

Concludes

with

introduction of

Down's Syndrome

Teid;ots-rTnTA
Drawing on Work-
sheets and are
Garen Assirment
IyANTsur

..0
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Ta hle42 (continued). Duration.of Classroom Activities Durincleredity and Change-Unit (Teacher 4)

IL

AA.

Shins, 1

DAY 6 Op 1 CUT 8,

Wig
transition

S skin.

IS sin.

TO win.

t5 win.

30 min.

35 min.

40 min.

45 man.

Opening
Transition

. Opening .

Transition
-.- ... ToTtNe7: ifiaiploi

Determination of *-
Sex, Punnet Stuarts .

Tti
Te 'Scher

4. icW 'Aar r
d Pack Student Teacher

Activi.V Paper_
Rek.fews Telc*er lfgarrels Reviews

Punnet Squares
and test

Transition to
f %pubs on ,Prepare to Itens

Take Test
Genetic

. .- ... .i. .. Mich

Replication Students

Take

and MA,

TSatud"tsChromatids, i
Centromere,

.?
Genetics ----- -

Spin le ' Tilt;
Norr)

Teacher Collette
Test Booklets '.

fibers, Nand ,in . gm. m ---
Centrfole Papers Students S for

,..
s They Yearbooks and

Discussion of finish, Socialize

flotations, Si t
StrirgroTs-tTein-

Tref ns, at ilo and Preps-re
ao Leant

$t am se Twins, Desks litSWftnr ...

Parnaoli So. and

Effects or Drugs X 4
Student
Servois StW.4041M Ti
Administered Misc. Papers

SO win. ffftffrAlt frexrtrAr--r

a

r

-09
BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Class
begins

S min.

In min.

IS

70 min.

6

75 min.

T
30 iy/4_

Table 1. Duration of*Classrook Activities DUrinq Protozoans Unit (Teacher 5)

DAY 1

Opening

Transition

Wants-
Rictug Nooks

Seatwork:

Students

Read

Chapter le

Metazoans)

410-

Teacher Reviews
IS min. Various

Protozoans
with Students:,
Amoeba,
Paramecium,

40 sin. taglena

45 min.

StudtnIs-
Return books
nroirmar

' DAY 7

Opening

A

DAY 3

a

DAY 4
I

DAY.5 DAY 6 DAY 7

Transition

StingssYs-

Opening
Transition

Pick _A Books Students

View

Filmstrip

,Narrated

by Teacher:

'Protozoans

Stidget -Vaisiis-
Verertiel -A

(stains &Aerials

Gooks and
Ttegnits-qt-
Form Grows

Students

Continue

Reeding
*

Chapter 10

sod Complete

Work Quiz

In Boa

Students
Return
Rbok s

Timeger
Reviews
Vocabulary
wit*
Students
ITIVITSTAT 1

Students

Continue to

Answer Assigned

Questions from

Yesterday

Students
Return
books,
Nand in
Vert:
Free The

Ar

Opening
TPansftion

Teacher
Enplains
Lab on
Protists

ivodkent4at

Prepared

Slides of

Paremecium,

Amoeba,

Euglenilk.

Reproduce

What They

See on Their

Worksheet.

Labelling

Each Example

Opening
Transition opening

Transition

TelkNe
Lab on Protists

Ttingifer

Students
Clean up;
Teacher
gewgaws
Lob

Teacher
trivesur a

Students

Prepare Slides

and took For

Protists,

Drawing

What They See,

Labelling It.

sod

Indicating

Get Books

t-

the

Magnification

Staten t4

Clean tip

and Turn fn

Papers

4 *Students Excused
to Assembly

unnsur

Students Retina

Chapter 19 Indi-

vidually and in

Groups, Preparing

for Test

Teacher

Reuters

With Students

for Test .

Students

Complete

Surveys ,

Students Nave
Free Time

triswrssar

Opening
Transition_

Steients
Study
Individually
sod in Grows
for Test '

M1:

TeTcWF
Out Tests

Students Take

Tests on

Protists
TRS4nTs-YFelir
Tests and
Correct Them
with
teacher
Tericit
initects Tests_

ON.

Students

wave

tree

PSItTsTAr

_)0.

BEST COPY MAPLE



Table 7' Duration of Classroom Activities During Genetics Unit (teacher 5)

Class
Regina

10 win.

15 min.

20 min.

75 win.

10 Wm.

15 win.

40 win.

45 min.

I.

INIY 1

00eninq Transition

Teacher Intro-
duces Genetics,
Including
Various Traits:

Attached Earlobes,
'Hitchhiker" Thumb:
Nairy,Toes,

Curling Tongue

Tt7441-qe't-nok

Studenv

Read

Chanter 10

( Heredity)

111-
Teacher Discusats

'Terms: Hybrids

Homozygous,

Heterogeneous, and

Animal and Plant

Characteristics

t111> MAr

11.4Y

Opening Transition

.1 deb ow*

Teacher
Introduces
Guest Speaker

Guest

%eater

Shows

Slides

end

Lectures

on

Animal%

Seen

in

Kenya

t.

DAY1

NO

WASSES'

TODAY

PARENT

TEACNfR

muirmcrs

0414 DAYS'

opening Transition 'Opening Traitsltion

Students

Continue

Reading

Chapter 10,
Students
then do

*Word Omit'

and

'Choy! Your

Facts'

in Tex

fiacfger elves

Instructions for
Color -81indness Test

Students Test

"N Themselves for

Colorblindoss

Continue

to Answer

'Word Oule

'Check

Your

t; ;SAS-
- -

Facts'
Return 8

BEST COPY AVAILABLE 4 81

Teacher fews
*Pesti from
'Chic Your
Facts with Students Rave
Students Free Time

trismsAr wrismur

I.
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Table 2 (continued)., Duration of Classroom Activities During 'Genetics Unit (Teache( 5)'
. d

Class
Arens

S mia.

In min.

15 Win.

?S 'sin.

3n Min.

a

PAY 6 DAY 1

46 win.

Opening Transition

4. ....
Teacher

Lectures on:

Punnet Squares.

Dominance,

rl. c?.

Down's Syndrome.

and

Piongolism

Yeicire7 rils7s"
Out Worksheet and
Gives Directions

Students

Work on

Assiei
oWork.

Filling out

. Punnet

SAUIrPt

111114TST$r

Opening

Transittep

Students

Continue to

Work on Assigned

Problems from
41.

Yesterelay
141;44 Midis
W homever%
on the Beard
(Punnet
Square
Problems,

Students'

Rilew

Problems on

Board with

Teacher end

Correct their

Worksheets
TirogntsKa
in Workshett4

Students

Nave

Free Thor

MINTSTAr
YE.

DAY 8 OAT 9

ilUden s
Opening Transition Opening

Transition
Introduces
Guest Speaker
c

6west

%esker

Lectures

On

Adaptatioe

end

Classification.

Showing

Various

Animals

From

the

local

Zoo

Day 10

teacher Puts
, -8 Review Questions

on Board -

StiWnTs
rt Posts
Students Answer

Board %falba%

in Preparation

for Test

Witter
Dramatfzes
.Bendel by Wearing
Monk's Sot t

Students Continue

Working on

Review 0o:ostler's

Teacher

Reviews

Ouestions Orally

with Students

!Wan's

Complete Surveys

orsmisTikr orohnitc

stiments
pt Books
TtilaiitsStutly
forTest
17p6nTiii Trinsl'fton
SeignItContinue
to Study
for Test

Teatieer

Passes

Out

Tests.

and

Students

Take

Eva*

Students Exchange
Tests, 'then

Correct Exams
with Teacher.
who Records
Scores

TeTcNer
Collects l'extx

VISKSTAr

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Class
Begins

Table 1. Burition of Classroom Activities Boring Bacteria Ond Virusei Unit (Teacher 6)

k

OAY DAY 2

70.1n.

min.

Bacteria and

Teacher

Rearranges

Seating

Roll Call

Students

Copy Bacteria

Sbaiis from

Transparencies

Teacher

Lectures and

Students

Take Notes

On

min. Viruses

Teacher Lectures on
Aerobic A Anaerobic

Bacteria.

Students

Answer

Questions

in

Stud % rwide

ma. em arm ..em M. OP *I* IW

Clean Up

Review Study Guide
°widens

45 min. intiTWAr ITMTVAL

DAY I DAY 4 DAYS' DAY DAY?

Roll Call)

Roll Call Roll Call Roll Call Roll Call

Students

View
laboratory! Students Students andStiodents

Videdtape
Students Stew Videotape Teacher CorrectCorrect

on Bacteria
Observe and Record- on Bacteria and Unit Test

Teacher Lectures
end Students Tate
Notes on
Bacteria and
Viruses;

StudeOts
Cori
Nitrogen
Cycle from
Diagram

Tarim
comics
Bacteria
Samples on
Appal
Dishes

ari514ITSK

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Study Guide

Questions

Teacher

Lectures and

Stwieets

Take Notes on

Bacteria and

Viruses

tiiTsTAr

Cherecteristics of Viruses for

Bacteria Samples "'Unit Test

and

tstImatee*

Number in

Colony

Students

0Review

for

Next Day's

Test

thsterssr

483

Students Study
Notes for Unit 7

Test

Students

Take

Unit Test

Teacher
, .

Records

Grades

Students

Complete

Survey.

',Want rottures.
and Students Take
Notes on
Next
Unit

Triocrte7 restores aid
Students Take Votes
on Fenno;

14314tUr



Table 2 Duration of Classroom Activities During Birds and Mammals Unit (Teacher 6)

Class
Begins

DAT

Tescheilik
Reviews-"
Oweitions

5 min. on Hoard

DAr ?
DAY 3

DAY 4
DAT 5

Students
IP Ian. Outline

.......

Chapter 14: ,

Birds and
15 sin.

-T". Mammals

7n min.

'75 min.

In

15

4n mln.

Students

Answer

End of

Chaqter

Questions

on Birds

and Ramat Is

4

4

Students
COMPlete
End of
Chapter
Questions

..4

Students Correct

Oaestions

Students

Complete
1

Surveys

Teacher
Rearranges,

Oki ClassSea tint/

Assignment
Students

StudentsView Videotape

Talk andon the
ReturnCirculatory
TextbooksSySten

to

aw .m ....
Teacher Lectures.

and Students Take

Rotes on Circulatory

System.

Storaggia

Nelsen of the
Queltions ow
Chalkboard about
Rirds and
Mama 1 s

Oa

.45 win. I allomur ffromur era Tint

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

trismur
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'Table 1... %ration of Activities for Topic One (Teacher 7)

Class
DAY 1 .

Begins
Opening
Transition

k min. Correct

Tests from

Prior
10 min.

Unit

15 min. Record Scores

Reading
20 min.

Class

Reads
25 min.

and

Talks About

30 min. : Physical

Factors in

Environment
35 Ma.

Individua

Reading
40 min.

BeiioissiritToii.:
Air-burning
Candle, water,
and Jar

45 min.

T.

DAY 2

TIansition_

-bemonArations

of

Air

tessure:

Candles,

Jar,

Balloons on

Scale,

Air Pump,

Collapsing

Can,

Card

Under

Water Film on

Differences

Between

Warm- Blooded

and
;

Individual 'Cold-Blooded
Reading

IYIKNTSKAE

DAY 3

Opening
Transition n

Laboratory
Instructions.

DAY 4 DAYS DAY 6

Laboratory:

Boiling

Point and

Freezing

Point of

Water

Teacher Describes

'Lab;

Introduces
A

Film

Animals
liffmTSUE

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Opening
Transition

Recitation on

Temperature

and

Living

Things

Transition

to Lab

Laboratory:

Counting

Fish

Gill Rates

with

Varied

TemPeratsire

Data

Analysis;

ir
Group Discussion'

about Lab

1- 31K14Ts§Ar

f

Opening
Transition

C
Recitation:
Caloric Content
of FogRI and
Animal Heat;
Lab
Preparation

Laboratory:

Caloric

Content

Of

Various

?odds

Triniiifini I
Cleanup_

Opening

Trans i ti on

TaN 7
Insteactteas_

Laboralo:

Caloric

Content

of

Various

Foods

4.0 Ommo OM.

Transition

Teacher

Recitation

on Calories,

Food Use,

and

Warm-blooded-,
ness

McmTSKAF

48i
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Table 1 (dOntinued). Duration of Activities for Topic One (Teacher 7)

DAY 7 DAY B DAY 9 DAY 10Class .Begins Safi Water 'Opening Opening,Opening' . Opening . Transition TransitionOpening Transition '$ Transition Transition

OAY 11--

5 min. Recitation:
Recitation: Laboratory onc Water in the Water
Environment Soil,.

in1 #10 min. WeiloTtartitToi: cool:0st ti on ,.Recitation: Food Water the

Water
ripiritT071.

Questions for Data Ecosystem; Testt
T

Videotape on r
.

15 min. _ in Utah Water Tabulating
. Reading

the on Soil Passages
Videotape

. Physical Cams i tion20 min. on
Environment

Utah . Demonstrati pn, CO
%

Water Recitation on25 min.
Supplies, Soil ,>

aw:t
/ Problems A. Composition N..

0,..30 din. Game to.
, Recitation: Review t .

Cej
Recitation: Soil Unit Lt..I

CO35 min. .

Utah Water Cycles, Vocabulary:
4_

Cycles Soil A P 6 TeamA .-1

40 min. Types Answers
Videotape: s
the Shoreline Individual
and Ecosystem Seatwork: Water

faMInts-92411 tighTsKAIr Disrasur \ bishrsur45 min. DIDITSSAr



DAY 1

Table ?. fluration of Activities. fa* Topic Two (Teacher 7)

DAY 2 ;DAY 3
Class
Begins I. n ng II ng n ng

Transition Transition Transition
. 1614;:HiininTFaits .

A Heredfly_Activity Review Text Reading on
5 min. . Genetics Cell Division

. Human Traits Vocabulag_
'Se/Goa:

and Heredity: Vocabulag_:__ Teacher

10 min. Family Tree. Recitation: Recitation:
Inherited vs.

Identification Acquired Traits 'Heredity.

Group Activity 'illustra tion GrA,
154min.

-e-
(Demonstration) and

Tepcher,
RecitatIOn of Dominant and Chromosomes
on

20 min. Human Trait Recessive Genes.
Initeritince
in

Families

25 min. Reci tation:

'Keit trio on Dominance T Procedures for
Seat WorkInherited Traits

and
'30 min. teacher Seatwork:

Recessiveness
Recitation Stages ot Recitation:

in Genetimsw
on

a iItos1's Vocabulary ,35 min. _4_
Dominant and

Concepts from
Siatwork/ R itation on

Recessive Recitation Seatworkt
Worktime: 11 Division

40 min. Human Dominance Chromosomes
and

Traits Recessiveness Seatwork4 Stages and Heredity%
of Cell Division

DAY 4 DAV, 5

nng
Transition

Lab Procedbres:
Microscopes A
Cell Division_

Opening

Transition

Demonstration of
1/2 Class does Colorblindness
Submit Diagnosis
(Genetics Charts_
Vocabilary,
Puzzle)

Other Half Yews Recitation:
Mitosis Micro-
scope Slides Colorblindness

and

Groups Reverse: Other

Seatwork/ Sex-linked

Microscope Hereditiay

Observatibns Traits

Combination:

Seatwork/

Recitation:

Worksheet on

Sex-linked

Heredity

45 min. trffmrsTAr titgirsSAE ffithisSAL- VINTscAr IYINTsiAE

BEST COPY AVAILAth 487



Table 2 (Continued). Duration of Activi

Class
Begins

DAY 6 DAY

ng IV
Transitionti on Transition '

Tnii
Reading/ 'Reading:_ Twins5 min. Recitation on

t Chromosomes
Teacher

Recitation
10 min. Film

on
OR

IS min.
Heredity,

Twins: ,

Identical, 4
Genes,

and
Fraternal,

Siamese20 min. Chromosomes

.. . wow25 min.

Recitation:
30 min.

Mutations,
Sea twort:

Albinism Ucabula.y_
35 min.

Correcti

40 min.

Papers

in

Seatwork: Journal s
Vocabulary
Definitions

4k min. 01.9453Ar IiISNMAr

DAY 8

en eq
Transition

Recording Grades

Recitation

and

for .Topic Two (Teacher 7)

DAY 9

1, en n9
Transition

Reading
Bolt

OR

Incomplete Test

DWI mance

Sea twork
Discussion
of Handout
An steer
Genetics
Questions

Review

Game

for

-Unit 4F8

61 1? IFIDCBSAr-



Class DAY 1
Begins pen ng

Transition
ft/ KtimlinTs". .

Monitor
5 min.' Ongoing

Plant
Projects -
Teacher

Recitation

Introducing

Protozoa;

Filmstrip

Presentation

on

Protozoa*

10 min.

15 min.

20 min.

25%min.

30 min.

35 min.

Seatwork:
Protozoa
Vocabulary,

''* 40 min. .Using
Textbooks

43 min .

10

Table 1. Duration of Activities for Topic One (Teacher 8)

DAY 2
n ng

Transition

Test; Students
Pionft4c PrOjects

Review
Photosyn the ski s
Test

Review
Dare Credit
Procedures

Teacher

Recitation

On

Characteristics

of Protozoan

Classes

Setwork:
Filling in
Protozoa
iknIsheet Using.
Supplementary
Tixt
IYI-94TSTAr

DAY 3'
pen ng

Transi tion

Plant Rrojects"
Seatwork:

Students

Complete

Protozoa

Worksheet

Working

Individual ly

/Using

Supplementary

Textbook

Students Read
Answers From
Protozoa .Work-
sheet & Answer
Teacher Ques-
tion's Orally

Oral

(Inter- table)

Protozoa

Quiz-Contest

6194TsKAr

DAY 4
pen ng

Transttion
linnouncentents
Return Protozoa
Worksheet
Hand Out
Lab Exercise

Review

for
Lab Exer5i se
OR

Protozoa

Students

Begin

Lab Exercise:

Observation

of

Protozoa

in

Pondwa ter

Clean-Up

and

Annoamcements

15INTSSar

sip

DAY 5
pen ng
Transition
St nTsbnTto`r
Plant Project

Multipie-

Choice

Test on

Protozoa

Siiidinis

Talk About

Protozoan Lab

Students

Finish 7

Lab Exercise

on Observation

of Protozoa

in Labsheetsir

Students

Complete

Fitt. Survey

ZVI DITSPir

BEST COPY AVAILABLE 489



Table 2. °oration of Activities for Topic Two (Teacher 81

-. DAY 1* DAY 2 DAY 3 . DAY 4 DAY 5
Class
Begins J

tliening Opening Return aed Opening Opening
I Teansition Trahsittgn Transition Transition

.
Correct C1,* - 4

5 min. 'Revieweview Yesterday's Record and
Circulation Lecbture on culation Test Vocabulary Talk About
0 Dfkestion Seatbrork Final
Test

; .1k: -and ' Observations ,.

Students Recitation Diitussion from
. ,

10 min.
Demonstration

Read and on Structure. Lab 2 (See Day 4
, Finish

Introduce Topic Review Lib 1 Teacher.and Fucntion Stomach
.On Digestion

. Motes
.. Recitation on15 min. . ' Procedures of:

-.a Digestion of
Fats

Review the Mouth, Teacher
.m M Mon

Text. Students Esophagus, and Performs
20 min.

on Do Stomach; Demonstration

.1 Digestion Lab 1: Reading from Text Lab 2:

k25 min. Action of Digestion in
DISMISSAL

%alive, on ,.. The Stomach

Oats
30 min.

_
Lab Cleabup;

Student

Transition
35 mip. Seatwork.

Read and
Review
Procedures for.
Lab 3
Digestion of

Class
Record and Talk
About Preliminary Talks About
Observations from
Demonstration 1, Lab 3
Lab 2 (Above)

in Groupsa_

Teacher
On Digestion Review Recitation on

Structure and
Vocabulary Lab 1 Results Function of

40 min.
Small

`Using Textbooks 'Collect
A 0
:,...) Intestine

Lab 1
43 min. DISMISSAt VatiTSUr

*Duration of Activit*s on Day 1 are approximate.

'BEST COPY AVAILABLE

15194Tstli

41.

Discussion of
Lab 3
Results

tleanuP
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Table 2. Duration of Activities fur Topic Two (Teacher 8)

DAT 6

Class

* 609414

:41

004ming
Trontition
(Regular
Texclor
Abmont
Tddisyl.

Delltaking
. I

35 sris.

40 .in:

43 win.

400 '00 al 00 0 00 IM

Seatrork P

Ali iiallegt ;*

Ca aid

Anduer

gll

Digestion

Roving,

RueitIons

:AOCUed Of

CbaPteis'

..... 101. 00

, Substitute

OA, DAY al

OuestiOn-a4- 0POPlIk9

Answer Style Tread tics

lextew of
Digestion Continuo

by
Smell Lectern

lutestide 0.

. en

Review
Digestiee.
Villi

rortia "" "
an Large Transition to

Intestine. tor %Mork
portenci of

Calories .

Ilifete a ergo,.
Sealwort

Ouestioe-and-
Answer dCtivity 02:

Period
On Above "food and Energy'

jTextf
**Work: 4
Functions A Students

Examples of
Six Classes Complete
of
nutrieets Fit

Using .
Text

Reads Review Answers

Correct
AnswerfAnd

Read sod tiewCollects

Nut:T=
Papers Pe

r
tea:l-1i TorL.
Calories

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

DISRISSAL



Class
Regias

5min.

10 din.

,DAY 6

4*,

/ Table 1. Duration of Activities for Topic One (Teacher$L9)

"DAY 7 DAY 0 DAY ,DAY io

IS min.

20 min..

opening r
Transitiot_

Teiiher Returns

Homework ,and

Talks about

the Exam' -

Microscope

Lab;

Obser4ation

of.'

251whw...-4 ere

Amoeba,

Euglena,
30 min.

and

Volvo*

35 min.

40 min.

43 min. DiPTs9C
.

7-

Opening.

Transition

Teachrr

Lectures on

Test. Topics

wed Lab

Organises

Microscope Lab:

Observation of

Live

Stentor,

Blephorisma,

and

brtacillif

Teacher Reviews

Lab and Previews

Tomorrow

Opening Opening Opening .

Transition Transition Transition

Teacher

Lectures

Mitosis'

492
IYINTsTAr

.

Teacher

Reviews

Mitosis

Microviewers:

the

Phases

of

Mitosis

Paper for

Homework is

Passed Out

411 4/IIM MM.

Teacher Previews
Tomorrow

Teacher Reviews

Mitosis /ice''

the Day's Lab

Microscope Lab

PreServed

Slides of

Salamander

Tail Showing

the Phases)

of MitOsis

Students

Complete

FML

Survey,

Teacher
Previews
Tomorrow's
Activities

6194TSSAr 1113kTsKet

Rainy day schedule: Class dismissed after 54 minutes. BEST COPY AVAILABLE



4
'DAY 1

Class
Begins ,... . n, ng runs on; .

. (Venlig ) Opening Students Otserve OpeningTransition Transition I Transition Live *men at Transition
IS. 7; % a Fronl tit Class

5 min.. f , . Teaches Reviews 4 Teacher Lectures
. Teacher .

Teacher Reviews
.)*

Paramecium. from on the Importance Cytology Concepts .., .-
Reviews ' \

J.. Yesterday's Lab of Science

Table 1 (ContiNed). Duration of Activities for Topic One (Teacher 9)t.
±

- DAY 2 DAY 3 DAY 4 DAY 5

10 min. Cytoloq Homework Colin-,
ticks; 3,

Concepts : Teacher MicroscoPe Deawings

Cita.
Lectures on Lab:

IS *In.

the Structure Chloraplast .
. of Euglena Slides Microscope

Teacher
20 min. . 3 Lab:

Lectures. ... Observe

) on Film Teacher
Live

25 min. Single- about Lectures
Paramecium

Celled Various on the

) I
Organisms Orotists Cross

30m1 '*.
Section

of the1 .

35 Mtn. Leaf '

...

.

.""----411'

40 min. - Teacher Previews
Tomorrow!: Test

43 min. ITISMTScAr ViiiITSSAr if rs*r-J tiSMIME 51941Mr

Cytology

Microscope Lab:

Observation of

Live Amoeba

BEST COPY AVAILABLE 493 ,



Class
Begins

DAY 1

Table 2. Duratiog of Activities for Topic Two (Teacher:9) ,
1

DAY 2 DAY 3 DAY 4 DAYS DAY 6

Opening
Transition

10 min. Teacher

15 min.

the

Circulatory

20 min. System

tures

2S min.

30 min.

3S min.

40 min.

Opening

Transition
.*

Teacher

Reviews

Bo tong

Exam

Teacher

Lecture's

on the

Circulators

System

Opening

Transition

Teacher
Lectures

on tbe.
Importance
of
Plemorizatioh.

Teacher

Lectures

on

ReaOt

Circulation

Opening

Transition

Teacher

Reviews

heart.

Circulation

Oral Exam

on heart

Circulation;

ha 34 Stu-

Opening
Transition

Teacher

.Lecteres

on Blood

Typing

Lab

AI.

Blood bold!

Lab:

Students

Test for

dents are Tetted Their

Teacher

Previews

Tomorrow's

Blood

Typing

Lab

Own

Blood

4a.

Teacher

Lectures

on the

Rh Factor

43 min. . A 5ffsiTsUr LiatiTsKAC IVISNTsKAC Urgl-sUr BIDitsUr

BEST COPY AVAILABLE.

Opening -

Transition

. Teacher

Announcements

Rh FaCior

Lab

Ogkity

Students

Complete

Ftil

Survey

Teacher
Previews
Tomorrow
MINTsKifir



DAY 1

. Class
Begins tilt rev ems

procedures;
students copy
notes from

5-min: board

10 ado.

IS min.

Teacher .

Recitation

on

Division;
so min...

1, Introduction

to

25 min. Mitosis

and

Meiosis
30 win.

35 min.

40 min.

45 min.

I

Table 1. Ourationof Activities for Topic One (Teacher 10)

DAY 4 DAY DAY 6

Opening
Transition

Closing
Transition
DISMISSAL

Teacher

Recitation

on

Chromosmees

and

Phases

of

Mitosis

Opening
Transition

Opening .

6 Transition

Teacher

Reviews

Assignments,

Due Dates,

and

Class

Amles

Teacher

Reviews

Cell

Skrmsture

and

Stages:

of.

Mitosis

Teacher hands out
ditto and intro-
duces ditto on
mitosis phases

DISMISSAL DISMISSAL

Studints Fill

Out Worksheet,

"What'are Genes?"

ng rans
Science World
Magazine
Passed Out

Teed* Goes Over
Worksheet Answers

Teacher

,Guides

Class as

They

Look at

Mitosis

Si ide-

Strips in

Microviewers

I ' on

Students read
Article on
B erbera

McClintock and
Answer 4
Questions About
her that are on
.yse Board

Teicher Goes
Over Answers
to 4 questions

Teachei

Recitation

on

Phases

of

Molests

n ng rans
tf on; Stu-

dents Copy
From Board
TeacTter

Introducei

'and

Shows

Film,

From One Cell"

Teaches,
Introdfies

.4. "Gene Monster"
Lab for
Rent Week

Teacher Reviews

Some Questions

that will be on

Closing Transitial Topic Test

DISMRSALDISMISSAL

mbp 41.1.11, Min TM TN.

Teacher

,Recitation

84

Genetics

Vocabulary

Words

NO

DISMISSAL

COPY AVALVIE
4 95



I

'Table 1.(Continued).

OAT 7 IMY 8*.
Clefs

Duration of Activities for Topic One (Teacher 10)

ww,

0A" .
. DAY 10 DAY 11 &V 12

Begfns n ng rans , n n9 rans ng rans -
Von; Graded Opening tion; "Gent Opening tient Students - OpiPapers Returned,
PTC Paper Handed

Transition Monster" Vitas
Handed out

Transition Cgpy Notes
from Board

Tranensingtion .

S min. Out; Students
Copy Motes from Teacher Teacher

ffeiciiEes
next Procedures Teacher Recita-

TelieNei
Procedures forBoard for "Gene tion on Hunan Minding lg$ ikiltIntroduces Describes Rooster" Lab Dominant and

Teacher
Recessive Traits10 win. lnd Procedures

Recitation
Teacher

on More
Shows for Reviews

Gene
Teacher

Film on "Gene Monster" Students Monster Goes.15 min. Genetics Procedures
X .aod Lai Continue and Assigns OverVocabulary

Test
Chromosomes irk on Reeky Sheet TestWords; Teacher

20 min.
Gene Monster 4

am. ,
Students

ReviewMoints out

Lab,' Sheet'Some Genetic Students Continue
. Filling With25 min. Features on Which Teacher Work on
Out

Work on

cuss'Students Differ, Recitation Gene

Oi ttos
Gene Monster

30 min.
Including on More Monster

as
Lab,

Test of ' Genetics Lab,
They

Filling
PTC Paper Vocabulary Filling out Out

Work
35 min.

Students
Complete
FWL

Words Di ttos

as

They iv

Di ttos

As They

Work40 min. Student
Class Work
Survey

Closing
Trans) ton

Closing
Transition

ItildinisliinZ
in "Gene
ster" Lab45 min. DISMISSAL DISMISSAL DISMISSAL DISMISSAL DISMISSAL DISMISSAL

*buration of activities of Day 8 are 110aPProximatchtl BEST COPY AVAILABLE



DAY 1
Class

Table 2. Duration of Activities for Topic Two (Teacher 10)

DAY 2 DAY 3 DAY 4* DAY 5 DAY 6

Begins I n ng r ns . n ng a 'per*
Opening Opening tion; Teacher Transition; Teacher Handed Back

. Transftfon; Transition Previews Direc- Students Copy Describes From last Unit;
.30

5 min.
Teacher Reviews
Activities for

.111.
tions on Board Notes on

Board
Activities
and

Teacher Goes
'Around and

the Day and Students Copy Student Seatwork Procedures Grifdes 'Edna'
Assignment on Down Notes on Labeling . a Dittoed for 'TericTief lfeviews

10 min.

the Board Circulatory
System from
Board
TeacTier Rands

Heart Diagrams,
with Text as
Resource Teacher

Next .

1 1/2 Weeks
Ditto Li sting

Assignments for
next 2 Weeks

Students Out 2 Dittos Recitation Tenger
Take and Assigns Teacher Orally Quizzes Teacher
Test "Edna" asi Recitation . on Three Rows on Recitation

IS min. on Housework on Parts 'Circulatory on
Previous
unit, .1

and
Functioning

then System Sample
Quiz

the

Frog
Teacher of Heart,

Providing
Composition Items

20 win. System Introduces Answers to of Teacher
Ditto; Teacher Reviews

Part Teacher Gives
Additional -

Blood Recitation More on Assign-
ments

Students of Directions On
_ am.

25 min.
-4-F111 in Film, Blood

Teacher
Seabfork "Mr. Hewn" Teacher Types

Recitation
30 min. Ditto on Shows

on
Human Systems, Second

Ttrodinis-cin- Skeletal
Using Part Cook at Bone

35 win. Sample System
Text as

'Supplement

isf Film,

"W. Herne

DISMISSAL

Teacher Prepares
to do" Blood Test
Demonstration

40 min.

Teit-
DemonstrationfieicFlei FrivTeiis

'Alit Activities - Wi th 2
Volunteers

45 min. DISMISSAL DISMISSAL DISMISSAL DISMISSAL DISMISSAL

*Minimum day.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
497



Table 2 (Continued). Duration of Activities for Topic Two (Teacher 10)

DDAY 7 AY 8
Class
Begins eac r n nq

Out Test Transition

Students k
5 min. Test on

Human Systems

StudentsTeacher Explains
Lab Procedures: Take Test on10 si . Rotating to
9 Activity . CirculatoryStations

Students System;

Take Read

FWt Article inLab, Rotat1ng
Posttest Science World20 min. in Groups

if finished
tA 9

earlyActivity
25 min.

Statjons Teacher

on Teacher Recite tion;
30 min. Human Recitation; Reviewi,ng for

Systems Reviewing for, Tonnwrow's

Test On Test on '

DAY 9

11,

eac r ves
Directions for \,
Test and Reading
Sot ensei World;
Hands Test out

15 min%

35 min:

Student

Circulatory SkelqtalsStudents
Complete System by SystemFit v

40 min. Student Orally Quizzing
Survey Telciei: IfeikFiEes

Students Film He'll Show
Later this week

45 min. DISMISSAL, DISMISSAL DISMISSAL

498

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



Class
Begins

S min.

DAY 1

Table 1. , Duration of Activities for Topic One .(Teacher 11)

11, DAY 2 DAY 3

k

DAY 4 DAIY

Opening Transition

Students Read

10 min. and Talk About

Text

.pp. 420-426

(Tundra and

Deserts)

20 min.

q

.

14.

30 mifr:11,1elt

40 min.

48 min.

Opening Transition Opening Transition

Studpntk Students Call on

Read and Other Students

About Text And AskeThem

Students
pp. 426-432 'Questions

Complete
A;rasilands Basted on the 20

Reviewand Fact!" Recorded
Questions

Transition
either toVricis
&Notary Words

Coniferous -Yesterday

and
Forests)

Study

Students Sheet;

Read and

Talk About

4
Text

Students
Students

Write

20 Westions
Filmstrip:

About:
Ecology Prairie

Tundra

DISMISSAL

Deserts

Grasslands

Coniferous Forests

6ISMISSAL

pp. 432-436

(DecidevOi

Forests)

the Definition.
of Vocabulary Students
Words' Appearing Cow ie te
on p. 436 Surveyof Text

"Cass
DISMISSAL

efiss
DISMISSAL

Opening Transition-
Teacher

Corrects

Review

Questions and

Study Sheets

Orally

p,

Students.

Watch

Synchronized

Slide and

Aediotape'

Presentation

On

Adaptation

Teicrwi; &Eiji-rill--
pit Grunion

DISMISSAL
*Duration of Activities on Day 1 are Approximate

11 499 BEST,COPY AVAILABLE



Class
. Begins

S mine

DAY 1

Table Z.4 Duratio4 of Activities for Topic Two (Teacher 11)

DAY 2

4

DAY 3 DAY 4

Opening
Transition

Opening

Transition

Students

min. Read and . Students

Talk Abort ,et and
Text s Talk About

pp. 273-276 Text

(Viruses) pp. 277-283

20 min. (Prott sts)

30 min.

40 min.

Filmstrip

on Causes

of Cancer

QiiestTons and
Answers about
Filmstrip

Ati

Lab
Procedures
pp, 284-285

Read. Questions.
and Answers

Slides, Reading
1 Scrtpt

ng rans

'Review 'Tests:
Teacher Gives
Answers

t ' ' I ng rans t on

TaTk-Agniit-
Science Faiir

.TaTk. About and
*Tail dhows Questions on
Class Hexcell **cell

ireir 1)ti6-1/-Ifuisitiini 17111 .
Answers About 1. Sheets

-Lab ,Sheet and
kiceinrea
tar: nd Talk About f

Students Look Text

at Paramecium pp. 286-288

on Slide; (yattsts and
Algae)

F111 out

Lab Sheet
Vocabulary (288)

Questions (289)

Finish Lab

10 Questions

Clean-Up

_ _ ...

Students

Complete

urvey

48 a f n -DTSPilKSAL- .IYIKKESKAi bINTSK 519tTSKAU

'1
DAY 5

pen ng

Transition

.. 1Mm. AIIMP

Teacher
ExpVins Science
Fail

.1411. 11=1. aME.

Study

--Questions on

pp. 279-288

Students work.

at

Sealts

DISMISSAL

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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+PP

Class
Begins

.7

fi
-Table 2 (Continued). .Cturation of Activities for Topic Twat Teacher 11)

DAY 6 6 DAY 7

Opening Opening 'Transition
Transition Talk About

Science, Fair
"risatir-

TeicNiF 7

Leads.
Science

Correotion of
Fair

Student Sheets

S min:

Reviews

Class Talks
About Student
Council

4.

20 mil Finish Questions

pp.-.289;

Students

Receive Extra

Credit ff

30 'fn. Sealwork

Transition to

Text

Students

Take

Test

/

is r--
Teacher Tells

Completed

Students if

Assignments Are

MI %sing

Correction of

Questions Students

Chat

. 48 min. :LUC' DISKSSrAr

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

40 min.
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